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ABSTRACT
The Material Culture of Temperature: Measurement, Capital & Semiotics
by
Scott W. Schwartz
Advisor: Dr. Alexander Bauer

Temperature was invented in the 17th century. While cosmologists affirm that
fluctuations in heat are as old as the universe, the intensive quantified scale marking these
fluctuations has a relatively short history. This dissertation analyzes why temperature developed
when it did and what temperature does for and to its users. I demonstrate that the ubiquitous and
quotidian epistemological artifact temperature epitomizes capitalized methods of seeing,
measuring, and knowing. At its broadest, the concern of this dissertation is the material culture of
knowledge production among capitalizing populations—those that believe in and practice the
perpetually accelerating asymmetrical growth of wealth.
In this effort I examine temperature’s history, construction, social and scientific roles,
distribution, politics, and economics. In focusing on the material culture of temperatures, this
dissertation situates itself most immediately in the field of contemporary archaeology, drawing
on the theoretical and methodological tools of this sub-discipline. In addition to archival research
and interviews, I utilize theoretical insights from linguistics, science & technology studies, and
queer theory to uncoil the material culture of temperature.
The dissertation analyzes the socio-material construction of twenty-eight temperatures,
tracing the physical process of eliciting meaning from the average kinetic energy of particles
(today's definition of temperature) and the resulting semiotic event this produces. The results
iv
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reveal that temperatures were not invented simply to ascertain sensible warmth. Rather,
temperature developed alongside a burgeoning capitalized epistemology that places value in the
amorality of numbers and the ability to mathematize futurity through models, projections, and
probability. By investigating the normalization and naturalization of temperatures, this
dissertation problematizes the inner workings of capitalized epistemology.
I employ a novel method of semiotic stratigraphy based on Charles Peirce's semiosis
framework. The aim of semiotic stratigraphy is not to discern what things mean, but how things
mean—how significance is materially produced. In this pursuit, I trace the semiotic
transformations necessary for the motion of particles (the behavior to which a temperature’s
scientific definition refers) to become materially numerated (such as on a billboard that flashes
the temperature). Semiotic stratigraphy illuminates the lattice of relationships that unifies the
meaning and the matter of a society’s signs.
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Chapter One
Introduction
“Materiality is a living hypothesis”
– Reza Negarestani (2014)

1.1 Dissertation Scope
Prior to the 17th century temperature did not exist. While cosmologists assure us that
fluctuations in heat are as old as the known universe, temperature has a relatively short history.
As a culturally produced system of observing fluctuations in heat, temperature is illustrative of a
dominant approach to producing knowledge that developed alongside colonial capitalist forms of
social organization in Western Europe over the preceding six centuries. Through an in-depth
investigation of the material culture of temperatures the aim within is to critique the
epistemology of capitalizing populations and its broader social, historical, political, and
economic impacts.
The methodological and theoretical tools employed in this performance are diverse but
center on the discipline of archaeology, specifically the sub-discipline contemporary
archaeology. The original research for this dissertation draws its evidence from the properties of
materials. I consider this to be the unifying thread of all archaeological work. Despite its many
subfields and diverse specializations, archaeology is foremost concerned with studying what the
properties of materials can tell us about populations that affected and interacted with those
materials. This dissertation focuses on 1) the materials from which temperatures are constructed
(be it mercury or isotopes from Greenlandic ice cores); 2) the materials that give temperatures
meaning (the many varieties of thermometric instruments); and 3) the materials that
1
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contextualize temperatures in larger society (the billboards, banks, bus stops, or apps upon which
temperatures are displayed).
Temperature is being used here as one case study, among potentially many others, to
investigate the knowledge production practices of capitalizing populations. That is, this
dissertation’s primary concern is the production of knowledge—how it is produced and to what
ends. Underlying the analysis of temperatures within is an effort to answer the questions: is there
a distinct epistemology of capital? why did it come to be? and how is it practiced? The stance of
this dissertation is that the socio-material history of a quantified scale for thermal flux and its
subsequent normalization exemplify developments in knowledge production among colonizing
and capitalizing European populations over the past circa six-hundred years.
Many scholars have investigated various rises and falls in the popularity of quantified
metrics among populations around the world over the course of the past 10,000 years (Crosby
1997; Morley & Renfrew 2010; Poovey 1998; Schmandt-Besserat 1977). However, this
dissertation uniquely argues that the privileging of quantified observations that began in the
second millennium of the Common Era in Europe is distinctively concentrated on perpetually
accelerating the asymmetrical growth of wealth, a practice that knows no better name than
capitalism. Thus, while others have studied the history of dominant knowledge production
methods in Europe over the preceding centuries under a number of paradigms (e.g.,
modernization, secularization, industrialization, colonialism, rationality, Enlightenment), the
following elaborates the relationship between capitalization and quantified measurement. This
dissertation argues that measurements are a reflection of the information that a population values.
That is, what a population measures is what it deems worthy of knowing. The concern within is

2
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what the quantified measurement of heat tells us about the values and priorities of populations
that make such measurements.
Much previous research in anthropology and archaeology has detailed the history and
naturalization of contemporary time-marking systems (Birth 2013, 2011; Dawdy 2010; Harvey
1990; LeGoff 1980; Lucas 1995; Thompson 1967). It has been argued that knowledge of the
difference between 9:00am and 9:03am would have been rather irrelevant before the advent of
industrialization. May the same be said of the difference between 73°F and 76°F, or is this
thermal observation somehow more natural? Herein, I attempt to illustrate that such
naturalization is not limited to the measurement of duration, but is part of a systemic
epistemological shift rising out of early modern Europe that privileged quantification and
predictive capacity as primary utilities of knowledge. Poovey’s History of the Modern Fact
(1998) makes similar overtures in tracing how “the fact” came to be perceived as the primary
unit of knowledge in Europe. The research within builds on these insights by breaking down the
material production of one such modern fact—temperature; analyzing what it does for and to
populations that imbue it with meaning.

1.2 Dissertation Layout
This work begins by locating itself within other spheres of research and outlining the
theoretical approaches employed (Chapter Two). I then unpack the key thermal concepts this
dissertation addresses—measurement, temperature, heat, thermodynamics, thermometry, energy.
This will include discussion of the history and philosophy of these concepts (Chapter Three). In
Chapter Four I discuss methodology, including how data was collected and analyzed. Chapter
Five presents the original research of the dissertation—an in-depth analysis of twenty-eight

3
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temperature artifacts, including their material construction and semantic resonance. Drawing on
the insights gleaned from the temperature analysis, Chapter Six outlines an epistemology of
capital. Here I denote five dominant characteristics in the production of knowledge among
capitalizing populations. Finally, the concluding chapter summarizes this work and offers
suggestions for further research in this direction.
At its most basic, this dissertation studies how and why fluctuations in the motion of
particles are transformed into numbers and the effect of these numbers on the population that
creates them. To better contextualize this pursuit, the following brief summaries address this
dissertation’s geographical and temporal focus, the artifacts under investigation, social relevance,
theoretical approach, historical background, and methodology.

1.2.1 – Population of study
To be sure, “people that use temperatures” is a rather extensive population today. For
reasons explored within, the category “people that use temperatures” is roughly co-terminus with
capitalizing populations. Indeed, at its broadest, the focus of this dissertation is on the breadth of
capitalizing peoples, including its author. Posing the idea of a distinct and isolatable capitalizing
population may seem like an overreach. There are certainly many different ways of performing
capitalism, just as there are many ways of performing Christianity or Frenchness. Is attempting
to study capitalizing populations as nebulous and ill-defined as would be an effort to study
Neolithic populations as a single group?
While vast, the size of the “capitalizing population” is precisely one of its defining
features. The capitalizing population has been growing exponentially since 1800. It grows not
only through ultra-replacement level reproduction and a focus on life-extension technology, but

4
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most virulently through colonization and domination—that is, the suppression and incorporation
of any non-capitalized forms of social organization. Most populations over the course of the past
200,000 years have not grown exponentially. Periodic short-lived bursts of exponential growth
have certainly occurred at various times and places in the past, but these either fissioned or
ceased via a variety of strategies or misfortunes. Thus, as a distinct population that either fails to
stem or actively pursues exponential growth, the capitalizing population merits study as a unique
group.
Further, while it is possible to speak of British capitalizers, Chinese capitalizers, Islamic
capitalizers, or rural capitalizers, one element that ties these groups together is that, purportedly,
there exists a common global (“free”) market in which all these capitalizers exchange resources;
a common market that sets the value of their commodities, labor, and lives. Even those living
within nations which have had legal access to this global market restricted, such as Iran at
various points in the first half of the 21st century, are still subjected to the valuation process of
this common market. Equally, even if a nation such as the former Soviet Union purports not to
be practicing capitalism, the valuation of its resources is very much anchored to the global
capitalizing market. If we consider a distinct population to be one which derives its values (both
monetary and ethical) from a single shared source, then by this criteria capitalizing peoples
qualify as a distinct population.
Succinctly, the capitalizing population is one that behaves as though wealth can and
should grow exponentially, asymmetrically, and perpetually. It is the task of this dissertation to
attempt an understanding of the dominant epistemology of this population. Canavan (2014) has
suggested capital has centered on an oil ontology. I would suggest the inverse—that fossil fuel
consumption has been premised on an ontology (and underlying epistemology) of capital.

5
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Dawson frames this prevailing epistemology: “the capitalist system as a whole can continue to
expand while requiring continually declining material throughput. Such arguments constitute a
form of conventional thought, one might even say a dogma” (2018, 184). The principal aim of
this dissertation is to understand why and how this belief developed.
Over the past two-hundred years, billions of people have been incorporated into the
practice of exponentially and asymmetrically growing wealth (usually unwillingly). The
perpetuity of this practice cannot be known from any single point in time. However, capitalizing
populations have developed a cosmology which could theoretically facilitate unending growth.
That is, current scientific understanding asserts the universe is expanding at an accelerating rate.
While no causal incidence may be at play, it seems convenient that a population that behaves as
though wealth can grow forever at an accelerating rate employs epistemological tools (e.g., the
concept energy) that describe their universe as expanding forever at an accelerating rate.
Pointed critique within anthropology over the past seventy years has pushed the
discipline away from ethnographies that attempt to capture frozen populations that lie beyond the
horizon of dynamism (Geertz 1966; Hodder & Hutson 1986; Wolf 1982). Despite archaeology’s
tendency to focus on people that are not currently living, this does not make archaeology’s
subjects any less dynamic. While the behaviors and actions of archaic populations may not
change, what they meant or will continue to mean is always in contestation. Increasingly,
archaeologists are adopting frameworks reflecting this observation (Luiz Guarinello 2005;
Pétursdóttir 2014). As such, I frame my population of interest as in a perpetual process of
becoming (Bergson 2010; Nietzsche 1992; Whitehead 1929). In defining my focus of study as
“capitalizING populations” I point to this, as well as play on the double meaning of
“capitalizing”—indicating both populations undergoing a capitalization process and populations

6
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actively making use of capital.
Lastly, I use the word “population” to describe the people of interest in this dissertation in
the vein of Latour’s deployment of the word “group” in Reassembling the Social (2005). He
argues that the blandness and generality of such vocabulary is its virtue. Such generality allows
the people of study to do the work of defining themselves, as opposed to the anthropologist
attempting a strict delineation of who counts or does not as a person or people of study:
If someone pointed out to me that words like ‘group’, ‘grouping’, and ‘actor’ are
meaningless, I would answer: ‘Quite right.’ The word ‘group’ is so empty that it sets
neither the size nor the content. It could be applied to a planet as well as to an individual;
to Microsoft as well as to my family; to plants as well as to baboons. This is exactly why
I have chosen it (29).
Further, the history of the use of the word “culture” to delineate a set of people in
archaeology has been rigorously problematized (e.g., the creation by Childe and his
contemporaries of Linearbandkeramik, Corded Ware, or Beaker cultures). Such usage connotes a
coherence that is dubious given the absence of self-identifying evidence (see also debates
regarding the contested use of “ontology” as a pseudo-synonym for “culture” within
archaeology, Alberti et al. 2011).

1.2.2 – Geographic & Temporal Overview
Today, the geographic reach of this population spans most of the globe, as well as
significant distances beyond Earth’s atmosphere. Demographically, this population includes the
better part of the seven-plus billion residents of the planet, cutting across geographic, ethnic,
religious, and class divides, but the primary focus within will be on developments in the North

7
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Atlantic (Western Europe and the United States), as populations residing therein seem to have
been the least capable of subduing the perpetually accelerating growth of capital.
As a work of contemporary archaeology, the artifacts under investigation have all been
produced in the general present. Most artifacts under investigation were created in the last
decade. While the artifacts analyzed are from the present, I will offer historical background on
the development of the epistemology of capital in Chapter Six. The origin of capitalization has
been much debated (the onset of the Industrial Revolution often being cited). Without claiming
an exact year, I would place the emergence of unchecked capitalizing practices at ~1348 CE,
with the practice having come to global dominance by ~1848 CE. I fully acknowledge that such
boundaries are ultimately rather arbitrary devices (certainly, the history of the capitalizing
process continues unfolding into the present).
While I use the period between 1348 to 1848 in Western Europe to demarcate the
inception of a capitalized epistemology, the original research and fieldwork component of this
dissertation (Chapters Four and Five) largely focuses on the immediate and the future as the
temporal period of concern. As detailed within, capitalizing populations, whilst developing
within situated histories that exist chronologically, materially construct and inhabit hypothetical
futures (this is similar to what Appadurai (2012) has called “trajectorism”). Temperature offers
one of the most quotidian examples of this, specifically in the form of forecasts. Properly
speaking, the time period in which capitalizing populations operate is the anticipated subsequent.
This dissertation collects data on the material properties of the future in the form of projected
temperatures. This includes the five-day forecast produced by the National Weather Service,
projected temperature increases for fifty years from now, as well as the production of archaic
temperatures that are used as data for models of subsequent temperatures. In this regard, I

8
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approach the artifacts I examine (temperatures) similarly to how archaeologists have conceived
oracle bones in China (Flad 2008) and other divinatory practices (McGraw 2016; Smith & Leon
2014).

1.2.3 – Objects of Analysis
The artifacts under investigation herein are temperatures. My data consists of twentyeight temperatures I have collected over the course of my doctoral work. Some temperatures
were found in survey. Some were sought out from climatologists, oceanographers, and
meteorologists. Some were found archivally. For the purposes of this dissertation any numerated
temperature (32°F, 274K, -46±3°C) could be considered an artifact. For each temperature, I
examine: 1) its material production; 2) its use and social significance; and 3) its semiotic
stratigraphy (the manufactured distance between its “discursive” and “material” aspects, see
Chapter Two and Appendix). While all temperatures have a material component (if only their
visible numerical representation) that can be analyzed, different temperatures are constructed out
of very different materials. Some temperatures are constructed out of frozen oxygen isotopes;
some from the electric resistivity of metal oxides. How capitalizing populations interact with
these materials to produce temperatures is a principal concern. Despite this material component,
temperatures are often conceived of as discursive, in that they exist semantically outside of their
materiality, like the concepts justice or love (i.e., the concept 72°F seems to exist outside of any
physical iteration of this thermal state). Temperatures exemplify the tension between the material
and the discursive and its role in socially negotiating meaning—a critical concern for this
dissertation.

9
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To be clear, the subject of this study is not the history of thermometry, an ethnography of
climatologists, nor an analysis of thermometric instruments (though certainly all of this must be
touched upon). Very precisely, the artifacts that capitalizing populations produce and use called
temperatures are my focus. Just like cars or phones, temperatures are produced from many parts,
some temperatures have more parts than others. I will look at five different types of temperature
(just as there are different kinds of ceramic bowl or lithic blade, there are different types of
temperature), examining all the parts that are brought together in this industry (Latour might say
“actants” instead of “parts”). I present the findings of my research and speculate upon their
possible significance. I do not purport that such interpretations are conclusive. Rather, I hope to
open the door to a larger conversation.
Specifically, I have constructed the following typology of temperatures:
1. Type A: Temperatures of the present moment (such as those read off a thermometer).
2. Type B: Temperatures of the near-future (such as the forecast for tomorrow on a
smartphone or the evening news).
3. Type C: Archaic temperatures (temperatures from before temperature was invented, as
constructed out of proxies such as oxygen isotopes or tree rings).
4. Type D: Deep-future Temperatures (such as those produced by advanced computational
modeling employed by various research institutions and governmental agencies).
5. Type E: Anomalous temperatures (including the production of temperatures later found
to be erroneous and laboratory-produced extreme temperatures).
To reiterate then, it is not thermometers or climatology that are my primary concern, but
rather the different methods that capitalizing populations have developed for converting
oscillations in the motion of particles into a standardized set of numbers called temperatures.

10
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This dissertation engages the idea that temperatures were invented not because they are
particularly good at representing fluctuations in heat, but rather because of a socio-political
impetus to quantify this phenomenon. As argued in Chapter Six, it is quantified data that fuel the
trends that serve as the architecture of the subsequent. That is, hypothetical futures are built out
of data, and temperatures make great data.

1.2.4 – Social Relevance
Though just one of many potential examples of capitalized epistemology, my choice of
temperature as an area of study is quite pointed. Climatology has grown increasingly politicized
in public discourse. This takes many forms, from regressive debates in the U.S. pop-news
regarding the validity of human impact on the environment, to more progressive debates
occurring around the globe on strategies for mitigating potential environmental changes and the
extent to which industrialized nations are responsible for the plight of sinking island nations. For
the most part, my dissertation avoids of this entire spectrum of discourse, but I do hope this work
offers new tools for conceptualizing these conversations.
My focus on the politicization of climate stems more from an interest in the politics of
dominant modes of knowledge production. Latour writes, “Epistemology and politics, as we now
understand very well, are one and the same thing” (2004, 28). Sadly, I am not entirely sure this is
understood so very well. Many within capitalizing populations, I contend, are unaware that the
production of knowledge is a matter of political contestation, assuming instead that there is one
correct way to produce (or even discover) true knowledge. The implication of my research is that
the dominant method of knowledge production (the epistemology of capital) is inextricably
bound to environmentally devastating practices, such as mountaintop removal or the movement
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of electronic appliances from China to New Jersey. And, to a very small extent, as part of the
epistemology of capital, climatology and archaeology are themselves implicated in such
practices (knowledge produced in these fields can be incredibly energy intensive). As is
demonstrated in the following chapters, capitalizing populations demand considerable amounts
of fuel to produce knowledge.
As has been increasingly documented (Castree 2010; Klein 2014; Moore 2016; West &
Brockington 2012), the primary contributor to deleterious climate change is not CO2 emissions,
over-fishing, or the clearing of rain forests taken individually, but rather it is the pursuit of
economic growth. This dissertation directly confronts the origins and manifestations of the
naturalization of this growth, elaborating on the relationship between quantified observations and
the perpetually accelerating growth of excess wealth. It is hoped that this work will contribute to
the larger body of literature focused on degrowth, which has repeatedly demonstrated that decoupling economic growth from CO2 emissions is not possible (Balthazar 2016; Kallis 2017;
Koch et al. 2017; Martínez-Alier et al. 2010). Since 1800, global wealth and global fossil fuel
emissions have risen in lock-step at a compound rate of approximately 3% annually (Harvey
2011; Sieferle 2011). If the past two centuries are any indication, economic growth and
environmental degradation are deeply entangled.
Naturalizing a dominant method of observation makes its tools of oppression and
marginalization appear benign or disappear altogether. Asymmetrical distribution of resources
among capitalizing populations and the bodily suffering this induces are enabled by an ideology,
no matter how taken for granted. The governing ideology of the community of capitalizers today
accepts the malnourishment of one billion humans (Downey 2015; McMichael 2015; Phillips
2006). This dissertation intends to bring to light this ideology in the hopes of ameliorating such
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suffering. At its most ambitious, this dissertation aims to contribute to the cessation of the
accelerating asymmetrical growth of “the economy” and the suffering this growth engenders (or,
more directly, a cessation to the production of knowledge for the purpose of growing wealth). By
making temperatures seem weird, my hope is to make the growth of wealth seem weird, the
practices of industrial agriculture seem weird, the exploitation of migrant labor seem weird, the
impoverishment of one billion people seem weird, deforestation seem weird.
Short of the modest ambition of bringing about a cessation of economic growth, the
following work more simply aims to complicate the relationship between capitalizing
populations and energy. Temperature is a banalization of energy. Humans have always had a
complicated relationship to energy (though prior to the 19th century this relationship would have
been conceived of in terms of fuel, force, impetus, will, vis viva, or compulsion, not “energy”).
Temperature is one of the means through which capitalizing populations make the relationship
between heat and work less visible (or at least mundane). In the 19th century, the numbers of
temperature were necessary to define and exploit the relationship between heat, movement, and
pressure within the coal-powered steam engine, an implement that has arguably had the greatest
impact on disfiguring the environmental conditions of this planet.

1.2.5 – Theoretical Overview
This dissertation largely follows the conception of the discipline of archaeology laid out
by Gavin Lucas in his 2004 article, “Modern Disturbances: On the Ambiguities of Archaeology.”
This conception posits that the purview of archaeology is the material aspect of a reciprocal
relationship between material and discursive culture. Lucas suggests that the “pre” in
“prehistory” need not be considered in sequential or chronological terms, but rather that the
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“pre” implies that materiality is a necessary pre-condition for discursive information (meaning).
That is, semantic information cannot be conveyed in a material-less void. Discursive concepts,
such as love or justice, demand at least the materiality of the vocal chords or the vibrating hairs
in our ears. The “origins” implied by the etymology of “archaeology” then, refer to the material
origins of any discursive information.
While, in agreement with this notion of reciprocity between the material and the
discursive, following the work of Karen Barad, I contest the idea that the material is somehow
ontologically “before” the discursive. Rather, along with Barad, Graham Harman, and other
contemporary scholars (sometimes lumped together as speculative realists, object-oriented
ontologists, new materialists, or post-humanists), I pursue a flat ontology in which no
phenomenon (be it discursive or material) has hierarchal or sequential eminence. That is, the
material is not “ontologically before the discursive” as Lucas suggests (2004, 113). Rather,
neither can exist without the other. If something has materiality, it signals discursively. If
something signals discursively, it has materiality. The very act of parsing this into a binary is a
problematic endeavor that I seek to reconcile within the framework of semiotic stratigraphy.
Barad’s work posits that meaning (discursivity) and matter cannot be bifurcated,
epitomizing an anti-Cartesian trend among many scholars over the past few decades (Barad
2007; Brassier 2007; Harman 2010). Every thing, object, or phenomenon has a material stratum
and sends or receives signals (means something to something else). This holds true for stones,
tables, or vampires. Barad asserts that every thing is simultaneously and perpetually both sending
and receiving signals, that is, being interpreted. A stone is interpreted by wind in that it
encounters the electromagnetic resistance of the stone and must move around its contours
(Morton 2012).
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To these ends, Barad’s insights into observation and measurement, along with those of
Mary Poovey (1998), Isabelle Stengers (2010), Patricia Clough (2012), and Sally Merry (2016)
are critical to this dissertation. These critiques of measurement suggest that measurements (such
as those a thermometer makes) do not necessarily observe ontologically pre-existing attributes
that exist outside of the measurement process, but rather that the action of observation,
interpretation, or measurement carves out (or brings forth) properties. As I will expand within, in
a very tangible sense, thermometers do not measure temperature, they create temperature. Or,
perhaps more palatably, measurement is a generative act of co-creation. As Sally Merry writes,
“Those who create indicators aspire to measure the world but, in practice, create the world they
are measuring” (2016, 21).
In conjunction with Barad’s work on interpretation, observation, and the conveyance of
meaning, I build on the insights of Charles Peirce’s semiosis framework. While Barad and
Peirce’s ideas do not perfectly align, I wish to play with what I perceive as a great deal of
overlap between the two systems. Specifically, I toy with Pierce’s triadic relationship between
Sign > Object > Interpretant to articulate a semiotic stratigraphy that will provide the backbone
of my data analysis. Anthropologists have increasingly been drawn to Peirce’s model of semiosis
as a productive framework for moving beyond the untethered subjectivity of phenomenological
and postmodern scholarship, while at the same time acknowledging the malleability of objective
reality. Within archaeology the work of Zoe Crossland and Alexander Bauer (2017) has been
highly visible in this endeavor.
It is also important to note that this dissertation is not a deconstructionist exercise of the
type narrowly associated with Derrida (Ziarek 1996). The point here is not to tear down an
existing whole into its constituent elements revealing its rhetorical vacuity. Rather, the aim is to
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relate precisely how coherent discursive systems, such as temperature or law, are built out of
very tangibly designed material interactions. It should also be noted that while the following
“archaeology of knowledge production” shares titular affinities with Foucault (1969), my aims
are quite apart from his. Rather than using the term “archaeology” (somewhat) metaphorically as
an act of revealing the stratigraphy (layers) of concepts, I am more interested in the actual
materials used to build concepts, drawing on Deleuze more than Foucault for my notion of
“concepts”—“Whenever a new concept is created it cuts up our knowledge of the world in a
novel way requiring other concepts to be likewise ‘reactivated or recut’” (Ruthrof 2009, 209),
suggesting that concepts are not composed of accreted layers. As his later shift in terminology
evinces, “genealogy” may better to describe Foucault’s scholarship than archaeology. This is not
to say that the ideas of Derrida and Foucault do not have substantial bearing on this dissertation,
just perhaps not in the fashion that may seem most readily accessible.
While all of the above theoretical positions and justifications are employed in the
interpretive frameworks within, on a larger level this work is inspired by strains of thought
developed in queer theory. Specifically, I contest dominant and hegemonic narratives and
attempt to expose asymmetrical power relations that marginalize and diminish non-normative
groups. As a counter-normative method, queer theory is a useful tool for undermining a status
quo that beckons irreversible ecological devastation and continued social stratification. This
dissertation is indebted to the work of Judith Butler (1993), Mel Chen (2012), Lee Edelman
(2007), Jack Halberstam (2005), Paul Preciado (2013), and Jasbir Puar (2017), among others. In
this register, this dissertation could happily be categorized as a work of what Nicole Seymour
(2012) calls “irreverent ecocriticism.” That is, some could interpret my argument that
temperatures are artifacts comprised of dense semiotic events interwoven with high fashion,
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luxury real estate, gentrification, or El Chapo as “irreverence not as a refusal of political ideals,
but rather as a unique means of committing to a political ideal” (68-69). Seymour further defends
irreverent ecocriticism:
At a time in which a significant portion of U.S. citizens do not share…environmentalists’
opinions on issues such as global warming and the need for continued environmental
regulation…it would seem that a different dispositional and epistemological stance is
certainly in order. If we can laugh at ourselves, be less sure of ourselves, we might be
able to approach our object differently, and invite others to approach our object
differently. We might be able to understand why we can’t make others understand (62).
To such ends, this dissertation is somewhat binocular in scope. On one hand it is capable
of being read as an interventional critique of the naturalized epistemology of capital.
Simultaneously, the excessive analyses (over one-hundred pages) of “temperature artifacts”
could be read as an absurdist echo of the irreconcilable premise underlying the performance of
capitalism—that wealth can grow forever.

1.2.6 – Historical Overview
This work relies upon a great deal of historical research. This is pursued via a
combination of primary and secondary sources. As with the discipline of historical archaeology,
my investigation is intended to confront prevailing historiographic narratives. While this
dissertation collects and analyzes contemporary temperatures to examine how capitalized
methods of observation normalize the growth of wealth, in order to interrogate this theme a deep
history of capitalized epistemology must necessarily be discussed.
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I track this history from early efforts to combat plague outbreaks in Europe (beginning in
1377), to the rise of commercial insurance in the 17th century, to the development of
thermodynamic physics in the 19th century. I point to the unleashing of interest as a financial
artifact as the critical juncture in the normalization of a capitalized epistemology. Building on
this I reconstruct the role of probability in normalizing the perpetual growth of wealth.
I attempt to illustrate that the three concepts that are today referred to as capital, interest,
and insurance are so intricately bound historically that it is quite feasible to not think of them as
three distinct concepts at all, but rather as referring to a single pleonastic notion—that wealth is
kinetic. If wealth is not growing it is diminishing. Capitalized value is a function of its future
effect. The practice of perpetual, accelerating, asymmetrical growth requires that value
appreciate in a future. Interest and insurance underwrite the hypothetical spacetime into which
wealth grows.
While I track the rise of an epistemology of capital roughly between 1348 and 1848, no
single event defines its onset. However, it is clear that an epistemology of capital does not
dominate prior to this five-hundred year window and has become entrenched by its completion.
After five-hundred years of resistance from the peasant, laboring, clerical, and aristocratic
classes the epistemology of capital usurped the previously dominant ecclesiastic epistemology
(at least in Christendom). The contrast is stark: capitalized epistemology assumes a perpetual
accumulation of knowledge, while the ecclesiastic assumes timeless unchanging truths. For the
former, “truth is next.” For the latter, “truth is prior (or always).”
Lurking in the background during this five-hundred-year period of investigation is a
phase of hemispheric cooling and climatic flux often referred to as “The Little Ice Age.” While
my coverage of this as a distinct phenomenon will not be in great depth, its role is nevertheless
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eminently significant. The simple conclusion that capitalized epistemology (which is uniquely
concentrated on quantified predictive acumen) developed during a period in which, on a year-toyear basis, the weather and climate would have been increasingly difficult to accurately predict
is, if nothing else, incredibly intriguing. Present, then, throughout the background of this
dissertation is the question of how much the increasing privileging of predictability and
probability in knowledge production is related to the increased erraticism and deviance of
environmental “normality.”
This selection of historical episodes in the development of capitalized optics is admittedly
selective. An endless list of developments over the past seven-hundred years could be examined
for their role in abetting the current dominant arrangement of resources on this planet. Risking
teleological hindsight, one could read any event of the preceding centuries as inevitably leading
to today. Such a sampling might include, the Reformation, the Enlightenment, the privatization
of land during the British Enclosures, the witch trials, colonialism, the slave trade, or the printing
press. All of this and more is, of course, relevant to the construction of capitalized optics. My
primary reason for not delving deeper into these areas is rather simply because other scholars
have already covered this terrain substantially (Braudel 1982; Federici 2004; Hacking 1975;
Harrison 2015; Johnson 1996). However, the role of interest, insurance, and probability in the
development of the epistemology of capital has thus far been less explored.

1.2.6 – Methodological Overview
Recognizing that my artifacts of study (temperatures) and my population of interest
(people who use temperatures) may seem to deviate from traditional archaeological concerns, my
methodological approach requires a little unpacking. While I have not penetrated earth with
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shovel or trowel, my approach to collecting and analyzing data is not radically estranged from
traditional archaeological methodology. I have obtained a collection of artifacts which I analyze
and interpret (Chapter Five).
In analyzing this data, stratigraphic distance and relationships between material
interactions are of critical importance. I develop a concept for interpreting my data that I term
semiotic stratigraphy, which is intended to document the layers of translation that alienate
meanings from their material underpinnings. Drawing on Peirce’s triadic formulation of
semiosis, I define every translation of a Sign1 from one semiotic event into an Interpretant in
another semiotic event as one stratigraphic layer (Peirce 1991, 239). From this formulation, I
argue that it is possible to draw conclusions about the knowledge production practices of
populations—deep semiotic stratigraphies may be compared to shallow stratigraphies. The
Objects solicited to build semiotic events may be compared cross-culturally. This is not to say
that this method allows privileged access into what materials mean(t) to those that created and
used them, be they prehistoric or modern populations. Rather, I contend that this method does
allow insight into a population’s epistemology. That is, a semiotic stratigraphy does not
necessarily tell us what an artifact means, but how an artifact’s meaning is made.
In order to document the processes through which material traces of heat are transformed
into the quantifiable product temperature, I have visited facilities in which temperatures are
produced and spoken with temperature producers across a variety of fields. This research has
been conducted at the National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) field site in
Sterling, VA (present and near-future temperatures) and the Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory
in New York (archaic temperatures). I have also communicated with Oceanographers and

Herein, whenever referring specifically to Peirce’s triadic notion of Interpretant, Object, or Sign these words are
capitalized.
1
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computer scientists from a variety of academic institutions, climatologists at IBM, and
representatives of commercial media and technology companies. All of this evidence has been
documented, represented, and incorporated into the analyses offered in Chapter Five.

1.3 Research Questions
The preceding has been intended to provide a brief overview of all the directions of
thought I apply to this dissertation. However, for more clarity and brevity, I offer the following
pointed research questions that will guide this dissertation.
1) Why does the need for temperature develop when it does among the population that it
does? Observations of heat and the mechanical knowledge underpinning the thermometer
had existed for millennia. Why in late 17th century Europe does standardized numerical
observation of flux in heat become important information?
2) What does the invention of temperature do? That is, what effect does the observation of
quantified fluctuations in heat have upon the populations that employ it?
3) How do populations negotiate what attributes of their environment are worthy of
observation and measurement, specifically European populations undergoing the process
of capitalization?
4) Are there specific facets of the observational tools and material instruments used to
observe temperature that reflect fluctuations in the social organization of the populations
employing this measurement?
5) Are there any sectors within temperature-observing populations that disproportionately
benefit from the valorization of this measurement?
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Chapter Two
Relevant Previous Research
& Theoretical Framework
“There is an equal, abstract destiny for men and for things; both have an
equally indifferent designation in the algebra of the world’s mystery.”
– Fernando Pessoa

2.1 Introduction
This chapter situates the subject matter, methodology, and theoretical framework of this
dissertation within previous research in archaeology and adjacent fields. The temporal focus and
artifacts of study discussed within bear little resemblance to those of classical archaeology, but
as with traditions in anthropological archaeology, the primary concern within is interpreting the
social organization of populations via their interactions with materials. This chapter reviews
relevant literature in contemporary archaeology, historical archaeology, the archaeology of
capitalism, and the anthropology of science. This is followed by a brief overview of trends in
archaeological theorization over the past few decades. This chapter concludes with a discussion
of Peircian semiotics and how I apply this paradigm to the analysis of my collected temperature
artifacts.

2.2 Contemporary Archaeology
The subdiscipline of contemporary archaeology has a relatively brief history and thus
understandably lacks rigid parameters. Efforts to draw a line between contemporary and
historical archaeology are nebulous and contestable, and ultimately unnecessary. While it may be
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rather fruitless to try to demarcate a chronological boundary between the two, Gavin Lucas
offers a useful conceptualization of contemporary archaeology’s prerogative:
No matter how much archaeology might be defined by its set of methods and its focus on
material culture, it retains a strong sense that its subject matter is the past; indeed, that
instead of moving forward in time, it should be moving backward in time, exploring the
darkest depths of prehistory. But at the same time, putting a date on the limits of
archaeology also seems ludicrous. Why stop at 1750, 1800, 1900, or 2003?... There can
be no date or time after which we might say that this is no longer archaeology, even
though many archaeologists routinely do this in practice, if not on principle (2004, 115).
Lucas’ problematization of what is considered archaeologically sterile opens whole new
worlds of material culture to the methods and analysis of archaeology. To be sure, if a
researcher’s area of interest is the Neolithic, they may need to dig a meter to reach evidence that
pertains to their subject, but this does not mean that the discarded meter of past is sterile or
cannot be a source of evidence. Rather than conceiving of archaeology’s focus then as the past,
Lucas’ contention is that archaeology’s focus is materials that have interacted with human
populations.
Bill Rathje’s work on the archaeology of garbage in the 1980s is often cited as pioneering
in the field of contemporary archaeology (1992). This research contradicted the self-reported
consumption habits of modern households (e.g., underreporting alcohol consumption). Other
signature examples in this field include Alfredo González-Ruibal work on supermodernity
(2008) and munitions (2010), Alice Gorman’s research on space exploration (2005, 2007), Paul
Graves-Brown on modern culture (2000), Rodney Harrison on modern celebrations (2009),
Rachael Kiddey on homelessness (2017), Jason de Leon on migrant border crossing (2015), and
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Timothy Webmoor on digital materiality (2008). This work is extremely diverse and deals with
the full spectrum of concerns that mark social organization today. The hybrid discipline of Media
Archaeology shares some affinities with this work (Parikka 2012) as well, investigating what
out-of-date technologies suggest about shifts in social organization.
While some of this work is without question of immediate relevance to issues of social
justice (perhaps most compellingly the work of De Leon on the U.S.–Mexico border) some of
this field has been criticized as lacking in socio-political relevance. This has been the case ever
since Rathje’s experiments in the materiality of household consumption (see Flannery’s
devastating Golden Marshalltown essay). Repeatedly, some critics and scholars respond with a
“so what” to research in this field. Paul Grave-Brown’s work on The Sex Pistols guitar tuner or
Rodney Harrison’s investigation of the online community Second Life are works that might
garner such a response. Admittedly, this dissertation on the archaeology of temperature risks
being subjected to the same scrutiny. As such, I argue strongly that these remain compelling
works, with much to add to our appreciation of social organization.
It is precisely the taken-for-granted that is most dangerous in perpetuating social injustice
(Arendt 1963; Scheper-Hughes 1993), and the present is often the most taken-for-granted
moment. The point in undertaking such a rigorous investigation of a seemingly mundane subject
like temperature is precisely to point out how deeply embedded are certain modes of thought
which structure capitalized society. It is through reworking and reframing the quotidian that the
atrocities of the status quo become visible. At present, a billion people on this planet are
malnourished. That is, the contemporary manner of social organization accepts this mass
impoverishment as part of its normal functioning—not an injustice to be remedied. This is a
built-in part of the status quo of capitalized social organization. An archaeology of starvation in
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rural India would be a compelling line of research to shed light on this issue, either in
complement or agitation with other lines of research from economics or political science. The
discipline of economics has normalized many assumptions about the distribution of resources
that fail to perceive systematic starvation as an ethical or moral concern (or consider ethical
concerns spurious). An archaeological investigation into the subject could unseat such economic
conclusions.
To me, herein lies the utility of the material analysis of the contemporary world: precisely
because it is the contemporary with which we are very familiar, we sometimes mistake this
familiarity with understanding. We could hardly be more familiar with temperature, but how
well is it understood? How can it be used as a vessel of “weirding” to reveal embedded
inequities? Studying contemporary materials via the methodology of archaeology, makes our
contemporary world odd, de-normalizes it, allows it to be reassessed, and perhaps changed.
Contemporary archaeology inverts anthropology’s tendency toward exoticism and fetishism.
In this dissertation the oldest artifact examined was produced in 1993 (the temperature of
the Cosmic Microwave Background as recorded by NASA’s COBE satellite), which I am
comfortable placing in the contemporary. However, the majority of the artifacts discussed within
are produced in the very moment they are observed. That is, artifact <001> was produced on
June 21, 2016, precisely at the time of its observation and collection. In this sense, this
dissertation carries out a type of hyper-contemporary archaeology (or immediate or instant
archaeology) that attempts to challenge embedded notions of accumulated temporality. These
instantaneous temperature artifacts pop into and out of existence—they do not linger—like much
capitalist materiality.
The examination of instantaneously appearing electric numbers in urban landscapes is an
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effort to disrupt conceptions of history upon which colonial capitalist expansion has thrived—
specifically, teleological narratives of progress used to justify European domination, the
subjugation of non-white peoples, and the confiscation of land. That is, the archaeology of the
present performed within is meant to challenge the colonial construction of history and point out
that suffering does not occur in the past or future; it happens now (in the present moment).
Further, responsibility for that suffering does not happen in the past or future; responsibility must
always happen now.

2.3 Historical Archaeology & The Archaeology of Capitalism
While the temporal border between contemporary and historical archaeology may be
fuzzy, the methods, theoretical frameworks, and goals of the two subfields are fairly distinct.
Historical archaeology can generally be thought of as archaeology concerned with populations
for which their exists a (legible) discursive-textual record alongside the material. For some
archaeologists this can extend back millennia, for others perhaps only a few centuries.
Historical archaeology has roots in Marxist scholarship, particularly discussions of
production and consumption, and is largely concerned with the history of EuroWestern peoples,
that is, the history of slavery, colonialism, industrialization, and urbanization. Insofar as Marx is
concerned with understanding the functioning of capital, historical archaeology shares many
affinities with this dissertation. However, while I examine texts that go back multiple centuries in
this dissertation, this is primarily to background the contemporary artifacts with which I am
concerned.
Many have pointed to the salience of historical archaeology in providing a critique, a
complement, or a rebuke to the historical-textual record of events. The project of historical
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archaeology has been seen as largely emancipatory; as a chance to shift narratives from the
empowered (those that write the history) to the more egalitarian material record, which
(theoretically) is not as subjectively, economically, militarily, or otherwise as biased as the
written record. To these ends, much historical archaeology is concerned with distributions of
power, particularly in colonial and Antebellum America (Orser 1988; 1989).
James Deetz’s work In Small Things Forgotten (1977) is often cited as a seminal
contribution to the field. Mark Leone’s work on the organization of plantation life in the
Southern United States is notable for its inclusion of the theories of power put forth by Foucault
via material remains and spatial configurations (2006). Nan Rothschild and Diana Wall’s work
(2008) on Seneca Village in New York also highlights the organization of power and poverty in
a manner that the written record had previously omitted. The work of Paul Mullins (2002) on
race relations in Indiana communities has had great traction. Much of Mullins’ work has also
studied consumption practices (2011). This concentration on consumption within the discipline
was theorized as a response or complement to the traditional Marxist focus on modes of
production as the key pivot of social organization. Researchers in this vein have posited that
consumption too represents social agency, and that to ignore consumption behavior within the
production-consumption-disposal life history of materials had been negligent.
Today, historical archaeology is often employed toward politically engaged ends. Notable
works in this register include Whitney Battle-Baptist’s call for a Black Feminist Archaeology
(2016) or Barbara Voss’ work on sexuality in colonial encounters (2012). Many doing historical
archaeology have also employed an activist framework, using their research to advocate for
environmental stewardship (Hicks et al. 2019; Steffen et al. 2007). Along these lines, this
dissertation presents an interpretation that is highly critical of the historical trajectory of power
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dynamics within the population I study. I aim to point out the inequities, hypocrisies, and
injustices this population has perpetrated with the hope that this evidence can be used to catalyze
social change. To be clear, I am no more critical of temperatures as perpetrators of inequality
than a historical archaeologist is of bowls and plates. Temperatures are not the target of my
social criticism, but just as the production and distribution of bowls can tell us much about the
bowls’ users, so can temperatures.
Several authors have explicitly undertaken archaeologies of capitalism, which for the
most part intrinsically constitute historical archaeology. Gavin Lucas writes that “Explorations of
the role of material culture in the development of capitalism and global expansion—the very
processes connected to the rise of modernity—have formed a core part of some of the most
exciting archaeology being done in the United States” (2004, 114). Mark Leone’s edited volume
on the Historical Archaeologies of Capitalism (2015) (to which Lucas is a contributor) highlights
this “exciting archaeology.”
Matthew Johnson’s Archaeology of Capitalism (1996) documents excavations of the
British countryside to highlight the role of the Enclosures in the origins of capitalism. Here he
points out the necessity of transforming the open-field commons agricultural system into a
privatized for-profit system in order to feed the expanding populations of industrializing cities. In
this regard, Johnson’s work is an archaeology of the origins of capitalism, while Leone’s work is
more concerned with the archaeology of a day in the life of capitalizing peoples. This
dissertation is concerned with both approaches.

2.4 Science & Technology Studies
This dissertation is heavily indebted to ideas and paradigms found in Science and
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Technology Studies (STS). The most prominent name in this field over the past thirty years has
been Bruno Latour, who is credited not only with elevating the discipline but also inspiring
various turns in the social sciences and philosophy, perhaps most notably an interest in objects,
things, and materials (as opposed to texts and their interpretations). Though opinions on Latour’s
work vary within archaeology his impact on the social sciences is difficult to overstate. At the
heart of STS is an effort to study how knowledge is produced and applied. This discipline has
critically challenged the binary construction of nature and culture and the division between
modern and non-modern societies (and postmodern). This scholarship has wrestled with the
construction of facts, laws of nature, and general applications of epistemology. Latour (1987;
1993) has shown that science is not some practice of discovering facts and truths that are just
lying dormant “out there” waiting to be plucked. Rather, science is a social enterprise, and like
all social endeavors it is a product of interests, biases, assumptions, beliefs, and perceptions.
Donna Haraway (1988; 1989) has perhaps gone the furthest in illustrating how the work of
biologists in the first half of the 20th century served to naturalize patriarchal and ethnocentric
assumptions about dominance in society via studies in primate ecology. Her work thoroughly
unmasks such assumptions.
The anthropology of technology diverges slightly from science studies, in that its focus is
primarily on how populations adopt, accept, and transform in response to technological choices
and developments. Tim Ingold (2000) has received much acclaim for his work in this field.
Pierre Lemonnier’s (1993) work has been crucial as well, along with Langdon Winner (1986)
and Bryan Pfaffenberger (1988).
Three works from this general field that address various aspects of temperature have
particular resonance for this dissertation: Cosmopolitics by Isabelle Stengers (2010), which
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charts the historical development of the concept energy and temperature’s role in the
development of thermodynamics; A Vast Machine by Paul Edwards (2010), a thorough history of
modern meteorological practices, including the relationship between data and forecasting; and
Fossil Capital by Andreas Malm (2016), which documents the economics behind the transition
to carbon-based sources of energy from water, wind, and muscle.
This dissertation has required extensive research into thermal science over the past threehundred years. In researching the earliest efforts to construct thermometric devices I have relied
on the archival texts of Danish astronomer Ole Rømer, the most immediate influence on the
development of the Fahrenheit model thermometer and scale (Meyer 1910). I have drawn from
the 19th century scientific papers that led to today’s current understanding of temperature and its
relationship to the conservation of energy, notably the works of Rudolf Clausius (1856),
Hermann von Helmholtz (1847), William Rankine (1855), and William Thomson (Lord Kelvin)
(1848).
Techniques and technology for temperature production have, of course, continued to
develop through the present, incorporating quantum computing and isotope extraction. This
trajectory of scientific development (thermometry) is quite distinct from scientific efforts to
understand how and why temperature (as a property) effects and is effected by surrounding
environments (this would be climatology or thermodynamics). That is, thermometry and
thermodynamics must be discussed distinctly. In reviewing developments in climatology, the
works of Svante Arrnhenius (1896) and Charles Keeling (1960) stand out as early identifiers of
the thermal impact of releasing industrial levels of CO2 into the atmosphere—that it makes the
planet hotter. Today, climatologists like Jeff Severinghaus, Valerie Masson-Delmotte, and
Amaelle Landais are producing temperatures from deep in the past utilizing constantly evolving
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methods. That is, they are capable of extracting (or reading) thermal information from more and
more and older and older materials. For this dissertation I have relied on Braddock Linsley at the
Lamont Doherty Earth Observatory as a source for information on extracting thermal
information via mass spectrometry.
In attempting to gain a preliminary understanding of the computational physics behind
today’s most advanced deep future climate models, I have utilized the work of Tim Palmer
(2014) and his laboratory at Oxford, as well as literature on modeling by Hugues Goosse et al.
(2012a; 2012b), John Abatzoglou (2013), and the theoretical work of Reto Knutti (2008a; 2008b)
and Wendy Parker (2011; 2017). For the extensive debates regarding the effectiveness, errors,
and calibration of temperatures produced by the Sippican XBT instrument, I have relied on the
clarifying scholarship of Sydney Levitus (2009), John P. Abraham (2013), as well as personal
communications with Rebecca Cowley and Franco Reseghetti from government research
agencies of Australia and Italy, respectively.

2.5 Theoretical Developments in Archaeological Interpretation and Meaning
2.5.1 Past the Processualisms
In the 1980s a relatively contentious schism erupted over the underlying theoretical aims
and purpose of the archaeological process. The most visible belligerents in this rupture were the
processualist (or New) archaeologists, exemplified by Lewis Binford (1965) and contemporaries
(Clarke 1968; Fritz and Plog 1970), opposing the post-processualist (or contextual) archaeology,
epitomized by Ian Hodder (1982) and contemporaries (Tilley 1982).
In brief, the processualists advocated a positivist-determinist approach to the discipline
wherein general laws regarding subsistence, economy, kinship, exchange, political organization,
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or spirituality could be applied cross-culturally in order to discern the contours of archaic
populations. Notoriously, this approach also endorsed some use of ethnographic analogy, which
has subsequently been harshly critiqued (Wylie 2002). In contrast, abetted by the incorporation
of philosophical strands in post-structuralism and postmodernism, the post-processualists refuted
ideas of general correlations between architecture, pottery, subsistence and the actual beliefs of
the populations under investigation. More fundamentally, the two camps differed on what it is
precisely that archaeology is charged with studying.
Oversimplifying again, processualists were content to understand what populations and
artifacts did—how they moved, fed, and governed themselves. Post-processualists, conversely
argued that archaeologists should attempt to understand the thoughts and beliefs of the
populations they studied, including what artifacts meant to those that used them. Postprocessualism urged that functionalist understandings of the purpose of artifacts was not
sufficient social science. Hodder asserted that archaeology “involves…getting at the inside of
events, at the intentions and thoughts of subjective actors…it is only when we make assumptions
about the subjective meanings in the minds of people long dead that we can begin to do
archaeology.” (Hodder 1986, 79). As with post-structuralist philosophy, post-processualists
argued that artifacts and archaeological evidence could be read as texts, and in some cases that
reality itself is comprised of texts and their interpretations. Because of this, the shift toward postprocessualism is sometimes described as a linguistic turn.
In the 1990s and 2000s, critiques of both perspectives began to emerge and calls for
reconciliation, synthesis, or abandonment of the two viewpoints were voiced. Johnsen and Olsen
(1992), pointed out many of the shortcomings in Hodder’s original formulation of a contextual
archaeology. Efforts at a pragmatic archaeology (Preucel and Mrozowski 1996; Preucel and
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Bauer 2001) have tried to reconcile the ambitions of post-processual theory by offering alternate
framings of meaning and interpretation derived from Charles Peirce’s formulation of semiotics—
a framework which places equal and irreducible weight on the reality of objects, signs, and
interpretants. Michael Shanks (2007) and others have made calls for a symmetrical archaeology,
in which no party to the archaeological process claims a privileged position of knowledge or
expertise over the other—neither present nor past; neither object nor subject.

2.5.2 – The Realist-Materialist Turn
Over the past two decades there has been a somewhat disparate collage of thought
fomenting across philosophy, the social sciences, and the humanities emphasizing an
appreciation for the vitality of non-human elements of society. This has variously been described
as a realist turn, a (new) materialist turn, an ontological turn, an object-oriented turn, a posthumanist turn, or in some cases an archaeological turn (a turn that Dawdy (2010) has worried
that archaeologists missed). At first, it may seem peculiar that the reality of the nonhuman needs
reckoning, but the general impetus for the movement has been framed as a response to or rebuke
of the indulgences of postmodernism’s attempt to “read” the material world as a text (Fowles
2013). This movement counters a linguistic or textual sense of reality.
While this realist turn is incredibly diffuse with several branching trajectories that do not
always agree, the uniting thread is an insistence that materials have a reality untethered to
humanity. Some of the principle philosophers and anthropologists associated with this school
include Karen Barad (2007), Jane Bennett (2010), Rosi Braidotti (2009), Ray Brassier (2007),
Levi Bryant (2014), Graham Harman (2007), Bruno Latour (2005), Timothy Morton (2013),
Luciana Parisi (2016), and Anna Tsing (2015), among others. Notable archaeological efforts to
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incorporate this strand of thought have come from Marshall & Alberti (2014), Bjørnar Olsen
(2007), and Christopher Witmore (2009).
Oddly, this effort to de-center the human and move beyond the “nihilistic” influence of
postmodernism has been critiqued as both anthropocentric and animist. This characterization is
appreciable, as many of the leading scholars in this movement ascribe agency to anything from
stones to electrons to vampires. This agency quickly gets conflated with intention and
subsequently with wants and desires. Quickly then, the critics of this movement deride the notion
of ascribing desires to stones. What most practitioners of this wave of object agency put forth,
however, is simply that agency denotes a capacity to impact the world and to be impacted; given
an object’s specific affordances and resistances (its properties), it responds differentially to
exterior agencies, thus reciprocally shaping and influencing the objects with which it interacts.
When human groups interact with objects then, they are reciprocally influenced by the material
affordances of those objects. Objects and artifacts are not simply blank material canvases at the
disposal of human will. Anything that can be termed an interaction involves all the participating
entities in a reciprocal signal and response. A rock responds to wind, rain, or hammers in a
manner that is specific to the properties of that rock. At the same time, given its composition, the
rock uniquely signals to the wind, raindrop, or hammer, such that the wind, raindrop, or hammer
are altered after this interaction.
This is radically anti-anthropocentric. This is not a banal rewording of animism, as some
have suggested. Harman’s object-oriented ontology seeks to delete the human exceptionalism in
Kant’s suggestion that we (humans) can never get at the thing-in-itself. Harman suggests that no
object can ever get at other objects-in-themselves. It is not as though humans are a particularly
handicapped lot that can never access the true essence of fire. In the same manner, cotton or
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paper can never access the full essence of fire (Harman 2007). When a human, rock, or
newspaper interact with fire each encounters the attributes of fire that are most salient to its own
attributes.
Others have critiqued the imbuing of agency to materials as somehow advocating a
deferral of responsibility and accountability. Flattening agential capacity, the critique goes,
suggests humans should not be held accountable for acts of environmental degradation (if toxic
waste has agency maybe we should blame it for its deleterious effects). To counter this
accusation, it should be noted that not too many individuals or groups were volunteering to take
responsibility for global warming even before distributed agency was articulated (Bennett 2010).
On the contrary, the long-held idea that nature and culture are bifurcated and that nature can be
dominated by culture has directly caused far more (irresponsible) environmental derangement
than the idea that non-humans possess agential capacities. In her account of the 2003
Northeastern Blackout, for example, Bennett (2005) spells out the difficulty in assigning
culpability to any individual actors (electric companies, consumers, electrons, etc.). Rather than
reading this as a deferral of responsibility, it is just as easy to read it as a vividly inclusive idea of
responsibility—that all actors are responsible for all other actors; that humans are responsible for
combs and coal just as these objects are responsible for us.
This general school of thought has had a significant impact on the shape of this
dissertation. It is precisely the affordances and agencies of materials as they interact with warmer
or cooler environments that is how temperatures are derived. Mercury responds to the warmth of
surrounding air in a very specific way, which made it an ideal proxy material by which to assess
and standardize flux in heat. It is important that mercury was used as the proxy material for
temperature and not alcohol (as was attempted into the late 18th century), electronic resistivity
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(which is the preferred basis today), or 18O isotopes (as is used to assess archaic temperatures). It
is mercury’s specific and precise ability to interpret heat that shaped the numbers and scales
deployed by capitalizing society to develop thermodynamics. This dissertation is interested in
highlighting all such material interactions that indicate warming or cooling that have been
solicited for the construction of temperatures.

2.6 Theoretical Framework
While sympathetic to the post-processualist wave of anti-positivist interpretation, along
with many advocates for an object-oriented or symmetrical archaeology, I do not believe it
possible to ever derive a precise knowledge of what populations thought and believed through
the methodology of archaeology. Following Olsen, nor do I believe this is precisely the point of
archaeology—to supply naturalizing and essentializing conclusions to satiate myths of linear
history:
Even if we by chance should come across ideas close to those held by the prehistoric
producer (how should we know?), nothing says that these can be privileged as the ‘right’
ones. The plurality of meanings obtained through the historical process of re-reading can
hardly be ranked according to their presumed veracity (1990, 200-201).
I do, however, hold that material artifacts allow archaeologists to appreciate and approximate
how populations construct(ed) a relationship to their environments, and in this there lies evidence
of how that population constructs meaning and ultimately knowledge. That is, the methods by
which a population makes its signs (i.e., artifacts) can tell us much about the epistemology of
that population. While the post-processual refrain that all artifacts are texts (legible grammars
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with an audience, see Derrida 1967) may be overstated, the idea that all artifacts are signs
(discursive conduits) seems almost intrinsic to the definitions of the words.
A population needs signs to (re)produce meaning and knowledge. All human groups
share vocalized languages as a conveyor of meaning, and with some exceptions the auditory
signs of language are mechanically and diagnostically common between populations (there is
minimal morphological variation in how populations speak). However, many have speculated
that the mechanical differences between how literate and non-literate groups produce meaning
are reflected in forms of social organization (e.g., hierarchical structure, linearized notions of
time). Non-linguistic symbolic artifacts (pots, architecture, etc.) allow archaeologists a highly
unique vantage for investigating epistemological practices. In Hodder’s own words, “material
things can say things which words cannot…As archaeologists we are not digging up what people
said and thought but we are digging up a particular type of [ambiguous] expression” (1982, 207).
Archaeologists can frequently derive a diagnostic appreciation for how an artifact was
made—the materials used and their provenience, the chemical reactions involved, the sequence
of construction. How a population makes its signs says a great deal about the epistemology of
that population. Some populations utilize many translations of materials to produce signs (see
Type D & E artifacts in Chapter Five). Lithic reduction and marble sculpting have much in
common mechanically, bespeaking potential overlap in practitioners’ knowledge about space,
force, absence, and the properties of stone. Recording and mapping how non-linguistic signs
acquire meaning—how material-discursive relationships are transcended—is the aim of semiotic
stratigraphy (discussed in the following section).
Above all, the value of anthropological and archaeological research herein is its ability to
challenge normalized ideas that entrench disempowerment. To this end, this dissertation
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discusses counter-hegemonic dynamics of history, politics, and economics. Scott writes,
“History…is the most subversive discipline, inasmuch as it can tell us how things that we are
likely to take for granted came to be” (2017, 4-5). This subversive capacity could equally (if not
more so) be applied to archaeology. Many archaeological practitioners over the past century have
viewed the discipline’s somewhat tenuous relation to the physical and social sciences as a
drawback (archaeology is not quite social enough for the anthropologists and not quite physical
enough for the geologists and geneticists). Rather than a drawback, though, this unique
perspective is actually quite liberating. It offers the archaeologist a wider set of interpretive and
analytic tools, which dare us to push the physical and social sciences beyond their traditional
comfort zones.

2.7 Peirce & Semiosis
Here I discuss semiotic stratigraphy—a framework developed to study the epistemic
practices of groups and to some extent epistemic well-being. How a population produces
knowledge is crucial to social organization and must to some extent both undergird and reflect a
group’s economic, religious, and subsistence practices, as well as its performances of gender,
race, and categorization. Archaeologists often speak of robust economies, martial strength, or
spiritual enthusiasm, yet efforts to systematically examine how populations make knowledge,
truth, and meaning are lacking. This is not for a lack of theoretic discussion on the matter, nor for
a lack of recognition that the subject is of importance (Johnsen & Olsen 1992; Tilley 1994).
Hodder has suggested that the main task of archaeology is the recovery of lost meaning (1985).
To be clear, semiotic stratigraphy’s promise is not that it offers any particular advantage in
interpreting what populations know or what artifacts may mean to populations that make them.
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Rather, the claim of semiotic stratigraphy is that it may be used to study how populations know
and how they make meaning. To rephrase Hodder’s prerogative then, semiotic stratigraphy
attempts the “recovery of lost meaning-making.”
The argument herein is that the impasse between theorization about archaic meanings and
a satisfactory methodology for analyzing how populations make knowledge has been due to the
perceived gulf between material and discursive culture—a division built-in to the work of many
otherwise forward-thinking archaeological theorists (Lucas 2004; Olsen et al. 2012). As Bauer
writes, “the problem of ‘meanings’ in the past is necessarily also one of ‘methods’ in the
present” (2002, 42). Concerning the perception of a material-discursive divide, Petrilli & Ponzio
describe Charles Peirce’s conception of signs: “Signs, be they words or human beings, are
related to bodies. They have physical materiality even when this is not immediately obvious”
(2005, 53). Thus, building on Peirce’s semiotics and Karen Barad’s problematization of the
material-discursive divide (2007), a method for interpreting the production of knowledge is
presented here that reconciles the division of material and discursive artifacts. Just as twentieth
century writers worked to dismantle the nature-culture divide, twenty-first century scholarship
seems poised to reframe the parallel material-discursive schism. Where copious efforts have
been made to denaturalize discrimination and impoverishment, efforts to rematerialize justice
and fear seem now equally salient.
The term semiotic stratigraphy has been used previously by the linguistic anthropologist
Keith Murphy (2017) to discuss how the material inscription of font choices resonates
throughout the meaning of a text. More relevantly, Luciana Parisi (2016) has used the term
“semiotic strata” in discussion of Peirce’s triadic circuit of abductive, inductive, and deductive
inferential reasoning, arguing that “causalities are embedded in material, nondiscursive, and
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semiotic strata” (477). The formulation of semiotic stratigraphy presented within was developed
independently of this scholarship.
Before thoroughly detailing semiotic stratigraphy, I offer a brief overview of semiosis as
Peirce conceived of the process and a summary of previous archaeological efforts to apply his
theories. To conclude, I present a discussion of the wider applications and utility of semiotic
stratigraphy in anthropology. While the semiotic stratigraphy framework is particularly useful for
the subject matter of this dissertation (given that the artifact temperature is positioned somewhat
contestably and nebulously between traditional notions of discursive and material evidence), it is
hoped that this approach may have broader application.
Among his many speculations and formulations, there are two concrete logical systems
that Peirce developed in his lifetime (1839-1914) for which he is most often invoked today—his
three categories of being (firstness, secondness, and thirdness) and his system of semeiosis
(hereafter semiosis) outlining the acts of communication, interpretation, and meaning-making.
For the purposes of this dissertation, the primary concern is the latter system, but a cursory
review is offered of the former.

2.7.1 Categories of Being
Peirce’s firstness describes being in a state of immediacy; the uncontemplative state of
pure experience. Here, in firstness, there is no reflection, no words, no conscious cognition. This
is a state of feeling. It could be equated with cliché sentiments such as “presence” or “living in
the now.” Patricia Clough’s formulation of affect theory (2018) as a method of knowing is
reminiscent of firstness, particularly Peirce’s abductive reasoning as an instinctual hypothesis of
sorts. This is sometimes thought of as a “pre-linguistic” state, though terms like “pre” may
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unnecessarily temporalize. Some varieties of new-materialism or object-centered philosophy
have employed ideas of firstness to think about non-organic materials being in a state of
unreflective exposure to experiential phenomena—vague awareness. Mercury’s response to the
fluctuating velocity of particles is such an “awareness.”
Secondness is a discretization, a separation of this from that. Rather than just an
Othering, however, “The conception of second differs from that of Other, in implying the
possibility of a third” (Peirce 1991, 29). In other words, secondness does not “complete”
firstness, but rather absorbs and distills possibility. Secondness is the resistance of actuality that
the open-ended possibility of firstness runs into. In secondness the openness of possibility
encounters a reaction and becomes aware of what it is not. Secondness would be where the gut
reactions of abduction confront the actual world. Secondness is not quite a brick wall of
actuality, not a dead end, but rather more like a brick net that makes a cut between what is
possible and impossible—a sieve perhaps.
Thirdness mediates a regularity in the confrontation between possibility and actuality. It
is often referred to as habituation. As a result of repetitious engagements we become routinized
to behave in an unthinking manner. An example of this state of being might be speaking a native
language. In doing this we need not be conscious of the rules of grammar, while in speaking a
second language we must constantly think about how to form the words. Checking the
temperature on an app or news program before leaving the house could be described as such a
state of being. In the paradigm of (new-)materialism, thirdness could be conceived as a groove
that has been worn out of the surface of a stone after centuries of interaction with rain drops—the
rain will tend to take the same path repeatedly because it has carved out this habit for itself. Such
behaviors are undertaken because they have been undertaken before and they succeeded in
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facilitating subsequent iterations of the interaction (e.g., this interaction did not make the stone
explode or the rain boil).
The set of ideas explored in Peirce’s ways of being could certainly be applied to critiques
of capitalist epistemology. Pointing out the utility of Peirce’s theories, Parisi writes, “Peirce’s
principle of general continuity as a kind of dynamic elaboration of hypothetical, factual, and
axiomatic thinking can be used to study the predictive, statistical function of machine learning
algorithms, which seems to establish a new ontological tension between truth and thought”
(2016, 480). I would argue that this tension, far from being a development of machine learning,
has been embedded in capitalist epistemology since its inception (see Chapter Six).

2.7.2 Semiosis
Peirce outlines an ineluctable triadic interaction that is undertaken whenever and
wherever meaning is made. This consists of an Object (in other contexts sometimes called a
referent or a signified), a Sign (this can take the form of an index, an icon, or a symbol), and an
Intepretant (whatever the Sign ends up evoking depending on who/what is “reading” it).
Crucially, in order for meaning to be created all three of these elements are necessary. Indeed,
their convergence may be considered the very definition of meaning. This triad contrasts with the
semiotics of Saussure which is based around a dyadic relationship between signifier and
signified. The key criticism of Saussure’s notion of semiotics is that no interpretant is necessary,
which suggests that the relationship between sign and signified is static and somehow outside
subjective contingency—symbols mean what they mean for all audiences at all times. Peirce’s
inclusion of the Interpretant, however, affirms that the relationship between signifier (sign) and
signified (object) is not inherent, but contingent and embodied (no matter who or what that body
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is). All three of Peirce’s semiotic elements may exist independently of their particular interaction
within a specific meaning-making process, but in order for any signification to take place all
three elements must be present.
Peirce offers a fairly concise definition of these semiotic elements: a sign is “anything
which determines something else (its interpretant) to refer to an object to which itself refers (its
object) in the same way” (1991 [1901], 239). Simply put, a sign (be it a painting, a word, or a
gesture) is something that makes an interpretant refer to an object the sign is representing. This
process can always go “wrong”—signs can make interpretants refer to unintended objects, but if
all three elements are present meaning-making has still occurred (though perhaps not as intended
or expected). A tri-fold visualization exercise helps clarify: 1) an Object’s existence occasions a
Sign to manifest an Interpretant; 2) a Sign is a hinge which turns the Interpretant toward the
Object; 3) the Interpretant is an adhesive that adheres the Sign to an Object. At any point one
entity may serve as any of these three elements or be engaged in other semiotic relationships, but
when they come together a particular instance of meaning is manifested—a semiotic event.
Peirce goes on to say that the Interpretant becomes “in turn a sign, and so on ad
infinitum,” and “if the series of successive interpretants comes to an end, the sign is thereby
rendered imperfect” (1991, 239). I would use slightly stronger language here than imperfect. If
something does not signal, this entity must surely be outside of causation; for practical purposes
it must be non-existent. Everything that exists is capable of signaling something to something
else; of meaning something to something. Only things that do not exist can be meaningless (not
to say that all non-existent things are meaningless). An object that is not presently engaged in
some manner of semiotic relationship (that is not touching another object) is something beyond
dead—outside of duration (not to say such non-causal objects are incapable of being retrieved
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into causal relationships). A meteorologist’s projection of tomorrow’s weather, for example, is
the bringing into existence of an Object called “tomorrow’s forecast.” Once the forecast is made
this hypothetical future exists (regardless of whether it comes true, it exerts causal influence).
Unless the forecast is stored for some kind of assessment, this particular Object (“tomorrow’s
forecast”) will likely concede its causal-durational capacity and pass into non-existence within
weeks. The Weather Channel’s March 23rd, 1984 forecast for March 25th, 1984 in St. Louis
could today be considered a meaningless non-existent Object (unless one were to track it down
and contemplate it).
A key distinction between Peirce’s ideas and those that may have more traction today is
his assertion that “no doubt, intelligent consciousness must enter into the series” (1991, 239).
That is, for Peirce the animating spark of consciousness is necessary to manifest the meaningmaking process. It is rather futile and fruitless to probe too deeply into what constitutes
consciousness, but I would certainly flatten Peirce’s suggestion to include all responsive
materials, not just those with nervous systems.
In addressing Peirce’s notion of semiosis many have attempted to elicit useful
methodological strategies from his tripartite conception of what constitutes a sign. For Peirce, a
sign may be: 1) iconic (when something bears a resemblance to the object—a portrait of JFK is
iconic of the former president), 2) indexical (like a gesture that evokes the object—a big tip
could index generosity, wealth, or the need to impress), or 3) symbolic (like the shape of a letter
or the sound of a word—totally abstract without any innate relationship to the referenced object,
only socially agreed upon significance). This broad formulation of signs seems to affirm that
meaning-making (signaling) may occur among objects of suspect consciousness. A stone’s
resistance indexes walkability to an insect while a puddle’s lack of resistance indexes non-
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walkability. The camouflage of the walking-stick bug is iconic of twigs. And certainly from the
dances of bees to the mating howls of birds symbolization exists beyond humans. In the case of
temperature, the expansion and contraction of mercury indexes increasing and decreasing
warmth. A dark surface indexes absorption to the radiative heat of light waves, while a white
surface indexes reflection. While it may be true that electrons or strips of metal can only signal
indexically (they cannot be iconic, nor can they symbolize), the point of semiosis is that it
flattens the eminence of all methods of signaling.
As an obsessive triophile Peirce also developed a three-fold typology of Interpretants,
which allows much latitude in what can be an Interpretant. There are 1) Affective Interpretants
denoting a change in bodily state, ranging “from an increase in metabolism to a blush”; 2)
Energetic Interpretants which “involve effort…not necessarily intentional, planned or
purposeful…flinching at the sound of a gun, craning one’s neck to see what made a sound”; and
3) Representational Interpretants, such as expressed assertions—someone saying “I am cold,” for
example (Kockelman 2013b, 121).

2.7.3 Previous Applications in Archaeology
Preucel and Bauer (2001) make a compelling argument for incorporating Peirce’s notion
of semiotics into archaeological interpretation, suggesting that Peirce’s ideas may help bridge
disciplinary discord caused by the shifting methodological trends from Binford’s processualism
to Hodder’s post-processual approach. The critique of the processualists is that they were too
determinist, while the post-processualists were critiqued as too subjective and unrigorous. By
providing “a ground for discussing ambiguity” (93), Preucel and Bauer suggest that Peircian
semiosis, with its reproducible architecture, obviates the shortcomings of both earlier analytical
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trends—“Meanings are not inherently ambiguous, but become so as…different, ‘knowers’
engage with the Sign” (93). For Preucel and Bauer, “A Peirce-inspired approach provides a
metapragmatic with which we can…recognize how differing understandings may complement or
contradict one another” (93).
Zoe Crossland’s work discusses the signaling capacity of dead bodies, both for traditional
archaeological interpretation and broader forensic concerns, such as evidence in courts of law.
She has pointed out the history of using bodies (mostly deceased) to index certain socially prized
or disparaged attributes, such as phrenologists’ efforts in the 19th century to determine
stubbornness or intelligence from cranium shape (2009). She has also discussed how insects
respond to corpses at various stages of a corpse’s decay, and how this interaction creates an
indexical signal to forensic entomologists for time of death (2018).
Such practical efforts represent a recurrent theme in attempts to apply Peirce’s semiotics.
Advocates argue that a Peircian archaeology holds the potential of reining in some indulgences
of post-modernism. To this end, Bauer writes, “While the Peircian frame allows for the
multiplicity of meaning, it does not claim that multiple meanings may exist in the same instance
and from the same embodied position in a kind of interpretive free-for-all” (2002, 39-40). As
those within the realist-materialist turn across the social sciences have consistently asserted,
there is a reality that exists outside of the archaeologist’s interpretation, but this reality is not the
straightforward positivist reality of processual archaeology in which structures and systems
clearly determine behaviors and beliefs. This is a valuable insight, and hopefully the semiotic
stratigraphy framework offers a platform for greater practical application of this sentiment.
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2.8 Semiotic Stratigraphy
The aim of semiotic stratigraphy is to offer a methodology for: 1) analyzing epistemic
health; 2) interpreting how meaning is made; and 3) suturing a material-discursive schism that
has pervaded Western thought since at least Descartes. As will be explored in Chapter Six, this
bifurcation of material and discursive evidence has been critical in fostering a belief in the
perpetual growth of wealth (a precondition for practicing capitalism). Most immediately, a
semiotic stratigraphy is built around the succession of Interpretants into Signs described by
Peirce. In the methodological approach I outline, this process creates a series of layers or
translations. As Bauer writes, “each link in the chain of semiosis builds upon previous ones and
so increases in semiotic density” (2013, 15). For every transformation of an Interpretant into a
Sign a new Object is invoked. Equally, every Object brings together a Sign and an Interpretant
(there is no specific sequence to the semiotic event in Peirce’s formulation).
For my examination of temperature artifacts, the phenomenon “velocity of particles”
serves as the earliest Object in the semiotic stratigraphy. This Object is the phenomenon to which
the artifact-Sign’s meaning is inextricably tethered (as discussed in Chapter Three this is the
phenomena from which all temperatures ostensibly derive meaning, at least after 1860), even if
the Interpretant may not immediately reflect this. For this dissertation the Sign of concern is
always a numerical temperature (e.g., “72°F”). If a microlithic spearpoint was the artifact-Sign,
its earliest Object in a semiotic stratigraphy may be the fracturing properties of flint. However,
connecting the meaning of the spearpoint (an Interpretant—e.g., big-game hunting or quarrying
or protein consumption) to its materiality requires the invocation of several other Objects, such
as hammerstones or megafauna or exchange or social hierarchy or working-memory. By tracing
the production of specific artifacts, a semiotic stratigraphy may be constructed. This semiotic
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stratigraphy allows for an analysis of how many (and what kind of) Objects must be marshalled
to produce the meaning of the artifact-Sign in which we are interested. The claim herein is that
much can be learned about social organization from analyzing the stratigraphic depth of a
population’s meaning-making process. That is, what does it say about a population that requires
several objects (and subsequently greater energy) to produce meaning?

2.8.1 Construction and Form
Considering the Harris Matrix as a model for representing stratigraphy, there are always
two bookends for every excavation—the surface and the interface with geology (bedrock). For
the purposes of semiotic stratigraphy, the surface here is the artifact-as-Sign being studied (for
example, a roof tile, posthole, clay pipe, or in my case the electrically illuminated symbol
“97°F”), and the deepest context is the material interaction out of which the meaning of this sign
draws its significance (the velocity of particles). For semiotic stratigraphy the goal is to map the
undulations, cuts, fills (or contexts) needed to transform the Object “velocity of particles” into
the Sign “97°F”—how many times is the particle velocity translated to generate the number we
see as temperature.
In this pursuit, a very simple process of semiosis could serve as the starting point:
S: 97°F
I: Warmth
O: Velocity of particles

or in other concerns:
S: Acheulean hand-axe
I: Big-game hunting
O: Flint fracturing

However, we are well aware that there are many material interactions that mediate the
relationship between the 97°F that appears on an electric billboard and the measurement of
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particle velocity (voltmeters, metal oxides, etc.), as well as the relationship between an electric
billboard and 97°F (advertising revenue, zoning laws, etc.). The same could be said of the handaxe, knapping, and hunting. The job of this dissertation is to map out all these layers as fully as
possible. Recognizing that this opens the door to an infinite regress of possible mediators and
that there will inevitably be contexts that are missed, I adhere to Latour’s advice to curtail one’s
analysis when it stops being interesting. That is, it would be a gargantuan task to trace down
every power company that supplies the voltage necessary to illuminate electric temperatures, as
well as the source of their energy and funding. While in some cases I do pursue these avenues as
far as possible, they are presented mainly to be illustrative of the possibilities of semiotic
stratigraphy. “The interpreted sign will never be completely comprehended or grasped by any
single interpretant sign in any given piece of semiosis or interpretative route” (Petrilli & Ponzio
2005, 38).
Layers of semiotic stratigraphy may, at times, enfold many of the Objects necessary to
produce the artifact-Signs under examination into a larger collective. The work of several human
meteorologists, for example, may be enfolded as “The Weather Channel.” Such interpretive
decisions by the archaeologist are relevant, and reveal the curatorial role that archaeologists have
in methods and interpretation. Archaeologist decide where to make observational cuts, where to
draw demarcations, both conceptually in spatio-temporal divides (e.g., pre-pottery Neolithic A or
B) and in excavating (e.g., deciding to extend a trench or not, to take out a floor layer or not).
Such decisions are often mediated by practical concerns, such as funding and time. For similar
reasons, a semiotic stratigraphy can never fully reconstruct all the objects that tether meaning to
material.
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The aim of semiotic stratigraphy is to tie together the discursive and the material (to
reveal that the discursive-material bifurcation is illusory). That is, for this dissertation the two
“ends” of the stratigraphy are known beforehand. The job is to find out what connects them.
What is learned through this process of tracing the connection of material to discursive (or vice
versa) is the meat of what semiotic stratigraphy offers. Because of this, while perhaps
educational, the following stream-of-consciousness sequence would not represent a semiotic
stratigraphy of any use to an archaeologist (unless perhaps flowers served as a logo for some
health insurance company) because it is not directional:
S1: Flowers
I1: Bees
O1: Pollination
S2: Valentine’s Day
I2: Flowers
O2: Romance
S3: Heart shaped candies
I3: Valentine’s Day
O3: Corporatization of holidays
S4: Diabetes
I4: Heart-shaped candies
O4: Over-sugaring of America
S5: Political partisanship
I5: Diabetes
O5: Health insurance

The following example (artifact <001>, Figure 2.1) illustrates a semiotic process in
which the artifact under consideration (97°) is serving as a sign (S1) that makes audiences refer
(I1) to an object (O1). Knowing that the Sign must have served as an Interpretant (I2) in an earlier
layer of this semiotic stratigraphy, another semiotic sequence can be constructed out of a sign
and object which S1/I2 (97°) manifests. This process is continued until the object (On) being
referenced is the velocity of particles.
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Figure 2.1 – Artifact <001>
S1: 97°
I1: Summer
O1: Sensible heat
S2: Yves St. Laurent
I2: 97°
O2: Publicity (commuters)
S3: Promotional space (marketing)
I3: Yves St. Laurent
O3: Hypothetical (sexualized) reality
S4: Daktronics
I4: Promotional space (marketing)
O4: Outfront Media
S5: Thermistor
I5: Daktronics
O5: Yellow Springs Instrument Co.
S6: Current (battery)
I6: Thermistor
O6: Volts (voltmeter)
S7: Resistivity (of oxides, in ohms)
I7: Current(battery)
O7: Metal oxides
S8: Fluctuations in heat
I8: Resistivity (of oxides, in ohms)
O8: Velocity of particles

For clarity’s sake it will help to analyze this semiotic stratigraphy for artifact <001> (see
Chapter Five for more complete analysis) by each of its constituent semiotic layers or
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“translations” (for purposes of explanation I begin with the earliest event).
•

Translation #8:
S8: Fluctuations in heat
I8: Resistivity (of oxides, in ohms)
O8: Velocity of particles

In this last (earliest chronologically) translation, it is the relative resistivity or
conductivity of the metal oxides that is evoked by fluctuations in heat, which are the
representation of the shifting velocity of surrounding particles (in the case of artifact
<001>, this is an air thermistor, so the surrounding particles are mostly nitrogen and
oxygen). It is important to remember that none of the S, I, Os in the semiotic relationship
need necessarily be nouns. Actions, adjectives, processes, and descriptions are all capable
of serving these semiotic functions.
•

Translation #7:
S7: Resistivity (of oxides, in ohms)
I7: Current (battery)
O7: Metal oxides

Here, the affordances of the constituent parts of the thermistor are responding to
vacillations in heat. The resistivity is a phenomenon that is occurring to the thermistor’s
metal oxides (the metal oxides are what is resisting). The behavior of resistance signals
the existence of a current, which is being produced by a battery.
•

Translation #6:
S6: Current (battery)
I6: Thermistor
O6: Voltmeter

Here, the voltmeter is the part of the thermistor (what the entire measuring apparatus is
called) that measures the current arriving after flowing through the metal oxides. A
voltmeter occasions the need for voltage; the thermistor is the concept which adheres the
battery to the voltmeter.
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•

Translation #5:
S5: Thermistor
I5: Daktronics
O5: Yellow Springs Instrument Co.

In Translation #5, Yellow Springs Instrument Co. (YSI) is the company that
manufactures the thermistors and Daktronics is the company that makes the electronic
sign that displace the time and temperature. Here, the thermistor signals Daktronics
toward YSI.
•

Translation #4:
S4: Daktronics
I4: Promotional space (marketing)
O4: Outfront Media

In Translation #4, New York City promotional space is adhering Outfront Media (the
owner of the space and the billboard where the temperature and advertisement appear) to
Daktronics, while Outfront Media’s existence occasions the association of Daktronics
with promotional space.
•

Translation #3:
S3: Promotional space (marketing)
I3: Yves St. Laurent
O3: Hypothetical (sexualized) reality

In Translation #3, the (very expensive New York) space itself becomes the Sign that
turns Yves St. Laurent toward a hyper-Sexualized reality (perhaps more simply toward
Desire). Yves St. Laurent adheres this Marketing space to its Object—Sexuality (desire).
And the existence of Sexualized desire occasions the use of this Space to signal Yves St.
Laurent.
•

Translation #2:
S2: Yves St. Laurent
I2: 97°
O2: Publicity (commuters)
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In Translation #2, 97° serves as the adhesive adhering the Yves St. Laurent Sign to the
Object “Publicity.” In the interpenetrating triadic relationship among S, I, and O, then,
Yves St. Laurent is a hinge which turns 97° toward Commuters. And Publicity
(commuters) is something that exists which occasions Yves St. Laurent to enter into a
relationship with 97°.
•

Translation #1:
S1: 97°
I1: Summer
O1: Sensible heat

Here the Sign is the visible electronic display 97°—our artifact of concern (we have
reached the final translation). The Object to which this ultimately refers is the velocity of
surrounding particles surrounding the sign, but for most observers this is not the
immediate register. For most capitalizing observers the Object of this sign might be a
sentiment or activity like “warm,” “summer fun,” “biking to work,” “hot” or “sweatinducing.” For different audiences the meaning of the Sign may point to different
Objects. In this case (as will be the case with all artifacts studied within), the audience is
“Me.” This is because I am constructing this semiotic stratigraphy, and there is no point
in giving off a false impression of detached objectivity (as the Harris Matrix may be
accused of).
The specificities of the interactions above are discussed in greater depth in Chapter Five,
hopefully answering lingering questions about the (re)construction of semiotic stratigraphies.
Within this framework, a temperature reading from a mercury thermometer has a much
shallower semiotic stratigraphy than a temperature produced from isotopes in a Greenlandic ice
core. To be clear, the deeper stratigraphy is not because the isotopes are older than the mercury,
but rather because a great deal more materials with their own meanings and interpretations must
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be employed to elicit a temperature from those isotopes. We must discern that a higher
occurrence of 18O isotopes in a layer of an ice core means that the atmosphere was cooler that
year. To know this, we must know that in cooler years more heavy oxygen is rained out before it
reaches the poles. There is quite a long chain of interpretations, meanings, and objects that must
be deployed in the production of a temperature from isotopes. That is, the phenomena being
referenced (flux in velocity of particles) has undergone several translations requiring multiple
interpretants and signals.
This dissertation analyzes the semiotic stratigraphies of twenty-eight temperatures, with
hopes of drawing macro conclusions about the larger social significance of the production of
these temperatures. What does it mean for a population to generate such large semiotic
stratigraphies in its (thermal) knowledge production and accord them with same level of
ontological reality as meanings with shallow stratigraphies?
For purposes of this dissertation, there is no mystery or revelation regarding the material
phenomenon that undergirds the sign and its meaning. It is always the motion of particles that
lends materiality to the temperature-artifact’s meaning. However, “velocity of particles” is not
the meaning of the temperature in day-to-day social use. The meaning of the temperature-artifact
is whatever Interpretant it manifests in efforts to signify its Object. My interpretation (the first
Interpretant in the stratigraphy) is rather meaningless for purposes of constructing the semiotic
stratigraphy—it is merely what I think the temperature signifies (this is the phrase “Summer” in
O1, from the example given above). Of more importance, is deciphering what kind and how
many Objects go into making this Sign. As shown in Chapter Five a wide universe of Objects are
brought to bear in the construction of temperatures.
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The indifference toward the archaeologist’s interpretation of an artifact-Sign directly
counters much archaeological work, which is often wholly dedicated to interpreting artifacts and
debating the veracity of these interpretations. With such mundane artifacts as temperatures, this
concern is largely unnecessary. This allows the analysis to shift its focus toward how an artifact’s
signaling capacity is structured. Semiotic stratigraphy does not care what an artifact means; it
cares about how and what materials were employed in the construction of that meaning.

2.8.2 Relevance & Utility
What can be learned from studying the semiotic stratigraphy of an object? Is this nothing
more than a redressing of the chaîne opératoire concept, tracing the operations necessary to
manifest a particular artifact or object? Popularly employed in lithic analysis, chaîne opératoire
analysis does not leave much space for the dynamic deviance of the Interpretant from semiosis.
Traditionally, the chaîne opératoire method has been employed in efforts to recreate how a
particular artifact was made—the sequence and the steps. A semiotic stratigraphy is not
necessarily concerned with how an artifact is made, but rather how the artifact’s meaning is
made. To this end, when analyzing a lithic blade’s chaîne opératoire, there is actually a correct
sequence in which the blade was knapped that, with great skill, can be traced and reproduced.
With semiotic stratigraphy there is not necessarily a single correct sequence of material
translations that can be traced by the archaeologist, but rather a number of directions and
translations that the archaeologist must navigate. “A single sign may give rise to multiple
interpretive routes” (Petrilli & Ponzio 2005, 39). At each layer of semiotic stratigraphy there is
an interpretive action involved which is open to all the affordances and contingencies of the
agents involved in the semiosis process (the Sign, Object, and Interpretant).
As Preucel and Bauer (2001) acknowledge, “The many possible meanings of a Sign are
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not cognized simultaneously, but from one semiotic moment to the next” (2001, 93). Semiotic
stratigraphy, then, does not necessarily offer any privileged access to what an artifact meant to its
producer and user (such information may always be locked away), but rather offers insight into
the epistemological practices and values of a population. Semiotic stratigraphy offers a map of
how a population constructs meaning (which is used here as a proxy for knowledge production).
When employing this semiotic map the analyzing archaeologist may take a few wrong turns in
tracing all the steps, but the destination is clearly marked. The goal of the semiotic archaeologist
is to excavate a path from an artifact’s significance to the material interactions that underwrite its
meaning.
The more semiotic translations needed to elicit a meaning from a material, the greater the
potential for diffracted or deviant Interpretants to reroute the semiotic event. This is not to say
that such rerouting manifests “incorrect” Sign, Object, Interpretant relationships (there are no
wrong semiotic events), but rather that the meaning is more elastic and less narrow for artifacts
with deep semiotic stratigraphies—the greater distance of meaning from material, the more novel
Interpretants that are incorporated. This produces more possible routes from the meaning to its
material underpinning. The meaning of a sign with a deep stratigraphy is still inextricably bound
to materiality, but there are more routes by which this connection may be tethered than with
shallower stratigraphies. This basic principle could be applied to all archaeological
interpretation. Regardless of an artifact’s nearness or farness from the present, deriving a
meaning (e.g., long distance exchange) from a material (e.g., a potsherd) becomes a more elastic
process the more Interpretants that are required to ground this meaning. While there are various
routes archaeologist may pursue in constructing a semiotic stratigraphy, in Peirce’s framework
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the material processes of generating meaning are always bound to the material affordances of the
object-sign relationship, “There is to be such a physical connection between every sign and its
object” (Peirce 1991, 141).
In the case of different types of temperature-artifacts, there are material constraints on
how the velocity of particles can be translated into a numerical temperature. As long as the

Figure 2.2 – How a Harris Matrix of Semiotic Stratigraphy for artifact <001> might look.
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archaeologist operates within these constraints they may justifiably claim to have constructed a
somewhat coherent semiotic stratigraphy. For this dissertation, the excavation element has
consisted of research into how a select few temperature-artifacts were produced. I have done the
work of tracing the Objects that were solicited in order to connect a sign (temperature) to the
materiality that gives it meaning.
Unlike in geology, a “deeper” semiotic stratigraphy has no relation to temporality. Deep
semiotic stratigraphies do not indicate that an object is older, more decayed, more exhausted, or
more authoritative. Nor does a deeper semiotic stratigraphy suggest that an artifact is more or
less discursive, despite having undergone several material translations. Following Barad’s
thinking, all objects are material and discursive, with no object being more or less of either.
Though it may not seem it from a human’s perspective, a rock is just as discursive as justice.
Equally, an artifact whose meaning has undergone more translations (a deeper semiotic
stratigraphy) is in no way more or less “real” than artifacts with shallower semiotic
stratigraphies, though both scenarios may be intuited (i.e., the deeper semiotic stratigraphy could
suggest more abstraction and further detachment from experiential reality, or the deeper semiotic
stratigraphy could suggest more authoritative evidence being brought to bear on the reality of the
artifact’s meaning). Peirce spends much time elucidating what he considers real. One definition
he offers is that whatever reacts is real (1991, 242). I would append that whatever induces a
reaction is also real. If a thing does not radiate and respond to signals it has no capacity for
causality; it is outside of duration.
The principle value of semiotic stratigraphy is, then, learning about the epistemological
practices of the population under study. Particularly, a deeper semiotic stratigraphy may be
evidence for the production of a more hypothetical knowledge. That is, the invocation of more
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Objects and more translations of material interactions engenders a more hypothetical knowledge.
I choose this word carefully and do not wish it to be confused with “imaginary,” “discursive,” or
“not real.” Models, projections, and forecasts are quite real things. They are active participants in
causal events. They may serve as Objects, Signs, or Interpretants. They can react and most
definitely induce reactions. Concerning the reality of predictions, Peirce writes that if an event
has been predicted:
it has been through some knowledge of its cause and this same cause which precedes the
event also precedes some cognition of the mind which gave rise to the prediction so that
there is a real causal connection between the sign and the thing signified although it does
not consist in one’s being the effect of the other but in both being the effect of the same
(1991, 142).
A prediction is hypothetical, but remains bound to a materiality. As Peirce’s editor writes,
“Every sign, even a prediction of a future event, has a ‘physical connection’ to the object it
represents” (1991, 141).

2.8.3 Theorization & Wider Application
What does it suggest about a population’s epistemological practices to assert they are
more or less hypothetical? Hypothetical etymologically denotes the underlying; the thing on top
of which something is built. A hypothesis is a supposition put forth upon which to construct a
thesis. A hypothetical world is a world on top of which another world could be built. What
conclusions we may draw from the evidence that a population employs a more hypothetical
system of knowledge production may be debated. Is it good or bad? What does it allow? Is it a
successful or unsuccessful strategy for social reproduction?
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It is important to note that semiotic stratigraphy is not limited to the study of capitalizing
or historical populations. As a tool for studying epistemologies it may be applied to the study of
any group’s artifacts and signs. While the knowledge production practices of capitalizing
populations are highly hypothetical, this is by no means a trait exclusive to them. The knowledge
production practices of the Zande people pertaining to witchcraft as described by Pritchard
(1937) are deeply hypothetical, incorporating numerous layers of object translations in order to
elicit meaning from materials. To determine if a person is being bewitched and by whom, for
example, a person may consult a number of materials—the rubbing board oracle, the termite
oracle (incorporating sticks and termites), the poison oracle (incorporating a chicken that has
been poisoned), a séance may be performed, and accused parties may be asked to blow water.
Simmons (1956) discusses how the Efik of southern Nigeria know whether a curse has
been acceptably revoked:
If a mother revokes a curse on the same day she did it, she stands at the spot where she
uttered the curse, holds a chicken egg in her right hand, and beginning at the left eye of a
child rotates her right hand clockwise around the child’s head. Then she drops the egg on
the ground, pours a small amount of wine from a bottle held in her left hand into a cup,
and pours the wine from the cup onto the ground while she verbally revokes her curse. If
the curse is revoked within two weeks of utterance the mother must sacrifice a hen. She
and the child go to the spot where the curse was spoken, and the mother turns the hen
clockwise around her child’s head. Next the mother rubs the hen on every part of the
child’s body while saying ‘All that I said should be revoked: voice enters; voice goes
out’. She then decapitates the hen and throws the carcass on the ground. The curse is
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revoked if the carcass lies on the left side after muscular contraction ceases, but if the
carcass lies on the right side the curse is unrevoked (226).
In terms of the numerous conditional translations of meanings and materials, this incredibly
intricate production of Efik knowledge (regarding whether a curse has successfully been
revoked) very much echoes the techniques and operations involved in extracting thermal
information about preceding millennia from Greenlandic ice cores. Where such semiotically
deep practices of meaning-making differ from paleoclimatology’s production of thermal
meaning is that Efik or Zande meaning-making practices are drastically less energy intensive,
raising questions about how much energy capitalizing populations require to produce meaning.
Pritchard suggests that the elaborate meaning-making system surrounding witchcraft
among the Zande serves the purpose of regulating social reproduction via the meting out of a
form of justice and the construction of mutually beneficial incentives (i.e., parties accused of
witchcraft have vested interest in the well-being of those they are alleged to bewitch and the
bewitched have a vested interest in the well-being of their bewitchers so that they will relent their
assaults). For the Zande, a hypothetical world of witchcraft has been placed under the world of
social relations. Witchcraft serves as a supposition upon which the society is constructed.
Knowledge with relatively deep semiotic stratigraphies might include statements such as
“Brad is a witch” or “It’s 98°F today.” While knowledge with comparatively shallow semiotic
stratigraphies might manifest statements like: “Brad is jealous” or “It’s hot today.” What does
the incorporation of the semiotic translations necessary to get from “hot” to “98°F” or “jealous”
to “witch” say about a population? Neither “witch” or “98°F” in this case offers greater accuracy
or truth than the concepts “jealous” or “hot.” Again, we may debate the virtues or drawbacks of
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societies that are organized around this hypothetical structure, but comparing systems of
knowledge production in this fashion seems a valid tool of analysis.
Just as Pritchard asserted that witchcraft is the underlying phenomenon around which
Zande society is organized, the perpetual growth of wealth is the supposition upon which
capitalizing society is built. Is this a particularly good foundation? A good supposition? Is the
deeply hypothetical world of Christian doctrine a good foundation? Is the deeply hypothetical
world of financial derivatives? Such questions are debatable and demand dynamic answers that
consider context and contingency. Semiotic stratigraphy offers a method for productively
engaging these questions. In considering the fitness, productivity, or well-being of a society,
social scientists make efforts to analyze economic health, environmental health, physical health,
or spiritual health. However, “epistemological health” seems just as valid a consideration. Just
like economies or environments, epistemologies undergo vacillations in their well-being (ability
to produce knowledge beneficial to the society). Just as societies can engage in environmentally
detrimental practices, so too can they engage in epistemologically detrimental practices.
Semiotic stratigraphy offers an analytical approach to studying epistemological health.
One interpretation of deep semiotic stratigraphies may be that the more hypothetical a
society’s foundational premises are, the more precarious it may be. That is, the further a society’s
meaning is distended from its material grounding the more precarious the meaning becomes.
While hypothetical knowledge should not be said to be better or worse or more or less real, it
could be argued that it is more precarious (or dangerous), if for no other reason than the
incorporation of multiple layers of object translation exposes meaning to mistranslations,
accidents, and other durational contingencies.
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While this could be a perfectly reasonable interpretation of a deep semiotic stratigraphy,
as discussed further in Chapters Six and Seven, my inclination is to interpret the deep
stratigraphies of capitalized meaning-making as evidence of a population that values and pursues
alienation from responsibility. That is, deep stratigraphies engender a detachment from the
subjective experience of knowledge; knowledge is valued that diminishes personal responsibility
for its effects—I can’t be held responsible for the suffering that thermodynamic knowledge
causes—objects are invoked to alleviate responsibility.
In addition to serving as a method for studying epistemological practices, semiotic
stratigraphy and the notion of hypothetical depth in knowledge production offer archaeological
and anthropological interpretation an avenue for moving beyond lingering ethnocentric notions
of social organization, best epitomized by Leslie White’s equating of energy exploitation with
cultural evolution (1959). While most anthropologists dismiss White’s claims today, their
implications still subtly reverberate in archaeological formulations of “complex” societies. That
is, “complex” societies are usually deemed those with several tiers of political hierarchy or those
involved in long-distance monetary trade—thus marking EuroWestern societies as the most
complex (i.e., the most evolved in the blunt language of White). Examining populations based on
their epistemological methods, using the depth of semiosis as a comparative could help flatten
implicit Western-centric notions of social development. Zande methods of knowledge production
are just as hypothetical as capitalized populations. Again, this is not an inherently good or bad
quality, but a potentially useful attribute for assessing populations studied in anthropology.
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Chapter Three
A History of Heat:
Measurement & Temperature
“To be distinctive and to be meaningful are the same thing.”
– Paul Ricœur (1978)

3.1 Introduction
This chapter surveys the history of efforts to assess and control thermal conditions. I
begin with an overview of the rich theoretical and philosophical discussions on the concept of
measurement. I follow this with a brief survey of thermal assessment and regulation efforts
among non-capitalizing populations through time, then focus on the development of temperature
in Europe beginning five-hundred years ago. I offer a thorough account of the 19th century
development of thermodynamics in Europe and how it incorporated the metric temperature in
conjunction with studies of the steam engine.

3.2 Perspectives on Measurement
3.2.1 Taking Measure
“What is temperature?” and “What is a temperature?” are two fairly distinct questions
with rather divergent answers. As will be explored at the end of this chapter, temperature is
defined in physics as the average kinetic energy of particles—“the average speed of molecules,
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or the average energy that characterizes their motion” (Stengers 2010, 241).2 However, “a
temperature” is ostensibly a measurement. As this chapter discusses, measurements are products
of socio-material interaction; measurements are artifacts. Many artifacts could serve as measures.
An iron sword could be a measure of a society’s capacity to generate heat. A cactus could be a
measure of an environment’s precipitation. Money can be a measure of value. While these items
may not have been produced with the expressed intent of taking measure, some argue that taking
measure is an unintentional, pervasive process (Brighenti 2018). At present, there is not
unanimous agreement on what it means to measure, neither within philosophy nor physics.
Rather there is a wide breadth of conflicting theory on the very concept measurement. Key
discussions on the subject are offered in this chapter.
Like any artifact a measurement signals. Whereas a lithic blade can signal information
about a people’s subsistence practices to an archaeologist (or pain to a deer), a measurement is
an artifact that signals information about a people’s epistemological practices. Archaeologists
can study measurements for insight into how a population produces and manages knowledge,
just as they may study grave goods for insight into social hierarchy. My concern is what
quantified measures of thermal flux say about the epistemological values of capitalizing
populations.
It is perhaps tautological to suggest that what a population measures is what it deems
worth knowing, but from this it may be asserted that what and how a population measures is
proxy evidence for what that population deems valuable and useful for purposes of social

2

Kinetic energy takes as its variables mass and velocity [(½)mv 2 ]. While certainly the particles of concern have
varying masses (i.e., amounts of protons and neutrons), it takes about 3 x 10 24 atoms of mercury to equal a kilogram
(or a particle of mercury weighs 3 x 10 -24kg), this is to say nothing of the much lighter oxygen, hydrogen, and
nitrogen which frequently concern this dissertation. As such, temperature may be most directly described as a
function of velocity (it is shown throughout this dissertation that differences between temperature and motion are
rather fuzzy).
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reproduction. Appreciating such values is foundational to anthropological research. Studying
how, what, and why a population measures is inseparable from undertaking a study of its
epistemology—the very task that this dissertation has set for itself.

3.2.2 History
In Nicholas of Cusa’s 1450 Idiota de Mente it is posited that, “Measure is God’s greatest
gift to man and therefore the root of all wisdom. God’s infinite knowledge is contained in the
simple units of measurement” (Edgerton 1975, 37). These strong words epitomize a metric zeal
that swept Europe during the Renaissance (Kaye 1988, Poovey 1998; Datson 2007). This
Renaissance view of universal measurement has not always prevailed. Aristotle did not hold that
everything could be measured, insisting that some phenomena were resolutely immeasurable
(1941). This question of measurability is one of many that has arisen over the past millennia
within the philosophy of knowledge.
While many thinkers have offered nuance on what constitutes a measurement, a
pervasive thread is that measurement is a discernment or discretization. What is being discerned
are properties, attributes, characteristics, qualities, quantities, or affordances—adjectives,
basically. The consensus breaks down when asking what exactly these adjective-things are. The
most enduring and highest stakes debates concerning measurement circle around whether the
properties and attributes being measured actually exist as measured or whether they are created,
skewed, or biased via the act of measurement. Succinctly: “What do scientists do when they
measure? Do they discover or invent? Do they read or write the stories of the material universe”
(Schrader 2012, 122)? This uncertainty, Schrader suggests, “haunts” measurement (152).
Protagorus’ ca. 450 BCE dictum that man is the measure of all things is commonly
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referenced as an early volley in Western lineages of thought regarding the matter. Strikingly, the
conversations between Protagorus and his interpreters bear great resemblance to conversations
around postmodernism in the twentieth century, with some expressing horror at the relativistic
door opened by anthropically influenced observation—questioning if our senses reflect or
influence reality. Some are alarmed by this relativism as it suggests that morality and immorality
are negotiable, while others have viewed this uncertainty as liberating in that it can de-naturalize
conditions of oppression. This is a multi-millennia conversation echoed in the philosophical
tradition of skepticism from Pyrrho to Kant and has certainly not been confined to Western
philosophical traditions. Mathematicians equally dispute whether numbers themselves are
platonic elements of metaphysical reality or the logical constructs of humans (Rotman 1993).
This debate will not be solved here, but given this platform, I will work backwards from
today’s prominent theories of measurement, attempting to follow their historically situated
germination. Many of the themes addressed briefly here (such as probability, quantification, and
money) will be addressed in greater depth in Chapter Six on the epistemology of capital. These
subjects are brought up in this chapter strictly as they relate to measurement.

3.2.2.1 Isomorphism

Suppes and Zinnes write that “the first fundamental problem of measurement” is showing
that an observation is isomorphic (or homomorphic) with the property it attempts to describe
(1963, 7). In the case of the mercury thermometer this means that the expansion of mercury must
be isomorphic with the velocity of surrounding particles. It is (unless you get too far from the
surface of Earth). Early modern thermometric devices which observed the expansion of air were
not isomorphic with heat (they were influenced by air pressure as well). Social scientists working
for NGOs and the United Nations have developed a wide array of metrics of dubious
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isomorphism. The U.N., for example, uses the observation “percentage of girls receiving primary
education” to measure the property “human rights awareness” among nations (Merry 2016). This
observation certainly plays a part in human rights awareness and is worthy of tracking, but the
two are not isomorphic. The same could be said of many archaeological measures. The
appearance of non-local pottery sherds in an excavation is not completely isomorphic with the
practice of foreign exchange. Social scientists accept that the observations they work with are not
as isolatable as those of the physical sciences, thus making the construction of social measures
more artful, rhetorical, and daring.

3.2.2.2 Quantification

Three types of measurement are frequently distinguished: 1) Absolute (e.g., counting); 2)
Ratio Scale (e.g., ten kilograms is based on a standard kilogram that is housed by the
International Bureau of Weights and Measures in Sèvres, France); and 3) Interval Scale (e.g.,
two or more points are arbitrarily set to show variation in an attribute, like a thermometer)
(Suppes 1963). This paradigm is indicative of the widespread modern belief that there is
something inherently quantitative about measurement. Discussing devices that non-quantitatively
gauged fluctuation in heat prior to the thermometer, Segrè writes that these devices are
“connected in some ways with temperature but not necessarily associated with any
measurement” (2002, 52). Segrè’s assertion here is that any manner of observing thermal flux
outside of temperature does not constitute a measurement at all. This quantitative notion of
measure did not necessarily pertain to Galileo and his colleagues in the 16th and 17th centuries
(see discussions of the thermoscope below).
Crosby describes the development of a quantified approach to measurement over the past
few centuries:
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In practical terms the new approach was this: reduce what you are trying to think about to
the minimum required by its definition; visualize it on paper, or at least in your mind, be
it the fluctuation of wool prices…or the course of Mars through the heavens, and divide
it, either in fact or in imagination, into equal quanta. Then you can measure it, that is,
count the quanta (1997, 228).
Here the author explicitly defines measurement as quantizing (counting).
William Thomson (Lord Kelvin), writing in an 1883 lecture, emphatically tries to ingrain
the superiority of quantified knowledge in his audience:
When you can measure what you are speaking about and express it in numbers you know
something about it; but when you cannot measure it, when you cannot express it in
numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind (1889).
Here Thomson uses the words “measure” and “quantify” synonymously and questions the
validity of knowledge that is unquantified. Mary Poovey (1998) has documented that Thomson’s
views on knowledge, quantification, and measurement were not universally shared in the 19th
century. Earlier in the early 19th century, she writes:
…many Britons did not consider counting particularly relevant to knowledge…Britons
also tended to neglect counting because the ‘truths’ that most associated with ‘value’
were ethical…Insofar as the ‘value’ of some action could be measured, ‘measurement’
had less to do with quantification than with determining the ‘fit’ between the action and
God’s Laws (282).
Poovey asserts that the acceptance and normalization of widespread quantification did not take
off until the mid-19th century.
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3.2.2.3 Mathematization

Crosby continues in his history of quantification, “Measurement is numbers, and the
manipulation of numbers is mathematics” (1997, 109). This quote introduces the notion that
measurement is intrinsically related to mathematics. Thomas Kuhn has been pointed to as
propagating the modern idea that effective measurement must be mathematized (Sherry 2011).
Temperature, however, existed for nearly two-hundred years before it became mathematized in
the 19th century. Under a strict mathematico-numeric conception of measurement, premathematical temperatures (e.g., a Fahrenheit reading from 1750) should not be considered
measurements, as no theory of how temperatures mathematically correlate with heat, pressure,
and movement had been formulated. If pre-mathematic temperatures are considered
measurements they are spoken of derisively, as in Sherry’s suggestion that Galileo’s 17th century
colleague Sagredo’s “measurements could do little more than nourish curiosity” (Sherry 2011,
512). In 1613 Sagredo reported to Galileo that he had determined that small bodies of water are
colder than large ones and that water is presently colder than air—no math. Surely, such findings
constitute measurements (gauging relative heats) even if they lack mathematical quantification.
Countering a mathematized framework of measurement, Pasquinelli suggests that, “we
could say that mathematics exist precisely because there is always something that escapes
measurability” (2014). That is, once our measuring capacity is exhausted (if something is too
big, small, long-lasting), then we must rely on calculative abstraction in lieu of experience. Math
is for producing knowledge about the insensible, the unmeasurable. Aristotle was sympathetic to
this position, viewing mathematics as a form of measurement stripped of sensible qualities, such
as weight, hardness, or heat, and that math was unnecessary in assessing material reality (1928).
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3.2.2.4 Induction & Deduction

One can trace the surging popularity of quantification before industrialization to debates
surrounding inductive reasoning. Francis Bacon is often credited with reinvigorating the
inductive method among Western scholars after a period of medieval latency (Poovey 1998). As
induction works by drawing universal general conclusions from collected particular instances
and experiments, any conclusion drawn from induction can never be said with absolute certitude
(as every passing moment generates an untested case). Built-in to inductive reasoning is
uncertainty. Hume is frequently recognized as pointing out this problem of induction (though
arguments similar to his had been made by the Greek Skeptics). Inductive thinking thus shifts the
problem of truth, accuracy, and ultimately reality away from the conclusions it draws and
towards the statistical and probabilistic confidence of these conclusions. That is, the implicit aim
of inductive reasoning is not to truthfully describe reality; it is to increase statistical confidence
in conclusions regarding reality. To this end, Bacon stresses that the particulars from which
general knowledge are produced must be “verified, counted, weighed or measured” (1902, 79).

3.2.2.5 Aesthetics

The issue of accurately representing reality was confronted in the Renaissance in a
profoundly novel manner with the popularization of linear perspective in aesthetics. In Alberti’s
treatise On Painting (2011 [1435]), he writes, “Mathematicians measure with their minds alone
the forms of things separated from all matter. Since we wish the object to be seen, we will use a
more sensate wisdom.” The sensate wisdom he suggests is vision. What Alberti is positing here
is that Renaissance trends in aesthetic technique could serve as a tool for measuring reality
visually, and that prior to his moment the arbitration of reality had been confined to the mental
realm (that is, prior to the Renaissance, the real and the imaginary were not mutually exclusive
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but rather co-constitutive). Alberti is arguing that two-dimensional geometry is reality in a way
that no philosopher of antiquity claimed.
This is a fairly stunning epistemological leap that has been desperately under-studied (see
Edgerton 2009, for a cursory exploration of the subject). With this leap, reality became aesthetic.
Linear perspective became “what reality looks like.” Reality was taken out of the mind and put
to paper (or canvas) for all to see. Henceforth, the medieval aesthetic of flattened dimensionality
would be labeled unrealistic. I would argue the influence of Alberti’s sentiments on painting
continue to have repercussions on knowledge production today. Alberti’s mandate suggested a
belief that the totality of reality could fall within the purview of human measurement, as opposed
to specific material iterations of reality, such as chairs, people, oceans, or planets. That is,
individual chairs could always be real, but the idea of a total measurable reality seems alien to
pre-Renaissance thinking of the Western tradition. If what a population measures is an indication
of what it values, it could be said that reality (as a distinct concept) first becomes valued in the
Renaissance, at least reality as an externally discernable (measurable) phenomenon distinct from
unreality. If Google’s Ngram is to be trusted, the usage of “reality” has significantly increased

Figure 3.1 – Google's Ngram analyzes all the books it has digitized for the percentage of occurrences of selected words. In this
case "reality" constitutes 0.008% of the words published in 2000, up from 0.0001 in 1561.
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since the Renaissance (Figure 3.1). Prior to Alberti, chairs or rivers could be measured; after
Alberti, reality was measured.

3.2.2.6 Money

The work of 14th century geometer Nicole Oresme has often been cited as crucial to
pushing forward a more numeric, proto-scientific brand of knowledge production. Oresme is
known for his treatises on geometry, philosophy, and money. Some have argued the increasing
monetization (and subsequent theorizations of money) of Europe laid the groundwork for the
quantified mathematics that led to Europe’s scientific revolution (Kaye 1988). Key to this
argument is the notion that money is a unit of measure (a notion that dates at least to Aristotle).
While this view has been commonly held through today, what money measures has somewhat
shifted since Oresme’s time. For him, money was not a measure of value, but rather a measure of
need (Oresme 1956 [1365]). That is, Oresme and his peers thought of money as a measuring
instrument of social relations, and if social relations could be measured, they argued that nothing
is beyond the domain of human circumscription. Murdoch has asked why a “frenzy to measure
everything imaginable [came] about in the fourteenth century” (1975, 287). Kaye’s perhaps oversimplistic response: money. Unlike Alberti and post-Renaissance measurers, in this monetary
mania for measurement Oresme’s generation did not view themselves as measuring absolute
reality, but rather “relationships between things” (Kaye 1988, 266)—how numbers could
compare (exchange), not capture (reality).
One could clearly keep digging backwards to exhume the epistemological history of
Europe, but this seems an appropriate juncture to stop, as it is the relationship between wealth
and knowledge production that is of foremost concern for this dissertation. Also, as mentioned in
Chapter One, I restrict my historical analysis of the germination of a capitalized epistemology at
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~1348. I would only briefly add that counter to many popular histories, the period between the
fall of Rome and the Renaissance is equally full of dynamic epistemological developments in
Europe (Harrison 2015). Indeed, the reason they are often overlooked or dismissed is because
they do not to appear to have directly encouraged the perpetually accelerating growth of wealth
which defines capitalized epistemology. That is, it makes sense that today’s dominant regime of
knowledge production should look derisively at epistemological systems that do not abet the
growth of wealth; deride them as primitive and superstitious.

3.2.3 Extensive & Intensive Properties
Oresme distinguished between two kinds of measurement: mensuratur and attenditur:
The former is associated with exhaustion through iteration, quantitative measurement, extension.
The latter aims to grasp changes, jumps from one degree to another, the “gap that separates the
deformities” (Châtelet 2000, 43). Oresme is here identifying the distinction between what are
today called extensive and intensive properties. As Châtelet has vibrantly documented, Oresme
deserves much credit for developing methods for quantitatively and geometrically measuring
intensive qualities, a development for which the significance upon European epistemological
history cannot be overstated—velocity, pressure, density, and temperature would not be possible.
Suppes writes, “Measurement theorists distinguish between quantities (extensive
properties) and qualities (intensive properties)…Quantities are properties for each of which there
exists an empirical operation similar to the arithmetical operation of addition. Qualities are
characterized by an absence of this additive operation” (1963, 15). Distance and weight are
extensive properties. Temperature or density are intensive properties. Extensive properties are
accumulative and extractable. Intensive qualities describe non-cardinally divisible internal
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compositions of objects—halving a log changes its weight, but not its density. Unlike extensive
attributes, intensive attributes are not composed of discrete units. Ten meters of rope can become
eight meters by cutting off (extracting) two meters. However, a 10°C stone cannot simply have
two degrees extracted to make it 8°C. While ten meters is an accumulation of ten divisible
extents, 10°C is not composed of ten iterations of Celsius, it is a whole (Châtelet 2000). In other
words, there are not 50°F inside of 70°F; 70°F is not more heat than 50°F, it is just a different
description of the motion of particles. By the same token, 70mph is not more velocity than
50mph; there are not 50mph inside 70mph.
Changing the temperature of a stone demands changing the conditions of its surrounding
environment. It could be put next to a fire or placed in an ice bucket. Changes in temperature
indicate particles attempting to attain velocity equilibrium with their surroundings. The
constituent particles of a stone will speed up if placed near faster moving particles (e.g. a
fireplace) and they will slow down if near more stagnant particles (e.g. an ice bucket). Altering
the temperature of an object requires altering how it integrates with its environment (intensive
properties are integrative; extensive properties are extractive).
While the quantification of intensive properties is only centuries old, the distinction
between the two attribute types was not unfamiliar to Greek scholars of antiquity. Aristotle did
not think the quantification of intensity was possible. “One particular disposition or one
particular quality, such as whiteness, is by no means compared with another in terms of equality
and inequality but rather in terms of similarity” (quoted in Sherry 2011). Just as it would feel
awkward to say, “that strawberry is five degrees redder than that apple,” it would strike Aristotle
as equally awkward to say “it’s five degrees hotter in Alexandria than in Athens.” However, the
mathematic innovations of Oresme and the design of observational instruments overturned
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Aristotle’s claim. A numerical scale for color is certainly possible. It has, in fact, already been
done (from the hex codes of HTML, to the Munsell color chart, to the color temperature scale
used by cinematographers). However, capitalizing populations have not deemed the
quantification of the color spectrum as valuable enough to offer daily forecasts of tomorrow’s
color.
The distinction between extensive and intensive attributes is particularly interesting for
temperature. Thermometers actually construct an intensive property (temperature) out of
extensive shifts in materials caused by fluctuations in heat. That is, while temperature is designed
to serve as an intensive indication of relative warmth, most thermometry devices actually make
extensive observations that are used as proxies for the intensive concept temperature. Mercury
thermometers work by measuring the extensive expansion of liquid under variations in sensible
heat. The extensive distance that mercury moves within the narrow glass tube is the actual
observation. The thermometer observes how the heat of the surrounding air effects the volume
occupied by mercury’s particles. This extensive observation is assigned a temperature-number
which references intensive warmth. Modern thermistors measure change in the extensive electric
resistance of metal oxides (how many electrons flow through a metal strip in a defined duration)
as a proxy for producing intensive temperatures. The same is true of the intensive property
density. To measure density one must, in one way or another, go through the extensive proxies of
mass and volume.
A thermometer does not directly capture the invented scientific concept temperature (an
intensive attribute), rather it generates an extensive proxy interaction that can be translated into
the temperature scale. In his formulation of fundamental measurements, Campbell writes, “the
temperature which is actually employed in physics is, in principle, as arbitrary and empirical as
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the hardness employed in mineralogy” (1928: 119). That is, all the numbers along a temperature
scale are socially engineered artifacts, helpful for the epistemological aims of capitalizing
populations. Temperature itself (as opposed to a temperature), as mentioned above, concerns the
velocity of particles. This is not what thermometers measure (they measure the expansion and
contraction of mercury). Rather, the velocity of particles is a phenomenon useful in constructing
the math of energy (see below). The following section shows that the temperature of physics may
be more accurately described as an idealization than a measurement, as particle velocity cannot
be measured, only approximated (see Boltzmann and Maxwell’s probability distributions).

3.2.4 Contemporary Problems
As mentioned above, theories on measurement usually circle around the act of
discernment or parsing differences. Modern metrology “is about breaking complex wholes into
parts” (Webmoor 2014, 474). Averaging together multiple discernments and differences, then,
would appear to be the opposite of a measurement. Averaging is an enfolding and smearing of
measurements. Châtelet writes, “an averaging operation… attempts to neutralize after the fact the
disparity of a collection of objects by producing a standard measure whose iteration exhausts this
collection extensively” (2000, 50). This pointedly suggests that average velocity, average test
score, average blood pressure, average height, or average weight are not measurements. The
comparison of different averages could be considered a measurement (e.g., the average height of
the Swedish population is greater than that of Mexico’s), but any single average is the
compression of several materially instantiated measurements into an idealized statistical figure.
In a peculiar assertion, Crosby writes that Plato and Aristotle did not believe in “a
category of things that are sufficiently uniform to justify our measuring them, after which
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averages and means can be calculated” (1997, 12). It is without question that the Greeks had
recourse to the concepts of averaging and quantitative measurement. What I believe may be
interpreted from Crosby’s remark, then, is that, as he indicates earlier in his paragraph, “we”
(meaning himself and his readers) agree that measures and averages constitute information that
“we” can be sure about, while the Greeks would have placed averages in the category of
information that they could not be sure about. I would argue that, following Alberti’s
Renaissance formulation of reality as an object of measurement (see also Daston 2000), what
Crosby is alluding to is an agreement among capitalizing peoples (his “we”) that an average is an
accurate measure of reality. If my interpretation of Crosby’s puzzling paragraph is accurate, it is
rather consequential, implying that non-capitalizing populations understood reality as
experienceable instantiations, whilst capitalizing populations understand probabilities and
averages as more representative of reality (more on this in Chapter Six).
Temperature poses a particular problem in regard to averages. Defining temperature as
the average kinetic energy of particles suggests that a temperature is not a measure of anything.
It is a statistical ideal, not representative of an actually occurring instance (the individual velocity
of any given particle in a substance cannot be observed, but the average velocity can be
approximated by its impact on the mercury’s volume). This raises the question of what
temperature is doing if it is not measuring. The guiding research questions of this dissertation
concern why the need for temperature developed among capitalizing populations and what effect
temperatures have on the populations that produce them. In the case of temperature (as a concept
from physics, not a measurement) the answer appears pretty historically straightforward. It was
incorporated into thermodynamics to more efficiently calibrate steam engines, that is, in order to
mathematically equate heat with movement and pressure under the scientific paradigm of energy.
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For the individual thermometer-produced numerical artifacts, which are the focus of the
following chapters, the question of what temperatures do is more difficult.

3.2.5 Contemporary Solutions
Given the above concerns, this section attempts to develop a working conception of
measurement for this dissertation. Much of the following is derived from Karen Barad’s rigorous
dissection of the relationship between meaning, matter, and measurement (2007, 2010, 2012).
Barad challenges the idea that isolated phenomena can be measured without simultaneously
being co-constituted by the apparatus of observation, concluding that measurement does not
observe preexisting inherent properties of an object. Qualities and attributes emerge from the
interaction (or “intra-action” in Barad’s language) of observational device and observable
subject. “Measurements…are not simply revelatory but performative: they help constitute and
are a constitutive part of what is being measured…matter and meaning do not pre-exist, but
rather are co-constituted via measurement” (2012, 6).
Archaeologists have elaborated on Barad’s theories. “The specific material arrangement
or setup of the measuring device in conjunction with the object produces the physical parameters
of the object measured—the result. If you change the apparatus a different object is produced”
(Marshall & Alberti 2014, 26). Recent theorization in physics agrees with this interpretation.
Fuchs writes:
Quantum measurements are moments of creation…At the instigation of a quantum
measurement, something new comes into the world that was not there before; and that is
about as clear an instance of creation as one can imagine. Sometimes one will have no
strong beliefs for what will result from the creation…but a free creation of nature it
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remains (2010, 19).
Some geographers (Couper 2007; Olsson 1978), ecologists (Morton 2010, 2013), and
cosmologists (Arkani-Hamed & Trnka 2014; Wheeler 1982) have voiced similar sentiments.
Barad’s contentions cast measurement and observation as generative processes—
observational devices actually create the properties they are designed to detect. As discussed
below, this is very much the case with thermometers and temperatures. Thermometers create(d)
temperatures. The attributes of an object (its weight, length, warmth, density) are not inalienable;
they emerge from the interaction of observer and observed. To assert otherwise is to essentialize
and naturalize. Whitehead’s prehension (1978), Haraway’s situated knowledge (1988), and
Viveiros de Castro’s multinaturalism (2014) share many affinities with this view.
As evidence for this notion of measurement, Barad dissects twentieth-century debates and
experiments that tried to resolve whether light is composed of waves or particles. The answer is
that it depends on how you construct your observational apparatus, but the conclusions drawn
from this answer vary and illustrate a critical difference between uncertainty and indeterminacy.
Heisenberg’s well-known uncertainty principle suggests that there will always be uncertainty
about the location and behavior of a particle because by looking at subatomic phenomena our
observations “disturb” them. In Heisenberg’s interpretation the particle has a determinate
behavior and trajectory, but our primitive observational tools will never be able to
simultaneously “catch” and “record” this trajectory. From the same evidence, Niels Bohr drew a
slightly different conclusion, suggesting that there is no preprogrammed determinate behavior or
properties of the particle prior to the observation. It is not as though the particle has a teleological
historical trajectory that our lack of cunning precludes us from catching, but rather the manner of
the observation is included in the causality of the particle’s behavior (Barad 2007: 261–262,
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301–302). Subsequent experiments (Herzog et al. 1995; Kwiat et al. 1994; Scully et al. 1991)
have validated Bohr’s interpretation through retroactively observing what outcomes would have
occurred in the absence of observation. Conclusively, it appears, observing something does not
alter its predetermined state; it generates a new state that is inclusive of the observation.
Lest solipsism tempt us, Barad is quick to point out that every object (human or
otherwise) observes—human measurement does not bring the world into existence, as some
postmodernism implies. Everything takes measure of everything else. Everything responds to its
exterior—a rock to rain, a tree to wind, a log to heat. In this regard, Barad’s outlook is very much
in line with that of Charles Peirce. As characterized by Bauer (2002):
While the Peircian frame does allow for the multiplicity of meaning…this is not meant to
suggest that multiple meanings exist from the same embodied position in time and space.
In this sense, ‘reality’ does exist, but as an intersubjective regularity between the
Interpretant and the Sign-Object relation it is referring to (47).
Barad alludes to interpretation as the catalyst of causation; thus, everything capable of
changing is capable of receiving signals (2012). This work echoes Peirce’s conception of
semiosis, but grounds it in a materialist realism that extends the semiotic process beyond the
human realm. From Barad’s assertion that there is no meaning without measurement, it may be
suggested that signs are measures (and vice versa). That is, signs, like measurements, are things
discerned. It is this conception of signs as measures (or things discerned), that I operationalize
for this dissertation.
For scientists applying this ontoepistemology, the implication is that based on the
properties their measuring apparatus is designed to detect, a reality is extracted that reflects this
specific design. For a goldfish, this means the specific material configuration of its physical
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system distinguishes predators and prey (“carnivorous” is not an inherent property of a shark but
becomes a property of the shark based on certain frames of observation—the shark is not
carnivorous to a tree because neither are designed to observe this relationship). The shark has
different goldfish-centric properties and tree-centric properties, equally real and quite different
(Morton 2013). In short, nothing has any properties of its own until a relationship is cut out via
an interpretation. Some resist attributing “interpretation” here to trees or stones or wind, but the
wind responds differentially to the material affordances of trees and stones, and what else is
interpretation but a discernment of difference that motivates subsequent behaviors?
Given this, how might we consider an attribute such as the intensity of heat prior to its
quantification through thermometry and classification as temperature? Body temperature hovers
around 37°C, but what was the body temperature of someone five hundred years ago? What is
the body temperature of an uncontacted Ayoreo in South America? Are these questions
nonsensical? Is this the same as asking a tree if a shark is a predator? Not exactly.
Certainly, those who live in a world in which temperature (quantified heat) does not exist
possess the capacity to have their body temperature observed, but would the resulting number
mean anything? Temperature is a categorical piece of information that has proved useful for
some to observe, but it is meaningless outside of its social context and the relevance afforded it
by society. Traditional Chinese mathematics did not discern a category for numbers that were
only divisible by themselves and one—prime numbers (Wen-Tsun 1986). This does not mean
that the concept “11” did not exist for Chinese mathematicians. The number 11 existed just fine,
but it did not have the distinction of being prime. Chinese mathematicians knew that 11 was only
divisible by itself and one, but this was not a characteristic worthy of distinction. Thus, being
prime is not an attribute inherent to the number 11. It is an attribute that was parsed by the
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(social) development of a set of rules (an algorithm) that simultaneously observes and generates
prime numbers. Among a population that distinguishes numbers only divisible by themselves
and one, the number 11 has the attribute of being a prime. Among populations that do not make
such categories, primacy is not an attribute of 11.
The same may be said of temperature. Populations that have not quantified sensible heat
are certainly aware of what temperature signifies—that this lamb fur is hotter than that grinding
stone. Touch is enough to make this observation. Further, populations without quantified heat are
perfectly capable of feeling “20°C,” but they need not denote this experience with such a
numerical signifier. To think otherwise is to slide into Sapir-Whorfian linguistic relativism, in
which vocabulary determines reality. Cross-cultural distinctions in vocabulary do not indicate the
inability to experience unsignified phenomena; neither do social determinations of what is
measured. Rather, these distinctions in vocabulary and knowledge production are evidence for
what concepts a group values or finds useful.
Any information can be codified via measurement. A society that places great value on
the economy of language could engineer an apparatus that monitors how many words per day
one speaks. This would generate a host of attributes based on the quantification of this
information. Those that speak more than four thousand words per day might be considered
semantically wasteful. There is no material-technological barrier impeding the creation of such a
measuring apparatus. If this information was deemed of great value, an “utterance counter” could
be on the market within the year. This information is not valued, so energy and resources are not
focused on developing instruments to quantify verbosity. It may be true that I speak 2,238 words
per day, but the truth of this observation does not give it meaning.
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Truth is of strikingly little importance in measurement. Any apparatus can be devised that
produces internally coherent results. Einstein mischievously suggested that “every theory is true,
provided you suitably associate its symbols with observed quantities” (Barad 2007, 68). A
system called temperature was created, it has certain rules, and according to the rules of
temperature my body is 37°C. The truth of this property has been socially determined to be of
relevance. It is the decisions and motivations that go into deciding what to observe and measure
that are of greater consequence to the production of knowledge than the results of measurements.
Measurement is a system of creating attributes through the process of discernment. To this end, it
is difficult to make an “incorrect” measurement. Thermometric devices which fail to
satisfactorily isolate heat flux, are still measuring something, perhaps just not the socially valued
attribute.
Quentin Meillassoux’s (2008) arche-fossils demonstrate this well. Such “fossils” include
the light that Hubble detects from 13 billion years ago, or the geological markers that indicate
Earth’s formation 4.5 billion years ago. How was this knowledge produced? No human was
around to observe such events. Such facts are produced out of various “parts” (evidence). We
can observe the ratio of uranium-238 to lead-206 isotopes in the mineral zircon in the present.
We can observe the rate at which the ratio of U-238 to Pb-206 changes over time. Thus, we can
determine that the oldest zircon on this planet is around 4.5 billion years old. The fact is
assembled out of various subobservations, like the assembly of any cultural product.
One need not doubt the veracity of these conclusions, but one can certainly consider the
social circumstances under which it became valuable to know that the planet is 4.5 billion years
old as opposed to eternal, as many Greek scholars thought. Martin Rudwick (2005) suggests the
concept “billion” was probably comically large before three hundred years ago. Declaring the
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planet to be a billion years old would be similar to saying it was “a bazillion years old.” It may
be more comprehendible (carry more meaning) to just say the planet has been around forever.
From the preceding, one could articulate measurements as relational discernments
produced by observing systems (the observing system could be an eyeball or a telescope). The
thermometer was not the first apparatus designed to observe variations of heat. The configuration
of flesh and nervous system (skin) is quite capable of observing that the attic is warmer than the
basement. “It’s hotter today than yesterday” is a relative measurement. What the nervous system
cannot do is quantify this attribute.
Much has been written about the role of measurement as a form of social control.
Famously, E.P. Thompson (1967) connected the standardization of durational measure via clocktime to the desire to maximize the output of the labor force. Foucault famously connected
demographic measurements to biopolitical control (1977). James Hull notes that industrial
production required control and “at the heart of such control lay measurement” (2003). This
raises the question of to what extent measurements reflect the values of a population or strictly
the values of empowered members of that population. One of the guiding research question of
this dissertation (Chapter One) is “Are there any sectors within temperature-observing
populations that disproportionately benefit from the valorization of this measurement?” As such,
this relationship between politics and measurement will be addressed in the analysis of artifacts
in the following chapters.

3.3 Assessing Heat
Human populations have always observed variations in heat, implicitly or explicitly.
While the focus of this dissertation is on temperatures specifically, a review of other methods of
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assessing thermal conditions highlights that temperature was by no means inevitable nor is it
definitively the best or most correct way to discern heat. Why, after observing thermal variation
for millions of years (truly, millions), did it strike a few northwestern European hominids as
useful to attach a numerical scale to these observations?
The point I wish to accentuate with this question is that every system of observing heat
has some benefits and some drawbacks. No population can claim to have developed the “best” or
“truest” method of observing heat. While Chang (2004) suggests that quantified thermal flux
(temperature) offers more precision, this relies on a baseline public numeracy that is relatively
recent, indeed developing alongside metrics like temperature.3 The temperature scale fits the
needs of capitalizing society based on its epistemological values and methods of social
reproduction. It may not be a good fit for populations with different values and different social
structures. I wish to illustrate here that which attributes, properties, and qualities of heat that a
population chooses to observe reflect that population’s concerns. That is, populations observe
what they want to know and produce knowledge to meet the ends they deem necessary to pursue,
either for their own interests or those that are empowered to use coercive force.
Temperatures are culturally produced artifacts that reflect the properties of heat
capitalizing populations value. Temperature was not developed by a population that was
concerned with what heat could tell them about fishing spots, fertility, or changes in mood. It
was developed by a population that placed great value in spotting trends, in moving things
around the planet at great velocities in a predictable and standardized manner.

3

If temperatures are more precise than colorful adjectives, the precision appears to be for the completion of
equations more than human consumers. Knowing it is -5°F offers no more precision than a description like “it’s
fucking freezing.”
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3.3.1 Archaic Observations of Heat
Thermal regulation is one of the most critical practices of any lifeform. Most entities
have a relatively narrow thermal spectrum in which they may persist. One can look deep into our
lineage at the role that hair loss and enlarged sweat glands have played in the trajectory of our
species. Some have indeed argued that it is precisely human aptitude for thermal regulation that
distinguishes our species (Clark 2011). Outside any sort of “thermal determinism,” it is hard to
escape the blunt observation that all matter can only maintain its composition within a limited
spectrum of heat. Thus, the resources available to any environment evolve in conjunction with
prevailing thermal conditions.
While it may be easy to dismiss developments such as the loss of hair and development
of large sweat glands in our lineage as some kind of genetic automation that had little to do with
social organization, these traits developed because of the active behaviors of proto-human
groups, which involved decisions about what to eat, where to live, or with whom to mate
(Jablonski 2004). To any extent that genetics are determinative of behaviors, behaviors are
equally determinative of long-term genetic selection (Lock 2009). Some group
of Homo or Australopithecus engaged in behaviors in which full body hair was a liability. That
is, they chose to observe elements of their environment that conditioned a different response to
atmospheric heat than the Chimpanzee lineage. This is not unimportant. Following Barad’s
(2007) hypotheses regarding observation and causality, it could be said that the intra-active
signal and response between proto-humans and heat engendered the reality of our hairless sweaty
bodies. Katharine Milton (1993) frames the morphology of our bodies (specifically the
intestines) as a measure of dietary preference (our lineage liked fruit), just as a thermometer is a
measure of the ambulatory ferocity of a substance’s particles.
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To suggest that sweatiness is a technology would imply that the hairless body was
intentionally produced. Intentionality is exceedingly difficult to define (Bruun & Langlais 2003;
DuBois 1993; Ferrero 2010), so I will not offer a strong position on the matter. I would only
suggest that the hairless body was “built” out of repetitious behaviors across hundreds of
generations. The literature on the anthropology of technology is extensive, and need not be
surveyed here (Lemonnier 1993; McLuhan 1962; Winner 1986).
More explicit early technological interfaces with heat regulation (according to more
quotidian notions of technology) were, of course, fire, clothing, and housing. There are numerous
speculations on how and why humans began undertaking controlled and sustained combustion,
some emphasizing dietary concerns and some emphasizing social concerns. Both are probably
correct to some extent. If nothing else though, the manipulation of flame demonstrates an
appreciation of the utility in being able to oscillate sensible heat, as well as the combustive
properties of wood and other fuels. As with fire, the impetus for clothing and residential
structures may have just as much or more to do with social drivers (Gelabert et al. 2011; Gilling
2007) than thermal, but it certainly demonstrates that early human groups were keen observers of
environmental heat, and that their experience of heat could be regulated externally—a fairly
unique ability.
Significantly, Homo sapiens lived through a drastic alteration of the global climate with
the transition from the Pleistocene to Holocene some 11,000 years ago. The repercussions of this
transition would be difficult to overstate. Orthodox interpretations of human behavioral history
would cite this climate transition as a prerequisite for Mesolithic and Neolithic lifestyles, which
if the prevailing narratives are true, opened the door to the social specialization necessary for
experimenting with the genetics of plants and animals, the chemical composition of metals, and
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eventually the subatomic structure of elements. From at least the Neolithic, the design of housing
structures also indicates that architects were well aware of how to arrange materials to induce
coolness in their spaces (Steele 2007)—perhaps a new priority for Holocene populations.
From the air-conditioning of otherwise uninhabitable American cities like Houston, to the
development of oversized sweat glands, thermal regulation has occupied a significant portion of
human ingenuity. Thousands upon thousands of iterations of human society have had a firm
grasp on the properties of heat (what it does), as well as how to control and measure heat. A little
over three hundred years ago, temperature was developed as a new system for measuring and
controlling heat. In this incredibly short time, temperature has become naturalized as
synonymous with the concept of heat.

3.3.1.1 Combustion as Measure

Thinking of measurement as a relational discretion, I would suggest that the protohumans that started the first fires at least two million years ago knew quite well how to measure
heat. That is, they knew how much force was required to combust wood or ignite a spark. The
ability to control combustion would have had considerable value (it greatly expands nutritional
sources, occupiable territory, and luminary possibilities), and the knowledge of how to attain the
level of heat necessary for inducing combustion was surely noted and conveyed between or
within populations. This is measurement. Knowing how much friction to apply to kindling to
induce combustion measures heat.

3.3.1.2 Fuel as Measure

Acquiring fuel to attain and maintain high heats has been one of the primary motivations
for wood consumption over our species’ history, perhaps second only to architectural
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undertakings (homes, temples, irrigation systems, furniture—IKEA is often cited as the largest
single consumer of lumber on the planet today). The knowledge of what materials can serve as
fuel constitutes a measurement of the behavior of heat of equal if not greater social relevance
than the observation that mercury expands when heated. Knowing the duration for which
combusted wood or peat will marshal greater heats, and what materials these heats are capable of
altering the chemical composition thereof, is a significant measurement.
Could such observations of heat have inspired some form of quantified thermal metric
akin to temperature? Could “0°” have been the heat required to ignite the fuel and “100°” the
heat at which copper becomes pliable? Could a quantification of heat be created based upon units
of fuel (e.g., this fire has a “temperature” of five logs of timber or seven bricks of peat or the
atmospheric heat is negative three jars of seal fat)?
Yes, this could have happened. Earlier populations were certainly savvy enough to
quantify heat. The rudimentary mathematics needed to devise a scale for assessing units of heat
should be comprehendible to any society practicing metallurgy. Discussing prehistoric smelting
techniques, Amzallag writes, “the temperature within the reactor is the limiting factor for the
increase in size of the crucible” (2009, 501). While the population described did not have the
temperature system we possess (a common conflation by the author, to be discussed below), the
implication here is that they could regulate heat just fine, designing the shape of their instruments
in response to a desired level of heat. The kiln in this case is precisely designed to measure the
correct amount of heat needed for the smelting function.

3.3.1.3 Ovens & Kilns as Measures

The control over heats offered by ovens and kilns is a significant leap beyond open fires.
The design of ovens allows far greater heats, thus access to a wider spectrum of chemical
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reactions. Kilns can reach temperatures of around 2,500°F, while open flames can reach only
about 600°F (depending on the fuel).4 While this difference in measure may not have been
expressed in such terms prior to temperature, the difference was certainly noticed. The diversity
of material products generated by such heat differentials—bread, bowls, some metallurgy—are
evidence that subtle differentials in heat were important to populations producing such objects
(some populations have not found it socially useful to marshal the fuel necessary to generate
temperatures greater than 600°F). Clay pots or bowls are evidence of measurements of heat.
Differentials in heat are important to non-capitalizing populations because they allow the
production of artifacts such as ceramics. Differentials in heat are important to capitalizing
populations, among other reasons, because they allow the production of artifacts such as
temperatures (and the trends and projections produced from temperatures).
Products made possible by ovens (breads or bowls) are often perceived as stores of
energy through the invocation of the calories they contain (e.g., a loaf of bread stores ca. 2,000
calories or a pot can hold 2,000 calories of rice), but another way of perceiving this is that the
energy from such high heats has become stabilized in a human artifact. To some extent then, a
bowl or loaf of bread are measures of the (social) value of fuel. A ceramic bowl may be
perceived as a snapshot of an energy transference—from some incendiary action, to some fuel
such as wood, to clay. The finished bowl then, is a biography of heat transfers.

3.3.1.4 Metallurgy as Measure

If ever there were doubts that non-industrial populations had (and have) a robust
understanding of fluctuations in heat, practices of metallurgy amply refute such assumptions.

4

In addition to increased frequency and range, recent wildfires in California and Australia are also much hotter, with
some reaching temperatures of nearly 2,000°F
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Metallurgy requires levels of heat within a very precise spectrum. While knowledge of the
properties of metal ores is indispensable in metallurgy (e.g., the alloying process), of equal
importance is the control of precise heats. The forging of elements in metallurgy, and the
precision at which great heats must be marshalled to do so, has long been used as a measure of
social complexity within archaeology (e.g., the Copper Age, Bronze Age, Iron Age classificatory
system). The (problematic) logic behind this archaeological classification is that iron requires the
highest temperature to melt and manipulate, thus the ability to marshal higher heats has been
used as a de facto proxy for technological development.
There is much literature documenting populations that have depleted forests and other
fuel sources in pursuit of metallurgy (Sieferle 2001). Thus, the assertion that the ability to forge
iron (at the cost of depleting available resources) can be used as a proxy indicator of sociotechnical superiority is a matter of relative values (do you prefer a forest or an iron-clad army).
While this could be chalked up to lingering ethnocentricism (e.g., Leslie White’s assertion that
energy exploitation equates with “cultural evolution”), the point of this dissertation is that, more
insidiously, such assertions reify an epistemology (and ultimately an ontology) that pursues
extraction and accumulation over integration and responsibility. To such ends, while I am
suggesting that an iron sword can be seen as a measure of heat, it may also be seen as a proxy
measure of how a population values forest maintenance. A sword could be interpreted as
evidence that a population values martial aptitude more than forest health. Whether this makes
the population with the sword more “advanced” or “complex” is up for debate.

3.3.1.5 Architecture as Measure

In addition to the marshalling of great heats, archaic methods of thermal control also
extend to the creation of cold. First millennium BCE Persian populations were able to create and
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store ice in desert conditions year-round via architectural ingenuity. The Yakhchāl is a domed
evaporative cooler constructed from a mortar of sand, clay, egg whites, lime, goat hair, and ash
in very specific proportions. The construction material is both resistant to heat transfer and
impenetrable by water. Situated next to an adjacent pool or aqueduct, water is channeled into the
Yakhchāl during the winter, creating enough ice to last throughout the summer. Even though air
temperatures rarely go below freezing in Iranian winters, the conical design with an opening at
the top funnels warmth out of the Yakhchāl, creating sub-freezing temperatures inside (Soltani et
al. 2012; Mahdavinejad and Javanrudi 2012). Physicists are presently attempting to utilize
similar engineering principles to reduce the heat-energy required to power the planet’s airconditioners and refrigerators. Today, the vast majority of capitalizing populations’ technologies
for generating cold (refrigeration units) require extravagant amounts of fuel, most of which
comes from combusting carbon.
The ability to create and store ice required no numeric knowledge of heat’s freezing
point. Amazing feats of thermal engineering are quite possible without quantified conceptions of
heat. Such architectural endeavors suggest a very well-developed capacity to measure the
thermal properties of materials.

3.3.1.6 Thermoscopes as Measures

That variations in heat have different effects on different materials was well-known for
millennia before the invention of the thermometer and development of temperature. The basic
principles that would ultimately lead to the creation of the thermometer (i.e., substances may
expand if heated) were known and utilized in antiquity (Sherry 2011). Employing this same
knowledge, tinkerers and scholars up to the Renaissance fashioned a number of devices with the
stated function of observing changes in heat. The most widespread and well-known such design
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was the thermoscope.
Variations on this device have been documented to the 14th century (Bolton 1900),
however it is the model developed by Galileo and his contemporaries in the 16th and 17th
centuries that has received the most attention. These instruments consisted of vertical glass shafts
with large empty bulbs at the top (reservoirs for air) and a basin of liquid (usually water) at the
bottom. Increases in atmospheric heat would cause the air in the top bulb to expand downward,
displacing the water in the cylinder and pushing up the water level in the basin. However, these
early efforts at thermometry were not quantified or standardized (Taylor 1942). They were based
on relative periodic observations of the position of the water—if the water in the thermoscope
looks higher today than yesterday then it is getting warmer. Each thermoscope created its own
specific knowledge. The readings of one thermoscope were not interchangeable with those of
another. Imagine the production of hourglasses that had an arbitrary amount of sand in them,
rather than an “hour’s worth of sand.” Such a device would be a fine measure of duration on its
own, but would not be comparable to other hourglasses. Similarly, observations of thermoscopes
could not be easily collected or accumulated (a key aspect of temperature).
As mentioned in Chapter One, the period between 1350 and 1850 has been retroactively
measured to have sustained a cooler temperature in the Northern Hemisphere on average than the
years preceding and following it. To what extent this cooling was “noticed” is a matter of much
debate (Ogilvie 2010). Was the increased occurrence of famine and bad harvests an adequate
measure of this phenomenon? In a period of increasing fluctuations and confrontations over
political power to what extent could something like “proto-temperature” (i.e., demonstrable
cooling trends) be wielded as a political tool?
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3.4 Thermal Science
In the work Cosmopolitics (2010), Isabelle Stengers details the transition from Newton’s
mechanics to thermodynamics as the prevailing mode of thought regarding movement, change,
and work that culminated in the 19th century development of the concept energy (and later
quantum mechanics). Indeed, the concepts movement, pressure, and heat are difficult to parse the
closer one zoom’s in. Conceiving of these phenomena as distinct theaters is a problematic
epistemic relic (see artifacts <027> and <028>). A region or body whose constituent particles
move faster than another is said to be hotter. Heat, thus, cannot be dissociated from movement.
To attain greater heat one must make particles move faster. This may be done with more fuel or
by increasing pressure (or both as is the case with pistons in an engine).
“Thermodynamics is one of the most widely misunderstood branches of physics.
Laypeople and scientists alike regularly use concepts such as temperature, pressure, and energy
without knowing their rigorous meaning and subtleties” (Rubí 2008, 62). I contend that this
confusion is the result of temperature being invented about two-hundred years before it was
defined. The earliest accounts of thermometric quantifications date to the 17th century
(Middleton 1966), with the standardized versions of Fahrenheit occurring in the early 18th
century. However, it was not until the formulations of Helmholtz, Thomson, Maxwell and
Boltzmann in the second-half of the 19th century that physicists settled on what temperature is
(defined it via physics). A number (the output of a thermometer) was invented around which the
physics later conformed. The temperature-number was sculpted into a meaning that agreed with
the thermodynamic equations derived from studies of the steam engine—a device that parsed and
exploited a relationship between heat, movement, and pressure.
By the 18th century exploiting the relationship between heat and work started to become
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the primary focus of thermal science, overtaking concerns of chemistry and alchemy. By the 19th
century, the primary interest in heat had become its ability to make things move swiftly and
predictably—the steam engine being the apotheosis of this production of knowledge. The
emphasis was on turning “heat into mechanical motion” (Stengers 2010, 193). Heat could be said
to have many functions other than its ability to make things move (it effects human moods, the
taste of food, chemical composition), but physics today conceives of heat in terms of work. As
Rubí affirms, “The early development of thermodynamics found its inspiration in the steam
engine. Nowadays the field is driven by the tiny molecular engines within living cells. Though of
vastly different scales, these engines share a common function: they transform energy into
motion” (2008, 67).
To this end, early capitalizing physicists developed formulae (equalities) that equated
heat with work (movement). That is, they figured out a way to put heat on one side of an “=”
sign and work on the other in a manner that is mathematically true. Stengers accuses the “=” sign
itself of this subversion, “The = sign serves as the...condition of possibility for reducing
mechanical problems to a problem of mathematical analysis” (Stengers 2010, 127-8).
Understandably, physicists have subsequently questioned whether there is actually a difference
between heat and movement (does the mercury thermometer simply measure the movement of
particles within mercury? Is absolute zero kelvin the opposite of the speed of light?).
It is the numbers of temperature that allow the balancing of thermodynamic equations.5 It
was Joule’s work that allowed, “the conversion of mechanical work into heat [to be]

5

A parallel metric number was not invented in the 18 th century to equate hydrological flow with movement. Work
on hydrodynamics (Bernoulli, Euler) was largely abandoned in the 19th century in favor of thermodynamics, as
steam overtook water as the primary industrial source of power. To this day the equations of fluid dynamics remain
incomplete because no number has been invented that can do for hydrodynamics what temperature did for
thermodynamics.
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characterized by a ‘mechanical’ equivalent of heat... the amount of work necessary to increase
the temperature of a kilogram of water by one degree” (Stengers 2010, 192, my emphasis).
Stengers does not directly confront this issue, but interestingly temperature began to be used to
explain heat, a very confused causal relationship. Heat became identified as the result of “the
experimental relationship between pressure, volume, and temperature” (197)—heat as the output
of an equation.
Prior to the 1850s, European scientists did not conceive of heat as a type of motion, but
rather as a material substance called caloric. Joule’s formulation of heat incorrectly required the
physical material called caloric to be worked upon. When a warm object was placed near a cool
object the caloric of the warm object was supposed to move toward the cool object. Subsequent
experiments disproved the existence of the substance caloric. Caloric became unnecessary with
the focus on the immaterial relationship between motion and mass called energy. Energy, unlike
caloric, neatly binds heat, pressure, and work without the need for any matter. Energy could be
defined as a mathematical paradigm that elicits movement from various phenomenon—heat,
flow, gravity, wind.
Clausius’ 1857 work “On the Type of Motion We Call Heat” is credited with replacing a
substance (caloric) with a conceptual relationship (energy). As discussed in Chapter Six, this
dematerialization process is necessary to undertake the perpetually accelerating growth of wealth
practiced by capitalizing populations. While we rest assured that the material caloric does not
exist, its postulation evinces previous notions about the embodiment and materiality of work.
Quite precisely, replacing caloric with energy dematerialized work. To sum up this “victory” of
energy in the history of physics, Stengers writes:
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The hypothesis claiming that heat was nothing other than an invisible form of motion of
the constituents of matter [today called energy] was ancient, and hardly prestigious... it
produced no practice of measurement, unlike caloric theory, and it was derided by the
calorists as sterile speculation. Yet, it was always available, and when the conservation of
energy killed the caloric theory, James Joule and others immediately referred to it as a
promising alternative to the theory of heat-as-substance (2010, 238).
Maxwell and Boltzmann’s work further dematerialized Clausius’ notion of heat by
making it probabilistic. This re-characterization epitomizes the general move in the physical
sciences away from experimental observation toward mathematical and statistical modeling as
the primary driver in knowledge production. This process has been outlined by Daston (1988).
Regarding the probabilistic conception of heat, Stengers writes, “we are not obliged to follow the
motion of every individual particle: what matters is the average effect and, therefore, the relative
frequency, of the different types of events that contribute to what we observe” (2010, 240). As
temperature became, “associated with molecular movements on the microscopic level, heat now
refers to a realm of reality radically different from our tangible macroscopic world…
Thermodynamics became a science of averages and probabilities, since the motion of molecules
escapes all our methods of observation” (Schrader 2012, 127).
Fluctuations in heat (what temperature ostensibly measures) are understood to be driven
by a compulsion toward velocity equilibrium—all adjacent particles “strive” to move at the same
velocity. If you place a hot cup of coffee in a confined room, over time the particles of coffee
will begin moving at the same velocity as the surrounding air particles (they will reach the same
temperature). While the more noticeable effect here is the slowing (cooling) of the coffee’s
particles, the compulsion toward equilibrium also causes the air particles near the coffee to move
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faster (warm up). This compulsion toward equilibrium is utilized to make cars move or iPhones
glow; it is ultimately why pistons move up and down and electric current can be conducted. The
process of describing this phenomenon continues to spark much debate among eminent scholars
in physics (see the concept of time crystals, Yao et al. 2017, for recent developments in this
conception).6
In the above description, what causes the particles to tend toward moving at an
equilibrium velocity? Is heat trying to flee the coffee? Does coolness have some sort of pull on
the coffee’s heat? Physics’ answer today is that this change in velocity toward equilibrium is
simply what particles are compelled to do. This is the end of the line. When we reach this
question the only recourse left is to call it a law of nature (the 2nd Law of Thermodynamics,
specifically). Compulsion is an interesting concept. As Harrison (2015) documents, such a notion
is quite similar to how non-Enlightenment thinkers described natural phenomena (e.g., water is
compelled to run downhill, trees are compelled to shed their leaves in fall). This is to say, that
despite particle accelerators and laser thermometry, at the end of the day the epistemology of
capital derives a qualitatively similar conclusion as non-scientific scholars, albeit at a much
smaller scale that requires much greater fuel to observe.
Western science’s development of thermodynamics perfectly encapsulates the
epistemology of capital and the trajectory of industrialized resource distribution. The reliance on
the concept energy to represent causation allows capitalizing populations to elide (or ignore) the
limits of material finitude in the practice of perpetually growing wealth. With its concern for
effects and outputs, the emphasis of capitalized epistemology is not upon the current state of

6

Physicists often insist that heat always dissipates, but this is not entirely accurate. The average temperature of the
universe is ~2.725K, so it may be said that the universe is striving toward this equilibrium, thus for anything colder
(such as frozen helium) it may be said that heat aggregates.
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affairs, but rather their possible subsequent arrangements. Reformulating heat in terms of a
probability allows the property to be more easily projected and modeled by simply feeding
temperature data into a pre-existing algorithmic formula (Edwards 2010). “With Maxwell’s
introduction of probability theory into thermodynamics, the opposition between the ‘natural
tendency’ of a thermodynamic system and our subjective experience of temporality sharpened”
(Schrader 2012, 127). Temperature, like many other post-Enlightenment metrics, is the
simplification and banalization of a phenomenon (heat) that, to this day remains too complex to
represent definitively.

3.4.1 Temperature is not Heat
Many are guilty of conflating temperature and heat. This passage commits such a
transgression: “The basic concept of the thermal resistor was known since 1833 when Faraday
noted that the conductivity of certain elements was affected by changes in temperature”
(Abraham et al. 2013). Perhaps it is pedantic to scrutinize this misrepresentation too closely, but
as an average (an idealization) temperature has no effect upon the conductivity of elements. An
average is a statistical aggregation of attributes. Celsius, Fahrenheit, or kelvins are cultural
products that allow human groups to better conceptualize gradations in heat. Unless it is meant
metonymically, the “rising and falling of temperatures” does not affect ice sheets or harvests,
rather it affects humans and their perceptions (which may certainly have subsequent
repercussions for ice sheets or harvests).
Such fleeting semantic slips are meant innocuously enough, and in such instances the
authors’ meaning is usually conveyed fluently. Such “mistakes” may not be consciously political
acts intended to naturalize a Western epistemology that views the world as inherently
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quantitative and amenable to domination, but the mere fact that such lingual peculiarity slides by
our perception so seamlessly is an indication that such an ontology has been reified.
Just as a ruler does not measure centimeters (it measures length; it creates centimeters), a
thermometer does not measure Fahrenheits (it measures the effects of heat; it creates
temperatures). While not outright incorrect, one does not often say that changes in centimeters
effect the velocity of a train. Yes, the velocity of a train is impacted by length (distance
travelled), but the notion that centimeters have an effect on velocity would be a very peculiar
framing. Saying that increases in temperature cause ice to melt is akin to saying increases in
centimeters cause trains to move faster. Centimeters and temperatures are abstractions, social
products useful for marking spatial or thermal equivalences and ratios.

3.4.2 Heat, Work, Energy
As detailed above, current conceptions of heat are largely shaped by the 19th century
paradigm energy. That is, today’s scientific and mathematic appreciation of heat is largely based
around its ability to make things move—to do work. The elicitation of movement from water,
wind, fire, and inclines was undertaken for millennia without the concept energy. Interactions
that induce movement were very accessible and visible to non-capitalizing societies. The basic
typology of interactions that induce movement has not changed in kind since the advent of
industrial combustion. It still requires something pushing or pulling on a body, but this
interaction is hidden “under the hood” of energy. While energy is a persistent concern across
many spheres of society, its materiality is subtly elusive. A piece of coal is not energy. It is dead
carbon. When combusted it can change the behavior of surrounding particles. This induced
change and its calculated effects are what is called energy.
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In comparing the social role of work among capitalizing and non-capitalizing populations
the peculiarities of energy as an explanatory mechanism become apparent. Prior to the
dissemination of electricity and industrial combustion, work was much more physically
embodied (be it in horses, hammers, or humans). Work perceived through muscle, wind, water,
or the cultivation and consumption of food is more socially present, allowing for more informed
democratic deliberations upon its deployments, such as planting crops or building dams (Federici
2004). In non-capitalizing populations the relationship between work and heat is quite tangible
(chopping firewood or gathering peat), and this work is often a critical element of social
reproduction (Gelabert et al. 2011). Commoditizing heat (in the form of an electric bill) alienates
the user from both the work and the sociality of its generation.
It is hoped that some of the examples mentioned in this chapter help dispel the
ethnocentric presumptions equating intelligence, technological prowess, and complexity with
generating heat. As demonstrated by the Yakhchāl, advanced engineering techniques may be
employed which do not entail the mass exploitation of energy. Indeed, one wonders if Leslie
White’s “cultural evolution” paradigm could be completely inverted, suggesting that those
societies that require copious exploitation of energy in order to socially reproduce, are perhaps
less adept than those that are capable of living without such superfluity.
While White’s notions have largely been disregarded within anthropology, in the
mainstream there still remains a correlation between the exploitation of energy and the quality of
knowledge. One of this dissertation’s aims is to assert that the knowledge required to extract
energy from coal or the removal of mountain tops is by no means qualitatively better than that
required to maintain ecological balance for multiple generations. What is presumed to be the
more advanced knowledge required to extract energy from hydrological fracking merely
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demonstrates that capitalizing populations value knowledge geared toward energy exploitation.
This is a question of values, not technological acumen with heat. Capitalizing populations appear
to value knowledge that can be used to move things around the planet faster more than they
value health, equality, or geological stability.

3.5 Inventing Temperature
Temperature was not invented earlier because it did not need to be. No population prior
to those in 17th and 18th century Europe deemed it necessary to quantify thermal flux (to say
nothing of a need to average the velocity of particles). It did not take temperature to design a
proper sized crucible for smelting. It did not take temperature to figure out how to transform
organic waste into fertilizer. For most of humanity’s time on this planet it has not been important
to be able to discern relatively slight variations in the intensity of atmospheric heat on a day-today, hour-to-hour basis. What relevance would it be to a medieval merchant to know if it was
15°C or 17°C? Perhaps knowing if it is hotter or colder could be useful information for the
merchant (a thermoscope could accomplish this), but the numerated “fifteen-ness” would have
been unnecessary information. Similar conclusions have been drawn regarding the
standardization of time in industrializing Europe (Thompson 1967). The following offers a
selective presentation of key elements that were necessary preconditions for the possibility of
temperature, as well as their sociocultural context.

3.5.1 Bits & Pieces
3.5.1.1 Isolating Heat

The concept of isolating causes from effects was a principal element of the 17th century
scientific revolution. Science has been trained upon dispelling spurious correlations since its
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inception—discerning causation from correlation. Rigorously parsing causes from effects is one
of the most visible hallmarks of modern epistemology (Daston 2007). This is why isomorphism
is so highly valued in measurement (see Section 3.2.2.1).
The thermometer is designed to isolate sensible heat as the exclusive causal actant upon
the expansion of mercury. This isolation of causal actants is critical to generating confidence in
measurement and remains a persistent problem in advanced thermometry today. Obviously,
many forces besides heat act on a thermometer—light, gravity, pressure. Earlier thermometric
efforts were “flawed” in that they inadvertently observed air pressure along with sensible heat.
Thermoscopes relied on the expansion of the air inside a glass cylinder to displace water. In a
mercury thermometer, mercury being the conduit of heat (as opposed to air), there is no
influence of air pressure on the device (at least at sea level; the case is different at extreme depths
or altitudes, Segrè 2003). As argued above, kilns or metal artifacts could be measures of heat,
however, while an iron sword measures a heat of at least 2,000°F, it is not isomorphic with heat.

3.5.1.2 Mercury & Glass

The standardization of mercury thermometers is worth examining. The primary
commercial use of mercury in the 17th and 18th centuries was to extricate silver from ore
predominantly attained violently in Spain’s American colonies (Lang 1968). Mercury mining
was undertaken across Europe and many of its overseas “holdings.” Thus, there was no shortage
of mercury available to tinkerers like Ole Rømer and Daniel Fahrenheit.
Upon realizing that thermoscopes were influenced by air pressure, alcoholic solutions and
mercury began to be used as the observed agent being influenced by heat (as opposed to air and
water), thus eliminating the impact of atmospheric pressure. For most of the 17th century and the
early 18th, alcohol was the preferred agent of change. Alcohol (or “spirit of wine”) responds
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more rapidly and to a greater extent to fluctuations in heat than does mercury (Middleton 1966).
This made the movements of alcohol more visible, and to many this was considered an asset in
early thermometry. Two key elements eventually curtailed the use of alcohol. First, maintaining
a standardized dilution across all thermometers was difficult, and if solutions vary on the
percentage of alcohol they contain they will respond differentially to heat. Second, the alcohol
solutions would stick to the sides of the glass (i.e., this wine has legs!) (Taylor 1942).
In the 18th century many thermometricians freely translated readings from alcohol
thermometers to mercury and vice versa, not appreciating that the two substances do not expand
at the same rate. In addition to mercury and alcohol, 17th and 18th century efforts to find a
material proxy for thermal quantification included: ether, sulfuric acid, linseed oil, salt water,
olive oil, petroleum, and lumps of clay (Chang 2001). Had any of these materials taken hold, the
current framework and mathematics behind temperature would have differed accordantly—a
“degree” would constitute a different intensity of variation. The search for standardization of
thermometric measurement also encountered an infinite regress problem. In attempting to
manifest a true temperature (be it an abstraction or an absolute), thermometricians always needed
a thermometer to verify the accuracy of thermometers they were designing, and thus needed a
thermometer to verify the accuracy of the verifying thermometer and so on (Chang 2001).
Notably, Daniel Fahrenheit was an accomplished glassblower, so much of the work on
his thermometer was done “in-house.” Many thermometricians contracted local glassmakers to
design their visions of the thermometer. Attaining reliably reproducible cylinders was a
persistent concern (Middleton 1966). In the late 18th century a market for large ornate
thermometers swept cosmopolitan Europe, and many artisans became celebrated brand names for
their creations. These designers were not thought of as scientists properly, but rather designers
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and artists, much like fashion or furniture designers today. As an indication of the role played by
design in the shape of thermometric science, Fahrenheit’s thermometers (and thus his scale)
gained popular acceptance in large part because of their small, neat design (like Apple’s iPods).
This is in contrast to the larger more ornamental thermometers that used the Réaumur scale.
The new niche of artisanal thermometer-makers faced intense scrutiny from the
glassmaker guilds. French ordinances dating back to 1566 held that:
everything involving the transformation of sand and ashes into glass from a furnace and
blowing it into various shapes was the sole prerogative of the glassmakers. This included,
according to them, making barometers and thermometers, even though these instruments
did not exist back when their statues were ratified (Gauvin 2012, 545).
While parliament eventually decided in favor of allowing designer (“brand name”) thermometermakers to practice their craft, seeing the demand for such instruments, glassmaking guilds began
to “flood the marketplace with instruments of suspicious quality, far from any philosophical
standards” (546)—a trend attributed to setting back efforts at standardization by decades.
From the 17th to 19th centuries thermometer-makers debated the shape, contours, and
proportions of the glass for both aesthetic and scientific purposes. In the mid-18th century it was
discovered that even different types and sources of glass have a slight influence on the expansion
of the fluid. Deluc advocated for circular as opposed to spherical bulbs because “in forming the
hole or depression in which [the bulb] will lie, the board need not be as deeply cut…noting the
possibility of parallax, [Deluc] advised letting the tube into a groove so that the plane of the scale
coincides with the diametrical plane of the tube” (Middleton 1966, 133).

3.5.1.3 Scales

The development of temperature’s various scales in the 17th and 18th centuries illuminates
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the overlap of social and physical factors on the history of thermometry. Temperature does not
really exist outside of numbers. As noted, the number-less thermoscopes were not observing a
phenomenon called temperature. Temperature is a numerical representation of the average
velocity of particles. However, the designers of the first thermometers did not define what they
observed as the average velocity of particles. It is the scale which delineates temperature from
other observations of heat. The numeric scale, then, might be deemed the real technological
advance that marks the invention of temperature.
The first documented efforts to place numbers aside thermometric devices occurred in the
mid-17th century. Galileo’s Venetian colleague Sagredo appears to be alluding to a numerical
scale in 1615, noting that the coldest reading of his thermometer is 30 degrees and the warmest
360 degrees (Middleton 1966, 10). By 1657 the Accademia del Cimento in Florence was
producing 50 and 100 degree thermometers, but these were not based on fixed points. In 1694,
Italian physicist Carlo Renaldini tried to develop a fixed point scale by mixing the same amount
of boiling water and ice water together and setting a number to the degree at which the solution
settled (Chang 2001). Middleton (1966) credits Ole Rømer by 1702 as “the first to make
reproducible thermometers using the melting point of ice and the boiling point of water as fixed
points, and dividing the scale into equal increments of volume” (68).
Rømer’s was a 60-degree scale with 60° as the boiling point of water and 7½°7 set as the
freezing point of water (though it has been suggested that Rømer altered this to 8° after a visit
with Daniel Fahrenheit in 1708). Rømer was primarily an astronomer (he is most well-known for
discovering the speed of light), and was thus used to working in sixty degree increments (as this
represented a common measure of arc degrees across the sky). Meyer (1910) offers this as an

7

Note that Rømer himself uses the notation 7½, as opposed to 7.5.
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explanation for why 60° was set as Rømer’s boiling point, but does not speculate on why the
freezing point was set to 7½°.
In Rømer’s time, the late 17th and early 18th centuries, the convention of using negative
numbers was not widespread. Depictions of scales from the 18th and 19th centuries (from nonthermometric devices) sometimes have a zero in the middle and incrementally increasing
numbers above and below (or to the left and right), but those below do not have any indication
that they are negative, i.e. “less than” zero (Castle 1995). The notation in these scales is simply
meant to indicate distance away from the middle or central. In scales of moisture and dryness,
the higher up the scale may simply denote extremely dry, while the lower down would indicate
extremely wet (not negative dryness). Thus, in marking the freezing point of water at 7½°,
Rømer perhaps thought that this would obviate the potential conceptual awkwardness of having a
negative temperature. Indeed, saying that it is “10 below” is conceptually distinct from saying it
is “negative 10.” The idea of a temperature (the average velocity of particles) being negative is
quite problematic. As is resolved in the kelvin scale, it is actually impossible for there to be
negative temperature.8 In Rømer’s record keeping there is no indication of a temperature below
zero, though many are below 7½° (Meyer 1910).
Debates over to what extent Fahrenheit’s thermometer is indebted to Rømer’s have
carried on for years with some suggesting Fahrenheit’s “should, in all fairness, be called the
Rømer thermometer” (Cohen 1940, 362). Others accord Fahrenheit more credit for devising a
scale that is more meteorologically useful. In his own words, Fahrenheit describes his scale:
The division of scales is based on three fixed points, which can be produced accurately as
follows: The first is placed at the lowest part or beginning of the scale, and is attained

8

Note that discussions of negative temperature in quantum thermodynamics is describing an altogether different
phenomenon than the kinetic energy of particles.
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with a mixture of ice, water, and sea-salt; if the thermometer is placed in this mixture, its
fluid descends to a point that is marked zero…The second fixed point is obtained if water
and ice are mixed together without the above-mentioned salts. If the thermometer is
placed in this mixture its fluid takes up the 32nd degree, which I call the point of the
beginning of congelation, for in winter stagnant waters are already covered with a very
thin layer of ice when the liquid in the thermometer reaches this degree. The third fixed
point is found at the ninety-sixth degree; and the spirit expands to this degree when the
thermometer is held in the mouth, or under the armpit, of a living man in good health, for
long enough to acquire perfectly the heat of the body (1724).
Questions remain as to why Fahrenheit’s zero was set to a briny ice and salt solution.
Some have suggested that such solutions were simply the coldest levels that were possible to
achieve in a laboratory setting, thus anything potentially colder could not be used as a
standardizable baseline and the problem of negative temperatures would again be avoided.
However, it could be argued that there was social value in knowing the point at which saltwater
freezes. If zero is being set to a socially significant level of cold, it suggests that knowing the
freezing point of sea water may have been more valuable than knowing the freezing point of
rivers or lakes. By the time of Rømer and Fahrenheit, Northern Europe had displaced Southern
Europe as the dominant global maritime trading force (notably via the ventures of the East Indian
trading companies). In a period in which such maritime trading companies dominated economic
and political interests, perhaps it was more functionally useful to know at what point seaports
were on the verge of freezing than it would have been for freshwater, especially on the North
Sea. There were greater amounts of North Atlantic sea ice during the 17th and 18th centuries than
from the 19th century to today (Ogilvie & Jónsdóttir 2000). Occurring hand-in-hand with
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Northern European maritime trading dominance is the rise of Northern European insurance
houses insuring seafaring trade. The actuarial and probabilistic mathematics of these insurers
needed to turn the world into numbers (quantified data), again suggesting the value of a
quantifiable standard for temperature.
It is, of course, by no means a given that the predominate scales for temperature should
be pegged to the phase states of water or any other substance. This is a socio-historical
development. Efforts began in the mid-19th century to derive a system of temperature more
absolute and disembodied from physical phenomena. Lord Kelvin (William Thomson) worked
on deriving a notion of an absolute zero level of heat, which would be defined by the absolute
inability of any particles to move. Of course, 0°C simply defines a temperature below which H2O
particles become inert. Other compounds freeze (the condition of having static composite
particles) at lesser and greater temperatures than 0°C. Zero K denotes the theoretical temperature
at which no motion is possible. There are no negative numbers in the K scale. Interestingly, in
the kelvin scale temperatures are expressed extensively, i.e., as additive amounts. However,
while the kelvin scale denotes extensive units, it is still demarcated via the increments of the
Celsius (intensive) scale. That is, the difference in heat between one kelvin and the next is the
same as one degree Celsius to the next. As of 2018, though, discussions amongst scientists
within the standardization community were still ongoing about how best to describe what a
kelvin actually is.9 A kelvin is not a degree. Zero kelvin is a theoretical point which has never
actually been observed. Often laws of physics become less amenable to prediction and
formulation as they approach absolutes and infinities. This is as true with zero kelvin (infinite
stillness) as the speed of light.

9

It has subsequently been decided to link the kelvin to the Boltzmann constant.
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Describing one kelvin as an extensive amount troubles the distinction between intensive
and extensive properties. The degree scales of Fahrenheit or Celsius denote an intensive
property. A Celsius degree is not like a meter, however a kelvin is. 100°C is not composed of
one-hundred discrete units of Celsius, but 100K is composed of one-hundred discrete kelvins.
This suggests two kinds of temperature—an intensive and extensive.
Intensive properties are not composed of constituent iterations of themselves, rather they
reference relative differential conditions. This baseline means of accountancy suggests implicit
fluctuation (in heat, momentum, etc.). That is, the phenomenon being measured is the vacillation;
the change. Celsius’ and Fahrenheit’s temperatures, then, are not systems of measuring heat fullstop. Rather, they are systems for measuring fluctuations in heat from one observation to the
next. The system does not work without change. Middleton notes that early thermometric
experimenters were more impressed by “the ceaseless motion of the index than the use of the
instrument as a thermometer” (1966, 24). You can, of course, look at a thermometer in the
present moment and get a reading of heat, but this information is useless without context. As
opposed to Segrè’s comment that “a thermoscope with a scale on it is basically a thermometer”
(2002, 54), I would contend that the numeric scale makes the thermometer a fundamentally
different device than a thermoscope. A thermometer is a system designed to capture, track, and
create trends (change over time)—a critical element of the epistemology of capital.
It is not necessarily the case that a dominant system of measuring heat needed to be
degree-based or manifest an intensive attribute. “The thermometer, as it is at present construed,
cannot be applied to point out the exact proportion of heat....It is indeed generally thought that
equal divisions of its scale represent equal tensions of caloric; but this opinion is not founded on
any well decided fact” (Gay-Lussac 1802, 208). The decision to create temperature as an
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intensive scale was not pre-determined, but historically situated. As opposed to “degrees
Fahrenheit” the unit could have been called “mercurial inches” or “expansionary warmth.” One
could measure how many particles per a set unit of volume reside in a space or heat could be
measured in extensive units of fuel (e.g., its three logs hot right now). By making temperature
something that has change built into it, it creates a never-ending flux that lends itself to the
predictive and probabilistic reckoning that underlies the epistemology capital (see Chapter Six).

3.5.1.4 Numbers

Given the above, numbers may be the most critical (and often overlooked) “part” of the
thermometer (and thus temperature). It is not as though the numbers are forgotten—the material
form of temperature is always a number. However, the materiality of numbers is often
overlooked. Sometimes these numbers are statically inscribed on the thermometer itself. In early
thermometers numbers were etched in wood alongside the glass cylinder encasing the mercury.
The thermometers popular in doctors’ offices in the late 1990s and early 2000s visualized
numbers on an LED screen, as do those inside thermostats and air-conditioners. This production
of the number is just as much a “part” of a thermometric device as mercury or glass.
Thermometers that produce illuminated LED temperatures require the additional incorporation of
electricity, i.e., a source of energy is needed to measure the average kinetic energy.
Modern urbanscapes are littered with electric numbers announcing a wide spectrum of
information, from prices to speed limits to calories to the time and temperature. What effect does
this have on the populations that occupy such numerated space? The phenomenon has been
socially normalized among capitalizing populations. In her work on the normalization of
quantification Poovey (1998) points out that prior to the campaign to quotidian-ize numbers,
numbers were imbued with significant superstition. They were not considered neutral amoral
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concepts. The number “3” was considered to have anthropomorphic characteristics that
distinguished it from the number “6.” These superstitions had to be broken in the capitalizing
populations of Europe in the 17th and 18th centuries as a prerequisite for temperature to emerge.
“Magic was the main obstacle to the birth of Protestant capitalism” (Appadurai 2017, 23).
As Nick Land (1998) has subtly observed, numbers never end. This is not trivial, and as
Châtelet (2014) alludes, a system of infinite symbolization is a prerequisite for the
epistemological underpinning of capital. Indeed, the premier attribute of the infinite number
system employed in post-17th century mathematics (and subsequently borrowed by physics) is
that it is hypothetical (in that it can hypothetically go on forever)—that is, untethered to
embodied material reality (Rotman 1993). In defining capital as something that generates future
profit, capital always has a hypothetical subsequence. Capital is subsequence; deferral of present
value to subsequent profit. Every number has a following number.
Numeracy is a window or wormhole through which the extensive and intensive may be
inverted, refracted, or diffracted. In thinking about intensive qualities, the normalized idea that 3
may universally be considered “more” than 2 becomes problematic in real world situations. As
discussed in Section 3.2.3, the precise character of intensive attributes like temperature (as
opposed to extensive quantities like kilograms) is that 70°F or 70mph are not “more” than 50°F
or 50mph, they are just different behavioral descriptions.
Poovey (1998) argues that language became considered “excess” in the pursuit of
precision, and that
excising narrative details is necessary in order to privilege numbers, which can be added
and balanced in a way that narrative descriptions cannot (61)...the precision of arithmetic
replaced the eloquence of speech as the instrument that produced both truth and virtue
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(55)... The priority accorded numbers tended to make details that could be quantified
seem more pertinent than details that could not (54).
Indeed, the earliest temperature scales were accompanied by textual descriptions (Figure 5.1)
that seem redundant for temperature users today.

Figure 3.2 - Scale of John Patrick ca. 1700 (A). Scale of Christian Wolff ca. 1715 (B) (from Middleton 1966)

3.5.2 Fitting Temperature into Physics
As noted in the 1802 Gay-Lussac quote above, despite a well-established thermal metric
by the 19th century temperature still did not concretely correspond with any particular paradigm
of physics. It was the development of the theory of the conservation of energy that finally fit
temperature into a mathematically sound relationship with work and heat. The conservation of
energy was formulated independently by Julius von Mayer in 1841 (but tragically overlooked by
contemporaries) and Hermann von Helmholtz in 1847. While this process took the work of
dozens of physicists in the 19th century, almost invariably the major insights, experiments, and
math were conceived around the steam engine—both efforts to mathematically understand how
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the steam engine worked and to improve its efficiency (ability to move faster and more
forcefully on less fuel).
Sadi Carnot is perhaps most responsible for directing thinking about temperature toward
the steam engine via his 1824 analysis of an ideal heat engine, Reflections on the Motive Power
of Heat. In this work he sets out to quantify the relationship between pressure, motion, and heat
operating in an engine’s piston, though this work was not further elaborated on until the 1840s.
Henri Regnault, the most acclaimed experimental physicist of the 1840s, went to great lengths to
relate temperature to physics via the steam engine, writing three volumes on the engine, each
over 700 pages. Much of temperature’s utility in engineering was developed in William
Rankine’s 1859 Manual of the Steam Engine and Other Prime Movers.
Wittingly or not, throughout the early 19th century Carnot, Coriolis, Clausius, Regnault,
Helmholtz, Rankine, and Thomson were all using a culturally developed machine (the steam
engine) for growing wealth exponentially and asymmetrically to formulate what they considered
to be a natural phenomenon—the relationship between heat, movement, and pressure (energy).
This relationship could not have been formulated without the quantity temperature, which
offered a numerical variable to fill in the equations that equated mechanical work to heat.
To reiterate this process, temperature existed as a standardized thermal metric that
offered thermometer-users an indication of present sensible warmth and meteorology enthusiasts
data on trends in warmth. However, these numbers were not tethered to any underlying physics;
they were the culturally agreed upon arbitrary points relating to the phases of H2O. These
numbers were then utilized in equations describing the functioning of the steam engine—a
human-made machine designed for the purpose of moving things quickly. From this work, the
thermodynamic concept of energy was derived, which still prevails as the dominant explanation
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for “the capacity to effect change” (Rankine 1881, 213). Today, the concept of energy (not to
mention temperature) has become highly naturalized, yet it was built out of what some might
consider the “unnatural” physical arrangements of the culturally produced steam engine.
The steam engine was not a scientific instrument, but rather a tool for moving
commodities around the planet. That scientists should look toward a commodity-moving
machine to understand fundamental laws of physics, such as those pertaining to heat, pressure,
and movement is not irrelevant. If populations base their knowledge off naturalized phenomena,
and these phenomena are designed to make profit (the workings of the steam engine), this
naturalizes the mechanics of profit growth. In order to perform capitalism the perpetually
accelerating asymmetrical growth of wealth needed to become naturalized. Thermometric and
thermodynamic science contributed to this naturalization.
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Chapter Four
Methodology & Data Collection
“Newark ground temperature is seventy-one degrees Fahrenheit,
or twenty-one degrees Celsius, if you like your temperature that way.”
– Pilot aboard flight UA2005, Halifax to Newark (2019)

4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the collected temperature artifacts, explains how they were
gathered, and elaborates on their typological classification. The material interactions that
construct each of the following individual temperatures vary. This chapter outlines, in general,
how each type of temperature is produced. The subsequent chapter will analyze in-depth the
material construction and social relevance of specific gathered artifacts.
In the effort to collect and catalogue temperatures produced and disseminated among
capitalizing populations, I have generally applied two approaches: 1) surface survey of
temperatures in urban areas (this would be akin to a landscape survey which documents and
maps surface finds, unlike surface finds though, I would argue the artifacts collected in this
manner should in no way be considered out of context; they are precisely situated in their social
context); and 2) gathering temperatures ethnographically and archivally that are particularly
unique, significant, or historically intriguing (this would be similar to analyzing a museum’s
collection of previously excavated artifacts).
The first approach above was conducted from 2015 to 2018, primarily in New York City.
My aim here was to catalogue a diverse set of locations where temperatures were being produced
and publicly displayed. I do not claim this to be a comprehensive collection of New York City’s
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public temperatures, but rather a representative sampling. For most of these artifacts I could not
remove the temperature (number) from its context, but was forced to rely on photographically
capturing the artifact, and conducting subsequent research on its creation by contacting the
entities and organizations responsible for its production. For this dissertation I established the
criterion that I be able to capture temperatures photographically. Over the course of this
investigation I encountered numerous temperatures, which for a number of reasons I could not
photograph (the temperature’s appearance was too fleeting or ephemeral).
The second collection method mentioned above (archival temperatures) has been
conducted over the same period and is drawn from the previous thermometric research of others.
The sampling method for these temperatures is focused on what may be considered controversial
(or anomalous) temperatures. Their controversial character could arise for several reasons. Some
are controversial for what they imply (that the planet is warming), some because the manner of
their production has been discredited, some because they are extravagantly expensive.
There was not a rigorous selection process for which temperatures of this second method
were included for analysis. My approach was simply to collect as diverse a sample of
temperature production techniques as possible. This lack of rigor could be criticized as focusing
on exceptions and anomalies. That is, of the billions of temperatures produced daily, why
concentrate on a dozen peculiarities from the past decades? What can such a few temperatures
say about the entirety of temperature-producing industry? In focusing on peculiar cases, my aim
is to illustrate that temperatures do not just appear, are not just floating in the universe, they must
be materially produced, and this material process is sometimes incredibly complicated and
difficult. If one wants to produce a temperature for tomorrow, ten-thousand years ago, or from
thirteen billion light years away this takes a lot of work. Capitalized societies do this work. Why?
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The goal is not to question the validity of any temperature, but rather to critique the
temperature’s role in social (re)production, specifically questioning how or if the temperature
contributes to the normalization of the epistemology of capital. As such, I am particularly
interested in the intersection of temperatures and commerce, as some of the collected
temperatures demonstrate. Finally, I am interested in what role the industrial production of
temperatures plays in capitalized society’s conception of temporality. Does the five-day forecast
demonstrably alter the capitalized’s perception of time?

4.2 Typology System
Concurrent with the two above-mentioned methods of data collection (surface and
archival), five temperature typologies were developed for classifying and sorting the artifacts.
1) Present temperatures (Type A)
2) Near future temperatures (Type B)
3) Archaic temperatures (Type C)
4) Deep future temperatures (Type D)
5) Anomalous temperatures (Type E)
The primary distinction that separates these types is their manner of production and what
they signal. Unlike traditional archaeological typologies, which may be premised on
morphological variation, all these temperatures are more or less morphologically identical—to
the extent that all numbers are morphologically homologous. By analogy, a homegrown tomato
may appear morphologically similar to a factory farmed tomato, but much can be learned about
social relationships by studying the two comparatively as different typologies.
There has been much discussion within archaeology and philosophy regarding the
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creation of categories and types. Such literature questions whether the categories archaeologists
employ exist ontologically outside the discipline of archaeology or are themselves artifacts of
observation, mere heuristic tools. I follow the conclusion of Uzma Rizvi in justifying the creation
of my categories, acknowledging that these delineations may be academic fictions, but
recognizing that they can still signify “meaningful sets of relations” (2015, 256). Or as Bauer
puts it, “Archaeology depends on abstractions such as types, and understanding…what such
types might tell us, and if people in the past would likely have made the same abstractions, must
remain a large part of what archaeology is about” (2013, 4). Simply acknowledging this step has
important ramifications. It implies that archaeologists are editors or curators rather than
discoverers of the past, and further that we are in conversation with the populations we study, not
deterministically dictating their narratives.
4.2.1 Type A - Present Temperatures
Artifact #
Temperature
Location
<001>
97°F
New York, NY
<002>
127°F/53°C
Brooklyn, NY
<003>
59°F
Brooklyn, NY
<004>
71°F
Brooklyn, NY
<005>
68°F
New York, NY
<006>
20°C
Naples, Italy
<007>
-40°F/-40°C
Above Colorado
<008>
62°F
Brooklyn, NY
<009>
70°F
Brooklyn, NY
<010>
58.3°F
New York, NY

Date
June 21, 2016
July 23, 2016
May 25, 2017
April 4, 2018
May 9, 2018
June 22, 2018
August 31, 2018
May 11, 2018
September 18, 2018
October 15, 2018

Table 4.1 – Type A Temperatures

The most salient attribute of Type A artifacts (Table 1) is that they signify the present
temperature at the moment of observation. Type A temperatures are the oldest of the typologies
examined here. People have been producing Type A temperatures verifiably since the 17th
century. Such early temperatures pre-date any standardized scale but represent the first efforts to
put numbers to present thermal conditions. Temperatures of this type tend to be more
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immediately derived from the impact of heat on materials than other types. That is, their semiotic
stratigraphy tends to be shallower than other types. They are also the cheapest, fastest, and least
energy intensive to produce, so much so that they are largely disposable. The vast majority of
such temperatures are immediately discarded, disposed of, or otherwise erased from existence—
they are fleeting. Most Type A temperatures enter into and out of causality fairly rapidly (within
seconds, minutes, or hours), ceasing to participate in subsequent semiotic events. This makes
them quite different from the traditional artifacts of archaeology, known for their enduring
materiality. The majority of these temperatures are produced and consumed by a public, often
unintentionally or unconsciously, which has no need of them after a single glance. So disposable
are such artifacts that it could be argued in the case of electric billboards operating 24-hours a
day that a great deal of them are produced never to be seen. That is, it is easier to be perpetually
producing them than to produce them upon request or need (raising the valid question, if a tree
falls in the woods, and no one sees it, is it an artifact?).
However, meteorological and climatological agencies, as well as experimenters,
engineers, and amateurs do retain large databases of such temperatures to gauge, track, or
calibrate thermal conditions. The World Meteorological Organization produces about 1.1 million
Type A temperatures per day (www.wmo.int), and this is just one of several bodies collecting
such temperatures. Even in these cases, though, “Original sensor data may or may not be stored;
usually they are never used again” (Edwards 2010, 291).
A number of materials may be used in the elicitation of information about thermal flux
within this typology. The earliest efforts to produce Type A temperatures observed the expansion
of air against water in response to flux in heat. For most of the past two-hundred years, Type A
temperatures have commonly been associated with the thermal behavior of mercury, but earlier
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varieties observed the behaviors of various alcohols. Beginning in the 1870s, thermistors
(thermal resistors) became commercially available for industrial application, and today the
majority of Type A temperatures produced rely on this technology for observing fluctuations in
the velocity of particles. These devices utilize the behavior of metal oxides (such as nickel or
ferric oxide) under thermal flux as a quantifiable proxy for the average velocity of particles.
Table 1 presents all Type A temperatures being considered for analysis in this
dissertation. While some of the artifacts included within this type may appear to have significant
morphological differences (e.g., some rely on electronic displays, some are wood mounted) the
meaning they convey (their semiotic target) is all the same. They ostensibly describe the present
average velocity of particles surrounding the thermometric device in intensive units of Celsius or
Fahrenheit. Equally, when compared to the modes of production for the other temperature types,
these all share a common method—directly reading how heat changes the characteristics of a
material.
Artifacts <001>, <003>, <005>, <008>, <009>, and <010> are derived from a thermistor.
These devices gauge how thermal flux effects the electric resistivity of a metallic strip. The
phenomena was discovered by Sir Humphry Davy in 1821 (Middleton 1966), but was first
employed in Michael Faraday’s silver sulfide semiconductors. Most thermistors employed in
commercial temperature-sensing settings are of the Negative Temperature Coefficient (NTC)
variety, meaning that as the velocity of surrounding particles rises the resistivity of the metal
oxide decreases. In other words, as it gets hotter the metals become more conducive—a greater
amount of electrons can flow through them within a given duration, as counted by a voltmeter in
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ohms.10 Nearly any electronic display of a present temperature was produced by a thermistor.
As noted in Chapter Three, even though temperature is an intensive property, it is built
out of proxy extensive attributes. This is as true of thermistors as it was the first mercury
thermometers, even though the extensive attribute being observed is subatomic—an amount of
electrons. This confirms that temperature as a standardized quantification of thermal flux did not
have to be an intensive attribute. It could have been an extensive metric, based on counts of
electrons or the distance mercury extends. The kelvin unit is, in fact, an extensive measure of
thermal behavior which can be translated into Celsius or Fahrenheit. Indeed, it is puzzling that
Fahrenheit and kelvin measurements are both called temperature. It is somewhat analogous to
saying that mass is just an extensive version of density (an intensive property), but continuing to
call both properties density. As noted in Chapter Three, discussions have been ongoing within
the standardization community about how best to describe a kelvin.
Artifacts <002>, <004>, and <006> are derived from a thermometer (while the word
thermometer is often employed as shorthand for any thermometric device, within this section it
specifically means liquid thermometer). These artifacts were created using the scales
standardized by Daniel Fahrenheit and Anders Celsius in the 18th century (though artifact <006>
has a Réaumur scale included as well), but are based on principles that have been observed since
antiquity (Middleton 1966). The proxy here for thermal flux is the expansion of a material liquid
(mercury in all the cases presented here). Different materials expand at different rates. By the
early 19th century, the properties of mercury proved most consistent and standardizable to the
European scientific community.

10

There are Positive Temperature Coefficient (PTC) thermistors (made of ceramic and silicon) that increase
resistance when heated, but these are mostly deployed in regulatory functions of industrial machinery and are very
rarely incorporated into the production of a public numerical temperature artifact.
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The reason for this expansion is that all proximate particles are compelled to move at
equal velocities, thus if the velocity of the air particles surrounding mercury increases, the
particles within the mercury are compelled to increase their velocity. The increasing velocity of
the mercury’s constituent particles increases the pressure on the mercury’s outer surface, pushing
the liquid mercury’s boundaries (upward, in the case of a traditional thermometer). The skin of
the mercury is restricting its particles’ compulsion to attain velocity equilibrium with the
surrounding air particles. When humans receive scars from burning this is due to the particles
under our skin rupturing the surface of our bodies in their eagerness to match the surrounding
particle velocity of scalding water or a hot stove. This process demonstrates well the relationship
between heat, pressure, and movement. Energy is that work (movement) of bursting through the
skin that particles are compelled to do by the heat differential between the skin and scalding
water in relation to the pressure differential of the sub-skin and the open air.
4.2.2 Type B – Near-Future Temperatures
Artifact # Temperature Location
<011>
62°F
Provincetown, MA
<012>
80°F
Brooklyn, NY
<013>
99°F
New York, NY
<014>
58°F/51°F
Randalls Island, NY
<015>
73°F/65°F
Brooklyn, NY

Time After Present
2 hours (1/15/18)
3 hours (8/26/18)
2 days (7/21/16)
2 days (11/23/2016)
3 days (9/17/18)

Table 4.2 – Type B Temperatures

The most distinctive aspect of Type B artifacts (Table 2) is that they are built to describe
future environments. It remains impossible to read a material interaction that has yet to occur,
thus these temperatures are built out of numerous algorithmically synthesized previous climatic
observations, which are put into a mathematical relationship from which a predictive output is
derived. This output is a Type B temperature. That is, the artifact itself (temperature number) is
produced from algorithmically mediated interactions of numerous other temperature artifacts as
well as climatological data pertaining to wind and pressure, in addition to historical data
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pertaining to seasonal or cyclical patterns.
Artifacts like Type B temperatures are used for constructing subsequent environments,
i.e., the future. Quantified projections of near future states naturalize the future into which capital
must grow. Tomorrow has a temperature, thus wealth may grow into it, interest may accumulate,
and investments may pay off. Capitalism relies on the conditions of today seamlessly blending
with those of tomorrow. Much like capitalizing populations have become indoctrinated to clocktime (economic behavior is centered around it), capitalizing populations have to a certain extent
also become ritualized into forecast-time. It determines many social and business decisions. Here
again time and temperature are wrapped up.11 Quite apart from observations about the
etymological co-germination of time and weather (the word being the same for each in Spanish
[tiempo], Bulgarian [време], Italian [tempo], Greek [καιρός]), clock-time and forecast-time
perform a very similar function. They simplify, quantify, and standardize change. Indeed, this
dissertation argues that a key utility of temperatures is that they change, and thus serve as a basis
for marking time, specifically trends and models of hypothetical pasts and futures, and
archaeologists may mark entire periods by their thermal properties (e.g., The Little Ice Age).
Artifacts such as <013>, a forecasted temperature from a smartphone weather app,
engage in a very complex web of material interactions before they are viewed. The observation
of the effect of heat on a material is significantly distanced from the output number. To be sure,
it could easily be said that there is no material effect of heat that has been observed to create this
number. Since the temperature it describes has not occurred “yet”—it is not based on a material
interaction in the present. However, the number produced, 99°F, is actually derived from
numerous climatological observations, as well as the passing of electric current over silicon

11

There used to be a telephone number you could dial to hear a recorded voice tell you the time and temperature.
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circuits encoded with the Fortran programming language. Artifact <013> was produced by
weather.com, which draws much of the data for its forecasts from the National Weather Service,
which is operated by NOAA.12 NOAA estimates that nearly 200 million climate observations are
produced per day (nation-wide). Not each of these 200 million comes to bear on producing an
artifact like <013>, but thousands are (NOAA, personal communication 2016). These
observations are effectively bundled (compressed into data), then run through an algorithm to
output the temperature. Different meteorological services use different algorithms (The National
Weather Service, European Centre for Forecasting, Forecast.io, Weather Underground,
AccuWeather, etc.), based on what their meteorologists feel are the most important variables to
consider. These variables may include factors like the previous three days temperatures in the
same location, wind velocity and direction, or previous years’ temperatures on this day.
To produce Type B temperatures such as <013>, thousands of Type A temperatures are
compressed into machinic language (IBM 2016), then this data file is incorporated into a preset
formula. These bundled Type A temperatures are acted upon by an algorithm (a mathematical
rule) that outputs the number 99°F. I wish to emphasize that within the rules of forecasting and
the underlying epistemology this dissertation is examining, the number produced for two days
hence as artifact <013> is not in any manner incorrect, or even possibly wrong. Should there be
drastic unforeseen shifts in the winds and the high temperature for the projected future only
reaches 93°F, the 99°F that was projected was not output incorrectly. Rather, the subsequent
reality behaved incongruently with the probabilistic projection. Unless there was some manner of
user-error, the artifact (algorithmic output) was correctly produced.
A significant point of this dissertation is that within capitalized epistemology it does not

This was true when artifact <013> was produced. Subsequently, weather.com’s forecasts incorporate a great deal
more proprietary data from its parent company IBM.
12
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matter if a prediction comes true. The important consideration is that the world is predict-able.
This is a distinction from how some non-capitalizing populations perceive the world. Some
groups believe there are types of phenomena that are not predict-able (for either spiritual or
logical reasons) (Daston 1988). A “wrong” forecast actually performs its job quite well, it builds
a hypothetical future out of data. By the time the present becomes two days hence, the forecasted
99°F is rather irrelevant. Indeed, the amount of hypothetical future days created since 1945
would be staggering. IBM’s The Weather Company claims to produce 26 billion daily forecasts.
The thermal attributes of the day September 17, 2018, for instance, were predicted hundreds of
thousands of times if considering all the forecasting services involved, every local variance, and
the fact that as early as ten days prior to September 17, 2018 the day was included in ten day
forecasts that were updated hourly in some cases. The thermal properties of every single day
since the 1950s have been subject to likely millions of calculations. The hypothetical realities
produced by these calculations are mostly discarded. It is very rare for inaccurate forecasting
data to be stored, unless for specific assessment purposes. It may be noted that when added up,
these computations require distressing amounts of energy to produce (Düben et al. 2015).
Artifacts <012>, <014>, and <015> are produced using the same principles as <013>.
Their public visibility and matter of dissemination will be more deeply analyzed in the following
chapter. Artifact <011> is a stylish modern take on traditional temperature regulating
thermostats. While this temperature too signals a period in the future, it may not be correct to call
it a prediction, but rather a goal. Nor is <011> produced through meteorology (as are the other
artifacts of this type). The machinery which underlies this artifact is designed to alter its
environment to reach the desired temperature of the user.
The key distinction between Type B artifacts and Type D (deep future temperatures) is
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that Type Bs are produced via the methodology of meteorology and Type Ds via climatology. A
popular way of distinguishing the two is that meteorology is the news of the weather and
climatology is the history of weather (Edwards 2010). Neither meteorology nor climatology, as
disciplines, were concerned with the future in their earliest incarnations. In the 19th century,
“rather than predict the future, most meteorologists studied the past, simply recording
temperature, pressure, rainfall, wind direction and speed, and so on” (Edwards 2010, 41).
Similarly, climatology was focused on understanding previous alterations of the planet’s past
climate. As Edwards notes, forecasting (or future-oriented meteorology) gained increasing
significance with early twentieth century war efforts, maritime shipping concerns, and actuarial
efforts of insurance products. Computational capacity restricted early forecasting efforts. A
twenty-four hour forecast (prediction of weather for the upcoming twenty-four hours) took
twenty-four hours to calculate using ENIAC punchcards—the prediction lagged behind the
actuality (2010).
As computational capacity expanded, meteorologists increasingly sought to simulate the
climate as opposed to looking for regularities within it:
If you can simulate the climate, you can do experiments. God-like, you can move the
continents, make the sun flare up or dim, add or subtract greenhouse gases, or fill the
stratosphere with dust. You can cook the Earth, or freeze it, and nobody will even
complain. Then you can watch and see what happens (139).
Given the differing methodology’s of meteorology and climatology, the accuracy of the
former begins to steeply decline within a short period of time—about ten days. This is not a flaw
per se. Meteorology’s epistemological priorities are speed and extent of coverage. Climatology’s
priorities, however, center on measurement reliability and station stability. As a result,
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climatology’s greatest effectiveness is over long-term time scales—centuries and millennia. This
presents an awkward temporal lacunae that climate scientists of all backgrounds have struggled
to overcome—how to describe thermal conditions on a range from one to ten years. And it is
precisely this temporal scale that is of greatest contention in popular debates regarding
governmental policies toward climate change.

4.2.3 Type C – Archaic Temperatures
Artifact #
Temperature
Method
<016>
8.8°C
Discursive reconstruction
<017 >
0.67°C
Tree Ring
<018>
13°C
Mollusk shell
<019>
-46 (±3)°C
Ice core
<020>
-8.82°C
Ice core

Year Represented
1684 AD
1400 AD
~130 BCE
11,590 BP
801,662 BP

Table 4.3 – Type C artifacts

Type C artifacts (Table 3) consist of temperatures that are produced to describe thermal
conditions prior to the creation of temperature. The production of Type C artifacts is principally
pursued by paleoclimatologists and others with stakes in understanding the environmental
conditions of this planet prior to the 18th century—archaeologists, historians, and geologists. The
construction of these artifacts involves many steps. These temperatures are significantly
alienated from the interaction of heat and materiality from which the temperature is derived (they
have deep semiotic stratigraphies). This alienation is not meant temporally, but rather in the
sense that many materials must be translated and interpreted by many other materials between
the behavior of heat (velocity of particles) and the temperature being produced. While the
thermal flux occurred a long time ago, the isotopes (or other proxies) being observed exist very
much in the present. Using various thermometric technologies the velocity of particles 100,000
years ago may be read from these materials.
Primary methods of producing temperatures from the deep past rely on ice core analysis
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and marine shell analysis (extracted from deep sea sediment deposits). While these materials (ice
and marine shells) may seem drastically different, at heart the two approaches are analyzing a
similar material—isotopes. The ice and the marine shell are just vessels for the isotopes of
interest. Oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, phosphate, and calcium all have thermally significant
isotopes. The word isotope, regardless of what element it is associated with, just means variant
amount of neutrons. While methods and tools of retrieval for ice cores and sediment cores vary,
the manner in which isotope counts are read from the collected materials is largely similar: using
a mass spectrometer to magnetically discern the ratio of neutrons in the sample of an element and
how this changes over time. Artifacts <018>, <019>, and <020> are all derived from the material
interactions of isotopes, <020> being the oldest temperature yet produced from the isotopes of
polar ice cores.
Another widespread approach to the production of archaic temperatures is through the
interaction of heat, rain, soil, and trees which determines the characteristics of tree rings. These
artifacts are produced from comparative morphological analysis and the incorporation of
statistical correlation. As it is possible to examine relative tree ring widths for years of actual
recorded temperature (that is, from the last 200 years), such series can be extended backward for
archaic temperatures by overlapping tree rings from years that straddle the pre/post temperature
divide. Further thermal data may be gleaned by comparing older fossilized tree rings to those that
meet up with those straddling the temperature divide, and so on backwards. Tree ring analysis
has been able to produce temperatures as old as circa 7,000 years before present. Artifact <017>
is derived in this manner. Artifact <016> is derived via analysis of textual climate data recovered
from 17th century journals and notes.
These Type C artifacts were all collected from peer-reviewed academic works
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representing current paleoclimatology research. That is, I have reviewed temperatures produced
by paleoclimatologists and attempted to reconstruct a semiotic stratigraphy for each of these
artifacts based on the descriptions they provide of their methods, what I know from my own
research into these techniques, and in some cases personal communication.

4.2.4 Type D – Deep-Future Temperatures
Artifact #
Temperature
Program/Model
<021>
1.5°C
IPCC Report
<022>
113.4°F
GFDL-ESM2M
<023>
26
Netlogo

Years After Present
11
80
114,888

Table 4.4 – Type D artifacts

Like Type B artifacts, Type D temperatures describe environments that do not and have
never existed. They are material artifacts that describe hypothetical environments. The methods
of producing Type D temperatures and Type B temperatures have some overlap, but are based on
different materials and involve distinct computational and algorithmic processes. Type D
temperatures tend to derive from deeper semiotic stratigraphies than Type B. In many cases,
Type D temperatures incorporate some elements of Type C (archaic) temperatures into their
algorithmic projections of distant future thermal conditions.
The computational processes involved in deep future climate modeling are significantly
more complex than those of Type B. Indeed, present computational capacity cannot provide the
information processing power sought by climate scientists, and for many the existing computing
power is prohibitively expensive or energy intensive to pursue their desired goals. Only the most
well-funded laboratories (international government coalitions and corporations like IBM) have
access to the supercomputing power needed to process the most complex models. While it is true
that the subject matter of distant future temperature projection is the domain of climatology,
increasingly the pursuit has become the prerogative of computer scientists and computational
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physicists (Palmer 2015). Such trends indicate that projecting future planetary warmth has
become increasingly a math problem rather than an earth sciences problem.
Notably, Type D artifacts are the most overtly political examined in this dissertation, and
of potentially the most social and environmental relevance. They also, in general, have the
deepest semiotic stratigraphies. I do not believe this is coincidental. As suggested in Chapter
Two, one of the conclusions that may be drawn from knowledge produced through deeper
semiotic processes is that it is more precarious (or dangerous)—politically contested. That is, the
more buried is the material interaction from which a sign’s meaning is drawn, the more fragile
that knowledge is to the sway of contingencies and infidelities of translation. For Type D
temperatures, the layers of meaning-making between the finished artifact and the interaction of
materials that registered a flux in the average velocity of particles are quite numerous.
It is not my contention that this deep stratigraphy makes these artifacts any less correct or
actual. It is not the ultimate veracity nor statistical confidence of a projection that is the concern
of this analysis, nor do I think a semiotic stratigraphy registers any information about truth,
rather it is the process of producing the artifact’s meaning that is the concern of this dissertation.
When considering the epistemological health of a society, it is insightful to examine the depths
of the semiotic stratigraphies employed by that society. It may be posited that the inability to act
regarding projected climate deterioration is indeed evidence of poor epistemological health
within this society. This is not to equate an “unhealthy” epistemology with an “incorrect”
conclusion. Rather, the skepticism and indifference with which knowledge artifacts are publicly
regarded indicates that capitalizing societies are producing knowledge ineffectively.13
The most politically charged of these artifacts is <021>, a temperature produced in a

13

Ineffectively from the point-of-view of human ecology, but perfectly effective from the point of view of capital.
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2018 IPCC report describing temperatures through the end of this century. If indeed, these
hypothetical environmental conditions do pass through the aperture of actuality they forebode
dire consequences for our planet. It would be difficult to find any interest group that would wish
to see the future these artifacts describe actually come into existence. Climate change deniers
would hope that this is just a poorly produced temperature (unreflective of actual thermal
behavior), while climate change activists would hope that the political will could be marshalled
to alter present environmental relationships to prevent the artifact’s projection from coming into
existence. Artifact <021>’s method of construction involves the conglomeration of several
different projection algorithms constructed from many different data sets. Notably, <021> does
not predict an actual felt temperature, but rather a change in average felt temperatures for the
planet over the course of decades.
While these Type D temperatures share many attributes of their construction in common,
there are some distinctions. Artifact <022> was generated by the website
https://climate.northwestknowledge.net/MACA/visualizeTime2.php (created by the University of
Idaho). This website offers the ability to choose multiple models (algorithmic programs) one
wishes to run. Artifact <023> is based on a rudimentary program composed using the software
platform NetLogo. This artifact contains only a minute fraction of the data that is processed in
the climate models of advanced laboratories.
As climatologists frequently lament, the most difficult aspect of modeling climatic
behavior is parameterizing physical processes. “Any given model contains hundreds or even
thousands of parameterizations. The model’s overall outputs depend on the interactions among
all of these parameterizations, as well as on how they interact with the model’s dynamical core
(equations of motion)” (Edwards 2010, 341). A parametrization is the insertion into an algorithm
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of an estimated number for an unknown (or unknowable) variable. For instance, the actual
impact of wind velocity on the average global temperature cannot be neatly quantified. Not only
would such an impact be geographically variable, but there simply is not a satisfactory method of
quantifying this impact.
To this end, methods of data collection and data construction are increasingly designed to
fit the needs of equations and algorithms. Edwards notes that climatologists will “create data for
areas of the world where no actual observations existed” (188). Such data may represent a very
good estimate of actual conditions, and it is not the prerogative here to question the effectiveness
of this approach to knowledge production, but rather to point out that this again represents an
extremely hypothetical perception of reality, wherein a calculated derivation of what is supposed
to be the case is exchangeable for empirical observations. Indeed, Edwards suggests that the
psychological impact of doing model-based research is that it becomes difficult to tell the model
from the reality. Ironically, Edwards goes on, “Climate model constructors are more likely to
focus on increased ‘realism’, an adjective referring not to accuracy but to the inclusion in the
model of all physical processes that influence the climate” (345).
With an emphasis on creating patterns and trends, climatology trades in statistics and
averages, rather than any individual observation. To this end, a primary concern of climatology
is the uniformity of their data (sometimes a greater concern than accuracy). As Edwards points
out this means that somewhat subtle changes in the production of individual temperatures, such
as changing the time of day the temperature is produced or moving the thermometer to a
different location in a recording station may create damaging inconsistencies. That is, there is
strict demand for adherence to one pre-determined set of recording practices.
Climatologists need to insert a specific numerical representation of a variable into their
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equation, but sometimes this means creating numbers that do not represent any actually observed
phenomenon. This is the same process that occurred in the 19th century formulation of energy.
Temperature became shaped and defined as the average velocity of particles because this was the
variable that needed to be numerated to make the concept of energy and the work of the steam
engine mathematically compliant. Today a host of metrics are sculpted and delimited
numerically to complete similar equations for complex modeling in finance (Appadurai 2017;
Ayache 2010; Hayles 2017).
In developing a model of future climates a number of variables are considered: sea
surface temperature, atmospheric composition, ocean and wind currents, glacial melt, vegetation
composition, and surface temperature trends. To what extent a model uses wind currents as
drivers of climate flux is a matter of estimation and varies from model to model. While there
exist numerous models with significant variation in their methods of parameterizing variables,
there is relatively close agreement among these models for global thermal conditions over the
next 10 to 100 years. Assemblages of such models have a rough agreement that by the end of the
21st century average temperatures on the planet will have risen 1.5°C to 5°C (Parker 2011).
However, somewhat counter-intuitively, based upon the logic of statistical confidence,
this close agreement does not mean much. As Wendy Parker (2011) demonstrates, the quantity
of models that produce a similar result for end-of-century temperature within this range, actually
does not increase the statistical confidence we can hold for any one of the models actually being
a correct representation of future states. This is a peculiarity of probabilistic modeling. To this
end, it has been suggested that among climatologists the focus on validating models is indeed a
bad epistemological approach. Some would counter that this tendency is increasingly the result
of the influence of computational physics and mathematics on “pure” climatology. However one
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wishes to parse the disciplinary distinctions, it remains that increasingly financial and
computational resources are dedicated to this epistemological approach—statistical validation.

4.2.5 Type E – Anomalous Temperatures
Artifact # Temperature
Observing Method
<024>
14.6°C
XBT (Sippican)
<025>
-321°F
Ice Cream
<026>
2.725 K
COBE Satellite
<027>
0.00000000005 K
Lasers (Rubidium)
<028>
5,500,000,000,000°C CERN Supercollider

Location
Mediterranean Sea
Brooklyn, NY
The Universe
Stanford Lab
Switzerland

Table 4.5 – Type E Artifacts

The defining characteristic of Type E temperatures is that they are “irregular,”
“artificial,” or “erroneous.” I use the scare quotes to denote that it is only from the perspective of
Earth-bound humans that these temperatures are anomalous. For instance, artifact <026> is by
definition the most commonly found thermal behavior in the universe, and artifact <024> is
considered wrong by the oceanographers that recorded it, not because the thermal observation is
incorrect, but because it was not in the place it purported to be measuring from. Something of a
miscellany category, this type is included to demonstrate the capacities of semiotic stratigraphy
to track the knowledge production practices of capitalizing populations.
Artifact <024> was produced using the Sippican MK2A model XBT instrument. This
device was commonly used among international researchers in the 1970s to measure
temperatures at varying ocean depths. It was eventually revealed that the device’s manufacturer,
Sippican, provided an incorrect fall rate equation for the device. This means that a decade’s
worth of oceanic research produced temperature measurements that did not accurately observe
the desired metric (the temperature of the ocean at specific depths). To be sure, the device did
accurately observe temperatures, but they were not from the depths that the device reported.
There has been over two decades worth of effort by international oceanographers to recalibrate
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these readings with a corrected fall rate. Today, conversations and debates continue to surround
the output of the device and international conferences are held to discuss the validity of the recalibrated data and how it can be incorporated into future climate models (such as those used in
Type D artifacts).
The most extreme temperatures ever observed have not come from the core of a star or
the vacuum of space, but rather were produced on Earth in laboratory experiments. Efforts to
produce extreme heat and extreme cold raise numerous questions and present much evidence
regarding epistemological motivations. As a brief example, the temperature zero kelvin has never
been observed. It remains purely theoretical. However, great effort has been exerted in
attempting to reach colder and colder temperatures. As of this writing, the coldest temperature
the universe has ever seen (unless extraterrestrial scientists have exceeded our capacity for
slowing down atoms) is ~0.00000000005K—produced in a Stanford laboratory. There are many
functional reasons why physicists attempt to produce cold. Liquid helium, for example, has many
practical functions relating to the efficiency of conductivity (increasing the speed and efficiency
of moving information, echoing the function of the steam engine). Commercially, liquid nitrogen
is now popularly used as an ingredient in boutique ice cream parlors (see artifact <025>).

4.3 A Note on Visualization
The above collection of artifacts will each be analyzed in Chapter Five via the semiotic
stratigraphy methodology outlined in Chapter Two. A common method of representing
stratigraphic relations in traditional archaeology is the Harris Matrix single-layer context. Efforts
to adopt a traditional stratigraphic diagram to semiotic stratigraphy are attempted for each of the
twenty-eight temperatures. These efforts are presented in the Appendix (for ease of access they
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are hyperlinked to the analyses offered in Chapter Five, likewise the stratigraphic images in the
Appendix are hyperlinked to return to their description in Chapter Five). The visualized
“semiotic compression” is produced from the simple equation 9/n. Where n is the number of
Objects that are Signaled for Interpretants. Thus, an artifact-Sign that incorporates eighteen
objects is more compressed, more dense, than an artifact-Sign that incorporates six objects. In an
effort to both represent the temperature in context and the depth of its semiotic stratigraphy, I
offer original photos from the field, as well as textual diagrams of each tier of semiosis
separating the sign from its material underpinning. It is hoped that the visuals are both
compelling and communicate the hypothetical depth of the temperatures under investigation.

4.4 Conclusion
In thinking about what a semiotic stratigraphy may tell us about a population, it is
important to point out that a semiotic stratigraphy is artifact-specific, not population-specific
(however, what constitutes an artifact is fairly broad; it could be Stonehenge or a piece of
pollen). This means that any population may simultaneously produce artifacts with deep and
shallow semiotic stratigraphies. Examining one artifact’s semiotic stratigraphy may not say much
about that population. However, one can derive some ideas about the epistemological values of a
population from the type of knowledge toward which they dedicate significant resources based
on the semiotic stratigraphies of one class of artifacts, such as temperature. The temperature
typologies I examine have varying depths of semiotic stratigraphy, some are significantly
hypothetical, some much less so. Thus, while this single family of artifact demonstrates a wide
range of epistemological practices, some are afforded greater truth and some are more wellfunded.
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Chapter Five
Temperature Analysis:
Matter & Meaning
“Don’t for a minute think that there are no
material effects of yearning and imagining.”
– Karen Barad (2012)

5.1 Introduction
This chapter documents the results of applying the semiotic stratigraphy method of
analysis to the artifacts collected for this dissertation. To be clear, these results are derived from
an interpretive process, constructed through a combination of research and investigation (often
involving communication with those involved in the production of the artifact). That is, the
results contained in this chapter are not meant to reflect a single definitive construction of a
semiotic stratigraphy for each artifact. Different researchers would surely take slightly different
directions and pursue somewhat different angles in diagramming how the meanings of these
artifacts were materially constructed. Just as in a traditional excavation, different archaeologists
may see contexts where others do not. The hope, however, is that in applying a common
methodology the results will be translatable between researchers. While the standardization of
archaeological methodology has been designed to limit subjectivity, via Munsell charts and
Harris Matrices, there will always be situated knowledges involved.
Where applicable, each artifact is represented as photographed, then diagrammed using
the methodology outlined in Chapter Two. For this chapter, I provide a fairly lengthy narrative
interpretation of select artifacts, outlining the material construction of the artifact and its social
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significance. As there is some overlap within the types, I will not do a deep analysis of each
artifact. Through this process, the aim is to better appreciate: why temperatures are produced;
what purpose temperatures serve; what temperatures do for the societies that produce them; how
temperatures serve to reproduce the societies that construct them; and what interests are served
by the production and dissemination of temperature.

5.2 Type A Results
Artifact #
Temperature
<001>
97°F
<002>
127°F/53°C
<003>
59°F
<004>
71°F
<005>
68°F
<006>
20°C
<007>
-40°F/-40°C
<008>
62°F
<009>
70°F
<010>
58.3°F
AVG
--

Semiotic Translations
8
4
7
6
8
6
9
7
8
8
7.1

Table 5.1 – Type A results

<001> (New York, NY: June 21, 2016: 97°F)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 309)

Figure 5.1 – Artifact <001>
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Construction:
Artifact <001> is the electronically illuminated 97° visible in Figure 5.1 (in the United
States this can be assumed to indicate Fahrenheit). This symbol was created on Lafayette &
Great Jones Street in Manhattan.14 This artifact is part of a signage complex operated by Outfront
Media (their logo is slightly visible on the far right of Figure 5.1). Outfront is a global marketing
company that specializes in outdoor advertising. Their signs appear across the United States and
abroad. Outfront is a publicly traded company ($1.5 billion in revenue, 2018) that has
transitioned from a media and marketing firm (an “out-of-home” advertiser or OOH) to a real
estate investment trust (a structure that emphasizes shareholder returns).15 That is, its product is
no longer advertising; it is the urban space upon which advertising appears. Over the course of
its 82 year history, Outfront has been acquired by Viacom twice and most recently was a part of
CBS (a U.S. broadcast network). Outfront owns 3,241 pieces of visible space in New York city,
both digital and analog, including large billboards such as Figure 5.1 and smaller ads in the city’s
transit network (outfrontmedia.com). Visible space is very expensive in New York city, thus the
real estate owned by Outfront is highly valued.
Artifact <001> appears in conjunction with an Yves St. Laurent (YSL) advertisement. At
the time of its production, the temperature was situated above a commercial parking lot (see the
“Edison ParkFast” sign) and another advertisement for Manhattan Mini Storage. As Outfront’s
client, YSL could be tangentially considered to be financing the appearance of temperature
artifact <001>. Yves St. Laurent is a luxury fashion house based in Paris. They are owned by the
luxury conglomerate Kering S.A., which also owns Gucci, Boucheron, Alexander McQueen, and

14

As of 2018, the temperature display for this billboard was removed.
Similarly, the McDonald’s fast food chain operates primarily as a real estate company (Noren 1990), proudly
quantifying the number of hamburgers it has sold throughout its history (“Over 99 billion served”).
15
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Thomas Maier, among others. Kering reported a revenue of $17.5 billion in 2017, of which $1.7
billion came from YSL (Kering 2018). For the NoHo neighborhood of Manhattan (where this
advertisement appears) Outfront charges $20,000 per month to rent out billboard space (personal
communication). Indirectly then, it follows that to keep producing artifacts like this temperature
in this urban setting costs $20,000 per month—if Outfront Media could not profit at least
$20,000 per month from this space, such artifacts would not be produced here.
The electronic components of Outfront Media’s signage are manufactured by Daktronics
(personal communication), a company out of South Dakota reporting $610 million in revenue for
2018. The patent information for the Daktronics air temperature indicator (US3842674A)
informs that their thermistors are provided by Yellow Springs Instruments Co., a subsidiary of
Xylem Inc. (based out of Westchester County, NY, reporting $4.7 billion in 2017 revenues).
The patent for Yellow Springs’ thermistor (US3316765A) indicates that the company
employs two dual-layer thermistors, with each thermistor composed of different compounds to
indicate varying resistances:
The first layer [labeled as “20” in Figure 5.2] in a typical unit was composed of
approximately 32.3% nickel oxide and 67.7% manganese oxide (by weight), and its
resistance at 25 C. is 6,000 ohms. The second layer [labeled as “21” in Figure 5.2]
includes a small proportion of copper resulting in a decrease in its resistance to about
1,000 ohms at 25 C., and a reduction in its sensitivity. The proportions of the second
layer are 3.4% copper oxide, 31.2% nickel oxide, and 65.4% manganese oxide (by
weight)… Another dual-layer thermistor has been employed successfully, with the
following composition. The lower resistance layer having a resistance of 10,000 ohms at
25 C., was composed of 25% ferric oxide, 26.12% nickel oxide, and 44.88% manganese
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oxide (by weight). The other layer, having a resistance of 60,000 ohms at 25 C., was
composed of 20% ferric oxide, 27.86% nickel oxide, and 52.14% manganese oxide (by
weight). (US3316765A)

Figure 5.2 – Figures 4 and 6 from US Patent #331675A demonstrating two layers of thermistor and their differing resistances.

These various oxides of nickel, manganese, copper, and iron are the materials with which
air particles interact to register thermal behavior. Shifts in the velocity of surrounding particles
induce changes in the material properties of these metal oxides, specifically how
resistive/conductive they are to electric charge. Artifact <001> utilizes a negative temperature
coefficient (NTC) thermistor. As such, when the surrounding air particles move faster (warm up)
it decreases the resistance in these oxides (meaning more ohms worth of voltage may pass
through them over a given duration—they become more conductive). If the surrounding air
particles move slower (cool down), it will increase the resistance of these substances (meaning
fewer ohms of voltage will be conducted by them). More simply, when it gets hotter these metal
oxides become more conductive—more electricity can flow through them. For such devices to
work there must be a constant voltage source supplied to the thermistors, in the case of Yellow
Springs’ instrument this takes the form of a nickel-cadmium battery (US3316765A).
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For this particular temperature, the thermometric interaction employs a set of thermistors,
as seen in Fig. 5.2 (where 20 and 21 are distinct thermistors). As seen in the graph in Fig. 5.2, the
two thermistors perform slightly differently based on the surrounding particle velocity. For T-1,
as the velocity of particles slows down (gets colder), the resistance being registered begins to
increase earlier and more significantly than T-2. This is because of the distinct properties of the
two thermistors (inclusion of ferric oxide, levels of manganese oxide, etc.). This illustrates that
within thermistors there is not a standardized material interaction, but many from which a
thermistor-maker may choose to construct a temperature output. Different thermistor-making
companies may use a different combination of oxides for their conductive materials. Thus, the
Yellow Springs company’s thermistor may produce slightly different temperatures than those of
the Technical Service Laboratories company.
Yellow Springs developed this twin-dual thermistor model to address some of the
unwanted effects of resistance thermometry. Yellow Springs notes that all thermistors suffer
from problems of maintaining linearity, that is a 1°C variation at -10°C is liable to induce a
greater flux in resistance readings than a 1°C variation at 120°C (mercury thermometers confront
the same problem). With this device, which records resistance out of four combinations of
materials, one of the thermistors is specifically designed to more accurately observe lower
temperature interactions, while the other more accurately observes higher temperature
interactions. These results are smoothed by a proprietary ratio and this result is the temperature
that is output to be electronically represented as artifact <001>, 97°. Efforts to maintain linearity
have traditionally had to sacrifice sensitivity. The Yellow Springs instrument is designed to more
accurately combat this problem.
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As mentioned in Chapter Two efforts to rigorously trace the material provenance of the
nickel or manganese used in Yellow Springs’ thermistors and other such material sources, while
intriguing, pose a daunting infinite regress. I will only note that Vale, the largest nickel and iron
mining company in the world (based out of Brazil) produced 242 kilotons of nickel and reported
$34 billion in revenues in 2017. In 2015 and 2019 the company was responsible for mining
disasters that led to the deaths of 19 and 157 individuals, respectively. The 2019 disaster released
three billion gallons of mine waste in the town of Brumadinho, Brazil. It is unknown if any of the
nickel in Yellow Springs Instruments’ thermistors comes from Vale. For Yellow Springs
Instruments, just as for most capitalizing peoples, the distance between the materials used and
their collection is too vast to comprehensively track. Perhaps Vale’s mining practices are
particularly odious and other global providers of nickel exercise greater corporate responsibility,
and to be sure the world’s thermistors consume a small percentage of nickel, but this illustrates
that the process of attaining materials is frequently quite violent. The need for pedestrians to
know the temperature in Manhattan hardly seems worth the hundreds of lives lost to nickel
mining in the past decade. Yet, the demand for nickel and the profits produced by the metal are
apparently worth at least 176 lives, as Vale continues to exist and extract nickel from the earth.

Significance:
In producing a semiotic stratigraphy of artifact <001>, the challenge is to map out the
Sign-Object-Interpretant relationship at every point of the semiotic process in which the thermal
object (velocity of particles) is translated in order to output the electronic symbol 97°. The
manganese oxide translates the velocity of particles into resistivity, which is translated by a
voltmeter into calculable ohms, which is then translated into an electric signal sent to light-
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emitting diodes and eventually makes its appearance on a billboard in New York owned by
Outfront Media hosting an advertisement for French luxury fashion. That is, how does the
velocity of particles (what temperature ostensibly refers to) become an illuminated number in a
fashionable Manhattan neighborhood? Drawing upon the above collected information, then, the
aim is to map the relationships between actants such as, but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

97°F
Advertising revenue
Air particle velocity
Daktronics
Kering
Marketing and the production of value
New York City real estate prices
Nickel-cadmium battery
Outfront Media
Resistance
The various metal oxides
Voltmeter
Xylem
Yellow Springs Instrument Company
Yves St. Laurent

This list is composed of a medley of what some may consider discursive and material
objects. As outlined in Chapters Three and Seven, the aim of this dissertation is to transcend such
distinctions—Yves St. Laurent is no more or less discursive or material than manganese oxide.
Meaning is built out of materials. Equally materials are built out of meanings. Manganese oxide
is a material that is constructed out of what the twenty-five protons of manganese means to the
eight protons of oxygen—that is, how manganese and oxygen interpret each other; what they
mean to each other.
While many of the temperatures examined below may be considered expensive (i.e., they
require traveling to Greenland or the use of supercomputers to produce), this temperature is
relatively cheap to produce (thermistors can purchased individually for $6). However, based on
its location, artifact <001> becomes very expensive to produce ($240,000 per year). Is it correct
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to say that this temperature is being paid for by Yves Saint Laurent (or its parent company),
Outfront Media, or other advertisers? Is it better to conceive of the temperature as being
sponsored by Yves Saint Laurent (97°F, brought to you by Yves Saint Laurent)?
While interesting rhetorical questions, a more insightful line of inquiry may ask why the
temperature is included on the billboard. Some may see the inclusion of temperature here as a
sort of public service by Outfront Media, but what is the “value-added” of temperature and time
displays for Outfront Media and its clients?16 Are there commuters and passersby that are
confused or curious about current thermal conditions that, upon having their curiosity satiated by
Yves St. Laurent, will think kindly of the luxury clothing brand for providing this useful
information? Are the time and temperature being placed strategically to draw eyeballs toward the
ad? Eyes are instinctively drawn to flashing electric lights? Especially those containing trivial
information? Is the idea here that, in order to receive useful thermal information, commuters
must be subjected to advertising? How practically useful is this thermal information? The only
possible utility this temperature offers for most is to satiate curiosity. As a temperature of the
present that is already outdoors, artifact <001> could not be utilized in making preparatory
wardrobe decisions (except perhaps for occupants of nearby apartments with a view of the
billboard). Prior to industrialization, time was kept by civic leaders (either church or
governmental). Under neoliberalism are entities like Outfront Media or Yves St. Laurent
providing similar civic services? Does an Yves St. Laurent billboard serve the function of the
medieval clock tower?
In focusing on the meaning of artifact <001> and the construction of its semiotic

As Outfront has contracts with New York’s MTA, one might be forgiven for thinking that these time and
temperature displays are some kind of public service, but they are fully operated and produced by the for-profit
company Outfront.
16
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stratigraphy, I suggest another reading of the symbol. In this case, the temperature and the
advertisement work in concert to create a unique semiotic event. As seen in Figure 5.1, the Yves
St. Laurent ad depicts an unrealistically stylized scene of beautiful minimally-clad people
insouciantly enjoying a summer (or warm) setting. While typical of many fashion
advertisements, with the help of a little media literacy, capitalizing populations should register
that this scene does not exist in actuality.17 Ads such as this are hypothetical stagings of desirable
experiences. That is, the advertisement offers a supposition (a what if…) upon which audiences
may make consumer wardrobe decisions. As argued in Chapter Six, the epistemology of capital
works to materialize such suppositions (what if we could grow our wealth exponentially forever,
see discussion of Vaihinger’s philosophy of As…If in Section 6.7). The frequent pairing of
public advertisements with temperatures is part of this project of materializing and normalizing
the hypothetical. By placing the time and temperature within the frame of the Yves St. Laurent
ad it grounds the ad in a scientific reality, pulling it out of the abstract. The beautiful couple is
not just lying insouciantly in the sun, they are lying insouciantly in the sun at 2:43pm in 97°
weather. The hypothetical reality of the ad becomes materialized when it exists in time and
climate (space).
Practicing (or participating in) the perpetual exponential growth of wealth requires either
1) a denial (or unawareness) that the perpetual exponential growth of wealth is being practiced;
or 2) a belief in the experienceability (actuality) of hypothetical environments unbound from
material finitude (e.g., the projected fifty year revenue streams of Chevron’s off-shore petroleum
extraction). The semiotic event of which <001> is a part contributes to this latter belief. I do not

17

If one thinks they have experienced similar scenes, they should be assured that any such experience was designed
to emulate the advertisement—the advertising isn’t emulating experiences, but serves as a template for experiences
capitalizing populations should desire.
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wish to suggest that temperature is being co-opted here to help sell luxury fashions per se, but
rather that the perceived reality of temperature (that it is a material fact of scientific rigor) helps
sell the “reality” or “experienceability” of the scene depicted in the ad. However, as detailed in
Chapter Three and demonstrated throughout this chapter, temperature itself is an idealization just
like the models in the ad. Temperature is defined as an average velocity of particles, and
averages are not indicative of actual instants, they are idealizations, just as the models are
idealizations of beauty.
While the semiotic event proposed above (that temperature works to reify the
experienceability of the ad’s universe) may only be working on a subconscious (or unconscious)
level, this is precisely how normalization occurs. If we were consciously aware that a
phenomenon was being normalized, it would not be normal (Preciado 2008; Butler 1990). This is
how advertising works (Bernays 1947), as well as the continued practice of growing wealth
exponentially despite the economic and environmental violence it materially manifests.

<002> (Brooklyn, NY: July 23, 2016: 127°F / 53°C)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 310)
Construction:
The etched numbers that appear adjacent to the red line within the thermometer in Figure
5.3 (127°F / 53°C) constitute artifact <002>. This temperature is taken from the surface of a
tarred Brooklyn rooftop. The physical construction of this artifact requires significantly fewer
material translations than <001>. Here the thermal interaction itself generates the symbol. There
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is no need to go through electronics or resistivity.
There is no need of a human-generated energy
source. The motion of air particles interacts directly
with mercury to generate the symbol via the design of
the glass, numbers, and aluminum.
Delta Education is the maker of this
thermometer. The company focuses primarily on
educational materials and instruments to be used in
elementary school classrooms, such as thermometers,
microscopes, and geology sets (Figure 5.4). Today
Delta specifically markets itself as providing STEM
(science, technology, engineering, and math)
solutions for K-8 education. The metal platform of
this thermometer is made of aluminum. Like the
earliest thermometers, the numbers here are not
inscribed on the glass itself, but set against the glass.
Should the glass cylinder somehow become
dislodged from its platform it would be incapable of
producing temperatures, as it could only register
unquantified relative movements of mercury.

Figure 5.3 – Artifact <002>

Significance:
While the semiotic distance between the interaction of air particles and mercury is not far
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removed from the numerical temperature, there are a few intervening factors worth noting for
this artifact. Foremost, because this temperature was produced directly on a dark surface, it is a
rather warmer temperature than those usually produced by open air thermometers. This dark
surface is materially composed of coal tar (a byproduct of the coal that is used for fuel). The
aesthetic association of such a high temperature resting on a solid surface composed from the
waste of the fuel which powered the industrial revolution makes this a somewhat compelling
artifact, reminding the capitalized that much of their physical and social architecture is highly
absorbent of heat.
This 127°F is in the ballpark of the hottest ever recorded temperatures on the planet
(134°F in Death Valley and 129°F in Kuwait) (Burt 2016). However, official temperatures (those
that go into record books and forecasts) must be measured from approximately 1.5 meters off the
ground. Due to matters of absorption and reflection, radiative heat from the sun is greater near
horizontal surfaces, especially if that surface is dark. If the ground is whiter it will reflect more
of the heat back upward. Why we should deem the approximate height of a human (1.5m) as the
most legitimate vertical representation of heat seems a clearly anthropocentric convention.
Additionally, artifact <002> violates the rule of official temperature measurement that the
thermometric device not be in direct sunlight.

Figure 5.4 – Delta Education promotional material
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While this temperature may not comply with the official temperature measurement rules
which forecasts are constructed and records are kept, it does reveal that at any given time or
place in an urban setting, we are not subjected to anything resembling a homogenous
temperature. I specify urban settings because the heterogeneity of architectural conditions
generates a wide spectrum of temperatures—rural areas have generally less heterogeneous
surfaces and less concentration of energy.

<003> (Brooklyn, NY: May 25, 2017: 59°F)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 311)

Figure 5.5 – Artifact <003>

Artifact <003>, 59°, is taken from atop a building in the DUMBO neighborhood of
Brooklyn. At its time of production this building was owned by the Jehovah’s Witnesses and
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served as the headquarters for their promotional publication The Watchtower. In its basic
construction, artifact <003> is very similar to <001>. The companies involved differ, and the
precise make of the thermistor varies (meaning that the metal oxides interacting with thermal
flux differ in composition), but the impact of flux in the velocity of particles upon conductivity
(as read by a voltmeter) remains the material process from which the artifact’s meaning is drawn.
This artifact is taken from the same location and thermometric device as artifact <008>, but as
will be addressed below in analysis of <008>, due to a change in ownership of the building there
are notable differences in semiotic resonance of the two artifacts.

<004> (Brooklyn, NY: April 4, 2018: 71°F)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 312)
Construction:
Artifact <004> was produced at the bar
Sunny’s in Red Hook, Brooklyn. The
thermometric instrument that generated this
artifact is one of many pieces of early 20th century
décor in the bar (a radio of similar vintage is
visible in Figure 5.6 alongside the thermometer).
Directly on the East River, the bar projects an
image of aged maritime authenticity. The bar has,
in many different guises, been family operated for
over eighty years. It has in turns been popular
among fishermen, longshoremen, police and
firemen, and commercial creatives. The bar hosts
Figure 5.6 – Artifact <004>
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live music that, reflecting its historical perspective, centers on folk, country, and bluegrass music
typical of the early 20th century.
Artifact <004> was produced by a Palmer Company thermometer. Both sides of the
thermometer depict the Fahrenheit scale. The temperature registered in this photo is 71°F. The
Palmer Company, based in Ohio, claims to be the first company to mass-produce thermometers
for private use in the United States (palmerwahl.com). Having started in the business of kerosene
lamp production, by the 1860s the company began selling the thermometric device it had
designed to test the safety of the lamps. In this, we see that the utility of temperatures lies more
in their industrial application than domestic consumption. The Palmer Company also boasts of
having been the first to produce red-reading mercury thermometers in 1929, vastly improving the
legibility of the device. The mercury used in artifact <004> is not red, suggesting that the
thermometer was produced before 1929. This device is composed of a bronze casing, with the
numbers inscribed on an aluminum plate.

Significance:
It would be fairly naïve to assert that this thermometer and the temperatures it produces
serve the function of providing Sunny’s patrons with thermal information. First, among the other
bric-a-brac in the bar the thermometer is hardly noticeable as a distinct object. Second, if one
does register that there is a thermometer before them, it is not incredibly easy to discern its
readings (especially given that the mercury is not red and its viewers may be impaired from
alcohol consumption). Third, as was the case with the ornate thermometers produced in the 18th
and early 19th centuries (see artifact <006>), it seems very clear from the surroundings that the
primary function of this instrument is decorative—it complements the bar’s aesthetic.
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Much like the larger semiotic implications of artifact <001>, I would argue that artifact
<004> works in concert with its immediate surroundings to generate a more subtle signification
than providing the public with thermal information. Very tangibly, this thermometric device
contributes to the materialization of a hypothetical world. While the hypothetical world that
exists in Sunny’s is quite apart from the hypothetical worlds of fashion ads, it is equally a
supposition upon which experience is overlaid. A venerable neighborhood institution, Sunny’s
cultivates a hypothetical world in which the violent neoliberal gentrification of New York City
has not occurred; there is still a working class; artisanal musicianship is uncommercialized; and
Hurricane Sandy never happened (the original edifice endured severe structural damage after the
storm). While this hypothetical world is very comforting, it is not the one in which capitalized
populations currently reside. It either existed in another time, or it is a neo-nostalgic rendering of
a non-existent experience (precisely like those created in Yves St. Laurent ads). While the
hypothetical world of Yves St. Laurent is hopeful, optimistic, and forward-looking, the
hypothetical world of Sunny’s is
retrogressive—it supposes to be a sanctuary
untouched by the historical churn of the last
century.
Just as a temperature may serve to
pull the Yves St. Laurent models into a
grounded reality and out of abstraction, the
perpetual flux that is temperature lends a
temporal and environmental reality to the
nostalgiastic experience of the bar.
Figure 5.7 – Exterior of Sunny’s with vintage truck
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Surrounding people in material artifacts from before the unchallenged dominance of neoliberal
social organization does not make neoliberal social organization go away, but here again we see
temperature being solicited for the materialization of such an idealized reality.

<005> (New York, NY: May 9, 2018: 68°F)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 313)

Construction:
Artifact <005> was produced on 5th
Avenue between 38th and 39th Streets in
Manhattan. The basic technological infrastructure
behind the production of artifact <005> is quite
similar to that of <001> and <003>. Like <001>,
artifact <005> is produced in conjunction with an
image from the hypothetical world of fashion
advertising. One distinction worth addressing is
that artifact <005> appears on a publicly owned
MTA bus stop. The city and state financed MTA
sells advertising space across its many iterations—

Figure 5.8 – Artifact <005>

subway platforms, busses, ferries, and more. Thus the placement of this temperature on publicly
owned space might suggest that it was provided by New York City, perhaps as a service to
harried commuters. This is not the case. The time and temperature displayed on this bus stop are
owned, operated, and produced by the JCDecaux Group, a French conglomerate reporting $3.8
billion in yearly revenues (their logo is visible right above the electronic display). Much like
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Outfront Media, JCDecaux is an international marketing company with signage appearing in
North America, Europe, and Africa. In the case of artifact <005>, JCDecaux constructs its own
electronic displays, as opposed to outsourcing such parts to signage companies (Figure 5.9)
(personal communication).

Figure 5.9 – Example of Electric Context of artifact <005>, taken from Intertek Test Report #2302886CDG-001

Significance:
The going rate for advertising on MTA bus stops is $4,500 for four weeks (considerably
less than the $20,000 commanded by Outfront Media’s billboard). The idea that the MTA might
provide electric displays of time and temperature is not unreasonable (some subway platforms do
include such signage), and surely many commuters may think that the time and temperature in
<005> are public services. However, this artifact definitively affirms that the time and
temperature are part of the advertisement, not part of the bus stop (they are made by the
marketing firm). I would suggest that, as mentioned in analysis of <001> this lends another level
of legitimacy and tactility to the hypothetical world portrayed in the fashion advertisement. That
is, the advertisement here extends beyond the frame of its photo. This advertisement does not
just portray a beautiful person wearing Dior. It portrays a beautiful person wearing Dior at
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2:28pm in 68° weather. The immateriality of the hypothetical becomes grounded in a material
time and space that is sanctioned by the non-commercial MTA.
On this bus stop the entire surface operated by JCDecaux is electronic, allowing ads to
cycle through, from Dior to Gucci. The Dior brand visible in artifact <005> is a subsidiary of
LVMH, a French conglomerate reporting $48 billion in 2017 revenues (lvmh.com), which aside
from Dior owns Louis Vuitton, Dom Pérignon, Hennesy, Sephora, Fendi, and Marc Jacobs,
among others.

<006> (Naples, Italy : June 22, 2018 : 20°C)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 314)
Construction:
Artifact <006> (20°C) is produced
by a late 18th century thermometer designed
by the popular French instrument maker
Mossy. The instrument (and the artifacts it
produces) is currently housed at the Museo
di Fisica dell'Università di Napoli. The
instrument is about one meter high and is
ornately decorated on its wood base and
metallic frame. The wood platform here
provides Celsius, Fahrenheit, and Réaumur
scales. At the time of this thermometer’s
construction, ca. 1790, by no means had the

Figure 5.10 – Artifact <006>

world (and least of all France) arrived at an
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agreed upon thermal scale. The material interaction from which the artifact <006> draws its
meaning is the same, in principle, as artifacts <002> and <004>—the expansion and contraction
of mercury based on the velocity of surrounding air particles.
The instrument used in the production of <006> was registered in the Naples collection
by 1880, however the director of the Museo di Fisica laments that records pertaining to the
piece’s acquisition have been lost (personal communication). It can be stated with high
confidence that the piece itself was constructed in France in the last two decades of the 1700s,
meaning that it had a century to make it from France to Naples. Whether this was in the
possession of its original purchaser and commissioner or after having been resold or donated
remains unknown.
The artifact here, 20°C (68°F), roughly corresponded with the ambient thermal
conditions, meaning that more or less, the thermometric capacity of the device was still
functioning. I mention this only to speak to the notable durability of tools that do not rely on
more energy intensive processes to operate. Today, given the economics of scale, it is cheaper to
produce thousands of thermistors than it is to produce thousands of mercury thermometers. The
digital read-out elicited from thermistors also offers more confidence in the precision of the
result (as opposed to the subjective incorporation of the human eye reading a mercury
thermometer, a process subject to the distortions of parallax). However, neither device is more
accurate, and long-term the thermistor will certainly cost more, as it requires a constant stream of
electricity, which while usually sourced from cheap coal today is a continuous operating cost.

Significance:
Mossy was a designer of some renown, though slightly less so than his frequent
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collaborator Cappy (Toussaint Cappi). Cappy and Mossy contributed thermometers for many of
the experiments of Lavoisier and other thermal scientists in the late 18th century (Beretta 2014).
Daumas notes that “the first thermometers of satisfactory precision seem, indeed, to have been
those made by Mossy and by Fortin for Lavoisier” (quoted in Middleton 1966, 119). During this
period owning a thermometer (and most other scientific instruments) was similar to owning a
boutique piece of furniture today. There were famous instrument designers who would leave
their imprints and signatures on their devices. To own a Cappy and/or Mossy was a sign of
refined taste. Science and its material culture were signifiers of class distinction from the 17th to
19th centuries (Harrison 2015). These devices were quite expensive and often commissioned.
The thermometer featured here also serves as a thermal atlas of sorts. Inscribed on the
wood platform are global cities and the highest recorded temperatures of each. The device as a
whole is something of an encyclopedia. More than the thermometric capacities of this device,
such thermometers were valued as aesthetic objects. Standardization among commercial
instruments remained a problem at the time of this thermometer’s production. The scientific
accuracy sought by today’s climatologists was not the primary concern of designers and
consumers of these early thermometers. Indeed, the impracticality of conducting thermal
research with such large instruments was very prohibitive. Those seeking to conduct high
altitude thermal experiments would need to lug such instruments up precarious hills and
mountains.
The history of the Réaumur scale (which is included alongside the Fahrenheit and Celsius
scales on this thermometer) is rather demonstrative of early starts and fits in standardizing
thermometry. Réaumur was a widely known and highly respected scientist of his day (16831757). The thermometer he developed was probably the most widely used (at least in France) of
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the 18th century. However, it was deeply flawed. It was originally based on the use of Spirit of
Wine (alcohol), as opposed to mercury and its 80 degree scale was highly variable from device
to device—Réaumur relied on a variety of different glassmakers. Despite this, by sheer
reputation, the Réaumur thermometer remained in circulation long after these flaws became
apparent. Efforts were continually made to improve on Réaumur’s scale, but by being based on
the deeply flawed principles of the original, these could never attain the accuracy and
repeatability of the Fahrenheit and Celsius models. Such was the respect afforded Réamur, that
even as others made corrections to his model’s errors, these (for all intents and purposes) new
thermometers were still referred to as “improved” Réaumur thermometers.
This illustrates the extent to which standardizability was the primary focus of early
thermometry, as opposed to accurately gauging heat. Thermometricians would even use what
they knew to be an inferior scale (Réaumur’s) because it was the most common unit of measure.
For a time, thermometricians would even convert Fahrenheit readings to Réaumur (Gauvin
2012). Scientific societies across Europe would mail their thermometers around the globe to
savants and travelers, ostensibly hoping to collect as much data as possible (particularly
regarding the highs and lows of particular regions), but also to try to make their model become
an accepted standard (Gauvin 2012).

<007> (Above Colorado : August 31, 2018 : (-40°F/-40°C)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 315)
Construction:
Artifact <007> was produced on an iPhone while aboard a United Airlines flight from
New York to Denver. Artifact <007> is the most distinct among those of the Type A variety. The
temperature itself (-40°F/-40°C) is produced from a thermistor in a similar fashion as artifacts
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<001>, <003>, and <005>, however, after the
observation is made the information takes a different
path. Rather than an electric signal being sent through
wiring to an LED display unit, the thermal signal is
transmitted to the airplane’s wireless network. The
temperature readings that appear on United’s inflight
information app are registered from a thermistor that is
connected to a standard router which makes the thermal
signal recorded by the thermistor available to passengers
with a device capable of accessing the plane’s onboard
wi-fi network. For this particular flight, the wi-fi service
was air-to-ground, employing the same terrestrial towers
Figure 5.11 – Artifact <007>

used in surface wi-fi access (personal communication).
This is opposed to the newer satellite based, Ku-band option. The company Gogo currently
dominates the in-flight wi-fi industry. Equipping airplanes with antennas for wi-fi signals
inevitably creates drag (no matter how sleek the antenna shape), which means extra fuel must be
burned to provide in-flight wi-fi.
The thermistor is mounted on the fuselage of the airplane. Critically, however, for
measuring outside air temperature (OAT) on planes there must be a distinction between static air
temperature (SAT) and total air temperature (TAT). The SAT is defined as the temperature of the
outside air independent of the velocity of the plane itself. To produce the SAT you must
calculate the difference from the TAT. United Airlines uses a temperature sensor system for this
task that is produced by a subsidiary of the multinational Rockwell Collins (headquartered in
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Iowa, $6.8 billion in 2017 revenue), see Figure 5.12.

Significance:
This temperature appears on United’s
in-flight app, which allows one to monitor
flight information such as time, temperature,
altitude, time of arrival, and connecting
flights. In order to access this informative

Figure 5.12 – Total air temperature models from Rockwell
Collins.

page, users must navigate through United’s in-flight homepage which offers several for-purchase
internet access options and entertainment packages. Significantly, while many smart phones
offer weather apps that can provide the temperature of your current city, they are not specific to
your precise time and place; they are connected to the data outputs of various meteorological
organizations. Unique to artifact <007> is that you are basically sitting inside the thermometer;
the temperature reading is from exactly where you are in time and space. The readouts of
existing weather apps, by contrast, do not draw their information from a thermistor within the
phone itself.
The artifact -40° is notable for being the temperature at which the Fahrenheit and Celsius
scales align. This temperature is rarely produced on the surface of the Earth (as seen in Figure
5.11 this temperature is taken at 30,344 ft / 9,248 m). Such low temperatures have been recorded
terrestrially in Canada, Alaska, and Siberia, and Antarctica’s average temperature is below 50°F. Rarely on Earth’s surface does a number in the Fahrenheit scale ever signify a warner
environment than the same number in Celsius. However, below -40°, due to the mathematics of
the scales, this relationship is inverted (-50°C is colder than -50°F; whereas 20°C is much hotter
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than 20°F). The drastic cold of the altitude at which planes fly (or mountain peaks for that
matter) illustrates the relationship between pressure and heat (also evidenced in the steam
engine). As altitude rises, air pressure drops. The closer to the center of the Earth, the hotter. The
molten core of the planet is largely a function of the extreme pressures at work, forcing lots of
matter into limited space.

<008> (Brooklyn, NY : May 11, 2018 : 62°)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 316)

Figure 5.13 – Artifact <008>

Construction:
Artifact <008> is the electric 62° symbol that appears above the blazing car on the
Brooklyn Bridge in Figure 5.13. The temperature was photographed from the bridge’s bike path
(closer to the Brooklyn side). Brooklyn-bound traffic had been stopped while the pictured
firefighters subdued the exploding car. Artifact <008> was produced from the same
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thermometric device as artifact <003>.
While the temperature being produced here
(62°F) has nothing to do with the burning
car, the temperature serves to steadily
anchor the rapidly changing world around
it—as the world goes up in flames,
capitalizing populations may placidly rely
on quantitative metrics to tell us what the
senses cannot be trusted to detect.
The electric sign which displays
artifact <008> was produced by Watchfire
Signs. Originally operating as Time-o-

Figure 5.14 – First alternating electric time and temperature sign.
Note the thermometer to the right with the witty graffiti “Died of
envy Dec. 24, ’51.”

Matic out of Illinois beginning in 1932, Watchfire Signs claims to have built the first alternating
electric time and temperature sign in 1951, installed at Seattle’s First National Bank (Figure
5.14). Prior to this innovation signs could only have time or temperature. Today the Watchfire
company specializes in showy and rapidly flickering electric and digital signage of the type one
might see in Las Vegas or Times Square (Figure 5.21).

Figure 5.15 – Watchfire’s contemporary signage.
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Artifact <008> sits atop the newly renovated 30 Columbia Heights building in Brooklyn.
This temperature was produced in 2018 as the building transitioned from the headquarters of the
Jehovah’s Witnesses’ widely circulated magazine The Watchtower to a mixed-use real estate
development project led by the Panorama group. The time and temperature sign was installed by
the Jehovah’s Witnesses in 1969 as they replaced the sign of the pharmaceutical manufacturer
E.R. Squibb & Sons with their iconic Watchtower sign. A Celsius display was incorporated in
the 1980s (jw.org).
Artifact <008> was constructed in much the same manner as artifact <001> and precisely
the same manner as <003>, relying on a thermistor to gauge fluctuations in the velocity of air
particles. The provider of the thermistor (and thus its constituent parts) differs from artifact
<001>, thus Watchfire’s temperature production process relies on slightly variant amounts of
manganese, iron, and nickel. While the discrepancies are quite small in the percentage of ironoxide used in the thermistor of artifacts <001> and <008>, this does reveal that temperatures are
not just pre-existing entities floating out in the universe, but rather products that must be
materially fabricated.

Significance:
The artifacts <003> and <008>, while mechanically similar, produce rather different
semiotic events. When artifact <003> was produced, the thermometric device and display rested
atop a large illuminated sign reading “WATCHTOWER” (see Figure 5.16).18 This iconic sign
was a reference to The Watchtower publication, a newsletter published by the Jehovah’s
Witnesses extolling the virtues of their denomination’s branch of Christianity.

18

The large sign is not seen in Figure 5.13, as it only appeared when looking toward Brooklyn from Manhattan.
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This incredibly valuable piece of New York real estate was owned by the Jehovah’s
Witnesses from 1969 to 2016 whence it was sold to the real estate conglomerate Panorama for
$340 million. In December 2017, the iconic WATCHTOWER letters were taken down. In 2020
a new sign reading WELCOME was installed, but Panorama has suggested this may be a
temporary fixture until a flagship corporation moves into the building. Panorama boasts about
the branding potential of this prime skyline space. One of the partner firms in the purchase of the
building complex was Kushner Companies, whose CEO at the time of purchase was Jared
Kushner. Kushner stepped down from his position with Kushner Companies in November 2016
to take on a new job as White House Senior Advisor. Subsequently, Kushner Companies sold its
stakes in the building complex to the remaining partners in 2018 (New York Post 2018).
Work in geosemiotics (Aboelezz 2014; Preziosi 1979; Shep 2015) has suggested that
signs participate in symbiotic (or parasitic) semiotic events with their surrounding environments.
In this regard, artifact <008> is rather dynamic. Over the course of its fifty year existence, the
same thermometric device in the same location has participated in quite distinct significations
based on its owners and surrounding semiotic elements. When the temperature display was

Figure 5.16 – WATCHTOWER sign, from jw.org
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owned by the Jehovah’s Witnesses it served the purpose of underwriting the reality contained
within the pages of The Watchtower newsletter (i.e., “The Watchtower is reliable, it delivers the
time and temperature”). The presumed normality of temperature served to ground the beliefs of
Jehovah’s Witnesses, to tether these beliefs to the physical reality of the 59° seen in artifact
<003>. While some may feel the beliefs of Jehovah’s Witnesses do not overlap with reality
(perhaps the idea that precisely 144,000 human souls will be anointed to live in heaven with
Christ), much like the Yves St. Laurent advertisement seen in artifact <001>, quantification
serves to reify a normalcy for whatever it touches. Numbers float above distinctions between true
and false, real and unreal. They are treated as perspective-less and immune to the fancies of
imagination; immune to the wellspring of lustful fashions and afterlives.
Included in the beliefs of Jehovah’s Witnesses are also a commitment to virtues such as
charity, fairness, and modesty. These rather immaterial concepts are evoked by the materiality of
the temperature pictured in artifact <003>, but are absent in artifact <008>). With the sale of the
building, the semiotic performance was reconfigured. The thermometric display is now owned
by luxury real estate developers—a conglomerate that does not believe in afterlives, charity, or
modesty, yet promotes a reality that is just as hypothetical. New York luxury real estate is
configured around hypothetical speculation—a projected reality in which the perpetual growth of
wealth is possible and presumed. The luxury living and branding that is promoted in complexes
such as these in Brooklyn do the work of further materializing the hypothetical worlds seen in
the fashion advertisements of <001>. That is, the beautiful people lying around insouciantly in
Yves St. Laurent live in these luxury condos.
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<009> (Brooklyn, NY : September 18, 2018 : 70°F)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 317)

Figure 5.17 – Artifact <009>

Artifact <009>, 70°[F], was created in the Brooklyn neighborhood of Williamsburg. The
material production of its meaning is nearly identical to that of artifact <001> (they were both
produced with the equipment and space of Outfront Media. The key difference is the culminating
semiotic event. Whereas artifact <001> contributed the materialization of the hypothetical world
of fashion advertising, artifact <009> contributes to the hypothetical world of the tech industry.
Tech advertising creates a distinct manner of utopia, less sexualized and more temporal. Artifact
<009> produces the antithesis of the hypothetical nostalgia of the antiquated thermometer seen in
artifact <004>. Materials such as iPhones, and especially advertisements for them, are signals
that wealth can grow exponentially and asymmetrically forever. The very fact that there is an
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iPhone 7 suggests there will be an iPhone 8, and so on. The semiotic event in Figure 5.17
suggests “it’s 70°F, don’t forget to pick up your new iPhone” as though it was an agenda item on
a digital calendar.

<010> (New York, NY : October 15, 2018 : 58.3°F)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 318)
Construction:
Artifact <010>, 58.3°F, was
produced on top of the building at 3
Columbus Circle in Manhattan. The
mechanics of registering thermal flux
in artifact <010> operate on the same
principles as other thermistor based
devices such as <001>.

Significance:
The building atop which artifact
<010> is produced serves as the

Figure 5.18 – Artifact <010>

headquarters of the Young & Rubicom advertising agency ($907 million in annual profits) and
hosts Nordstrom’s flagship menswear store on the ground floor ($15 billion in annual revenue).
The building stands in proximity to several high rise commercial and residential buildings,
including 432 Park Avenue, Central Park Tower, and 220 Central Park South (which includes the
most expensive home ever sold—a penthouse for $238 million). Such residences are marketed as
where the hypothetical people in Yves St. Laurent ads reside. Artifact <010>, for example,
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appears under an advertisement that just reads #LIVEATSKY. This is an ad for the luxury
apartment complex Sky at 605 W. 42nd Street. The formatting of the advertisement, with a
hashtagged phrase, invites viewers to access photos that are tagged with #liveatsky, presumably
to see what it is like to live at Sky. Such ad campaigns are a notable evolution in the construction
of hypothetical worlds. Platforms such as Instagram allow for auto-hypothetical materialization.

Figure 5.19 – Examples of #LIVEATSKY
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That is, it no longer takes advertising agencies to construct hypothetical worlds, capitalized
peoples do it ourselves, for free. Presented in Figure 5.19 are some of the people that “Live at
Sky.”
Here again, I would suggest that artifact <010> does the work of normalizing the
hypothetical world that underlies capitalizing populations. That is, the meaning-making event in
which this temperature is a part offers more than just thermal information. It lends material
support to the underlying mechanics of capital—that wealth can grow asymmetrically forever. It
is clearly not as though these skyscrapers are immaterial—millions of pounds of concrete are
poured for each. Rather, they are precisely materializations of the hypothetical worlds created by
capital. One is again reminded of the Nick Land quote that “capital is an artificial intelligent
space from the future attempting to construct itself from its enemy’s resources” (1993, 479).
Capital builds itself.

5.3 Type B Results
Artifact #
Temperature
<011>
62°F
<012>
80°F
<013>
99°F
<014>
58°F/51°F
<015>
73°F/65°F
AVG
--

Semiotic Translations
9
11
10
10
11
10.2

Table 5.2 – Type B Results

<011> (Provincetown, MA : 2 Hours : 62°F)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 319)
Construction:
Artifact <011>, 62[°F], was produced in a private residence in Cape Cod, MA by a
temperature regulating thermostat. In this case, the thermostat is connected to a gas furnace that
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distributes the desired heat
throughout the house via ducts and
vents. This thermostat is produced
by the company Nest. It is distinct
from residential thermostats of the
past seventy years in that the
combustion and release of heat (or
coolness) is overseen by a
networked infrastructure dedicated
to collecting data on its users in
order to make their homes “smart.”
Mechanically, this artifact

Figure 5.20 – Artifact <011>

(62°F) is actually far simpler than thermistor-based Type A temperatures, such as <001>. The
symbol 62° was created by simply toggling the electric control of the Nest thermostat. This 62°
is not a reading of actual thermal conditions, thus no thermistor or thermometer is necessary to
produce this symbol. The proper functioning of the Nest apparatus, however, does require a
thermistor to regulate how much fuel to combust (or if coolness is sought, how much heat to
displace). Upon setting a desired temperature via the thermostat, this demand is electrically sent
to either the home’s heating or cooling unit. Artifact <011> was produced in January with
exterior temperatures near 20°F, thus the thermostat regulated the furnace’s combustion of fuel
until the house was warmed to the desired temperature. The gas in this particular home was
supplied by Days Propane (based in Provincetown, MA). Propane is produced as a byproduct of
fossil fuel refinement. Fossil fuels are dead organic matter that retain material traces of sunlight
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from millions of years ago.

Significance:
Artifact <011> is distinct among the temperatures included in this dissertation in that it
signals a method of controlling one’s ambient thermal conditions rather than observing or
predicting them. The defining attribute of Type B temperatures is that they describe near future
temperatures. Unlike other Type B temperatures, artifact <011> is not a prediction; rather it is an
expectation, goal, or request—the controller of the thermostat is asking that in two hours the
temperature be 62°F. Artifact <011> was produced by a thermostat, an appliance that allows
residents to control the temperature of their home without manually adding fuel to a furnace.
Tinkerers put forth various iterations of proto-thermostats throughout the 19th century, mostly for
industrial application. A patent for an electric thermostat was issued in 1886 (by the company
that eventually became Honeywell—$40.5 billion, 2017).
Thermal regulation of domestic space is by no means a recent (post-temperature)
development. As discussed in Chapter Three, many technologies have existed over the past
10,000 years to regulate the warmth of living quarters. Thermostats tie this regulation to the
precision of quantification via temperature. It is highly conceivable that populations relying on
wood fuel for warmth should develop some manner of quantitative correlation between units of
fuel and desired warmth. A home may, for example, seek to warm their house by four logs of
fuel. Such quantification may have been particularly relevant in cases of scarce or expensive fuel
(e.g., Sure we’d love to make it warmer, but we have to make these twenty logs last a week, so we
should only use four tonight).
At the core of it, the thermostat that produced artifact <011> does just this—regulates the
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combustion of fuel (either directly in the form of heating propane or in the energy required to
power an air conditioner). However, for capitalizing populations the amount of potential warmth
is framed as endless. This is one of the banalizing effects of temperature upon energy and heat.
Heat considered in terms of fuel is tangibly finite; heat in terms of temperature projects a façade
of endlessness—temperatures go up and down but they never end. Energy dematerializes the
work needed to create heat.

Figure 5.21 – nest.com

Aside from smart thermostats, the Nest company produces smart security and
surveillance systems, smoke and carbon monoxide detectors, pet care products, and facial
recognition cameras. Nest thermostats can be operated remotely from the owner’s smart phone
Nest app. That is, if the user does not wish to walk into a cold house, they can signal their
thermostat to start the furnace thirty minutes before they arrive home. This feature is promoted as
energy efficient—rather than having the furnace run all day, it can be conveniently programmed
to operate only when needed. Nest also notes that such smart appliances will come to “know”
their users (via the collection of data on usage habits), such that active input and control by the
owner will eventually become unnecessary.
Nest was a tech startup founded in 2010 with the help of the venture capital firm Kleiner
Perkins Caufield & Byers (KPCB). In its forty-seven years, KPCB has funded such companies
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as: Amazon, Twitter, Netscape, Google, Spotify, AOL, Facebook, Shazam, and Snapchat, among
many others. Nest has partnered with many tech and insurance companies to encourage
widespread distribution. It was recently bought by Google and syncs with Google’s smart
appliances (speakers, watches, locks). Nest has also partnered with insurance companies across
the United States, incentivizing new customers with the promise of lowered insurance rates. As
Nest’s website notes:
Your insurance company knows Nest Protect helps keep you safe. They know it saves
lives [there is no data presented on Nest saving anyone’s life]. So we’ve partnered with
leading insurance companies to help you get a Nest Protect for less. Your insurance
provider could also lower your premiums up to 5% because Nest Protect is special - it can
connect to Wi-Fi and tell them it’s working. It’s their business to know what keeps
families safe. And they believe in Nest Protect. Sign up for Safety Rewards and, with
your permission, we’ll let your insurer know Nest Protect is installed and working. In
exchange, they’ll take up to 5% off your insurance premiums (nest.com).
New York residents are encouraged to partner with Liberty Mutual to receive discounts for
enrolling in Nest Protect.
While Nest presents as a very friendly home automation company, its primary function
seems to be data collection and surveillance. The company uses comforting language, such as
“provides peace of mind,” to market security against the endless dangers of upper middle-class
suburbs. Nest also offers a line of “Front Door Solutions” (though it is not entirely clear what
Front Door Problems are), which will make your “front door your new favorite place,” while
offering you the “doorbell you’ve been waiting for” (Figure 5.21). Each of Nest’s products
collects copious amounts of data on user behavior (which becomes the property of Google).
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Regardless of one’s stance on such corporate ownership of data, the argument here has been that
the primary function of quantified metrics in capitalized epistemology is the production of data
as an end product in itself. Data is collected as fuel for trends, projections, algorithms and other
frameworks for constructing hypothetical futures. While the “front door habits” of any one
individual are not so valuable, trends that can be produced from such information are the
platform of capitalized futures. The utility and dissemination of temperature among capitalizing
populations is not to make such populations more thermally empowered or knowledgeable; it is
to make more data.

<012> (Brooklyn, NY: 3 Hours : 80°F)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 320)
Construction:
Artifact <012>, 80°[F] was produced by electric signage owned and operated by the city
of New York.19 The artifact was produced in the Brooklyn neighborhood of Bushwick. The
artifact is a projected temperature for three hours in the future (7pm), at which point it is asserted
that the temperature will have shifted from 85°F to 80°F. The artifact appears on one of many
signs that have been installed since 2014 as part of New York Mayor Bill de Blasio’s LinkNYC
initiative (this logo is visible on the top right of the sign). These urban henges display
information about the weather, subway service, as well as fun facts and New York trivia. Most
practically, though, they offer free wi-fi service, a portal for charging phones, and making
domestic calls.
The temperature on the LinkNYC kiosk was produced by the meteorological service

19

Like many NYC fixtures, (ConEd, for example) it may be more accurate to say these signs are the product of
public-private collaborations, as a for-profit company controls them.
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Weather Underground (WU).20
Originally, WU was conceived by
climatologists at the University of
Michigan as a forecasting service that
relied on the meteorological data
collected by a network of Personal
Weather Stations (PWS). This strategy
was intended to offer a wider localizable
forecasting net than sole reliance on
government weather stations. While
WU’s network of PWSs has grown to
over 200,000, increasingly their
forecasts rely on proprietary algorithms
Figure 5.22 – Artifact <012>

of their parent company. In 2012,
Weather Underground was purchased by The Weather Channel (weather.com), which draws the
bulk of its meteorological information from the National Weather Service (NOAA). In 2015 the
Weather Channel was bought by IBM and transformed into a meteorology conglomerate called
The Weather Company (which subsequently sold the TV network Weather Channel, but retained
ownership over all The Weather Channel’s other meteorological properties). The Weather
Company has continued to swallow up other meteorological services, such as intellicast.com.
The forecasts of Weather Underground, of which artifact <012> is typical, have become
far more complex (in terms of the amount of data processed) since being incorporated by IBM.

20

As of September 2019 LinkNYC forecasts are contracted through AccuWeather, see artifact <015>.
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Their convergence has precipitated an increasing emphasis on data and computational work, in
lieu of a traditional meteorological focus on climatic and environmental systems. This is not
uncommon across meteorology and climatology. The independent meteorology service
DarkSky.net employs no meteorologists or atmospheric scientists, only computer scientists
(personal communication).21
Artifact <012> was created using Weather Underground’s (and thus The Weather
Company’s) proprietary forecasting model, Deep Thunder (personal communication). Deep
Thunder purports to combine the “hyper-local, short-term custom forecasts developed by IBM
Research with The Weather Company's global forecast model” (IBM 2016). Most functionally,
what is distinct about Weather Underground’s forecasts is that they combine the data produced
by agencies such as the National Weather Service (and its global counterparts) with “surface
observations, precipitation, radar, satellite, personal weather stations, lightning sources, and data
collected from planes every day” (personal communication). A representative for The Weather
Company’s external communications states that:
To create a single forecast, 178 individual forecast models are pulled within Weather’s
analytical system, combining a wide variety of government and private forecast models.
Machine-learning algorithms weigh factors like temperature or precipitation from each
forecast based on geography, time, weather type and recent forecast accuracy. The
system then blends those weighted contributions to arrive at a single synthesized forecast
that provides the best possible accuracy available (personal communication 2019).
The Weather Company’s forecasts require extensive computation capacity, for which
they have built a cloud-based platform to process this big data. This “platform increased data-

21

Darksky.net has subsequently been bought by Apple, as it forays into meteorological data mining.
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handling capacity tenfold and handles 400 terabytes of data every day, generating tens of
millions of forecasts around the globe within microseconds at 15-minute intervals every day”
(personal communication 2019). This capacity is set to be upped to 3.5 petabytes in 2019 with
the launch of IBM GRAF. The Weather Company asserts that it produces 26 billion forecasts per
day (9.5 trillion per year).

Significance:
The rise of LinkNYC kiosks (which display artifact <012>) is part of a larger
international effort to provide complete wi-fi coverage for urban areas. Infrastructurally,
LinkNYC kiosks were conceived as replacements for New York’s 10,000 payphones. There have
been critiques of the data collection and surveillance (they have security cameras built in to
them), as well as aesthetic aspects of the LinkNYC program (Holleran 2018). The kiosks, their
content, upkeep, and installation are said to pay for themselves via revenue from advertisements
that appear between the fun facts and the weather. As can be seen in Fig. 5.22, this gleaming
technomonument has been relegated to demarking street-side rubbish pickup. There has been
widespread vandalism of the kiosks from attack by bricks (NBC 2019) to “uncurbed” dogs.
It is important to remember that while the data out of which these artifacts are
constructed does include observations of thermistors or thermometers, artifacts of Type B are
themselves more properly understood as constructed from the material interactions of data—how
equations respond to variations of input data. This input data is built out of thermal observations
(as well as other climatic observations). Due to this, Type B temperatures will almost always
generate deeper semiotic stratigraphies than Type A, as there is an additional class of material
translation that must occur in order to make the meaning of Type B artifacts.
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The Weather Company is the world’s foremost “weather provider.”22 More than any
other artifact in this dissertation (along with the following <013>), this temperature most clearly
lays bare the utility of temperature today. This utility is made more transparent with the
sweeping purchase of meteorological services by IBM. Type B temperatures may feel like the
most functional on a day-to-day basis for capitalizing populations, at least in terms of how we
engage with the thermal attributes of our environment. It is Type B temperatures which we use to
prepare ourselves for leaving our homes and interacting with the outside world. Type B artifacts
have immediate influence over our near-future behavior. If we do not consume these
temperatures on a daily basis, we risk enduring uncomfortable thermal sensations—being too
cold if we fail to wear a jacket. This utility may seem rather insignificant when considering that
it requires the processing of 400 terabytes of data, but being thermally comfortable is a utility
nonetheless. My argument, however, is that IBM (and other meteorological services) are not
producing these Type B temperatures for this purpose. They are not expending those terabytes of
computational power to ensure the public is thermally comfortable when they leave the house.
For the most part, the forecast is just a byproduct of data collection (which is why it is most often
given away for free, with the exception of contracts with various content providers—The
Weather Company offers far more targeted and comprehensive forecasts for a fee).
IBM’s description of Deep Thunder’s forecasting capacities is highly revealing:
IBM Deep Thunder can also analyze weather for targeted areas retrospectively, and use
machine learning-based weather impact models to help businesses more precisely predict
how even modest variations in temperature could potentially have an impact on their
business, from consumer buying behavior to how retailers should manage their supply

22

Weather Provider is a term used by Weather Underground to describe itself.
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chains and stock shelves; how insurance companies can analyze the impact of past
weather events to assess the validity of insurance claims related to weather damage; or
how utility companies can mine and model historical data of damage caused to power
lines or telephone poles and couple that information with a hyper-local forecast to better
plan for how many repair crews would be needed, and where (IBM 2016).
Along these lines, IBM CEO Ginni Rometty has claimed that businesses lose $500 billion per
year due to unexpected adverse weather.
It is not incidental that it happens to be IBM that is buying up meteorology services. This
is not just some random tech giant diversifying its financial portfolio. IBM’s specific interest in
The Weather Company is as an arm of its Artificial Intelligence work. My correspondence with
The Weather Company was with an employee working in the “Global Weather and Consumer
AI” branch of IBM. Those 9.5 trillion yearly forecasts are not created by meteorologists. They
are produced by computational machines, often referred to as AI. The Weather Company writes
that “AI allows for quicker delivery of more accurate weather data to customers, and also frees
up meteorologists to focus on areas that need more human intervention.” Presumably these areas
needing more human intervention are emerging storm systems or aberrant conditions.
The Weather Company representative also boasted of their “human-over-the-loop”
(HOTL) forecast method. This is a spin-off of the widely used computer science term human-inthe-loop (HITL), which describes a model in which active human participation is employed. The
“over” in the HOTL system denotes that no human intervention is necessary in the production of
the model, simply that the running of the model is overseen by a human. The Weather
Company’s HOTL method debuted in 2014 in an effort to decrease lag time in the HITL
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systems. The HOTL reduced forecasting time by two hours. The Weather Company laments that
total end-to-end automation of forecasts is probably ten years out, given the current technology.
No clearer example exists of the transition of climatology and meteorology away from a
methodological focus on earth sciences toward an emphasis on computational and data sciences.
Further, this shift very clearly demonstrates the thrust of capitalized epistemology—that it
focuses on securing and materializing the hypothetical. In an email correspondence with a
meteorologist from NOAA, I mentioned that I was interested in prediction, and the meteorologist
took slight umbrage at my word choice, and wished to make clear that they were not making
predictions, but rather they were forecasting, and these should be considered distinct practices.
This method of mass-producing futures is quite distinct from efforts at divination and
prediction that human societies have always practiced. “Traditional” methods of prognostication,
such as reading oracle bones, are more invested in being able to foretell the outcome of events.
The prognosticating practices of big meteorology are more about constructing increasing
probabilistic confidence in models—producing as many tomorrows as possible. Big meteorology
is more concerned with transforming reality into a hypothetical projection (note the perversity of
the concept “weather provider”). The Weather Company is only incidentally concerned with
weather, insofar as it makes for good data, thus abetting its computational forecasting knowledge
for commercial applications.

<013> (New York, NY : 2 Days : 99°F)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 321)

Artifact <013> (99°F) was produced in much the same manner as artifact <012>. Artifact
<013> was created by The Weather Channel, which has the same parent company and access to
computational capacity as Weather Underground. This artifact was generated on my iPhone’s
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stock weather app. That quantified thermal conditions can
be carried around by many capitalizing peoples, is indeed a
significant step in the dissemination of temperature. There
are several weather apps that work across the many models
of smart phone. Such instant and mobile access to
temperature (and time) has led to the suggestion that
public displays of time and temperature (e.g., artifact
<001>) are increasingly redundant, that “public time” and
“public temperature” may be quickly disappearing.
Another key difference between temperatures
<013> and <012> is that <013> describes a future two
days hence, as opposed to a future three hours hence. This

Figure 5.23 – Artifact <013>

means that artifact <012> may have been one of the last forecasts produced for August 28, 2018
at 7pm—three hours after it was produced there will probably never be another projection for
that time of that day. However, the time represented by <013> July 23, 2016 was likely
forecasted millions more times after artifact <013> was produced.

<014> (Randalls Island, NY : 2 Days : 58°F / 51°F)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 322)
Construction:
Artifact <014>, 58° / 51°, was produced at The Bronx entrance to the RFK Bridge over
Randalls Island. This temperature describes thermal conditions for two days in the future. The
artifact was produced by information provided by the U.S. National Weather Service (operated
by NOAA), weather.gov utilizes the same information and models. The artifact was manifested
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Figure 5.24 – Artifact <014>

on publicly-owned electric signage that displays helpful information for commuters alongside
advertisements. The electric signage replaced metallic street signs in 2017. See Figure 5.35 for
the evolution of this public space from 2014 to 2018.
In its basic construction, artifact <014> is similar to artifacts <012>, <013>, and <015>.
That is, it was derived from the computationally mediated interaction of data and algorithms by a
meteorology service. A key distinction though is that <014> was produced by a publicly funded
agency, which thus has different motives than The Weather Company or AccuWeather (see
<015>). While the majority of The Weather Company and AccuWeather’s data comes from
NOAA’s Weather Service, these for-profit companies add some of their proprietary data and
algorithmic and computational products to NOAA’s forecasting practices. On a practical level,
NOAA’s forecasts are less reliant on artificial intelligence than IBM’s. As a rule, NOAA’s
forecasts are also more conservative and less speculative. Whereas the for-profit meteorological
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services offer ten, twenty, and thirty-day forecasts to entice consumers, NOAA restricts its
forecasts to five days. As will be discussed for artifact <015>, the statistical confidence in the
accuracy of meteorological forecasts beyond ten days is incredibly low.
While forecasts such as artifact <014> are composites incorporating data from several
weather stations, the majority of the data for NOAA’s production of <014> came from weather
stations in New York. New York has three weather stations used by NOAA—Central Park,
LaGuardia Airport, and JFK airport. For LaGuardia specifically, the parameters of their weather
station are as follows:
This temperature sensor is part of ASOS - the Automated Surface Observation System.
This sensor was manufactured by Technical Service Laboratories [TSL] and is known as
the model 1088. This system is actually two systems-in-one: temperature and dewpoint.
For use in ASOS, the TSL-1088 Hygrothermometer is actually used primarily for
temperature and as a backup dewpoint sensor. The dewpoint sensor is a chilled-mirror
design, thereby giving a direct measurement of dewpoint over the large range of
temperatures we see in the United States. Regarding the physical makeup of the
temperature measuring component of the TSL-1088 system, it employs a platinum
resistance temperature detector within an aspirated radiation shielding housing painted
white in color. Accuracy specification for the unit is +/- 1.0 Fahrenheit between -80 and
+130 Fahrenheit. Due to linearity considerations, we do improve accuracy if between -58
Fahrenheit and +122 Fahrenheit to +/- 0.5 of a degree accuracy. Display resolution is at
0.1 of a degree Fahrenheit and the sensor accuracy is +/- 0.01%. The unit is powered on a
standard single-phase facility input of 120 VAC at 60 Hz (NOAA 2016, personal
communication).
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The TSL Hygrothermometer used
in NOAA’s Automated Surface
Observation System uses “platinum
resistance temperature devices
[thermistors] and specialized optical
bridge dew point detection circuitry”
(tslinc.com). The hygrothermometer is
designed to measure both humidity and
temperature simultaneously. TSL has
contracts with several branches of the
U.S. government, including all branches
of the military.

Significance:
While many of the flashing
images that appear on the sign are
informative for commuters, like nearly
all the city’s electric signage,
advertisements are included (notably,
many of the ads are for driving related
products). It is somewhat ironic that

Figure 5.25 – Location of artifact <014> 2014-2018 (bottom two are
electronic)

flashing electric images are placed explicitly in the line of sight of drivers on a busy highway,
given persistent efforts of legislators around the country to enforce bans on looking at electric
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screens while driving (texting). Drivers seeking guidance on their route, the kind offered by old
metal signs, might be confused (and potentially endangered). Had the old static metallic sign
indicating directions become redundant? Were they no longer necessary? Is the electric sign an
improvement? Was the inclusion of thermal information and advertisements deemed of more
social value than simple directions? Is the use of mapping apps on phones so ubiquitous that
street signs are no longer needed? Is the increase of electric signage around the city an effort to
construct the hypothetical future beckoned by capital? In science fiction depictions of the future
electric and holographic signage is pervasive. Are urban planners trying to make cities look like
the hypothetical future imagined by capital? Flickering rotating signs are not more useful than
metallic signs, however they can present more information (notably advertisements).
Artifact <014> presents two temperatures, one representing the highest temperature the
day will reach and one the lowest. This is not made explicit in the sign itself, but is known
implicitly by most capitalizing peoples through convention. By experience most consumers of
such high/low temperature projections realize that for the majority of this upcoming day the
temperature will not be 58°F or 51°F, but somewhere in between. The production of this thermal
spectrum, is supposed to give temperature consumers the knowledge they need to adequately
prepare for the coldest and warmest parts of the day. This seems eminently helpful, as to attempt
to project a single temperature for a particular day would be highly misrepresentative.

<015> (Brooklyn, NY : 3 Days : 73°F / 65°F)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 323)
Construction:
Artifact <015> was produced on a television screen in the Brooklyn bar Hank’s Saloon.
The artifact describes the high/low temperatures for three days in the future (73°F and 65°F).
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This artifact was packaged and
presented as part of the local news
programming of the television
network ABC’s New York
affiliate (Channel 7).
While artifact <015> is
being broadcast by ABC’s local
news telecast, the temperature
itself was not produced by ABC’s
meteorologists. It was purchased
from the meteorology company
AccuWeather, with whom ABC
has a contract. Like The Weather
Company, AccuWeather is a for-

Figure 5.26 – Artifact <015>

profit meteorology company that aims to be your “weather provider.” AccuWeather’s approach
to meteorology is quite similar to The Weather Company’s, with slight variations in the
algorithms and data employed to produce their forecasts. AccuWeather utilizes “proprietary
artificial intelligence algorithms to continuously modify our forecasts, ensuring they always
incorporate the latest data and thereby maximizing their continual accuracy. Any changes to the
forecast are automatically integrated into all downstream products” (accuweather.com).

Significance:
Weather segments are an integral component of local news broadcasts, and for much of
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the 20th century were a primary source of weather information for capitalizing populations in the
U.S. The weather is described here discursively as “Comfy Breaks.” While the meaning of
“Comfy Breaks” is somewhat unclear, it is interesting that the broadcast chose to present this
textual information alongside the information provided by the numbers 73°F/65°F, in a seeming
acknowledgement that the information conveyed by the numbers was not complete and needed
buttressing—reminiscent of earlier thermal scales (Chapter Three). A staple of contemporary
meteorology been the graphical sun, clouds, or rain that appear in Figure 5.26. These iconic
images work alongside the number (and in this case the phrase “Comfy Breaks”) to create a more
complete semiotic picture of the hypothetical future—the future is not just numerical and iconic,
it also has pithy adjectives. This creates a more complete semiotic translation (at least thermally)
for the consumer.
AccuWeather’s forecasts cannot compete with the computational power of IBM’s Deep
Thunder forecasting model—AccuWeather processes 12 terabytes of data per day, as opposed to
The Weather Company’s 400 terabytes. Given this, AccuWeather has developed a trademarked
product called RealFeel, which is promoted as a more nuanced version of meteorological
estimates of a “Feels Like” temperature. They have also trademarked the phrase “Superior
Accuracy.” Perhaps most notably, AccuWeather offers an extremely extended forecast range—
90 days. This offering has been criticized by some as a gross misrepresentation of meteorology’s
capacities. Most meteorologists are skeptical that projective abilities have much merit beyond ten
days, and certainly not beyond two weeks. AccuWeather’s extended forecasts are partially
constructed from historical trends. Skeptics have tracked AccuWeather’s long range forecasts
and found them to be no better than guesswork, arguing that simply looking at last year’s
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weather for the same days would be just as accurate (Washington Post 2013). (Ninety days from
this writing, AccuWeather predicts “a morning t-storm in spots.”)
AccuWeather has been notably politicized in the past few years. AccuWeather’s CEO
Barry Lee Myers was nominated by President Trump to be the head of NOAA in 2017. Myers
would have been the only head of NOAA not to have an advanced science degree (having only a
B.A. in Business). Myers was a donor to Mr. Trump’s inaugural celebration. Also, in 2005,
Pennsylvania Senator Rick Santorum proposed legislation that would restrict access to the
publicly funded data and forecasts of the National Weather Service (i.e., that you would have to
pay for the public data). It has been suggested that this was in order to help the Pennsylvania
company AccuWeather profit off publicly-funded research, as the then AccuWeather CEO was a
significant campaign contributor to Rick Santorum. Recently, AccuWeather has also been
subject to several accusations of sexual harassment among its officers (thinkprogress.org).
Hank’s Saloon, the bar in which artifact <015> appeared, was forced to close shortly
after this temperature was produced due to the increasing rents of its neighborhood. The TV’s
appearance in the bar is, like artifact <004>, suggestive of other semiotic processes at work. In
the past decade New York has seen the emergence of “bar conglomerates” that put up significant
investment to open designer lines of bars. One of these is a reconstructed 70s-esque dive bar that
features vintage TVs programmed to air Jeopardy! in black and white. This trend is an effort to
imitate the sense of authenticity carried by the older, less well-funded bars they are forcing to
close (artifact <015> appeared right before the 7pm airing of Jeopardy! at Hank’s Saloon).
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5.4 Type C Results
Artifact #
Temperature
<016>
8.8°C
<017 >
0.67°C
<018>
13°C
<019>
-46 (±3)°C
<020>
-8.82°C
AVG
--

Semiotic Translations
10
11
13
14
12
12

Table 5.3 – Type C Results

<016> (Central England : 361 YBP : 8.8°C)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 324)

Figure 5.27 – Artifact <016>

Construction:
Artifact <016> is a temperature constructed out of historical-discursive accounts from the
year 1659. The artifact, 8.8°C, represents the mean temperature for Central England for the entire
year. It was produced from the monthly mean temperatures from 1659 as compiled by Gordon
Manley (1974) as part of his Central England Temperature series—the longest running
continuous temperature record yet produced based on contemporaneous observations
(continuous temperature series from proxy indicators go back hundreds of thousands of years,
see artifacts <19> and <20>). In 1659 there were not standardized methodological procedures for
recording temperature data (such as where to house thermometric devices) and the Celsius scale
was still a century away. There did exist thermometric devices with numbers attached. However,
as outlined in Chapter Three, these scales were not calibrated to fixed points as are modern
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thermometers. Thus, this temperature is cobbled together from many sources, many temperature
scales, and non-temperature descriptions of thermal conditions from historically archived diaries
and journals. Such discursive proxies include mentions of frosts, snow, frozen rivers, and
harvests. Some of these archived diaries include those of John Locke (1666-1667), Robert Hooke
(1672-1673), and Elias Ashmole (1677-1685). Manley highlights the diary of William Elmsall
which employed a graphic notation system for wind direction and velocity and precipitation type.
Only from 1850 are fairly reliable instrumental temperature records widely available. As such,
many charts of historic thermal trends begin at 1850. 1850 is also frequently set as the onset of
the global industrial age by many organizations (see artifact <021>). Manley laments that
records sent to the Royal Society prior to 1700 were considered of “no further use” and
destroyed (1974, 391), thus making his task of reconstruction all the more difficult.
The accuracy of Manley’s Central England Temperature series prior to 1850 has certainly
been critiqued (Jones and Hulme 1997; Parker et al. 1992; Probert-Jones 1984), and many efforts
have been made to nuance the certitude and reliability of the record, but its methods and general
representativeness have been widely accepted. Manley himself writes that estimates before 1708
are “manifestly subject to a variety of sources of error” (1974, 400). Non-observational proxies,
such as bore-hole analysis and thermo-dendrochronology, suggest the series is reasonably
accurate, at least in terms of the overall trend it reveals. Like many unrelated analyses, artifact
<016> reveals a warming of approximately 0.8°C since 1800.
Because of the sparseness of data, Manley’s record covers the region denoted as Central
England (described as a, “roughly triangular area of the United Kingdom enclosed by
Lancashire, London and Bristol”), and draws on numerous locations within the country. An
effort to construct such a record solely from a single city such as London or Paris would have far
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too many lacunae. From 1707 to 1722 Manley relies on yearly temperature observations from
Utrecht, Netherlands (along with English “wind diaries”) as a proxy for Central England (the
locations share a common latitude). Such proxies, along with translations between scales
(Fahrenheit was not developed until 1724 and Celsius until 1742) cast much doubt as to whether
the standardized methods of temperature record-keeping in the 21st century would have produced
the same number (8.8°C) for the mean temperature of 1659 as Manley’s archival work produced.

Significance:
However, year-by-year numerical accuracy is not necessarily the utility that Manley’s
temperature series offers. Manley’s series is considered useful because of the trend it produces.
Indeed, most discussions of the series graphically represent the temperatures as deviations from a
baseline temperature (such as deviation from the 1900-1950 mean). That is, 1659 will be
represented as 0.04°C below a baseline (see Figure 5.28). Most climate historians do not care
about the specific number 8.8°C. Rather, the concern is how much the year 1659 represents
change or fidelity to prior or subsequent thermal conditions. It is the contention of this
dissertation that this is evidence of the utility of temperature among capitalizing populations and
capitalized epistemology more generally—temperature is more about trends than heat.
The production of this artifact (8.8°C) is very a much derived from a process of
interpretation; the translation of several material observations and experiences was required to
produce this sign. It required capitalizing populations in 1659 to write down in journals or diaries
the thermal experiences of the day, either as a numerical instrument reading or discursive
description of frosts, harvests, or blooms. Many such records were kept to aid in economic
activity (particularly related to agriculture). These written records needed to be stored (archived)
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somewhere secure to survive three hundred years. They needed to be recovered and interpreted
by Gordon Manley, who needed to get them published (in this case in the Quarterly Journal of
the Royal Meteorological Society). Further, the particular iteration of this artifact is stored as a
data file on the servers of the Met Office Hadley Centre database in England, which hosts many
data files of significant climatological records.
It is significant that Manley is unable to pursue his temperature series beyond the mid17th century. Numerical record-keeping of everyday observations was not widespread prior to
this period in Europe. This is not simply due to a lack thermometric instruments, but perhaps
more immediately due to a lack of interest in keeping records of this sort. Indeed, it is the claim
of this dissertation that the development of thermometers (as we know them) did not occur
earlier because thermometric observations would not have been of much value to Western
European populations. That is, the thermometer is invented shortly after the social value of
numerical record keeping arises.
Mary Poovey (1998) has traced the history of this zeal for keeping numeric records in
Europe in the early modern period to the financial activity of bookkeeping, specifically the
standardization of double-entry bookkeeping among bankers and accountants beginning in the
15th century. “…As a printed set of rules...the double-entry bookkeeping system was an
instrument designed to impose specific rules on a heterogeneous set of practices” (36). Poovey
ascribes much weight to
how this system frames
knowledge as independent
of human intervention (the

Figure 5.28 – Manley’s record as deviation from mean
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books/numbers don’t lie). Poovey writes:
In double-entry accounting, each transfer seeks...to write this information in abbreviated
and increasingly rule-governed form. The limit toward which this process of abbreviation
moved was the number... The priority accorded numbers because of their brevity and the
ease of calculation they afforded, of course, privileged quantification over qualitative
description; the priority accorded numbers tended to make details that could be quantified
seem more pertinent than details that could not (54).
Kaye (1988) argues, as well, that numerical record-keeping arises with the proliferation
of the monetary economy in the 14th century. However, up to the 17th century this manner of
record keeping was not pervasive outside of economic activity. Between 1348 and 1848, the
normalized epistemology of commerce made the leap (was overlain) onto the epistemology of
natural philosophy (science). Poovey notes how fiscal record keeping enters into demographic
and scientific spheres—“Seventeenth century natural philosophers…used mercantile writing as
an example of ‘uninterested’ knowledge production” (1998, 12). Recording daily temperatures as
though they were accounts in a ledger would have been a peculiar practice prior to the 17th
century (and not just because temperature had yet to be invented). While keeping diaries was a
regular practice, filling them with numbers would have been unusual before a fiscal
epistemology became entwined with the epistemology of natural philosophy.

<017> (Northern Hemisphere : 620 YBP : 0.67°C)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 325)
Construction:
Artifact <017> is a temperature reconstructed from the morphological properties of tree
rings in Northern Siberia. The artifact, 0.67°C, indicates how anomalous was the temperature
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Figure 5.29 – Artifact <017>

between April and September in this region in the year 1400 CE from the average instrumentally
recorded temperature between 1961-1990. That is, the summer months of 1400 were 0.67°C
warmer than they were on average between 1961 to 1990. This temperature was produced as part
of a study conducted by Briffa et al. (2001) comparing nine different regions (Northern Europe,
Southern Europe, Northern Siberia, Eastern Siberia, Central Asia, Tibetan Plateau, Western
North America, Northwestern North America, and Eastern and Central Canada). The study
attempts to construct a temperature series for these Northern Hemispheric regions from before
the existence of thermometer observations (or other contemporaneous discursive weather records
were kept).
Traditionally, “Most millennia-long tree-ring chronologies are averages of many tree-ring
series from living and dead trees. The segment lengths of these series are typically 200 to 400
years long, and the overlapping individual series are exactly aligned by calendar year and
connected in time using a method known as ‘cross-dating’” (Esper et al. 2002, 2250). However,
Briffa et al.’s investigation goes beyond traditional tree-ring width analysis, employing a novel
method of thermo-dendrochronological analysis based on tree ring density. Briffa et al. note, “In
general, the ring-width/temperature correlations are lower than those for the densities. This is
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particularly evident on an interannual
timescale because ring-widths…may
integrate temperature forcing over a
wider, seasonal (perhaps annual)
window and over more than a single
year” (1998, 680). Regarding the
relationship between thermal activity
and tree-ring density, Schweingruber

Figure 9.30 – Briffa et al. 2009, thin section of a pine.

and Briffa (1996) write, “Cell-wall synthesis in the latewood of many coniferous species appears
to depend directly on the average mean summer temperature” (45). They identify that cell-wall
growth (as opposed to simply cell growth) determines tree-ring density. This cell-wall growth is
determined by cambial activity—that is, the layer of cells actively undergoing division between
the xylem (wood) and phloem (bast) tissues of a tree. Greater velocity of surrounding air
particles results in greater cell-wall synthesis, just as greater velocity of surrounding air particles
results in the expansion of mercury in a thermometer.
However, Briffa et al. (1998) have identified that in the second half of the 20th century
the relationship between recorded air temperature and tree-ring density has begun to correlate
less strongly, especially for northern latitude trees. “During the second half of the twentieth
century, the decadal-scale trends in wood density and summer temperatures have increasingly
diverged as wood density has progressively fallen. The cause of this increasing insensitivity of
wood density to temperature changes is not known, but if it is not taken into account in
dendroclimatic reconstructions, past temperatures could be overestimated” (1998, 678). The
authors posit this incongruence may be due to increased summer droughts or some manner of
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ceiling (diminishing returns) on the influence of heat on ring density. Fortunately, this shift
appears to be uniform (at least in the Northern Hemisphere), such that it does not render the
general relationship between tree rings and temperature unstable, but it must be accounted for
when attempting temperature reconstructions from tree rings prior to 1900. Artifact <017>,
representing the summer temperature for the year 1400 in Northern Siberia, is the oldest tree ring
presented in Briffa et al.’s study (Figure 5.29). The series from Northern Siberia indicates that
instrumental records for this region begin in 1880 CE. Thus, the tree ring network in this region
constructs 480 years of unrecorded temperatures from the morphology of tree rings.
Briffa et al. (2001) indicate that they sought to examine trees from higher latitudes (all
sample trees are from above 20°N) because such species are more sensitive to thermal forcing
than equatorial trees. The study is further confined to the summer months for the same reason—
the warmer months have more impact on the growth of northern latitude trees than winter
months. In brief, a thicker and denser tree rings correlates with warmer weather, but the
relationship is by no means completely isomorphic—precipitation is also a critical factor on tree
ring morphology.

Significance:
Briffa et al. present a number of methods for evaluating the confidence researchers
should place in their results. The authors have correlated their tree ring-derived temperatures
with thermometer observations from 1881 onward. For the most part, the nine regions correlate
well, with that of Northern Siberia having a 0.77 correlation using Pearson’s r. Some, however,
demonstrate notably weak correlations. The Tibetan reconstruction has an r of 0.43. The authors
suggest this weak correlation may be due to tree ring growth being relatively less sensitive to
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thermal forcing in this region (there are also fewer tree samples, which diminishes the
effectiveness of the law of large numbers).
The authors are careful to caution that their efforts in this article should not be mistaken
for a temperature series of the Northern Hemisphere going back to 1400. They wish to highlight
the regional variability of their study and note that all of their samples are from above 20°N
latitude (thus excluding 0° to 20°N of the Northern Hemisphere) and that as all of their samples
are taken from the land—their numbers neglect sea surface temperatures.
Specific to artifact <017>, Briffa et al. write, “One very notable exception to the
generally lower temperatures in our new estimates is clearly apparent for the whole of the 15th
century in Siberia, where the new reconstruction is significantly warmer, perhaps more so, on
average, than the observed mean for the 20th century (though the early data have wide
uncertainty estimates that easily overlap 20th century temperatures)” (2001, 2933). That is,
contrary to the general trend of warmer temperatures across the globe over the past one-thousand
years, this piece of data suggests a warmer than 20th century temperature for the year 1400 in
Northern Siberia. It is important to note, that any given year (1400 CE in this case) may be
warmer than any long-term baseline (1961 to 1990 in this case) without violating the trajectory
of a trend. Just because the summer of 1400 was warmer in Northern Siberia than the average
summer from the second half of the 20th century, does not mean that the 15th century was warmer
than the 20th century.
Again, this demonstrates a more pressing utility of temperature than simple concern for
thermal conditions. Much like artifact <016>, this particular temperature (the average
temperature for the summer months of Northern Siberia in the year 1400) is of very little utility
on its own. It is not produced because researchers (with perhaps a few exceptions) are
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particularly interested in the thermal conditions of Northern Siberia in the summer of 1400.
Rather it is produced because it contributes to the construction of a trend, a larger picture. A long
temperature trend needs to have a thermal description of the year 1400. If a trend is missing
information from 1400 or cannot extend back to 1400, this makes the trend of less value. The
trend is what is important here, not the thermal conditions of Northern Siberia six-hundred years
ago.
The artifact 0.67°C itself does not appear as enumerated in the Briffa et al. article. Rather
this data is hosted in a ‘.txt’ data file by NOAA’s National Center for Environmental Information
(NCEI) which enfolds the International Tree-Ring Data Bank (ITRDB).

<018> (Northwest Iceland : ~2,150 YBP : 13°C)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 326)

Figure 5.31 – Artifact <018> (Patterson et al. 2010)

Construction:
Artifact <018> is a retrodiction of a temperature in Northwest Iceland for the year ~130
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BCE. The artifact, produced in a study by Patterson et al. (2010), indicates that the highest sea
temperature for this year reached 13°C. This temperature represents the warmest recorded in
their 2,000 year temperature series (from 360 BCE to 1660 CE). This artifact is meant to
represent a single iteration of warmth, not a yearly or seasonal mean. The temperature series is
constructed from mollusk shells (26 aragonitic bivalve specimens) recovered from near-shore
marine cores in Northwest Iceland. It is not necessarily true that 13°C is the warmest temperature
off the Icelandic coast for the 2,000 years under investigation. Rather, it is the warmest point
recorded by the 26 mollusk shells that were investigated (it is entirely possible that other shells
may have experienced warmer temperatures at various times during this period).
The growth pattern of such shells serves as a proxy for surrounding thermal attributes via
their chemical composition. It has been shown “that the last deposited carbonate (at the ventral
margin in bivalves, and the aperture in gastropods) reflects the environmental conditions at the
time of the animal’s death” (Leng & Lewis 2016, 300). Though a number of species of bivalve
were examined in Patterson et al.’s study, the particular genus utilized in the construction of
artifact <018> is Thyasira. The shell of this clam is constructed of calcium carbonate, a
compound containing carbon and oxygen.
While most of the oxygen encountered on Earth has eight neutrons (16O), about 1% of the
planet’s oxygen has ten neutrons (18O). The precise ratio of 16O to 18O encountered on a context
specific basis can be traced to fluctuations in warmth endured by those oxygen atoms (at least
those that are part of Earth’s hydrological cycle). Given the two extra neutrons, 18O is heavier
than 16O. This means that in liquid H2O (such as in lakes, rivers, and oceans), 16O evaporates
prior to 18O (because it is lighter, 16O rises into the atmosphere before 18O). And conversely, in
gaseous H2O (as in clouds), 18O falls to Earth as rain before 16O because it is heavier. Since
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clouds travel pole-ward because of the rotation of the Earth, by the time clouds reach the
latitudes of Iceland, Greenland, or Antarctica, they should have a lower percentage of 18O than
they would near the equator. In cooler years, the evaporated H20 in the air will condense sooner
(phase-shift from vapor to liquid). That is, clouds “rain out” more of their 18O before they reach
the poles. Thus, oxygen recovered from Arctic and Antarctic latitudes that is relatively depleted
in 18O suggests cooler conditions occurred that year, and relatively 18O enriched concentrations
of oxygen suggest warmer conditions (clouds “rained out” less of their 18O out before reaching
higher latitudes).
By finding and analyzing collections of “old” oxygen (frozen in H2O or CaCO3),
paleoclimatologists can create a record of archaic thermal conditions and translate this into a
temperature scale. The shells of dead mollusks offer such collections of old oxygen
accumulation. Given that these shells accrete in seasonal patterns, they offer a detectable
chronology of thermal behavior. That is, if one layer of accreted calcium carbonate (at northern
latitudes) has more 18O than the preceding layer, the shell experienced warmer thermal
conditions from one year to the next. In order to date the death of the mollusk, traditional
radiocarbon dating was carried out by Patterson et al. In sum, for artifact <018>, the isotopic
ratio of oxygen in a mollusk shell serves as the equivalent of mercury in a thermometer—its
properties change based on the velocity of surrounding particles.
As Leng and Lewis write (2016) the ratio of 16O to 18O isotope ratios are more easily
measured as relative differences, rather than absolute values, and are thus expressed as delta
values (δ18O). In the production of artifact <018> the core sample was shipped to the
Saskatchewan Isotope Laboratory. The authors describe the process undertaken for precisely
locating and extracting oxygen from the shells in the lab:
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The mollusks were located in x-radiographs of the cores, extracted, and cleaned, and one
valve from each mollusk was mounted on a microscope slide and fixed on a motorized,
computer controlled micropositioning stage. Three-dimensional coordinates are then
entered into the computer along lines of shell growth, generating a cubic spline digitized
path that accurately represents growth lines. Intermediate paths are interpolated, allowing
the stage to move along these sample paths as a drill bit mills carbonate from the shell
parallel to growth lines. Sampling resolution varies with the size and growth rate of the
shell (5310).
This process generates the annually demarcated samples, which then must be run through
a mass spectrometer in order to count the relative amount of 16O to 18O. The authors further
describe this process:
Carbonate samples were roasted in vacuo at 200°C for 1 hour to remove moisture and
volatile organic contaminants. Samples were reacted with 103% phosphoric acid at 70°C
by using a Kiel III carbonate preparation device directly coupled to a Thermo-Finnigan
MAT 253 gas-isotope ratio mass spectrometer...Isotopic analyses were corrected for
phosphoric acid fractionation and contribution of 17O. Results are calibrated to the
International Atomic Energy Agency powdered carbonate standard NBS-19 (5310).
Critical in this process is the establishment of a baseline ratio of 16O to 18O from which
deviations are measured to indicate warming or cooling. There are a number of such standards
for the varying substances within which oxygen is found. For liquid water there is the Vienna
Standard Mean Ocean Water (VSMOW) which lists the ratio of 18O to 16O as 2005.20 ± 0.43
ppm. That is, for every 499 16O there is one 18O in the planet’s ocean water. More or less 18O
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than this standard indicates thermally anomalous H2O.23
The MAT 253 spectrometer employed in discerning the isotope ratios for artifact <018>
comes equipped with these features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Extra bright” ion source combining highest sensitivity and linearity
Variable ion source conductance (VISC) for enhanced pumping of “sticky” gases
All-metal sealed analyzer with gold gaskets for ultra-high vacuum
Differential pumping for lowest analyzer backgrounds
Monolithic ion optical bench for highest ion beam stability
Up to 12 Faraday cups
Unique shielded “clumped isotope” collector design for lowest baseline contribution
1013 ohm amplifiers for smallest signals with best signal/noise
Dedicated hydrogen collector for dual inlet and continuous flow applications

Significance:
Artifact <018> stands out in in Patterson et al.’s study as it indicates that the year ~130
BCE experienced a temperature higher than any other up to 1660 CE (the end of the study
period). It is most likely the case that this temperature, 13°C, was not the highest temperature
reached during this study period, but was simply the highest temperature recorded by the 26
mollusk shells the authors examined. Still,
the 2,000 year temperature series constructed
by the authors correlates well with other
thermal proxies (such as ice cores and
historical records). The authors note the high
temperatures seen in Iceland in ~130 BCE
match well with the Roman Warm Period
(~200BCE to 400CE). The findings of the
authors also reflect well-known thermal

23

Figure 5.32 – Mass spectrometer model used to make artifact <018>

There is also the VPDB (Vienna Pee Dee Belemnite) baseline against which variation in 13C isotopes is measured.
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trends such as the Medieval Warming Period and the Little Ice Age, which also correlate with
significant North Atlantic historical events in Iceland and Greenland.
What is the value in the production of artifact <018>? To know that the maximum
temperature off the coast of Northwest Iceland 2,150 years ago was 13°C? As mentioned earlier,
this number contributes to a trend. Type C temperatures all constitute efforts at trend-making.
Capitalizing populations produce knowledge to better materialize the future, and sometimes this
requires materializing the archaic past.
This artifact is also illustrative of the significant energy expenditures demanded to create
capitalized knowledge. The energy required to produce this artifact was quite substantial,
considerably more than that required to produce artifacts such as ceramic bowls, lithic blades, or
bibles. Foremost 90,000 lbs. of tin needed to be accelerated to approximately 500 mph at an
elevation of 30,000 feet for about five hours (at least once to fly the Icelandic samples to
Saskatchewan). This requires roughly 40,000 pounds of fuel. In addition to this, the powering of
mass spectrometers is incredibly energy intensive (at least compared to a toaster-oven). Thus,
this capitalized production of knowledge required a considerable amount of energy. Artifact
<018> helps verify knowledge that had previously been produced under equally energy intensive
procedures (ice cores) and relatively non-energy intensive procedures (historical accounts from
Ancient Rome). This artifact serves as evidence of the valorization that high energy consumption
has among capitalizing populations and their epistemology. It takes an incredible amount of
energy to look at really small things (atoms), but atoms are considered more truthful than written
or oral accounts—they are very distant from the subjectivity of human perspectives. Sub-atomic
particles can be uniformly quantified in a manner that historical-discursive records cannot.
Largely it seems like this entire study was performed simply to prove that isotopic information
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can be extracted from mollusk shells and translated into agreeable temperature trends.
This artifact presents a complex semiotic stratigraphy. So many translations of matter
must be carried out in the production of this artifact that it will be impossible to incorporate an
exhaustive account. This semiotic stratigraphy, as with the artifacts that follow, focuses on the
most salient objects and translations for purposes of this dissertation.

<019> (Greenland : ~11,590 YBP : -46 (±3)°C)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 327)

Figure 5.33 – Artifact <019> (Severinghaus et al. 1998)

Construction:
Artifact <019> is a temperature representing thermal conditions in Greenland ~11,590
ago. The temperature, -46 (±3)°C, was produced from a study by Severinghaus et al. (1998)
appearing in Nature. The study draws the data for its reconstruction from the GISP2 (Greenland
Ice Sheet Project 2), a five-year long international collaborative effort to extract an ice core from
the Greenlandic Ice Sheet funded by the U.S., Denmark, and Switzerland. Researchers were able
to extract an ice core 3,053.44 meters deep. The majority of this core is stored at Colorado’s
National Ice Core laboratory. Artifact <019> shares many similarities in its manner of
production with artifact <018>. Both draw on the relative abundance of isotopes as their primary
proxy for the velocity of particles (temperature). Both employ a method of coring to extract
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materials that may be further analyzed for isotopic information by a mass spectrometer.
Discussing the ice core recovery process for the GISP2 project, Morrison writes:
Retrieving a 3000 meter core is not a simple task. Ice must be retrieved from great depths
and pressures. Information about the drill's angle, depth, power consumption, must all be
relayed to the surface during drilling, and slight flaws in the drill barrel can damage the
core The Polar Ice Coring Office (PICO) of the University of Alaska, Fairbanks provides
the state-of-the-art drilling technology for recovering this deep core and has spent several
years developing a drill capable of working at these depths. The 20 meter long drill
consists of a specialized drill head, a core barrel, chip catcher, motor, instrument package,
and anti-torque knives all suspended from a 4000 meter cable. The drill is lowered to the
bottom of the bore hole where a section of core between 2 and 6 meters long is cut,
broken off at the base and winched back to the surface. This core is then sent to a
"science trench", a large room cut out of the snow for processing and analyzing the core,
while the drill goes down the hole for more ice (1990).
Artifact <019> is distinct in that it attempts to elicit thermal information from the
nitrogen and argon isotopes of ice cores, as opposed to the more traditional oxygen isotope
analysis. Severinghaus et al. point out that the traditional manner of constructing temperatures
from oxygen isotopes is subject to a number of potential non-thermal forcings that make reliance
on δ18O potentially problematic:
The temperature inferred from the 18O/16O ratio of the ice (δ18Oice) is uncertain because
factors other than local mean annual temperature may affect this ratio, such as the
seasonality of precipitation at the ice core site and the temperature and proximity of the
water vapor source. Borehole temperature calibrations of the δ 18Oice paleothermometer
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have demonstrated that the modern spatial calibration underestimates the glacial cooling
by a factor of two. These issues have raised the question of whether the abrupt increases
in Greenland δ18Oice represent isotopic artifacts rather than local temperature changes as
commonly inferred and have created uncertainty about the magnitude of temperature
change they may indicate (Severinghaus & Brooks 1999, 930).
To address these concerns Severinghaus et al. developed a method of exploiting the
relationship between nitrogen and methane in the GISP2 core for thermal information. “Methane
and nitrogen diffuse downward through the snow layer at nearly the same speed and are trapped
together in the bubbles, making a precise comparison of the timing of atmospheric methane
change and local temperature change possible” (Severinghaus & Brook 1999, 930).
Severinghaus and Brook (1999) found that for a mean temperature of -43°C, δ15N was at
+0.0145 parts per million and δ40Ar was 0.036 parts per million (with estimated error of ±3%).
Using this as a baseline, Severinghaus et al. (1998) calculates the temperature for
~11,590 YBP to be -46 (±3)°C. They employed the following method:
Samples of ice were analysed respectively for N2 (10-g samples) and Ar (35-g samples)
isotopic composition with a melt-refreeze technique that releases the air trapped in
bubbles…the ratio of the mixture was measured on a multi-collector Finnigan MAT 252
mass spectrometer…Simulated extractions were performed by introducing a sample of
dry Rhode Island air to the extraction vessel over thoroughly degassed GISP2 ice, then
following the normal extraction procedure. Results of these experiments revealed no
systematic bias resulting from the extraction procedure (1998, 145).
For calculating the temperature as a function of duration the following equation was used
by the authors:
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Figure 5.34 – Severinghaus et al. 1998

Significance:
Artifact <019> indicates the temperature in Greenland during the Younger Dryas period.
This period is the last glaciating cold period the planet experienced before the Holocene. The
Younger Dryas occurred following an initial retreat of glacial conditions approximately 20,000
years ago. The Younger Dryas has been the subject of much climatological study, as it marks the
transition from the last Ice Age to the milder conditions of our Holocene. Efforts to understand
the mechanisms which led to this transition are of great significance in appreciating the drivers
of large scale thermal transformations the planet has undergone over its 4.5 billion years. If the
past two-million years of the planet’s climatological history are a guide, the current Holocene
period would be expected to be a relatively brief interglacial between more enduring Ice Ages.
The isotopic information analyzed by Severinghaus et al. reveals that the temperature -46
(±3)°C represented by artifact <019> is 15(±3)°C colder than conditions in Greenland today.
That is, the temperature in Greenland is suggested to have warmed by about 15°C since the
Younger Dryas. This conclusion agrees generally with much other climatological analysis from a
variety of other thermal proxies, though by no means should this be taken as a suggestion that the
mean planetary temperature has risen 15°C since the last ice age; poleward latitudes experience
greater flux than equatorial.
Despite this, ice core analyses often carry the implicit assumption that thermal conditions
in Greenland or Antarctica may be used as proxy indicators of overall global thermal trends. This
assumption may be valid on the large millennial scales, but the temperature in any given year on
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any specific coordinate of the planet is not a good proxy indicator for global averages (see the
temperature for Northern Siberia in artifact <017>). The assumption that a sustained trend of
1,000 years of cooling in Greenland may broadly reflect global temperatures appears sound
based on a variety of other proxy evidence.
For archaeologists, what does knowing archaic temperatures tell us? The unit of
temperature and fluctuations in this unit had no effect upon archaic populations, in that no one
prior to the 17th century based any of their decisions or behaviors on the output of a thermometer.
Despite this, archaeology is understandably interested in knowing the environmental conditions
of the populations they study. Why is the unit of temperature used or useful in this pursuit? Is it a
valuable piece of information for an archaeologist to know that the planet was on average 3°F
hotter 5,000 years ago? Certainly, it is important to know that with the Pleistocene-Holocene
transition the planet warmed significantly. But this is evident from the retreat of the glaciers, the
changes in flora and fauna habitats (including humanity’s). Does it really do the archaeologist
significant good to know that the planet (on average) warmed roughly ten or five degrees?
Archaeology has had a contentious and evolving relationship with environmental determinism
and making blanket generalizations such as “it got cold and people died” have long been
discounted.
I contest that the semiotic utility of Type C artifacts for capitalizing populations is to
establish an objective time (Bradley 1991). That is, applying today’s metrics to the past gives
this anteriority a structure that is exchangeable with capitalizing populations; it gives the past
exchange value. By creating a metric from ten-thousand years ago that can be standardized to the
measurements of the industrial revolution, a continuous trend is constructed. Congruently, by
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building such a deep past of temperatures it allows for the greater authority of the projection of
these trends into the future. It gives weight to the hypothetical future.
Both artifacts <018> and <019> employ mass spectrometers from the same manufacturer.
Artifact <019> uses the earlier MAT-252 model, while <018> uses the MAT-253 (Figure 5.45).
This lineage of spectrometers has been called the gold standard. The parent company that
produces this spectrometer, ThermoFischer Scientific, has nearly 230 subsidiaries and reported
$20.9 billion in revenue in 2017. In 2013 ThermoFischer was sued by OpenGate Capital Group
for selling it a laboratory equipment manufacturing plant in Reynosa, Mexico without disclosing
that it had been taken over by the local drug cartel run by El Chapo (Fortune 2013).

<020> (Antarctica : ~801,662 YBP : -8.82°C)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 328)

Artifact <020>, -8.82°C, represents how
anomalous the thermal conditions on the
Antarctic ice shelf were ~801,662 before
present conditions. The meaning of this is not
that the temperature was -8.82°C, but rather
that the ice shelf is 8.82°C warmer today. The
temperature was produced in a similar fashion
as artifacts <019> and <018>, via the analysis
of isotope ratios, mass spectrometers, and
coring/drilling for samples. This artifact was

Figure 5.35 – Artifact <020>

produced as a part of research led by French climatologist Jean Jouzel. It appears within
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supplemental data to a 2007 article in Science (Jouzel et al. 2007). The data produced by these
researchers is housed by the company Pangea, a publisher of earth and environmental science
data.
The extraction and analysis of this core was carried out as part of the European Project
for Ice Coring in Antarctica (EPICA) from 1996-2005. The ice core retrieved from Antarctica to
create this temperature was extracted from the Dome C peak of Antarctica. The production of
artifact <020> marks another effort to move beyond straightforward analysis of δ18O, keeping in
mind some of the problems mentioned by Severinghaus et al. 1998. Instead of 18O, Jouzel et al.
produce this temperature from an observation of Hydrogen isotopes. The ratio of deuterium
(2H—hydrogen with one extra neutron) to hydrogen is the isotopic ratio being observed. The use
of deuterium ratios instead of oxygen signals a novel exploitation of the H in the H2O compound.
The same basic principles apply when analyzing D (deuterium) isotopes as 18O. As D isotopes
are heavier, they are the first to rain out. In colder years, more precipitation forms nearer the
equator, so if there is relatively more D or 18O it means it was a warmer year because less
atmospheric water vapor condensed into rain before reaching the poles. The ratio of D/H is
155.76 ± 0.1 ppm (a ratio of 1 deuterium for every 6,420 hydrogen)
The 801,662 years before present indicated in artifact <020> equates to 3,189.5m below
the surface (in Antarctica). This depth is classified as lying between Marine Isotope Stages
(MIS) 19 and 20. There are 104 identified MISs stretching back 2.6 million years (the
approximate length of the Pleistocene). Each MIS designates a vacillation between a warm and
cool period, as registered from isotopic analysis. This represents the oldest temperature ever
produced based on the extraction of an ice core. At present there is work being done to extract
ice cores that may extend back 1.5 million years in Antarctica.
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What does knowing the global temperature 800,000 years ago offer capitalizing
populations? There are numerous reasons the production of this knowledge about archaic
temperatures may be useful. Geologists, botanists, or historians can use this information to
develop a much more robust appreciation for their subjects of study. It is important to keep in
mind, however, that such metrics are products, artifacts of human culture, specifically capitalized
culture. Such knowledge artifacts require a great deal of energy to manufacture. Further, this
capitalized knowledge production transforms the materiality of heat (the ratio of oxygen isotopes
or the density of tree rings) into the socio-semiotic concept temperature.

5.5 Type D Results
Artifact #
<021>
<022>
<023>
Total

Temperature
1.5°C
113.4°F
26°
--

Semiotic Translations
16
18
13
15.67

Table 5.4

<021> (Earth: 12 YAP : 1.5°C)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 329)

Figure 5.36 – Artifact <021>
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Construction:
Artifact <021>, 1.5°C, is a temperature produced and disseminated by the IPCC
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) in a 2018 report at the request of the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). Its lead authors include:
Valérie Masson-Delmotte, Panmao Zhai, Hans-Otto Pörtner, Debra Roberts, Jim Skea, and
Priyadarshi R. Shukla. The artifact represents a hypothetical average global temperature rise
since the onset of industrialization (set as 1850-1900). The report is five-hundred pages and
broken down into five chapters focusing on mitigation in the “context of sustainable
development,” impact of such warming on “natural and human systems,” implementing a “global
response,” and “reducing inequalities.”
This temperature should not be thought of as a prediction. The temperature 1.5°C is
posited as a possible future (by 2030). The report goes into detail on what a world of 1.5°C or
more warming would look like and details potential steps towards avoiding this future (how to
keep warming since industrialization under 1.5°C). The number 1.5°C is produced as a hopeful
estimate or goal for capitalizing populations to strive to keep global warming below. Global
warming above 1.5°C, the authors argue, will have irreversible effects on the planet’s thermal
and chemical systems, which would be adverse to human populations, at least as they have been
organized throughout the Holocene.
The authors attempt to precisely characterize artifact <021>:
This report adopts a working definition of ‘1.5°C relative to pre-industrial levels’ that
corresponds to global average combined land surface air and sea surface temperatures
either 1.5°C warmer than the average of the 51-year period 1850–1900, 0.87°C warmer
than the 20-year period 1986–2005, or 0.63°C warmer than the decade 2006–2015. These
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offsets are based on all available published global datasets, combined and updated, which
show that 1986–2005 was 0.63°C warmer than 1850–1900 (56).
It is a rather challenging task to estimate a Global Mean Surface Temperature (GMST) given that
the planet’s temperature is quite heterogeneous and constantly in flux. Constructing a GMST
requires taking averages of averages of averages of locally observed land, sea, and air
temperatures, as well as a considerable amount of parametrization for gaps in the observed data.
GMSTs have been reliably (or at least to a standard) produced since the mid-19th century. Efforts
to estimate GMST prior to 1850 are subject to many points of possible error (see artifact <016>).
For the construction of artifact <021>, “Multiple forms of knowledge, including scientific
evidence, narrative scenarios and prospective pathways, inform the understanding of 1.5°C”
(52). Among the climate models incorporated in describing the world of 1.5°C are:
HadCRUT4.6, GISTEMP, NOAAGlobalTemp, and CMIP5 (the construction of such models
will be discussed further with artifact <022>). However, the thrust of the IPCC’s report is not
primarily concerned with measurement. It is not the primary objective of the authors to engage
discussions about the accuracy and timing of when or if the planet’s average mean global
temperature will be 1.5°C warmer than pre-industrial conditions. Rather, the primary objective of
this work is to describe the conditions of a 1.5°C warmer planet, as well as various approaches to
limiting the planet’s warming to this number, drawing on climatological, ecological, and political
knowledge.

Significance:
There is consensus among the authors of the IPCC and the climatologists whose work
they draw upon that as of 2019 human activities have driven an approximate 0.8°C to 1.0°C rise
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in global temperature since the 1850-1900 baseline. This has most immediately been caused by
the massive release of CO2 into the atmosphere from the combustion of coal, oil, and
hydrocarbon gasses. The gas CO2, when it constitutes a larger percentage of our atmosphere
(than the Pleistocene baseline) prevents heat (both from the sun and the Earth’s radiation) from
escaping the planet (this is the greenhouse effect). CH4 (methane) has the same, but stronger,
effect (and has experienced a similar anthropogenic rise over the past one-hundred years).
Distinctively, however, methane remains in the atmosphere for only decades before it is recycled into the planet’s chemical cycle, whereas CO2 remains in the atmosphere for millennia.
As such, the threat posed by releasing CO2 into the atmosphere is practically unimaginable from
the limited perspective of a human lifetime. It is precisely the inability to appreciate the scales
involved that many have blamed for the continued increase in the amount of CO2 released by
capitalizing populations. Presently CO2 comprises approximately 415 parts per million (ppm) of
the atmosphere. For most of the past three million years this level has been around 250 ppm.
The report that produced this artifact focuses on the conditions of the planet that will
result from keeping temperature rise at 1.5°C versus those that would result from allowing it to
rise above 2°C. They note that global temperatures have risen on average about to 1°C already
since industrialization. They express little confidence, based on atmospheric and political
conditions, that this trend can be stemmed before reaching at least 1.5°C of warming by either
2030 or 2050. Most of the report outlines how keeping warming below 1.5°C would significantly
improve the possibility of peacefully adapting to altered climate conditions. For example they
write, “Limiting global warming to 1.5°C compared to 2°C is projected to lower the impacts on
terrestrial, freshwater and coastal ecosystems and to retain more of their services to humans”
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(10). Such conclusions, along with many others, seem disturbingly obvious, but within the report
such assertions are backed up by quantified data.
The authors detail a number of pathways by which to limit global warming to 1.5°C at
2030 and keep warming below 2°C through 2100. The authors indicate that all possible pathways
to limiting warming to 1.5°C entail drastic alterations of global social organization—a complete
restructuring of the dominant planetary energy system—“broad transformations in the energy;
industry; transport; buildings; and agriculture, forestry and other land-use sectors” (112). Most
notably this would include a near complete cessation of the release of CO2 into the atmosphere
(immediately), at least at the industrial levels prevailing over the past two-and-half centuries.
The authors affirm that if we stopped releasing CO2 into the atmosphere by 2018, we could be
confident that we would not exceed 1. 5°C of warming.
The implication is that if capitalizing populations wish to continue moving things around
the planet at the velocity to which they have become accustomed and thermally regulate their
spaces in the manner at which they have become accustomed, they will need to do this with a
non-carbon-based fuel. Other potential fuels include wind, water, solar, and nuclear, but none of
these (neither alone nor combined) seem capable of delivering the amount of energy provided by
fossil fuels, at least not as cheaply. Additionally, all these alternatives have other
environmentally deranging effects at the scales needed for capitalizing populations (Goldstein
2018). So, while presenting a number of nuanced scenarios, the takeaway recommendation of the
report is that capitalizing populations need to spend the next ten years investing in and
developing a non-fossil fuel based energy infrastructure. This will be expensive, but if we fail to
do this, they caution, the ability to perpetuate capitalized forms of social organization beyond
2030 becomes increasingly uncertain.
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Notably, this report goes further than previous efforts by the IPCC to recognize that
poverty, inequality, and anthropogenic climate change are intricately and inextricably linked.
They point out that the adverse effects of a warming climate disproportionately effect
economically marginalized communities. However, they fail to note, as others have (Klein 2014;
Moore 2016), that in many cases the willingness (both morally and lawfully) to perpetuate the
marginalization of communities with less economic power is a primary driver of global warming.
That is, a cessation of environmentally devastating practices necessarily entails the cessation of
economic and racial marginalization on many levels. Further, a defining attribute of capitalizing
populations is that their consumption of energy grows (at a compounded rate), thus even if a
transition from fossil fuels is possible it does not solve the problem of exponentially growing
energy demand.
This artifact is probably the most politically contentious presented in this dissertation. It
is certainly the most relevant to the ability of capitalizing populations to continue reproducing
themselves. A key term that appears throughout the text of this report and many climate
discussions is “sustainable development.” Efforts at sustainable development suggest a desire to
continue perpetually accelerating asymmetrical growth in a manner that is somehow
sustainable—a pursuit that seems logically impossible, at least given existing or imaginable fuel
technology. The implication is that if temperatures significantly exceed 1.5°C, it will be
increasingly difficult to continue practicing capitalism. That is, the organization of resources
(including the existence of a living population to practice capitalism) will become incompatible
with the conditions of the planet which have facilitated the practice of capitalism—it will be
impossible to continue growing wealth exponentially. The frequently cited Fredric Jameson
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(1991) quote that it is “easier to imagine the end of the world than the end of capitalism” seems
applicable here.

<022> (40.6782° n 73.9442° w [Brooklyn, NY] : 80 YAP : 113.4°F)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 330)

Figure 5.37 – Artifact <022>

Construction:
Artifact <022>, 113.4°F, was produced by an algorithmic model called GFDL-ESM2M
incorporating data from the Multivariate Adaptive Constructed Analogs (MACA) (Abatzoglou et
al. 2011) of the LIVNEH data set of gridded meteorological records from 1915 to 2012 (Livneh
et al. 2013)—MACAv2-LIVNEH. The artifact describes the temperature for the date July 12th,
2099 in Brooklyn, NY.
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There are two particularly burdensome acronyms to be discussed in the production of this
temperature—the model GFDL-ESM2M and the dataset MACAv2-LIVNEH. The model is short
for Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory – Earth System Model (2M). The model was
developed by the GFDL, a subdivision of NOAA. The model is the computer coded translation
of the algorithms that process input data to create outputs such as artifact <022>. A model is:
a computer-implemented set of instructions for repeatedly solving a set of equations in
order to produce a representation of the temporal evolution of selected properties of a
target system. In the case of global climate modeling, the target system is the earth’s
climate system—encompassing the atmosphere, oceans, sea ice, and land surface—and
the equations are ones that describe in an approximate way the local rate of change of
temperature, wind speed, humidity, and other quantities of interest (Parker 2011, 581)
Most models, including that used for this artifact, are written in the IBM-developed
language Fortran. The model GFDL-ESM2M has approximately one million lines of code, of
which ~349,515 are dedicated to atmospheric permutations, ~12,059 to ice, ~35,666 to land, and
~224,292 to oceans. The amount of code in Global Climate Models (GCM) is typically a bit
more than that used for space shuttles, about the same as the Hubble telescope and the Mars
Curiosity Rover, and significantly less than CERN’s Large Hadron Collider (~50 million lines of
code).
The mathematical equations which are being translated into Fortran commands for this
particular model utilize “Boussinesq (volume conserving) and non-Boussinesq (mass
conserving) kinematics [and] are formulated using a quasi-Eulerian algorithm employing
generalized level coordinate technology that facilitates the use of a suite of vertical coordinates”
(Griffies 2012, 2). Figure 5.38 shows the algorithmic flow chart relating to ocean-based thermal
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drivers used in the production
of artifact <022>. As with all
climate models this one
includes numerous
parametrizations, i.e.,
parameters indicating how
systems are supposed to behave
in the absence of perfect
information. However, this and
other models employ
differential equations for the
fluid dynamics to describe the
relationship between velocity,
pressure, temperature, and
density in the atmosphere.
Today, these equations (the
Navier–Stokes equations
Figure 5.38 – Algorithmic flow chart

relating to turbulence) simply
cannot be solved mathematically, only by approximation. The field of Computational Fluid
Dynamics currently deploys supercomputers for the task of solving these approximations
(nasa.gov)—there is currently a $1 million Millennium Prize open to anyone that can
successfully solve these equations. Parametrization and incomputability of the physical process
involved are significant sources of uncertainty in long-term climate models. Perhaps if fluid
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dynamics had a quantified metric like temperature, its equations would be more graspable.
The second key aspect (and acronym) in the production of artifact <022> is the data
which is input into the model—MACAv2-LIVNEH. This particular iteration of data has largely
been compiled by John Abatzoglou at the University of Idaho’s Climatology Lab. Abatzoglou
and Brown (2011) developed the Multivariate Adaptive Constructed Analogs (MACA) as:
a statistical method for downscaling Global Climate Models (GCMs) from their native
coarse resolution to a higher spatial resolution that captures observed patterns of daily
near-surface meteorology and simulated changes in GCMs experiments. This method has
been shown to be slightly preferable to direct daily interpolated bias correction in regions
of complex terrain due to its use of a historical library of observations and multivariate
approach (climate.northwestknowledge.net).
Further:
The MACA dataset is unique in that it downscales a large set of variables (temperature,
precipitation, humidity, wind, radiation) making it ideal for different kinds of modeling
of future climate (i.e. hydrology, ecology, vegetation, fire, wind)
(climate.northwestknowledge.net)
The dataset includes historical compilations of GCM forcings from 1950 to 2005, as well
as the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) developed in conjunction with the IPCC
reports that model temperatures through the year 2100. The University’s Climatology Lab
website allows users the option to run a variation of this dataset called MACAv2-METADATA
for any location on the planet for any year from 2015 to 2099 (this is how <022> was produced).
Users may also choose to either run the historical climate data (1950-2005) or variations on the
RCPs.
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Most interestingly though, the website interface allows users to choose from among
twenty different GCMs. While artifact <022>
was produced using the GFDL-ESM2M model
users could produce another temperature
artifact for 2099 by running the HadGEM2ES365 model (see Figure 5.39) produced by
the U.K.’s Met Hadley Center. Other models
available include those produced by Chinese,
Russian, French, Australian, and Norwegian
climatological agencies.

Figure 5.39 – Alternate climate model

Critical to both the model and the data used to create artifact <022> is the Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project (CMIP). CMIP was developed under the World Climate Research
Programme in an effort to allow international collaboration among climatologists in their efforts
to model future climatic conditions. The project began in 1995 and has since its inception been
partnered with Lawrence Livermore National Security, LLC, which is itself a public-private
entity partnered with the Bechtel Corporation ($25.9 billion annual revenue). Artifact <022>
relies on CMIP5 (completed in 2013). CMIP5 incorporates the work of 28 different modeling
agencies from around the world. These 28 agencies produced 61 distinct models that are
incorporated into the coupled model produced by CMIP5. CMIP5’s conclusions were intended
for inclusion in the IPCC5 report, thus focused on lingering questions from IPCC’s 4th
Assessment, such as:
1) assessing the mechanisms responsible for model differences in poorly understood
feedbacks associated with the carbon cycle and with clouds, 2) examining climate
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“predictability” and exploring the ability of models to predict climate on decadal time
scales, and, more generally, 3) determining why similarly forced models produce a range
of responses (cmip.llnl.gov).

Significance:
Wendy Parker (2011; 2015) and Reto Knutti (2008a; 2008b; 2012) have done much work
examining the significance (philosophically and statistically) of climate model predictions. In
particular, Parker examines to what extent climate models should be taken as truth and at what
point they should be trusted as accurate descriptions of the future. The CMIP project is an
example of a Multimodal Ensemble Climate Prediction (MECP). Parker asks what is the
significance of seventeen different climate models all agreeing that the temperature will warm by
1°C to 2°C by the middle of the century—what does the agreement of all these models say about
the “future truth-capturing abilities of today’s ensembles?” (586). She concludes:
While it is true that today’s state of the art climate models are constructed using an
extensive body of knowledge about the climate system and that they generally deliver
results that are (from a subjective point of view) quite plausible in light of current
scientific understanding, their individual reliability in indicating the truth/falsity of
quantitative predictive hypotheses of the sort that interest today’s scientists and decision
makers remains significantly uncertain (597).
Parker’s work is primarily from the perspective of logic. In this light she argues that in
terms of probability, any single climate model is not made more statistically likely even as
additional models agree with its conclusions. Knutti further discusses this apparent ceiling to
statistical confidence:
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Can we be more confident in a projection even if the uncertainty is unchanged? We
believe this can be the case if more model data, observations and process understanding
are available. It is common that more research uncovers a picture that is more
complicated; thus, uncertainty can grow with time. Climate models in CMIP5 are better
in the sense that they represent more of the relevant processes in more detail. Even
though the model spread in CMIP3 and CMIP5 projections is similar, model developers
have incorporated some of the unknown unknowns, that is bold assumptions or
previously ignored factors, into the projection, so we are more confident that the models
capture most of the relevant processes (Knutti & Sedláček 2013, 372).
Others have expressed concern about modeling and its social impact in other spheres,
notably economics (Amoore 2011, 2014; Ayache 2010; Hayles 2017; Mauer 2002). This work
says much about the epistemology of capital. Regarding “repressed futures,” Mauer (2002)
laments a blurring of reality with the model of reality—a deferral of experience to output.
Finance, Climate, and Military are the three biggest consumers of computational modeling.
Many developments in financial modeling have been applied to climatology (and vice versa).
The construction of such models, projections, and trends is the premier underlying utility of data
aggregation—to limit the capacity of subsequent uncertainties (to impede the growth of wealth).
However, as Knutti has noted, statistical uncertainty does not necessarily decrease as greater
amounts of data are added to a modeled projection, but subjective confidence surely does
increase.
What then is the meaning of artifact <022>? What is its utility to capitalizing
populations? This could certainly be debated, but my contention is that it is an effort to build a
future—that is, to construct a 2099, specifically a 2099 in which wealth is continuing to grow
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exponentially and asymmetrically. While, most immediately the climatologists and computer
scientists producing such models are in the business of understanding planetary environmental
processes, perhaps more saliently (for the ontology of capital) they are constructing hypothetical
future conditions. Climatology (as practiced today) is inescapably beholden to the epistemology
of capital, thus it contributes to the reproduction of a capitalizing social order.
If the environmental conditions projected by artifact <022> were to pass through the
aperture of actuality in the year 2099, it would be quite unusual for the past 10,000 years. The
highest recorded temperature for New York City is 106°F. Further as Figures 5.55 shows the
average temperature for the year 2099 is exceptionally high, barely getting below freezing.
<023> (Virtuality : 114,888 YAP : 26°)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 331)

Figure 5.40 - Artifact <023>
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Artifact <023> is 26°. This represents the rise in temperature from when the running of
the model begins (note that the model begins at 12°, so artifact <023> represents a +14° degree
warming). Nowhere is it indicated if the temperature is in Fahrenheit or Celsius (it matters little
for the purposes of this temperature). The temperature was produced by running an agent-based
model in the program NetLogo. The model was designed by Tinker and Wilensky (2007) as a
very rudimentary example of how Earth’s climate system works, specifically the warming effect
of greenhouse gasses such as CO2.
As the authors acknowledge, this is an overly simplified simulation with no consideration
of wind, precipitation, sea ice, etc. It is just meant to model the flow of heat energy on Earth and
the role of greenhouse gasses like CO2. The model operates on variables for cloud cover, CO2,
sun-brightness, and albedo effect. Users of the model may oscillate these variables to experiment
with how they impact the warming of the planet. As the user increases the sun-brightness or adds
more CO2, the temperature rises; as they increase albedo and add clouds temperature levels off or
declines.
For this model and its interface, if a sunlight ray is absorbed by the earth (a function of
the level of albedo), it turns into a red dot, representing heat energy. Each dot represents the
energy of one ray of sunlight. The red dots randomly move around “inside” the earth, and the
temperature is related to the total number of red dots. Some red dots transform into infrared (IR)
light that heads toward space, carrying off energy (cooling). “The probability of a red dot
becoming IR light depends on the earth’s temperature. When the earth is cold, few red dots
generate IR light; when it is hot, most do” Each IR light carries the same energy as a sunlight ray
and as a red dot. The IR light goes through clouds but can bounce off CO2 molecules, thus
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trapping heat on the planet. The authors write:
There is a relation between the number of red dots in the earth and the temperature of the
earth. This is because the earth temperature goes up as the total thermal energy is
increased. Thermal energy is added by sunlight that reaches the earth as well as from
infrared (IR) light reflected down to the earth. Thermal energy is removed by IR emitted
by the earth. The balance of these determines the energy in the earth, which is
proportional to its temperature (Tinker and Wilensky 2007).
The actual line of code that algorithmically determines the temperature in the program is:
set temperature 0.99 * temperature + 0.01 * (12 + 0.1 * count heats)

The interactive user interface of the NetLogo program makes the software an engaging
pedagogical tool. Coded in its proprietary NetLogo language, users are allowed to alter the code
directly to change the weight given to certain variables or to modify the variables in the user
interface. For this specific artifact, I let the model run through 114,888 iterations (which I
recoded to represent years). While the model ran I modulated the variables somewhat
experimentally, attempting to get the temperature to rise and fall (see Figure 5.40). Thus, in no
way should artifact <023> be confused with a prediction, projection, or approximation of
planetary temperature in the year 116,907 CE.

5.6 Type E Results
Artifact # Temperature
<024>
14.6°C
<025>
-321°F
<026>
2.725 k
<027>
0.00000000005 k
<028>
5,500,000,000,000°F
AVG
--

Semiotic Translations
15
11
19
15
20
16

Table 5.5
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<024> (Pacific Ocean : Expendable Bathythermograph [XBT] : 14.6°C)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 332)

Figure 5.41 - Artifact <024>

Construction:
Artifact <024> is 14.6°C. It indicates the temperature at 100 meters beneath the surface
of the Western Mediterranean Sea. This temperature was produced by an Expendable
Bathythermograph (XBT) by Franco Reseghetti, a researcher at ENEA (Italian National Agency
for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development). The temperature was
produced at some point between May 2003 to May 2004 (Professor Reseghetti could not provide
a more precise date). From the image in Figure 5.41, it is not immediately clear, but the x-axis
represents degrees Celsius and the y-axis represents meters below sea-level with 0m starting at
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the horizontal line under the word TEMPERATURE, and each thick line represents 50m of
depth. The faint squiggly line which appears to the left of the line indicating 15°C is the recorded
temperature as the measuring device descends deeper below the sea. This line intersects with the
line for 100 meters at 14.6°C.
Bathythermometry is the study of temperatures at various ocean depths. This has been a
somewhat surprisingly difficult undertaking over the past century. Despite copious amounts of
observations and readings, there remain debates over the standardization and validity of much of
this data. Efforts to measure the temperature of ocean depths were rudimentarily undertaken as
early as the 17th century and regular records were kept on the 18th century explorations of
Captain Cook. These early efforts suffered from the same problems of standardization and
isomorphism as the terrestrial thermometry of the time (discussed above). Obviously, the ocean
is three dimensional, unlike a surface, and one of the biggest obstacles in ocean temperature
measurement has been accurately gauging temperatures at different depths. At significant depths,
pressure again becomes a variable that influences temperature readings. Salinity and conductivity
also bear upon the sensitivities of instruments.
Abraham et al. (2012) offer a prosaic description of the Mechanical Bathythermograph,
the predecessor to the XBT instrument which produced artifact <024>:
The Mechanical Bathythermograph is a cylinder… with a nose weight, towing
attachment, and tail. Inside the cylinder is a Bourdon tube enclosing a capillary tube with
xylene (a hydrocarbon obtained from wood or coal tar). As temperature increases, the
pressure on the xylene increases, causing the Bourdon tube to unwind. A stylus attached
to the Bourdon tube captures the movement as temperature change horizontally scratched
on a plate of smoked glass. A spring and piston measuring pressure simultaneously pulls
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the stylus vertically down the glass, completing the depth/temperature profile (453).
The company that manufactured the XBT used in artifact <024> is Sippican, now a
subsidiary of Lockheed Martin ($53.8 billion in 2018 revenue). The XBT (model MK2A) works
similarly to the mechanical bathythermograph described above. The principle material
components of the XBT are the launcher, the probe (which houses the thermistor), and the
recorder (see Fig. 5.42). Figure 5.41, featuring the numerical temperature that constitutes artifact
<024> is the recorder. As the probe sinks it sends thermal observations back to the recorder on
the boat. Critical to this system is knowing the precise depth of the device as it makes its thermal
observations. For Sippican’s XBT this is accomplished by using a fall-rate equation—an
equation that describes the velocity and time of descent. However, the fall-rate equation provided
by the Sippican company has been revealed to be incorrect for thousands of measurements that
were taken from the 1960s to 1990s. The fall-rate equation and the behavior of the
bathythermograph were not in agreement (the equation itself is not ‘wrong’, it just fails to
calculate what it purports to).
The equation in question is: Z(t)=At−Bt2. “‘A’ is related to the hydrodynamic
characteristics of the probe, and is equivalent to the initial falling speed, ‘B’ is a function of the
mass variation rate of the probe, and of the variation of seawater properties depending on the
depth, such as density and viscosity” (Reseghetti et al. 2007, 59). The equality works, that is,
both sides of the “=” sign equate, but it simply does not represent the material reality of the
probe’s interaction with water and thermal variation. Temperatures recorded by this faulty
mathematico-material complex skewed data, suggesting ocean temperatures were warmer than
the XBT devices of other manufacturers such as the Japanese maker TSK (Tsurumi Seiki Co.).
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Figure 5.42 – Diagram of XBT instrument
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Significance:
Given over a decade of erroneous recordings of ocean temperatures, large swaths of
archived data on ocean temperature are based on inaccurate information (Levitus et al. 2009).
Oceanographers have been able to account for this error and provide correcting calculations for
data generated from these models. However, “Complicating any attempt to correct XBT biases is
the fact that many historical profiles archived… in World Ocean Database 2005 do not contain
metadata indicating the model type… An international meeting was held during March 2008 at
the NOAA Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory in Miami to discuss the XBT
fall-rate problem. One of the results of the meeting was to establish a web page” (Levitus et al.
2009, 1).
The continued efforts to recalibrate the erroneous data bespeak a specific attribute of
capitalized epistemology—there is equal effort put toward measuring certainty and uncertainty
regarding a phenomenon as the actual phenomenon itself. This capitalized approach to
knowledge production is also evident in the production of artifacts such as <021> and <022>. In
these cases it is not so much the heat (or temperature) that is the point of concern; it is the level
of uncertainty. The focus of capitalized knowledge production is on increasing probabilistic
confidence. Analyzing the work of other climatologists, Rahmstorf et al. write, “[They] conclude
that the effect of a doubling of atmospheric CO2 concentration on tropical sea surface
temperature is likely to be 0.5°C (up to 1.9°C at 99% confidence)” (2004, 38). They go on, “The
[other] authors applied several adjustments to the data to artificially enhance the correlation”
(41).
In all these particular cases the phenomenon being observed is understood to exist
(warming), but millions of research dollars are being spent on quantifying the certitude of this
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phenomenon. The continued efforts to improve the Sippican XBT readings are not because
researchers are so deadly curious about what the ocean temperature at a 100m deep off the coast
of Sicily was in 1975. It is that this datum is useful in trend construction, again bespeaking what
I have asserted is the primary utility of temperature in a capitalizing society—it makes good data.
Climatology often seems more focused on increasing confidence than on decreasing heat.
Under the paradigm of capitalist ontology, it is not increased heat that is the problem, it is
uncertainty that is the problem. The focus of capitalized knowledge production is not on
cultivating ways to live without releasing more CO2 into the air, it is focused on how to eliminate
uncertainties about future conditions (sometimes as a byproduct “greener” technologies are
developed). However, there is nothing inherently damaging about uncertainty. It only becomes
unwelcome when predictability is the privileged facet of knowledge production. Rising
temperatures do not threaten control as long as they can be predicted. It is uncertainty that
threatens control. Vast investment in climate research is motivated by the climate’s resistance to
reliable predictability, and the threat of this uncertainty to the hypothetical futurity upon which
capital relies for its very existence.
Sippican procured many contracts with the U.S. Navy to provide bathythermographic
equipment. In 1978 the Navy published a report entitled, “Guide to Common Shipboard
Expendable Bathythermograph (SXBT) Recording Malfunctions” and another in 1980 entitled,
“Expendable Bathythermograph (XBT) Accuracy Studies.” Accurate depth readings are crucial
to the proper functioning of the Navy’s sonar system.
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<025> (Brooklyn, NY : Liquid Nitrogen : 321°F)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 333)
Construction:
Artifact <025> is a
temperature that serves as the
name of an ice cream shop in
Williamsburg, Brooklyn,
-321°[F]. This is the
temperature at which nitrogen
liquifies (-320°F or
-195.79°C, more precisely).

Figure 5.43 – Artifact <025>

The temperature is used as branding for a recently commercialized method of making ice cream.
Benefits of liquid nitrogen based ice cream include the rapidity at which it is prepared, which
makes the ice crystals smaller creating a smoother texture (Brodwin 2013). In order to prepare
the ice cream served to customers, liquid nitrogen is added to a room temperature creamer to turn
it into “ice cream,” flavors are added, and before serving a blow torch is used to heat the dish to
an ingestible level. Liquid nitrogen is also increasingly being used in cocktails. The ice cream
shop’s iconography is meant to invoke a very scientific approach to ice cream (see Figure 5.44).
The liquid nitrogen source for -321° Ice Cream Shop’s is Liberty Industrial Gasses &
Welding Supplies, based out of Brooklyn (personal communication). The liquid nitrogen that
Liberty sells must be obtained from an air separation plant. This is where air is liquified and
fractionally distilled. Most of the machinery that does this is produced by Siemens (a 150-year
old German corporation reporting $92.7 billion in 2018 revenue).
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Significance:
This temperature is by no means a
measurement or a prediction or a description of
environmental conditions. It is being used here
as a marketing tool. Such an extreme
temperature signifies scientific understanding
and novel technological aptitude. The
Figure 5.44 – Science, temperature, flavor

extremeness of this cold is exciting (not least of
all because it can be dangerous if not handled properly). The case of artifact <025> is further
interesting because this temperature was embroiled in a lawsuit. In 2016, -321° Ice Cream Shop
sent a cease & desist letter to the restaurant Lab-321° claiming that the new restaurant opening in
Manhattan had infringed on their brand. Subsequently Lab-321° changed their name to Lab-320°
(see Figure 5.45). Functionally, then, the number that is artifact <025> is trademarked and
copyright protected. -321° Ice Cream Shop has attained exclusive right to profit commercially
from the use of -321°F in its branding. Much like the marketing language used in conjunction
with artifact <011>, -321° Ice Cream Shop’s promotional material trumpets its ability to do
things no one thought was
necessary, such as “liberating
ice cream” and “full-throttle
ice cream experimentation.”

Figure 5.45 – Competing temperatures
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<026> (The Universe : Cosmic Microwave Background : 2.726K)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 334)

Construction:
Artifact <026>,
2.726K, is an estimation
of the average
temperature of the
universe as observed by
NASA’s COBE satellite

Figure 5.46 – Artifact <026>

using the FIRAS instrument (Mather et al. 1994). This temperature reflects the thermal
conditions of the vast majority of the universe. More precisely, it is referred to as the temperature
of the cosmic microwave background (CMB). Most of the universe is this background space—
not conglomerations of matter such as planets, stars, and galaxies. The artifact <026> is the
product of numerous observations made by the Cosmic Microwave Background Explorer
(COBE) satellite (operated by NASA from 1989 to 1993). However, similar artifacts attempting
to represent the thermal behavior of the CMB have been produced by a variety of other methods.
More recently the WMAP (Wilkinson Microwave Anistropy Probe) satellite has refined this
representation of the universe’s background temperature (to within thousandths of a decimal).
Fixsen (2009) refined Mather et al.’s conclusion to 2.72548 ± 0.00057 K.
Artifact <026> specifically refers to the temperature published by Mather et al. (1994) in
their analysis of COBE’s findings. The COBE satellite orbited Earth at an altitude of 900km,
allowing it to make observations unimpeded by atmospheric phenomena, unlike ground-based
equipment. As Mathers et al.’s publications outline, the actual thermal signal that is being
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measured is produced by the COBE’s Far InfraRed Absolute Spectrophotometer (FIRAS). “The
FIRAS is cooled to a temperature of 1.5K by a liquid helium cryostat similar to that used on the
Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS). The FIRAS is a rapid-scan polarizing Michelson
interferometer similar to earlier balloon and rocket Instruments” (Mathers et al. 1990, L37).
Further description of the construction of the FIRAS illuminates the dense network of materiality
necessary to produce numbers like artifact <026>:
a symmetrical four-port device…One input port receives power from the sky through a
compound parabolic concentrator…The second input port views a temperature-controlled
internal blackbody calibrator through a reference horn which is closely matched to the
sky horn (L38).
Finally, they describe the thermal observation process: “The internal calibrator temperature is
measured by two germanium resistance thermometers (GRTs) and controlled by a third. The
external calibrator temperature is measured by three GRTs and controlled by a fourth” (L38).
The germanium resistance thermometers function on the same principles as the
thermistors employed in the production of artifacts like <001>—they observe the impact of the
thermal flux on the resistance of a conductor. Germanium is specifically employed in extremely
low temperature situations. The commercial thermistors employed by media companies such as
Outfront Media and JCDecaux using manganese and ferric oxides do not operate below -50°C
(223K) without noticeable errors.
A key element of COBE’s observations is that the satellite is not producing temperatures
from within its own vicinity, but rather remotely from readings of radiation that reach the
satellite. The COBE is pointed toward the “north galactic pole.” It is equipped with a “horn” the
shape of a “trumpet mute” padded with Eccosorb (a proprietary material produced by Laird
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Performance Materials designed to absorb microwaves), which funnels rays into a spectrometer.
This instrument is described as a blackbody calibrator. The COBE’s reference horn and sky horn
are set to 2.70K, while its internal calibrators are set to 2.759K and 2.771K and its external
calibrator is set to 2.750K. The COBE apparatus measures how much the radiation it receives
deviates from these settings. The difference between the thermal behavior of the radiation
collected from the north galactic pole and the calibrating instruments reveals the temperature of
the Cosmic Microwave Background to be ~2.726K.

Significance:
It is interesting that “empty” space should have a temperature so (relatively) high. Why
shouldn’t the vacuum’s temperature be considerably closer to 0K? Despite being unfathomably
cold compared to conditions on Earth, 2.726K is a warm enough temperature for helium to
remain a liquid (not freeze). Certainly, the number represented by artifact <026> poses
significant questions about the origin and composition of the universe.
The history of efforts to produce a temperature for the CMB is highly revealing of the
utility and role of temperature and energy in the knowledge production of capitalizing society.
The first efforts to measure the temperature of the background of space began in the late 19th
century (Assis & Neves 1995). In 1896, Charles Guillaume calculated, based on estimates of star
radiation, an absolute temperature of 5.6K. In 1926, Eddington estimated the temperature of
“interstellar space” at 3.18K. In 1933, Regener put it at 2.8K. Various other land-based
observations put the CMB temperature variously between 2.3K to 3K. The general consensus for
the past century of research has estimated on a CMB between 1.9K and 6.0K. Indeed, artifact
<026> is more accurately represented as 2.726K ± 0.010 with 95% confidence level. Mather
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refined this result in 1999 to 2.725 ± 0.002, and later again in 2009 to 2.72548 ± 0.00057. A
century of research, billions of dollars and billions of gallons of petroleum have been deployed to
improve Eddington’s estimate by 0.45K.
A fascinating aspect of the history of thermal CMB estimates is how such relatively
agreed upon temperatures are produced not only with different methods, but entirely different
underlying theoretical explanations. The results of COBE, as well as those of Penzias and Wilson
(1965) have been portrayed as confirming the Big Bang Model of the universe (i.e., the universe
begins as an infinitely hot dense point that burst forth 13.8 billion years ago; the early universe
was extremely hot, but begins to cool significantly circa 100,000 years after the bang). However,
others arrived at similar temperatures for the CMB without employing this model. What all
models share is a reliance on the Stefan-Boltzman constant regarding blackbody radiation and
temperature. As discussed in Chapter Five, Boltzmann’s understanding of temperature is a
probabilistic understanding. Assis and Neves (1995) further challenge the taken-for-granted idea
that COBE results conclusively prove a Big Bang model of cosmology, arguing that Guillaume,
Eddington, Regener and Nernst, McKellar and Herzberg, Finlay-Freundlich and Max Born all
arrived at similar temperatures operating outside the mathematics necessary for the Big Bang
model to be true.
A blackbody is a hypothetical object which absorbs all radiation regardless of source,
direction, or strength equally. To be clear, these blackbodies do not actually exist in the universe.
They are rhetorical devices intended to help solve questions in physics and astronomy. When
astronomers seek to produce the temperature of a distant planet or star they measure the
electromagnetic radiation coming from the star and pretend that it were coming from a
blackbody. This produces what is called an effective temperature. Artifact <026> was derived by
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treating the Cosmic Microwave Background as though its principles of absorption and radiation
were the same as a blackbody. Studies and conjectures upon this theoretical object, the
blackbody, ultimately led to a quantized understanding of the concept energy (quantum
mechanics) (Kuhn 1978).
Relying on blackbody radiation, artifact <026>, like most temperatures, is an idealization.
The peculiar aspect of this artifact is that $160 million and approximately 900,000 lbs. of fuel,
not to mention years of engineering labor (valued at $450 million by NASA) went into
producing this artifact (which remains a theoretical approximation) when the pen and paper
calculations of physicists for the past century had produced similar answers to the question
regarding the temperature of the universe (within fractions of a degree).

<027> (Stanford University Lab : Rubidium Lasers : 50pK)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 335)

Figure 5.47 – Artifact <027> (Kovachy 2015)
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Construction:
Artifact <027> is the coldest temperature ever produced—0.00000000005K (that is ten
zeroes). For such awkward numbers the thermal unit picokelvin (pK) is a helpful notation.
Artifact <027> would be 50pK or 5 x 10-11K. The temperature was produced in a laboratory
experiment at Stanford in research led by Tim Kovachy (2015). The production of this
temperature takes place on incredibly small, atomic scales. As of today, the possibility of
cooling a macroscopic body to such an extent is not feasible. The particular matter being cooled
in the case of <027> is Rubidium, specifically the isotope 87Rb, which comprises 28% of the
universe’s Rubidium. For this experiment the authors note that 105 (100,000) atoms of Rubidium
were used. The authors use the word “cloud” to describe what they are thermally measuring.
They are measuring a cloud of 105 87Rb atoms. This is the space-matter they engineered to reach
50pK.
The authors describe two techniques for producing such low temperatures—evaporative
cooling (which operates on the same principles as the Persian Yakhchāls mentioned in Chapter
Three) and delta-kick cooling. Artifact <027> was produced using delta-kick cooling. This
technique involves the manipulation of radiation with lasers and lenses. The production of
artifact <027> involves the process of interferometry (studies of interference via the harmony
and dissonance of waves). In this process a unified beam is split in two. The two beams are sent
on different paths, interacting with different lenses, then brought back together with a
collimating lens (a lens that funnels the split beams into a single beam), and the discrepancies in
their waves tells us about the properties of the matter they interacted with during their separation.
In this case, the property of interest is the velocity of particles (temperature). The amount by
which the deviant beam has been slowed (had its wavelength reduced) indicates the temperature
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of the materials it interacted with along its journey. The lower the temperature, the less impact it
will have on the beam’s wavelength.
Artifact <027> affirms Barad’s notion that measurement is a generative act. The process
of producing and measuring this temperature are completely entangled—to measure it is to
produce it, and vice versa. The machine that makes the low thermal activity is itself the
thermometer.

Significance:
Such an extreme temperature is interesting for several reasons. Foremost, perhaps, is that
this temperature would never occur anywhere in the universe (as far as today’s cosmologists are
aware) if not for the active manipulation of atomic structures by some unorthodox energy users
such as capitalizing humans. It is fairly stunning that the coldest place in the entire universe, at
least for ten seconds, may have been in a Stanford laboratory. Kovachy et al. note that their
research could benefit further work on “gravitational wave detection, test of general relativity,
and precision geodesy” (2015, 143004-1).
As described in analyzing artifact <026>, the temperature of “empty” space is around
2.72K. This is to say that humans, specifically capitalized humans have slowed matter down to
well below the universal average. Such a cold temperature as <027> begs the question of what
absolute 0K would look like or if such a thermal phenomenon would even be possible. Absolute
zero poses a number of paradoxes, and the formulation of physics as currently understood would
break down in a state of absolute zero—it could never occur in this universe. One could
speculate that a point of absolute zero would entail the cessation of the universe (halting time), at
least locally. If a point of 0K were to manifest it would be outside of duration—very much a
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state of non-existence. Physicist Eugene Hecht teases that “the possibility of time stopping at 0K
is left to the interested reader to explore” (2018, 10). Sadly, there is little literature here to
“explore” beyond pure speculation.
The extremity of artifact <027> also illustrates how little temperature has to do with felt
warmth and coolness. Artifact <027> is well beyond the notions of cold or hot that temperature
was developed to observe. It is such a minute fraction of the temperature spectrum which is even
sensible to the human nervous system; such a minute spectrum at which biology is capable of
existing. At the extreme temperatures (artifacts <027> and <028>), temperature is far more about
velocity and energy than the concepts of warmth and coolness. Extreme temperatures highlight
the inextricable relationship between heat and time.
This research into cold temperatures has very tangible applications. Such methods of
cooling are used in the construction of superconductors. Superconductors allow for a near-zero
amount of resistance for the flow of electrons. When electrons are passing through matter cooled
to near 0K they face little to no impediment to their passage. No electricity is lost. Helium,
commonly used for superconductors, is a gas at room temperature, but has its temperature
lowered to its condensation point at around 4K. Derived from this process are superconducting
liquid helium magnets, which are used in MRI machines and CERN’s Large Hadron Collider
(see below), among other applications.

<028> (Switzerland, CERN : Large Hadron Collider : 5. 5 trillion°C)
Semiotic Stratigraphy (pg. 336)
Construction:
Artifact <028> is the hottest temperature ever produced—5,500,000,000,000°C (5. 5
trillion°C or 9.9 trillion°F or 5.5 × 1012°C). It was created in CERN’s Large Hadron Collider
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Figure 5.48 – Artifact <028>

(LHC) in 2010 by smashing together lead ions at velocities near the speed of light. The
production of <028> occurred as part of the ALICE project—an effort to understand the
conditions of the universe at its very beginnings (~13.8 billion years ago). ALICE (A Large Ion
Collider Experiment) “is designed to study the physics of strongly interacting matter at extreme
energy densities, where a phase of matter called quark-gluon plasma forms” (CERN 2012).
Quarks are held in place inside protons and neutrons by gluons and had never been actually
observed (only theorized) prior to experiments such as ALICE and equivalent efforts at
Brookhaven laboratory in Long Island.
To dislodge quarks (and gluons) from the inside of protons, the Hagedorn temperature
must be reached. This is the temperature at which hadronic matter (“ordinary” matter with
protons, electrons, and neutrons) comes apart. The Hagedorn temperature is something like a
boiling point for protons. At this heat “normal” matter cannot hold together. The Hagedorn
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temperature is estimated as 155 MeV (mega-electronvolts), which equates to ~2 trillion°C (so
artifact <028>, 5.5 trillion°C, clears this hurdle fairly comfortably). Here again, the distinction
between temperature, movement, and time begins to break down. At velocities between
0.999997828 and 0.999999991 times the speed of light, particle physicists “do not generally
think about speed, but rather about a particle’s energy” (CERN 2017). Stunningly though, in this
case of the two velocities noted above (which are identical to a trillionth of a percent) the energy
differential is 450 GeV to 7,000 GeV.
Somewhat paradoxically, artifact <028>, the hottest temperature ever observed, was
produced by using extremely cold temperatures. As mentioned for <027> the CERN
supercollider requires superconductors, which are powered by supercooled helium at ~2K. Using
120 tons of helium, CERN calls the LHC the largest cryogenic system in the world. “The
electromagnets that steer particle beams around the LHC must be kept cold enough to operate in
a superconducting state…The niobium-titanium wires that form the coils of the LHC’s
superconducting magnets are therefore maintained at 1.9 K by a closed liquid-helium circuit”
(CERN 2014). The LHC creates a “magnetic field of 8.33 tesla to keep particle beams on course
around the 27km ring. A current of 11,850 amps in the magnet coils is needed to reach magnetic
fields of this amplitude” (CERN 2014). The cold superconducting materials have been deemed
most effective at avoiding overheating the coils. The superconducting electromagnets include
9,593 magnets (392 quadrupole magnets). The lead ions used for the experiment that created
artifact <028> are produced by heating a purified lead sample to about 800°C. This lead vapor is
then ionized by an electron current (CERN 2017).
The operation of the LHC requires significant electricity. CERN estimates that it uses 1.3
terawatt hours of electricity annually (approximately the same amount of power to fuel 300,000
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homes for a year) (CERN 2012). Today, most of this energy comes from a French power plant in
Bois-Tollet. The lines that carry much of this electricity to the LHC are made of (relatively) lowefficiency copper wire. High-efficiency, super-conducting materials are used in the LHC. CERN
estimates its annual expenses at about $4.5 billion and about $1.1 billion per run. When running,
the LHC generates a billion collisions per second.

Significance:
Artifact <028> is a peculiar mirror to artifact <027>, in that it indicates nearly the fastest
possible movement of matter, while <027> represents the some of the slowest moving matter.
Just as with artifact <027>, approaching such temperature “limits” raises a few philosophically
meandering concerns. Moving at the speed of light would create the effect of timelessness, in the
sense that all clocks would stop (due to relatively—see Einstein’s thought experiment regarding
twins moving at different velocities). Similarly, the idea of absolute zero kelvin (no movement)

Figure 5.49 – Diagram of LHC cross-section
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stands outside of duration/causation. Would matter traveling at the speed (or energy) of light be
outside of the duration/causality of this universe? When time stops, does heat stop? Is it more
accurate to say that without time there can be no temperature (movement of particles), or without
temperature (movement of particles) there can be no time? Again, at these scales it is difficult to
clearly conceptualize a difference between time, heat, and movement. The fastest moving
particles approach the stopping of time <028> and the slowest moving particles also approach
the stopping of time <027>. At both ends of the thermal spectrum you run into the end of time.
Unlike artifact <027> however, it is believed that temperatures hotter than <028> have
previously occurred in the universe. It is estimated that the temperature of the universe 10-35
seconds after the Big Bang was one octillion degrees Celsius (twenty-seven zeroes). The 5.5
trillion°C achieved at CERN is estimated to be the temperature of the universe about 10-12
seconds after the Big Bang (for reference, the core of the sun is only about 15 million°C).
Theoretically, much like absolute zero, there is a hottest temperature at which all physics will
break down. This Planck temperature is 1.42 decillion°C (thirty-three zeroes). Beyond this
theoretical temperature the space between the wavelengths (velocity) of matter would become
too small for standard physics to be applicable, smaller than the Planck length, ~1.616 ×10-35m,
the smallest possible extent in this universe.
The concept of limits is itself philosophically interesting. Physics, unlike mathematics,
has limits. Physics does not encounter infinities in practical application, yet physics uses the
same infinitistic numbers as mathematics. Rotman (1993) has troubled this situation, insisting
that infinity is a rhetorical concept, that while useful in solving equations, does not reflect any
manner of embodied (or embodiable) reality, the result of which is to manifest an underlying
dissonance between physics and math. Following through with this argument results in the
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conclusion that math, at least infinitistic math (there is also non-infinitistic math), does not exist
in the physical universe (the universe that physics attempts to describe). Contemporary physics
uses this infinitistic math in its efforts to describe the universe, but the mathematical reality does
not match the physical reality. Physics actually confronts limits to the material world, but the
language it uses to describe this material world (math) presupposes limitlessness. Based on
thermodynamic physics, the epistemology of capital also operates in the limitless mathematized
reality, as opposed to the limited physical reality, thus facilitating notions of endless growth.
Many have asked of the CERN experiments, why do this? There may (or may not) be
many practical applications for attaining this temperature, but the more immediate answer from
CERN is usually that these efforts are a search for truth; an effort to understand the reality which
our species occupies. This is an honorable pursuit, but the interesting question then becomes
where do we decide to look for this truth and why? Different populations look for truth in
different places. The operations of CERN bespeak the idea that the most accurate, truest
knowledge is that which is furthest separated from the subjectivity of the human (a space which
takes incredible amounts of fuel to observe). Truth exists at the incredibly small and hot scales
where humans could have no possible footprint—the truest things are the least human. However,
as seen in these extreme temperatures, humans must marshal vast amount of energy to create
these incredibly small, subatomic spaces where truth exists. If the LHC is a window into the true
universe (the universe-in-itself), this window was built through the socio-politico-economic
negotiations of the capitalizing community. In this case, the community operates under the
normalized cosmology of steam engine thermodynamics, a paradigm developed to perpetually
accelerate asymmetrical growth of wealth. Thus, is the reality discovered by the high-energy
physics at CERN one which presupposes that wealth can grow exponentially forever?
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Chapter Six
The Epistemology of Capital
“There is no critique of capitalism that is not, also, queer.”
– Angela Mitropoulos (2012, 91)

6.1 Introduction
Capitalism is thermodynamic. The perpetually accelerating asymmetrical growth of
wealth is dependent upon generating and controlling greater and greater heats, on colonizing
extreme heats, and the cultivation of an exploitable relationship between heat and energy.
Articulating the epistemology of capital thus largely coincides with appreciating a
thermodynamic epistemology. Drawing from the preceding chapter’s analyses of temperature
artifacts, in this chapter I construct a broad outline of this epistemology—the dominant means by
which knowledge is produced within capitalizing populations. By no means is temperature the
sole artifact by which one could attempt such a project, but its ubiquity, banality, and
indispensability for thermodynamics makes temperature a particularly amenable object for
investigating the epistemology of perpetual economic growth.
After two centuries of global proliferation backed by militaristic and economic
subjugation, the epistemology of capital has become thoroughly naturalized. By tracing its
historical and geographical contexts, this chapter aims to denaturalize capitalized methods of
knowledge production. Populations produce knowledge for a variety of reasons. Populations
value different attributes of knowledge. A population may prefer to cultivate knowledge for
entertainment value, to quell anxiety, to empower them politically or militaristically, to fulfill
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them, to make money, to allow faster movement and communication, to satisfy curiosity, or to
feed themselves. Conversely, knowledge need not be utilitarian at all.
The epistemological infrastructure that developed temperature became and remains the
dominant global mechanism by which knowledge is produced today—it epitomizes Poovey’s
dissection of the construction of facts (1998). Given the kaleidoscopic diversity of histories,
environments, and spiritual beliefs on the planet, it is peculiar that there is one overwhelmingly
dominant approach to producing knowledge among today’s seven-billion-plus. Indeed, this
hegemonic, globalized epistemology is precisely the peculiarity that some denote as modernity.
As the population has greatly expanded, global epistemological diversity has been greatly
reduced. This epistemological homogenization is viewed here as a result of the capitalization
process (not a modernizing, colonizing, or industrializing process, though all are related).
This is not to deny the existence of counter-normative epistemologies, but to highlight
that among those with disproportionate control over the distribution of resources, a common
capitalized epistemology dominates.24 While astrology, horoscopes, or religious leaders (as well
as de-colonial, queer, and feminist thought) still contribute greatly to the cultivation and
production of knowledge, this knowledge is largely disregarded in macro socio-economic
governance decisions unless it coincides with the growth of wealth (and to be sure shamanistic
rituals and religious traditions have become highly neoliberalized over the preceding decades).25
More pointedly, knowledge that does not contribute to the growth of wealth is frequently
considered “useless knowledge” or not knowledge at all.

24

The emphases may vary drastically, but the far-right (e.g., Donald Trump) and far-left (e.g., Bernie Sanders) ends
of the U.S. political spectrum each endorse economic growth.
See consulting firms such as Sacred Design Lab, which attempt to sell previously disregarded “ancient wisdom”
in order to improve company productivity.
25
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6.2 Definitions & Parameters
Before undressing the epistemology of capital, I briefly reiterate what is meant by
capitalism. The definition of capitalism presented here is a simple extension of common
dictionary definitions of capital: “accumulated goods devoted to the production of other goods;
accumulated possessions calculated to bring in income” (Merriam-Webster); “A large amount of
money used for producing more wealth” (Cambridge); “Wealth used in the production or
accumulation of more wealth” (Farlex).26 If one wishes to organize an ideology, an economy, or
a politics called capitalism, then, it must be foremost built around wealth used to grow more
wealth. Capital is only capital if it is growing. There is no such action as “ceasing to grow
capital”—the phrase is contradictory. Ceasing to grow capital would, by definition, transform
this “capital” simply into wealth. Given these parameters, I define capitalism as the belief in and
practice of perpetually growing wealth (since 1800 this growth has been exponential and
asymmetrical).
From this definition it follows that capitalizing populations must be convinced of one or
both of the following tenets: that wealth is supposed to grow forever and/or that wealth can grow
forever. If capitalizing populations do not believe this, it is difficult to understand why they
would organize their societies around this pursuit, unless they are doing so ignorantly or against
their will (involuntarily). Either of these conditions (ignorance or oppression) demands
reckoning and reconciliation if one believes the authority of governance should derive from the
will of the governed. Belief in these tenets is made possible (and/or invisible) through the
epistemology of capital.
Given a belief in perpetual growth, one outcome of the epistemology of capital must be
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Note that there is no reference to free trade, regulation, or labor practices in definitions of capital.
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that it facilitates a detachment from or disregard for the experienced limits of material finitude.
That is, in order to practice a mode of social organization based on the endless growth of wealth
it is necessary to elide, suppress, deny, or overcome the restraints of materiality.27 Kockelman
somewhat concisely addresses this, “in a capitalist economy, abstract causality…may be framed
as the ‘final cause’ of the entire system” (2015, 163). Kockelman’s suggestion is that causation
(what makes things happen) is rendered abstract (immaterial) in a capitalist economy. As I
suggest in Chapter Three, this is precisely what the concept “energy” accomplishes.
As with all efforts to produce knowledge, a capitalized epistemology makes several
socio-politically and economically derived assumptions about what constitutes truth and reality.
Drawing on the properties and contexts of the temperature artifacts presented in Chapter Five, I
derive the following assumptions characterizing the epistemology of capital:
1. There exists an ahistorical, holistic, generalizable reality that encompasses all
phenomena, as opposed to a discretized, heterogeneous, or local reality.
2. This reality is best understood as an output (e.g., the result of a cause and effect
relationship or a mathematic equation), as opposed to an experience (an instance
occurring in the present). That is, the present is a less reliable reflection of reality than
a trajectory of causes—the present can be unrepresentative and thus deceptive.
3. Good knowledge (or valued knowledge) is denoted by its ability to map and predict
this trajectory of causes—parse cause and effect. That is, the capacity to forecast
subsequent conditions is the primary attribute of knowledge.
4. Quantified and quantifiable knowledge is more representative of reality than

The apocryphal quote often (mis)attributed to Kenneth Boulding’s 1966 Spaceship Earth: “anyone who believes
exponential growth can go on forever in a finite world is either a madman or an economist” could replace
“economist” with “capitalist.”
27
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qualitative or rhetorical knowledge for two reasons: 1) it is less subjective; and 2) it
allows humans to more easily identify the trends out of which accurate causal
predictions may be mapped.
5. Chance can be quantified in a manner that reflects reality. That is, results derived
from the mathematics of probability can tell us true things about reality.
Much anthropological work has been directed at exposing the taken-for-granted-ness of
such foundational assumptions cross-culturally. The above tenets were all philosophically
contested in the EuroWest up to the 19th century. These propositions, while perhaps still debated
academically, are largely taken for granted today by those most implicated in deleterious climate
alterations, destructive militaristic engagement, and the asymmetrical distribution of resources.
In practice, these assumptions have led to the development of calculable “laws of nature” that
can be mastered and manipulated to maximize the efficiency by which the planet’s matter is
transformed into commodities, accelerating the velocity and volume of production and exchange.

6.3 Epistemic Values
Below I dissect the above five assumptions, relating them to insights drawn from the
material culture of temperature, but first I review the concept of epistemic value. While I
delineate the five assumptions above as the character of capitalized epistemology, in simpler
terms Lycan (1998) frames such characteristics as “epistemic virtues.” Lycan highlights a few
such possible epistemic virtues: simplicity, testability, fertility, neatness, conservativeness,
generality (note the absence of virtues such as hilarity, expedience, or enchantment). Using this
terminology I could more simply frame the above capitalized epistemology as privileging these
values: ahistorical, causal, predictive, quantifiable, and probabilistic. Greetham has illustrated
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that modernity’s epistemic virtues can be internally inconsistent and create irreconcilable
conflict. Drawing on examples from “mergers and acquisitions litigation to particle physics to
experimental versus practical mathematics to the gaps and miraculous inventions of biblical
commentary,” Greetham highlights many cul-de-sacs of contemporary epistemology—“the
process by which we know things” (1999, 7).
While some may contend that truth should stand as the ultimate epistemic virtue, Lycan
critiques this stance:
Truth is a relation between a theory or hypothesis and the world. But the [epistemic]
virtues are relations between theories and our human minds, to which relations the world
seems irrelevant…Making our minds feel good is hardly a warrant of truth…It is fairly
easy to see that truth cannot be the only epistemic value. For suppose it were—if the idea,
like Descartes’, is merely to avoid falsehood, then we could reach our ultimate epistemic
goal simply by confining our assent to tautologies; if instead the idea is to believe all
truths, the goal would be radically unreachable (1998).

6.4 An Ahistorical Universe
The assumption of an ahistorical universe within capitalized epistemology denotes an
unquestioned belief that all the laws of physics, nature, and the elementary forces that are
observed and postulated today have been immutably consistent for the 13.8 billion year duration
of the knowable universe (Smolin 2013a).28 The speed of light has always been the same, the rate
of decay for radioactive carbon isotopes has always been the same, gravity has always had the
same relation to mass—at no point was gravity ever “less strong.”

28

This does not assert that capitalized epistemology denies changes on multiple scales within human societies or
biological or geological evolution.
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There is a growing chorus of physicists today declaring that the gravity of space-time as
it is currently formulated must be incorrect based on empirical observations of the past three
decades and the impasse of energy at the Planck length (Arkani-Hamed 2013; Hossenfelder
2018). Under the assumption of an ahistorical universe the thought never arises that perhaps the
properties of gravity have evolved or altered in the course of the universe’s life. Rather than
consider that gravity’s behavior vacillates, Arkani-Hamed seeks to eliminate the conceptual
apparatus of space-time (2012). I have no insight into the veracity of either pursuit, but the
dismantling of space-time seems no less a leap from orthodoxy than posing an “evolving”
gravity.
The ahistorical universe is homogenous, holistic, and uniform (e.g., the speed of light is
the same in our galaxy as it is in Andromeda), obeying what Husserl bemoaned as the
“mathematization of nature” (1970). The ahistorical assumption was threatened when Einstein’s
relativity replaced Newtonian mechanics. However, Einstein’s universe still obeyed one set of
laws. Smolin writes, “By the time Newton had finished…we lived in a single, unified world…as
eternal and divine as a mathematical curve” (2013a, 24), but Einstein’s relativity still regarded
the world as “timeless and pristine” (71).
Ahistorical assumptions are abundant within the material culture of temperature. The
mistaken belief that mercury and alcohol would expand uniformly in response to fluctuations in
heat and the unawareness that pressure influences how materials respond to fluctuations in heat
are early examples of ahistorical assumptions that were overturned as thermometry developed.
Persistent observation revealed that at great altitudes and depths the influence of pressure
impacts how mercury responds to fluctuations in heat. This would presumably be the case for
mercury thermometers on Mars (lesser pressure) or Venus (greater pressure) as well—the
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relationship between heat and mercury varies depending on where you are in the universe.
Temperature production today still assumes a variety of ahistoricities, particularly in the
production of archaic temperatures. The isotopic decay rate posited in many archaeological
efforts to reconstruct past environments is one such assumption—that 14C has always decayed at
the same rate. Oxygen isotopes, the primary proxy used in constructing thermal pasts, are not
radioactive, but paleoclimatologists do project today’s observed ratio of 16O to 18O across the
history of the universe (see the “standardized water” used in artifacts <019> and <020>). There
is an assumption that the materiality of oxygen atoms has always and will always behave in the
same manner, particularly how it is effected by the fluctuating velocity of surrounding particles.
As artifact <017> demonstrates, assumptions of ahistorical causality must currently be
reconsidered in dendrothermometry. As Briffa et al. note, after centuries of a robust correlation
between tree ring density and summer temperature, over the past few decades this correlation has
diverged. While it appears this alteration has been caused by anthropogenic climate change, any
number of non-human events could equally alter the rate at which isotopes decay or the
relationship between annual precipitation in Greenland and planetary thermal cycles. Though
arbitrarily simple, artifact <023> is built on the assumption that Earth’s thermal cycle
(relationship between solar rays, clouds, albedo, CO2, and infrared light) will hold for the next
100,000 years.
Today, there is much discussion within theoretical physics questioning the assumed
ahistorical universe. Physicists Sean Carroll (2019) and David Wallace (2005), following the
work of Hugh Everett, interpret the empirical inconsistencies of an ahistorical universe as
evidence for “multiple worlds” theories. Such suggestions imply that as the parameters of a
universe undergo change, new universes emerge. The impact of such theories on the universe we
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currently occupy is rather irrelevant, but the historicization of “how reality works” is certainly at
play in their ideas. Hossenfelder and McGaugh (2018) suggest that putting aside the assumption
of ahistoricity may help overcome the inconsistencies that mandated the conceptual construction
of dark matter and dark energy (which allegedly compose 95% of the universe). These dark
constructs may not be necessary if at some points over the past 13.8 billion years particles
interacted differently (exerted greater or lesser gravitational attraction or that the relationship
between their mass and velocity has not always held constant).
Regardless of the ultimate correctness of such conjecture, efforts to overlay normalized
contemporary conditions onto the deep past and future are similar to the temporal colonialism
critiqued by scholars such as Benavides (2019) and Harrison & Sterling (2020). Just as
anthropologists today are well aware of the ethnocentric assumptions of nineteenth-century
practitioners, is it time for physics to similarly consider the colonial predispositions of
thermodynamics? Carnot, Regnault, Clausius, Helmholtz, Joule, Thomson, and Maxwell all
based their formulations of thermodynamic reality upon the workings of the steam engine. “For
Carnot, the steam engine embodies…the distinction between civilization and savagery” (Gold
2010, 129). Anthropologists abandoned the “people without history” notion (Wolf 1982). Should
physics abandon the “universe without history” model?
The idea that there is one way to accurately describe how reality works is itself a
historical artifact. The persistent quest for a Theory of Everything in physics demonstrates belief
in a singular, unitary reality that inheres in the epistemology of capital. This is not a prevalent
aspect of epistemologies cross-culturally or historically. All groups may develop unique
cosmologies, but these tend not to explicitly exclude cosmological variability (Viveiros de
Castro 2014). As discussed briefly in Chapter Three, the origins of this ahistorical assumption
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could be located in Renaissance aesthetic trends—Alberti’s suggestion that all of reality could be
measured and captured as a homogenous entity (via linear perspective). Smolin attributes the
growing belief in a singular ahistorical universe to Galileo through his advocacy for the
universality of mathematics. Math is indeed timeless and unchanging (2 + 2 = 4 is timeless), but
the physical world does undergo changes, constantly.
Physics employs a language (mathematics) that does not exist in time, yet its subject of
study (causality) depends on change—a phenomenon that seems rather reliant on some
articulation of time. “In a mathematical model there's no time because you just put the curves in
some geometrical space and the curve is there for always, the space is there for always…Our
world, in which there is time and it's always passing, is modeled by mathematics in a way that
removes the present moment from the world…is that a mistake?” (Smolin 2013b). Further
Smolin writes, “Useful as mathematics has turned out to be, the postulation of timeless
mathematical laws is never completely innocent, for it always carries a trace of the metaphysical
fantasy of transcendence from our earthly world…Either the world is in essence mathematical or
it lives in time [not both]” (2013a, 9).
Charles Peirce touched on this very issue over a century ago:
To suppose universal laws of nature capable of being apprehended by the mind and yet
having no reason for their special forms, but standing inexplicable and irrational, is
hardly a justifiable position. Uniformities are precisely the sort of fact that need to be
accounted for. Law is par excellence the thing that wants a reason. Now the only possible
way of accounting for the laws of nature, and for uniformity in general, is to suppose
them results of evolution (1955 [1893], 318).
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6.5 Privileging Output
Complementing the notion of a homogenous, ahistorical reality is the discounting of any
single, isolated moment or occurrence as reliably representative of that reality. Rather, within a
capitalized epistemology, discrete instances are constitutive elements of inviolable causal
chains—every event or experience is nested within its relationship to cause and effect. It is not
singular events that represent reality, but a cause and effect trajectory. Cooper’s comments on the
neoliberal economy illustrate this point, “it reduces the inhabitable present to a bare minimum, a
point of bifurcation, strung out between a future that is about to be and a past that will have been.
It thus confronts the present as the ultimate limit, to be deflected at all costs” (2008, 31).
This epistemic value is exhibited in temperatures describing near future thermal
conditions, such as artifacts <012>, <013>, <014>, and <015>. For meteorologists and
climatologists, individual temperatures are of no value in isolation. A meteorologist can create
no knowledge from a single temperature reading without a temporal context. A temperature is
only of use if it contributes to data which may be aggregated for the production of a trend—a
trajectory from which a causality may be interpreted and applied.
Compared to fields like chemistry, thermodynamics, geology, or genetics, meteorology
and climatology remain relatively limited in their ability to construct causal trajectories. This is
primarily because meteorologists are dealing with considerably more causes than chemists or
geologists. The number of causes that come to bear upon near-future temperatures increases
exponentially the further the temperature is from the present. The quantity of causes (variables)
that must be calculated to create future temperatures pushes current computational capacity to its
limits. However, as Edwards (2010) documents the prevailing notion within meteorology and
climatology is that creating more accurate causal trajectories simply requires collecting and
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tracking more causes; that eventually advances in observational and computational power will
produce greater and greater statistical certainty in forecasting. For Francis Bacon, “knowledge is
the discovery of causes; and power is the directing of causes” (Kockelman 2015, 165).
Underlying the dismissal of individual instances as reliable representations of reality is a
devaluing of subjectivity and experience in favor of standardized repetition. Kaye (1988) and
Poovey (1998) have traced this preference in knowledge to money, banking, and bookkeeping—
the science followed the economics. Poovey illustrates that from the 15th to the 19th century
“sense logic” is increasingly distrusted as providing access to reality.
This is illustrated by a story relayed by artist Laurie Palmer at a conference in 2016. They
informed me that their office on campus had been quite hot, uncomfortably so. So, they called
the facilities staff at the university and asked if anything could be done to cool down the room.
Facilities sent some technicians who brought out a thermometer to check the temperature. The
thermometer said that the room was 65°F and this was decided to be objectively not hot—there
was nothing they could do. In the work order that was filed detailing the resolution of the case,
Laurie noticed that the facilities staff wrote that the office belonged to a middle-aged woman.
Laurie, as would many others, interpreted this minor addendum to suggest that middle-aged
women are prone to menopausal hot flashes and thus experience “unreal” or “non-existent”
levels of warmth. The suggestion here is that such middle-aged female bodies are unreliable
sources of information regarding warmth; that she was wrong about it being hot because her
body was behaving non-normatively. According to the output of the thermometer it is not hot,
and this device is the ultimate arbiter of what is hot or cold—embodied experiences are
untrustworthy. She had a deviant body that could not be trusted to accurately assess the thermal
conditions of her room.
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Aside from the patriarchal normativity, the output of an inhuman machine is here treated
as more reliable than a subjective experience. By no means however is this a universal epistemic
virtue. Experiential evidence is foregrounded in some traditions, superseding the authority of
written accounts and certainly the output of equations. On a larger scale, Yusoff (2018) has
argued that this disembodiment of knowledge (and reality) is necessary for the capitalized
exploitation of resources (human and mineral). The defining attribute of the Anthropocene,
Yusoff suggests, has been its dehumanization (ironic given the epoch’s name). That is, the
methods of social organization that have transformed the planet’s climate and geology could not
have been conducted without a devaluation of life (human or otherwise). A dehumanized sense
of reality renders suffering a subjective phenomenon (a “sense logic”) and thus “less real” than
non-sensical numerical information. Indeed, Yusoff suggests the twinned economic and climate
violence that accompanies the accelerating asymmetrical growth of wealth is at root an
epistemological problem (Yusoff points to geology as underwriting this violence, whereas this
dissertation points toward thermodynamics).
In considering the rise of an epistemic devaluation of “sense logic” and valorization of
disembodied output, one could examine the history of machinic programming. From the
Jacquard Loom to early IBM punchcards, programmed materials have been imbued with greater
trust and responsibility than fallible sentient actors. Prior to the industrial revolution however, as
temperature was being invented, machinic programming began to be normalized through other
means. Beginning in 1377, quarantine measures used to combat plague outbreaks introduced an
algorithmically programmable notion of health. From 1377 CE (Ragusa) to 1815 CE (Noja) strict
quarantine programs were periodically instituted in European cities to combat bubonic and
pneumonic plague. While scholars have presented competing interpretations of the success or
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lack thereof of quarantine (Blažina-Tomić & Blažina 2015; Crawshaw 2013), the effect of
widespread quarantine implementation upon concepts of causality, numeracy, and responsibility
are deeply imprinted on the epistemology of capital.
Quarantine is a number. The etymology of the word derives from the Italian word
“forty”—there were also trentines (thirty days) and sessantines (sixty days). In principle, the idea
is that anyone in collective isolation for forty days would be revealed as either infected (dead) or
not (alive). Health was determined by the output of an algorithm. Unlike other portents used for
diagnostics (some relying on numbers), quarantine could be reprogrammed to isolate for
different durations and operate on different objects (symptomatic individuals, family of victims,
travelers). Whatever the parameters, however, upon running the quarantine program, individual
responsibility toward the ill was deferred to the machinic responsibility of quarantine with its
two outputs: dead or alive. Kockelman’s anthropology of algorithms similarly discusses the
utility of devices for separating the desired from the undesired (2013a). This is precisely what the
programming of quarantine accomplished during plague outbreaks, with time serving as the
“sieve” doing the separating. Blažina-Tomić and Blažina write:
In order to arrive at preventive isolation, a major leap of knowledge was necessary in the
perception of plague: the notion of incubation [time]…Quarantine requires the isolation
of apparently healthy individuals who could be potential disease carriers…. Whether
healthy or sick at the moment of arrival [visitors] had to be isolated (2015, 107-108).
The normalization of an algorithmic conception of health engendered an epistemology in
which truth is derived not from experience or scripture, but from a programmatic output—an
ontology wherein reality is the outcome of interactions rather than interactions themselves. A
potentially infected human is run through a function (isolation for a number of days). After
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running, the program outputs information on the individual. The disembodied output of the
observational apparatus is deemed the reality. The reality of the individual’s health is produced
by the quarantine device (just as the reality of warmth is produced in the thermometer’s output).
This deterministic (or determining) observation of quarantine reflects the same
architecture as capital (not to mention algorithmic forecasting). Prioritizing output as the basis of
reality implicitly constructs a perpetual subsequence—a precondition for the functioning of
capital. Framing temperature as an intensive property (as opposed to the extensive units of
kelvin), implicitly suggests the unit only has value in relation to its preceding and following
state. Intensive metrics are defined by change; change plays out through time.
Agamben (2014), Chandler (2019), and others have framed the output-centricism of
capitalized epistemology within the framework of algorithmic governance. Much like quarantine,
today’s algorithmic governance “evades the question of responsibility or accountability for
problems or the need to intervene on the basis of government as a form of political decisionmaking” (Chandler 2019, 25). Drawing on Foucault, Agamben (2014) characterizes postSeptember 11th governance (in the U.S.) as operating under a state of exception in order to
justify increased securitization, surveillance, and depoliticization (undemocratic policies). While
Agamben demonstrates that this “state of exception” has not abated in the decades since 9/11, it
could be argued this state of exception has been operative since the Black Death. Indeed,
Foucault’s tracing of bureaucratic efforts to control plague in the 17th century echo the
surveillance measures enacted by today’s algorithmic state.
Algorithmic output as ontology suggests that individual human behavior can be detached
from responsibility for causal outcomes. During plague, many doctors considered the disease in
the same category as earthquakes, therefore not within their jurisdiction, and that they “did not
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feel qualified to fight [plague], so they preferred to leave...plague made it impossible for them to
practice medicine” (Blažina-Tomić and Blažina 2015, 85). A non-human machine (quarantine)
was deemed more equipped to deal with plague outbreaks than medical expertise. The
programmatic reality manifested by quarantine became normalized from the late 14th century.
This attitude toward responsibility proliferates today most visibly in dealing with the
looming catastrophes of climate change. Many have commented that climate change is a deeply
back-loaded problem, meaning that the effects are significantly alienated from the causes in time
and space (Malm 2016). A handful of early British industrialists that switched from water to
steam power in the early 19th century may be most responsible for the aberrational atmospheric
conditions experienced today. It is not Exxon’s fault that the economy was carbonized by textile
industrialists 200 years ago? Much like quarantine, many legitimate thinkers on the subject of
climate change advocate for the invention of a machine (some manner of carbon recycler or
atmospheric heat diffuser) to solve the seemingly intractable problem because a machinic
response could resolve the issue without recourse to socio-political responsibility.

6.6 Prediction & Projection
Following from the epistemic value placed in causal output is a privileging of knowledge
that serves as a basis for prediction. The value placed in prognostication is by no means unique
to capitalized epistemology, but I suggest that the means and motivations by which capitalizing
populations pursue it is rather distinct. More than simply valuing predictive abilities to gain a
material or tactical advantage, capitalizing populations pursue the construction of futures as a
necessary precondition for their existence. If there is not a projected future, the very concept
capital cannot exist. Temperature artifacts produced to describe future thermal states, of course,
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explicitly demonstrate the value placed in being able to ascribe reality to alienated temporalities.
In Chapter Five I pointed toward the significant (financial) value large corporations find
in constructing futures as saleable commodities, specifically IBM (artifacts <012> and <013>)
and AccuWeather (artifact <015>). In acquiring numerous meteorological interests, IBM has
come to dominate commercial meteorology over the past decade. Apple has recently entered this
field as well with its acquisition of DarkSky.29 The meteorology app WeatherBug is owned and
operated by the high-profile marketing firm GroundTruth, which also seeks to financialize
projected data. Military funding for meteorology also has a long history (Edwards 2010).
Hypothetical futures are highly lucrative (Zaloom 2009).
IBM CEO Ginni Rometty has suggested that her company’s interest in meteorology is
primarily about enhancing the capacities of the company’s various artificial intelligence
programs. That is, via the vast quantities of data produced in meteorology, IBM is sharpening its
ability to accurately forecast future conditions (political, economic, militaristic, and climatic)
based on algorithmic data sorting. IBM is using meteorology as practice for its AI (and
incidentally selling meteorological products to clients such as Wal-Mart, ExxonMobil, and Delta
Airlines). Weather makes great data.
Perhaps the most important artifact surveyed here has been <021>, 1.5°C—the
temperature threshold produced by the IPCC to describe the point at which planetary conditions
may become significantly deranged. This artifact, 1.5°C, is not a prediction itself, but rather a
benchmark used to delineate manageable from unmanageable climate conditions. The climate
scientists in this IPCC report are not making a prediction that it will be 1.5°C warmer by 2030 or

Mirroring the decade’s long tech sector battle between IBM and Apple, IBM’s meteorological entities rely on the
staid institutional approaches, while Apple’s DarkSky is flashier, more cutting edge, targeted to a younger and
hipper audience, and actually run by younger people.
29
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2050. Rather, they are describing the differences between a planet that warms by only 1.5°C and
a planet that warms more than 1.5°C, as well as possible strategies for keeping warming below
1.5°C. While the temperature itself is not a prediction, the report vividly constructs the
conditions of the world in 2030 and 2050 based on the rise in temperature. These hypothetical
futures rely on several strands of historical climatological data. The report’s prediction is that
more than 1.5°C warming will manifest a world in which accurate predictions based on historical
conditions will begin to break down—conditions will become unprecedented. In this sense, the
IPCC is predicting that the future may be unpredictable; that a key value of capitalized
epistemology (predictability) will be untenable. While the causes and consequences of a
warming planet remain stubbornly controversial in popular culture, there is little controversy that
predictive capacity is a valued attribute of capitalized knowledge. A close reading of the IPCC
report, then would presumably spur those that value the perpetual growth of wealth to attempt to
mitigate planetary warming.
It is easy to trace overlap between the invention of temperature and the epistemic value of
prediction in capitalizing populations. As capitalizing populations derive wealth from the future,
it is essential to know as much about future conditions as possible—if there is no future into
which wealth can grow, capital does not exist. A confluence of financial mechanisms developed
between the 15th to 19th centuries to normalize this placement of the source of wealth in the
future, foremost perhaps being the increased acceptance of charging and disbursing interest.
Prior to the widespread continental adoption (enforcement) of the Napoleonic Codes of
1804 and 1807, legal sanctions were in place throughout most of Europe containing the
perpetually accelerating asymmetrical growth of wealth, i.e., interest was illegal (as well as a
damnable sin in the eyes of the Church). “Before the [French] Revolution, lending at
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interest…had been illegal in principle, although it was often tolerated in practice” (Vause 2017,
107). With the legalization of interest wealth became kinetic—if it is not growing, it is
diminishing ($1,000 sitting in a sock drawer becomes worth less every day). Value is a function
of its future effect. Subsequently, the control and construction of hypothetical futurity became a
highly lucrative pursuit (Braudel 1982; Harrison 2015; Tanner 2019). “[Capitalized money] is a
sign which creates itself out of the future” (Maurer 2002, 18). This kinetic aspect of wealth has
largely inspired the five epistemic “virtues” of capital that are the subject of this chapter—all
contribute to rendering the future.
The process of legalizing and normalizing interest was undertaken in earnest by 15th
century bankers (notably the Medici and Fuggers), who disguised interest-bearing financial
instruments as a form of insurance that protected the future value of wealth. Such fiscal
instruments were framed as a risk to the banker (just as insurance brokers risk a loss if calamities
occur). Until the 19th century, illegal usurious interest entailed certain gain (de Roover 1963).30
Thus, by introducing risk, these instruments were not deemed usurious. To be performed legally,
the perpetual growth of wealth required risk—risk to individuals or institutions (but not risk to
the continued growth of wealth). More than the onset of industrial production, the unleashing of
interest marks the beginning of the perpetually accelerating asymmetrical growth of wealth (and
attendant consumption of resources and environmental degradation) of the capitalized world.
As “interest” became legal in the 19th century, “usury” came to be defined in Napoleonic

30

Usury, as understood in the 15th century was functionally equivalent to interest today. To charge more than the
principal in the repayment of a loan was both a criminal offense and damnable sin (de Roover 1967). As in Islamic
banking (see riba), a Catholic ban on usury still exists. While it has never been rescinded by the Church, theologians
have developed justifications for it, and it was deemed legally permissible throughout most of Europe following the
Napoleonic Codes of 1804 and 1807 (Grice-Hutchinson 2009; Walsh and Lynch 2008).
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Europe as interest over 5%, which remained illegal if practiced regularly.31 For much of the 19th
century “the word ‘usurer’ was used synonymously with the term ‘captialist’” (Vause 2017,
106). Key debates in early industrial capitalism turned on whether the usurer represented an
aberrant, ill-willed capitalist or indeed represented the typical capitalist (Palmade 1972). Critics
of usury restrictions accused “their opponents of supporting ‘flagrant socialism’ by limiting the
rights of lenders.” Equally, early socialists “saw in the figure of the usurer not the antithesis of
the good capitalist as he was framed in court cases, but rather its epitome” (Vause 2017, 117).
Fundamental to the epistemology and mechanics of capital is that wealth grows
asymmetrically—it could not grow exponentially and equitably. To this end, unlawful interest
also included offering payments in return for holding the excess wealth of others (de Roover
1974; Clark 2010). When today’s banks award ten cents a month for keeping a thousand dollars
in a savings account, this bit of interest was considered usurious by medieval theologians. This
pittance has the long-term effect of making the wealth of the poor increasingly worth less. If
everyone holds wealth in a savings account gathering 0.05% APY (the financially savvy have
much higher yields and the financially underprivileged may not even be collecting this small
yield), then the wealth of someone with $100,000 grows faster than someone with $1,000. This
is the inextricable math of capitalism’s asymmetrical growth. The wealth of the rich grows faster
and greater than the wealth of the poor, the mathematical result of which is to entrench
impoverishment within capitalism.32 This is not an unfortunate side effect, but rather an
indispensable feature of capitalism (Piketty 2014). Great inequality existed prior to capitalizing
populations but this inequality did not grow exponentially, nor was it predicated on

Interestingly, usury, if performed only once, was not a crime. Only “habitual usury” (three times or more) was a
crime, punishable by fines and jail time. This law proved exceedingly difficult to enforce (Vause 2017).
31

32

In the past forty years the internationally recognized extreme poverty line has moved from $1/day to $1.90/day,
while the largest individual fortune has risen from $6 billion to $160 billion.
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systematically devaluing the wealth of the poor over time.
It is often noted that Aristotle, as well as most pre-15th century Christian scholars, did not
believe that money could beget money (Walsh & Lynch 2008). They believed in a sterile notion
of money—that it could not reproduce itself. While historians frequently point out that Aristotle
was wrong about this—that we have shown that money can reproduce itself—a more generous
reading of Aristotle suggests that he was not unaware that money could beget itself, but rather
was voicing alarm that it should not. Perhaps Aristotle was voicing the commonplace social
knowledge of his time that the results of such monetary auto-reproduction are dangerous and
deleterious. “European capitalism is said to be ‘the witchcraft of white people’ because it
mysteriously produces surplus wealth from nothing” (Schram 2010, 728).

6.7 Quantification & Numeracy
Temperatures are intrinsically quantified. The artifacts of this dissertation are
morphologically numbers. Merely pointing to the dramatic increase in temperature usage over
the past three centuries affirms a privileging of quantified knowledge. Thus, here I attempt to
trace why temperatures went from curiosities among European savants to staples of the urban
landscape.
While many have written about the rise of quantification in Europe over the preceding
centuries, Poovey’s (1998) tracing of the rise of numeracy to bookkeeping practices is
particularly salient here. Poovey concludes that the primary reason that European decisionmakers began privileging the reality created by quantified metrics is that numbers began to be
perceived as amoral—a good thing in the estimation of Bacon and Hobbes because it
circumvented political or religious biases. That is, quantification was promoted as indifferent and
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disinterested evidence. Numeracy and quantified representation were not new to early-modern
Europe. Arabic and Chinese math and economics were deeply quantified before the 15th century.
Distinct to Renaissance European developments in quantification is an increasing belief that the
real world is the world of numbers and that the experiential world is an untrustworthy illusion.
Instead of numbers being an abstraction of reality, they became its very blueprints.
Critically, prior to the Renaissance “Numbers could only apply to objects of the same
kind, and became meaningless when compared across different substances… Heterogeneous
forces were not compared against each other” (Srnicek 2013, 81). Numbers became neutralized
symbols translatable and standardizable across any domain. Ekert (2008) notes that Renaissance
algebraic notation included the word “things” (cosi in Italian, rebus in Latin) behind any
numbers (e.g., “five things plus five things”). Quantities had to be associated with materials. The
idea of five(ness) just floating abstractly in a vacuum did not have much purchase. Solving
equations meant solving specific mercantile problems—things were measurable entities (Ekert
2008). Here we see that not only did numbers transition into neutral, apersonal, desubjectified
artifacts, but they also became disembodied. Mathematicians no longer needed five things to add
or subtract, they could simply add or subtract a disembodied five.
The dematerialization offered by this conception of numbers is necessary to pursue
perpetually accelerating economic growth on a finite planet. This dematerialization coincides
with the devaluation of tactile sensibility in capitalized knowledge production. Levi-Strauss
neatly articulates this point in explicating a difference between scientific and unscientific
thinking:
The real separation occurred in the seventeenth and the eighteenth century. At that time,
with Bacon, Descartes, Newton, and the others, it was necessary for science to build itself
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up against the old generations of mythical and mystical thought, and it was thought that
science could only exist by turning its back upon the world of the senses, the world we
see, smell, taste, and perceive; the sensory was a delusive world, whereas the real world
was a world of mathematical properties which could only be grasped by the intellect and
which was entirely at odds with the false testimony of the senses (1978, 6).
The epistemology of capital is senseless; nonsensical.
Ever since temperature was invented it has been systematically recorded and collected as
quantified data (Edwards 2010). Middleton (1966) documents how the scholarly societies of
Europe were occupied with sending out their latest thermometers to all the corners of the world
to collect as much data as possible. The same cannot be said of thermoscopes—there were no
large scale efforts to collect linguistic descriptions of thermoscope data (e.g., it’s higher today
than yesterday or it’s at its highest point of the month today). While almanacs and atlases have a
long history that can be used to study regular climate observations back to the 14th century
(Jones et al. 2001), the data collection that accompanied the invention of thermometers was
driven much more by mapping trends and patterns.
It is in this capacity for recording and storing data that temperature demonstrates a
distinct advantage over other methods of thermal observation. Temperatures can be used to
construct a language of heat that is storable and transferable. In a very direct sense, temperature
serves as something akin to a binary computer code which allows great swaths of information to
be simplified and autonomously processed. The large scale information processing that marks
capitalization would be impossible if information was not compressed into quantified data.
Prior to the 17th century there was no need for a device to indicate to European
populations the present degree of warmth. There was, however, a growing economic and
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political need to track information in quanto-numeric trends—demographics, insurance rates,
stock prices, etc. Temperatures are more about collecting data than about heat (Edwards 2010).
Data are the abstracted reality used to incubate probabilistic futures. Data are employed in the
justification of governance and policy-making. Projections, models, and forecasts of all kinds are
the architecture of the presumed future, and data are the fuel of this hypothetical subsequence.
Temperatures are databased; stored in atemporal algorithmic space, available for recall and
employment at any point. Temperatures create archive of data from which patterns can be
derived and estimates calculated into the future.
The planet is getting hotter. What meaning does this observation convey? Hotter than
what? Implicit in this statement is the identification of a trend. A pattern has been identified by
the suffix “–er.” The planet is getting hotter than previous iterations of itself. Would such an
assertion be possible without the existence of temperature? Sure, but not with much statistical
certitude, and statistical certitude has largely come to stand in for reality under the epistemology
of capital. Certainly other proxy environmental indicators, such as receding glaciers could be
read to indicate a warmer planet. Such physical-material-experiential evidence, though is given
less validity than quantified trends. With quantified metrics, experiential evidence can be
aggregated into easy to follow abstract trend lines.
Edwards’ work demonstrates individual temperature measurements are only of value as
pulp (data) to feed models: “the analyses produced . . . matter much more than the raw sensor
signals used to produce them” (2010, 289). Edwards further details how the “sensor signals” (the
measured numerical temperatures) are useless after they have been incorporated into climate or
weather models. “The needs of numerical modeling would increasingly drive agendas in data
collection, processing, and communication” (126).
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The National Weather Service (the source of most data used in five-day forecasts in the
U.S.) generates approximately 200 million climate observations per day (not all temperatures)
(NOAA 2018). NOAA’s website claims that its supercomputers process “2.8 quadrillion
mathematical calculations per second around the clock” (these are not all temperature related).
This is just in the United States. The World Meteorological Organization uses a combination of
airplanes, weather balloons, surface stations, boats and submarines to produce about 1.1 million
temperatures per day (www.wmno.int). These represent merely a sampling of officially recorded
daily temperatures. Between the government, commercial, and academic operations of every
nation, the amount of temperatures produced per day is staggering.

6.8 Chance & Probability
All temperatures created after the refinement of the Maxwell-Boltzmann Distribution in
the 1870s must properly be considered as probabilistic (if one adheres to physics’ definition of
temperature). This epistemic development marks the concession that the physical phenomenon
that underwrites thermal behavior (the velocity of particles) can never be known empirically with
precision. Temperature’s definition as the average kinetic energy concedes that the velocity of
any individual particle can only be known probabilistically. That is, an air temperature of 25°C
assigns an average velocity to the particles being measured. Temperatures are an indication of
the probable velocity of a system’s particles. The insights of Maxwell and Boltzmann reveal that
this velocity behaves according to a certain probability distribution. At 25°C the average helium
atom moves at about 1,100 meters per second, the average xenon atom at about 200 m/s, and the
average oxygen at about 480 m/s.
More immediately, the production of future temperatures are inherently probabilistic in
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the sense that they attempt to describe non-actual conditions. This was the impetus for the
development of probabilistic reasoning—to calculate (quantify) non-existent conditions..
Whatever the cause of the inexistence (temporal alienation or simple laziness), probability
developed to describe conditions that do not actually exist. The question of concern here is how
probabilistic knowledge began to be considered valued knowledge. Prior to the 19th century,
probabilistic knowledge was derided as unreliable. Probabilistic claims were dismissed as
“merely probable” (Hacking 1975).
The last three-hundred years have seen an increasing reliance on probability mathematics
to describe reality—entropy is best understood as probabilistic, probability amplitudes describe
the quantum world, and physicists increasingly rely on probabilistic computational modeling
rather than actual experimentation (Düben et al., 2014). This development demonstrates the
diminished relevance of tactile interaction in knowledge production (again, a key to normalizing
perpetually accelerating growth). The resonance of material interactions has become deferred to
mathematical outputs. For example, to know how often “11” occurs in a thousand rolls of a pair
of dice, a mathematical formula can be employed that outputs the answer “56.” Prior to the
mathematics of probability if one wished to know how many times an “11” would occur in a
thousand rolls of the dice, they would have to physically roll dice and count the results (which,
shockingly, might not result in the outcome “56”). Probability allows the swapping out of the
material experience of actually doing something for a calculated likelihood of the result of this
doing.33 Today, however, probability is used to explain why and how phenomena occur.

33

The reliance on probabilistic output as a substitute for reality is reflected in the growing lack of confidence in
empiricism. As Chang (2001) notes regarding Regnault’s attempts to define temperature, every experiment must
make at least one assumption, and a subsequent experiment must be designed to test that assumption, and so on. “As
long as we adhere to strict empiricism measurement will involve us in a circle” (283). With no absolute empiricism,
theory must always be involved at some point, and theory is always subject to socio-political negotiation. Psillos
writes, “the history of science is full of theories which at different times and for long periods had been empirically
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Probability evolved from a substitute for reality into an explanation for reality. There are no
material limits on the calculations of probability, and if probability is taken for reality, this elides
the limits of material finitude.
The key developers of probabilistic math (Cardano, Pascal, and Fermat) employed no
distinctively novel mathematic operations that were unavailable earlier or elsewhere in
articulating probabilistic reasoning (Caws 2017) . Rather, their breakthroughs were derived
explicitly by utilizing math to solve questions about hypothetical wealth (gambling and games of
chance). As Daston (1988) notes, earlier scholars simply rejected the idea of a science of chance
(probability). It was not that probabilistic math could not have been done earlier, but rather that
no one considered it of any use or value.
Probability came to be widely accepted as good knowledge through the popularization of
commercial insurance. Until the 19th century, buying and selling insurance was seen as an
unscrupulous activity, closely associated with gambling and other ignoble pursuits (in the 17th
century there was very little distinction between the stock exchange and insurance exchange). In
the 19th century, as insurance houses began more vigorously marketing life insurance policies,
they sought to transform their public perception from one of unChristian risk and profit to one of
Christian duty and frugality. Life insurance policies became pitched as protection for widows
and children. The rise of life insurance was itself a clever inversion of the more popular
financialization of mortality known as annuities. With annuities, the customer pays the broker
one big up front sum in exchange for yearly payouts for the rest of their life, as opposed to the
life insurance model, in which the customer pays the broker every year for the rest of their life in

successful, and yet were shown to be false in the deep-structure claims they made about the world...Therefore, the
empirical success of a theory provides no warrant for the claim that the theory is true” (1999, 101).
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return for a lump sum to be paid to their heirs upon death.
As Porter (2000) and Alborn (2009) have documented the actuarial valuations employed
by insurance houses drove an increased pursuit of probabilistic calculations. Porter argues that
the tools of insurance can be directly “connected with the founding of mathematical probability
in the seventeenth century” (2000, 277). Appadurai suggests, “insurance is the major site for the
central technique of modern finance which is probabilistic calculation” (2017, 62). Taking this a
step further Ayache writes, “Money and finance are key in the definition of probability. If
anything, money is the ground, not probability” (2017, 33). By this, Ayache means that the
formulation of probabilistic math is derived from monetary valuation.
As noted above, it was in the guise of insurance that Christendom’s ban on interest was
circumvented in Renaissance Europe—through the proliferation of financial tools dissembling
interest-bearing loans. Without the institutions of interest and insurance, capitalism could not be
performed. Capital must grow. Grow into what? Into the future. As Daston succinctly puts it,
“probabilities presupposed a future that exists” (1988, 162). Through its actuarial valuation
insurance engineers the permanent subsequence that makes perpetual accelerating growth
plausible. By the 19th century interest and insurance began to permeate through and underwrite
all economic activity. Today, if insurance is considered as a single “sector” of the global
economy (combining life, health, auto, and other varieties), it is the largest in terms of revenue.
Profiting over $6 trillion annually, insurance would rank behind only the United States and
China if the industry’s profits were considered a GDP (Mills 2005).34

34

There is no available approximation of how much revenue is generated by interest per year (this would demand
access to private financial records), but a modest estimate would be at least $2.3 trillion (taking the 3% average
growth of the economy over the past two-hundred years out of the $75.4 trillion annual global GDP of 2016).
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Insurance also facilitated the rise of speculative financial investments on the earliest stock
exchanges. Early modern insurance conglomerates, such as Lloyd’s of London (1688) and its
predecessors, developed alongside the maritime activity of joint-stock investment vehicles,
notably the East Indian trading companies of Britain and Holland. Insurance was insuring the
future value of wealth (commercial investments being moved around the world). This is all
insurance ever insures. Flood insurance does not prevent floods. Fire insurance does not prevent
fires. Health insurance does not fight diseases. These instruments just insure that if wealth is
imperiled in the form of flood, fire, or illness, the loss will be fiscally compensated. Indeed, it is
deemed irresponsible not to protect your wealth-growing capacity—to not have insurance.35
Insurance companies employ some of the most advanced statistical, probabilistic
modeling techniques to set their premiums, drawing on data generated by a reality that has been
quantified by observational devices like thermometers. More important than the ultimate
accuracy of predictive models is the production of a future that exists numerically. Provided the
math is executed properly, probabilities are rarely considered incorrect. If a meteorologist
determines a 5% chance of rain tomorrow, and then it rains, this is seen as a highly improbable
event. People do not often say: “Yesterday’s probability for today’s weather was wrong. Seeing
as it did rain today, it must have always been highly probable that it would rain today.” That is,
when quantitatively “improbable” events do occur, they do not lead to doubts regarding the

35

Many have discussed how insurance, finance, and banking came together (notably in the machinations of the
Bank of England in 1694) to form the bedrock of our current debt-based economy (Graeber 2011). In popular
accounts, the role of insurance in this triumvirate is often overlooked. Those who wish to correlate the beginning of
the Anthropocene with the steam engine or industrial revolution (Crutzen 2002) should consider whether there
would have been an industrial revolution at all without the emergence of the banking-insurance-finance economy.
Recently, while much of the criticism of the 1999 Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act focused on the repeal of barriers
between banking and finance, the Act also crucially allowed banks to deal in insurance instruments, expanding the
fiscal creativity of derivatives trading (LiPuma and Lee 2004), which after nine years of sky-high returns directly
caused the 2008 financial collapse. Throughout this, insurance has managed to cultivate the positive public image of,
as State Farm boasts, “a good neighbor.”
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accuracy or reality of probability as a concept.
Discussing the transition the insurance industry underwent as probabilistic reasoning
became widely adopted, Daston (1988) neatly entwines the five “virtues” of capitalized
epistemology discussed in this chapter:
They had to replace individual cases with rules that held only en masse…In effect they
had to expand their time frame to the size which smoothed out local perturbations into an
overall uniformity; they had to believe in the reality and stability of averages. The very
element of uncertainty that had distinguished the legal aleatory from the illegal usurious
contract almost disappeared in this new long-term perspective. Partly because of these
new beliefs, and partly because of changing attitudes toward family responsibility, life
insurance evolved from a wager to its antithesis over the course of the eighteenth century.
At the heart of all these changes lay an altered conception of time and numbers. The
founders of the early life insurance societies believed that more members enrolled over
more time meant more risk; the probabilists asserted the opposite. The insurers thought in
terms of cumulative risks, a growing sum over cases and time; the probabilists thought in
terms of symmetric deviations from an average that would cancel one another out over
the long run. The insurers equated time with uncertainty, for time brought unforeseen
changes in crucial conditions; the probabilists equated time with certainty, for time
brought the large numbers that revealed the regularities underlying apparent flux (115).

6.9 Epistemological Transformations
Hans Vaihinger (1924) eloquently describes the epistemology of capital in his philosophy
of “As if…”, outlining how knowledge is produced based on hypothetical outputs. Fittingly,
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Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations is his example. Smith eliminates indeterminate variables like
emotions to diagram the operation of a perfect economy of rational consumers and producers.
“Smith didn’t regard himself as dealing with more than a fiction. Smith intended his assumption
merely provisional… These assumptions don’t correspond to reality and deliberately substitute a
fraction of reality for the complete range of causes and facts” (1924, 20). Vaihinger was
apolitical about this method. However, this epistemology very much needs politicizing.
Ironically, Smith and Ricardo promoted capitalism because they did not understand it.
Both thought that the capitalist mode of resource distribution could and would reach an
equilibrium—that the rate of global wealth accumulation would not and could not accelerate
exponentially. Nearly 250 years on, this dreamt of equilibrium has not been reached. If Smith,
Ricardo, and Malthus had appreciated that capitalism is the perpetual exponential growth of
wealth, it is difficult to imagine they would have advocated it as the basis of social organization.
Sylvia Wynter summarizes this epistemological history of 19th century political
economy:
It was only with Adam Smith’s partial and David Ricardo’s completed putting in place of
new ‘economic categories’ at the beginning of the nineteenth century that the earlier
order of knowledge…was finally displaced; and that the emergent centrality of the
processes of Industrial production…was given epistemological, and therefore, optimally
behavior-prescriptive status (2015, 61-62).
In historicizing the epistemology of capital, the aim is to illuminate the peculiarity of the
deeply normalized idea that wealth can grow forever. The development of this idea demands
close scrutiny. Normalization occurs when knowledge is produced that reifies ideas deriving
from particular modes of social organization. Normalization can occur very rapidly, within
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decades (not-smoking in restaurants, for example). For 250 years the amount of wealth on this
planet has been exponentially growing—quite long enough to appear “natural.”
During the thirty years of unprecedented growth that followed World War II the idea of
perpetual growth as the baseline of reality became fully naturalized (Soviet and Chinese
communism subscribed to this baseline reality as well). Oddly, the most exceptional period of
sustained economic growth the planet has ever known (1945 to 1975) is taken to be how society
is “normally” supposed to function. As is well-documented, this period of growth, as well as the
last three-hundred-plus years of growth, was underwritten by the exploitation of those who were
deemed less human (meaning their labor is not compensated equitably). This suggests that the
“normal” behavior of capital includes exploitation and dehumanization.
The epistemology of capital has arrived at a description of our universe as infinitely
expanding at an accelerating rate (and incidentally uses the concept “dark energy” to explain this
phenomenon). This is not trivial. I do not wish to question the veracity of the measurements that
indicate this (that the distance between galaxies is accelerating). However, aside from a basis in
output, prediction, quantification, and probability, what the epistemology of capital does (at least
perceptually) is allow for the infinitely accelerating growth of wealth. Accordingly, capitalized
science has observed a universe in which this is theoretically possible because some inarticulable
force called dark energy is accelerating the growth of the universe.
The overlap of finance and physics has been pervasive for the past four centuries (usually
with the former leading the latter), perhaps best revealed by the fact that Einstein’s
groundbreaking 1905 paper on Brownian motion had largely been presaged by Louis Bachelier’s
1900 treatise on stock options pricing. On this, Maurer suggests, “This convergence is itself
symptomatic…that someone interested in, of all things, finance, would hit on the same
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mathematical formula to model their objects [as someone trying to understand physical laws of
motion]” (2002, 22). Such particularities should not be used to naturalize finance, but to
denaturalize thermodynamic energy. As Englert et al. (1999) affirm, physicists use the same
underlying philosophy that guided Adam Smith, “Physics is always about ‘as-if-realities’” (328).
To non-capitalizing populations, the idea that wealth can grow exponentially forever is
nonsensical at best, apocalyptic at worst. As such, social conventions have been ubiquitously
established to prevent such growth (e.g., ceremonial destruction of excess, reciprocal wealth
distribution, inheritance traditions, and restrictions against usury). The science of capitalized
society is geared towards enabling and overcoming the seeming absurdity of such perpetual
growth. Studies of geoengineering, renewable energies, or even terraforming Mars are indicative
of cutting edge science aimed at allowing the current trajectory of wealth growth (and attendant
inequality) to continue unabated.
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Chapter Seven
Conclusion

– Emily Dickinson

7.1 Introduction
The aim of this dissertation has been to understand the knowledge production practices of
capitalizing populations. I have investigated this topic via the material culture of this population,
specifically a class of artifacts called temperatures—a banal and ubiquitous artifact that is highly
representative of the normalized, status-quo epistemology of the capitalizing. Temperatures are
well-suited to this study precisely because they are unexceptional within capitalizing
populations, yet wholly unique to them.36 There are many other possible artifacts that could be
subjected to this manner of analysis—calories, GDPs, IQs—temperature, however, was selected
for this dissertation because of its perceived “naturalness” and its role in mediating the profound
capacity for deranging environmental conditions exhibited by capitalizing populations.
There are two underlying critiques that this dissertation must confront: 1) the idea that it
is possible to speak of a distinct “capitalizing population” and 2) that this alleged population has
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As mentioned, I consider 20th century communist nations as within the capitalist sphere of valuation.
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a singular dominant epistemology that may be neatly delineated. As discussed in Chapter One,
while vast, the size of the capitalizing population is precisely one of its distinctions—it is weird
that so many billions share the same basis of valuation. Most populations do not grow
exponentially for significant periods of time. For the purposes of this dissertation this
exponentially growing population is synonymous with a “capitalizing population.”
To the second concern, by no means is there a single approach to knowledge production
among the capitalizing, however a distinct set of epistemological virtues has been adopted by
capitalizing populations as the primary guide in deciding socio-politico-economic courses of
action. Mahony and Hulme (2012) have discussed this in terms of “epistemic hegemony”—along
with an exponential rise in population there has been an inverse decline in the diversity of
epistemic practices and values. The contours of the proposed dominant epistemology of capital
are fleshed out in Chapter Six, but the end result of capitalized knowledge is to facilitate a belief
in the possibility and necessity of perpetual economic growth. Efforts at knowledge production
that hinder economic growth are often discounted or aggressively castigated. Notably,
capitalized epistemology is strikingly bi-partisan, guiding political and financial decision-making
across the spectrum of political perspectives.
This concluding chapter discusses how the semiotic stratigraphies of the temperatures
analyzed in Chapter Five may be interpreted. This chapter also touches on future lines of inquiry
this research offers, specifically archaeologies of quantification and capitalism, as well as further
applications of semiotic stratigraphy. I conclude by addressing the repercussions of this
dissertation on the twinned-contemporary issues of climate and economic injustice, offering
gestures toward potential solutions.
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7.2 Significance of Results
Typology Avg. Semiotic Translations
Type A
Type B
Type C
Type D
Type E

7.1
10.2
12
15.67
16

Table 7.1 Average semiotic stratigraphies

7.2.1 Analysis of Types by Semiotic Stratigraphy
Given the diversity of semiotic depths required to produce these temperatures, it may be
suggested that capitalized knowledge production is flexible and fluid, able to convert nearly any
materials into knowledge. Producing a temperature may require a great deal of objects or just a
few; a great deal of material translations or just a few. Below are a few broad conclusions
regarding the significance of each temperature type.
Type A
Type A temperatures frequently occur in conjunction with some form of marketing or
commerce. Exceptions to this are <002> and <006>. Artifact <002> is privately produced—I am
the only person that ever saw the temperature outside of photographic reproduction. There are
many such private temperatures produced daily—setting the temperature on the kitchen oven or
a jacuzzi tub will yield such private temperatures. In a sense, however, each of these
temperatures are personal. While many New York commuters may have glimpsed artifact
<001>, its instantaneous capture was unique to my camera. By no means does the immediacy of
these temperatures diminish their social impact.
As a work of anthropology the emphasis herein is on public temperatures—temperatures
shared among a population. So while nearly every electric appliance and machine has an internal
temperature monitoring or regulating function, the concern is with artifacts that are produced by
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a group (be it Outfront Media or United Airlines) and consumed by a group (be they commuters
or bar patrons). These public temperatures are either overtly or subtly nested within the
hypothetical worlds of capital (profitized futurity). Most obviously <001>, <005>, <009>, and
<010> exist in (or adjacent to) the hypothetical worlds of fashion, tech, and luxury real estate
advertisements. This does not necessarily imply that these temperatures endorse these
commodities (or vice versa). Rather, I posit that these temperatures lend the hypothetical worlds
of Dior and Yves St. Laurent the legitimacy of their naturalized status as environmental facts.
Commercially adjacent temperatures situate Dior fashion models in a physical reality.
There is clearly some manner of symbiotic relationship between Type A temperatures
and commerce—Hypothetical worlds have temperatures and temperatures are physical facts, so
hypothetical worlds are physical facts? Does this correlation arise simply because most public
space in capitalizing cities is commercialized? Thus, inevitably public temperatures will co-occur
with ads? Perhaps, but this does not dissolve the relationship between temperatures and
advertising. It extends the issue to other social domains. That is, just as advertising and public
temperatures are linked, so are advertising and transportation, education, and art.
A question that must be asked of all the temperature types discussed here is to what
extent they constitute measurements and what are they measuring. Certainly Type A
temperatures are numerical representations of the effect of particle velocity on some material—
the volume of mercury or the resistivity of metal oxides usually. Most Type A temperatures are
automatically and perpetually signaled (either by the flux of mercury or the electric resistance of
public thermistors). As mentioned in Chapter Five, many of the temperatures produced by these
measuring devices go unobserved and unrecorded. This suggests more than a rhetorical “if a
temperature is produced in the woods and no one sees it, is it a measurement” question. As
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discussed in Chapter Three, a key feature of most theories of measurement is that a discernment
is made. In the case of Type A temperatures this discernment is automated, requiring no human
observation. Thus, if such actions are considered measurements, it speaks to the privileging of
dehumanized (de-subjectivized) output as epistemically valuable. This contrasts with the
thermoscope, which does not work unless it is viewed by a human. That is, looking and seeing is
part of the measuring.
Type B
A primary feature of Type B temperatures (aside from the outlier <011>) is that they
require the manipulation and processing of copious amounts of climatological data. Nearly all of
this data is produced by the publicly funded National Weather Service. The slight variations that
occur in forecasts between The Weather Company or AccuWeather are based on the
idiosyncrasies of their staff meteorologists and their preferred calculative methodologies, but all
U.S. forecasting companies rely on the National Weather Service for 95% of their domestic data
(this was not the case for Weather Underground prior to their purchase by IBM). These
temperatures may appear publicly or privately, though increasing technology and space is
devoted to their public presentation (see <013> and <014>).
It is difficult to speak of these artifacts as measurements—“The future, like potentiality,
cannot be measured” (McLaughlin 2011, 240). Rather, these temperatures compress thousands of
previous measurements into a statistically representable future. Perhaps Type B artifacts can be
collected and analyzed to measure how accurate meteorologists are at modeling future
conditions, though this is not the motivation for their production. It could be said in a roundabout
way that these artifacts measure how effective past temperatures are at indicating subsequent
temperatures.
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The knowledge production process employed in the creation of these temperatures
adheres to the assumptions of capitalized epistemology discussed in Chapter Six—they
presuppose: a homogenous reality, that output is a more reliable arbiter of reality than
experience, that predictive capacity is the premier attribute of knowledge, that quantified
knowledge better abets predictive capacity, and that reality adheres to probabilistic calculation.
The semiotic stratigraphies of Type B temperatures show that their production requires
more material translations than Type A temperatures, often incorporating a computationalalgorithmic semiotic layer. As discussed in Chapter Two, this does not make the meaning of
Type B artifacts any more or less real or more or less discursive, but it suggests the meaning is
more hypothetical and elastic. While these are not inherently good or bad virtues, they serve as
evidence of the epistemological virtues held by the populations that produce such knowledge.
Type C
The motivation for the production of Type C artifacts is the construction of archaic
environmental conditions. What is the social value of archaic temperatures? Unlike Type A and
B temperatures, Type C temperatures have no immediate bearing on the present or future of
capitalizing individuals. There is intrinsic value in knowing the thermal conditions of the planet
throughout its existence, especially for understanding biological, chemical and geological
transformations and their causes. However, the prevalence of Type C temperatures within larger
trends indicates that a more immediate value they offer is the creation of data for the construction
of time(lines) (that may be projected into the future). Every Type C temperature collected here is
included as part of a trend of thermal variation in previous and subsequent years, seasons, or
decades. As argued in Chapter Six, a key aspect of capitalized epistemology is the construction
of predictive knowledge that is enabled by the pattern detection discerned from trends. The
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production of archaic temperatures allows for the extension of the hypothetical spacetime of
capital into a deep past (and the deep future with Type D artifacts).
A salient feature of Type C artifacts is the increasingly clever methods utilized in
extrapolating past thermal fluctuations endured by materials into meaningful signals. All
materials experience constant thermal flux, but technologies for interpreting this thermal history
are not available for all materials. Some materials, particularly those that bear annual sequential
markers, have been harvested for the thermal residue they evince. The invention of devices for
reading this information is the key breakthrough in Type C temperatures. The mass spectrometer
is the most viable of such instruments.
Mass spectrometry was developed in conjunction with atomic weapons and energy
science and has only derivatively been applied to environmental research. This does not devalue
the observations output by this apparatus, but much as the steam engine (a device created to
grow wealth) served as the basis for modern physicist’s understanding of causality, basing
interpretations of past climates on the knowledge gleaned from city-incinerators raises
compelling concerns about the genealogy of knowledge productions. The body of knowledge
that allows us to know the temperature 500,000 years ago is the same body of knowledge that
allows us to incinerate entire cities with a single bomb. Motivated by commerce and warfare,
capitalizing people engineer machines that produce extreme heats (from steam engines to atomic
bombs), then derive from these devices scientific laws.
Type C artifacts require deep semiotic stratigraphies. They frequently require a laboratory
analysis element not present in Type A or B. Isotopes of oxygen, hydrogen, or nitrogen are
translated into thermal information through numerous interpretations of other environmental
behaviors involving precipitation, cloud dynamics, snowfall accumulation, drilling, coring,
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cooling, and transportation, not to mention the politics, funding, and fuel necessary to facilitate
the extraction of this information. Many Objects, Signs, and Interpretants are needed to
determine that it was 8.82°C colder ~801,662 years ago.
An underlying premise of semiotic stratigraphy is that interpretations and conclusions
regarding social organization and social valuation may be drawn from how a population
produces knowledge. That a population incorporates many Objects into its construction of
archaic warmth can tell us something about that population. What it tells us may be debated. I
suggested in Chapter Two that such deep semiotic stratigraphies indicate a heavy reliance on the
hypothetical— -8.82°C (artifact <020>) has many Interpretants “underneath” it (“hypo-“
meaning under). It could be argued that this renders such knowledge more fragile or politically
contestable, but this is not the tack I wish to pursue. Rather, here I interpret the production of
such hypothetical knowledge among capitalizing populations as evidence of the epistemic virtue
placed in distance from subjectivity, in disembodiment, which takes form in the valorization of
probability. That is, probabilities are imbued with much authority among capitalizing peoples (in
that they are the basis of many governance decisions), and probabilistic reasoning is premised on
the potential reality of the hypothetical. Alienation from subjectivity enables the disavowal of
responsibility—no one individual feels responsible for the suffering induced by the perpetually
accelerating asymmetrical growth of wealth. No one is responsible for capitalism because it
produces a disembodied knowledge and disembodied reality.
Type D
Type D temperatures certainly facilitate predictive capacity through the creation of deep
subsequence and the hypothetical futurity into which capital must grow. Much like Type C
artifacts, Type D artifacts demonstrate the value of extending the domain of knowledge greatly
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beyond the present. This distance from the present, while both temporal and spatial, is perhaps
most importantly a distancing from the perceived corrosive influence of human subjectivity. That
is, capitalizing populations deem information divorced from subjectivity as more reliable for
constructing knowledge. As mentioned in Chapter Six, this privileging has a history (Poovey
1998). Following Barad (see Chapter Three), the naturalization of this discursive-material schism
needs challenging.
As with Type B temperatures, it is difficult to conceive in what manner Type D
temperatures could be considered measurements if one agrees that the future cannot be
measured. However, it could be argued that artifacts like <021> or <022> are measures of to
what extent capital will be able to continue growing. The orthodox interpretation of artifact
<021> is that if it fails to be realized (that is, planetary warming exceeds 1.5°C), it will become
increasingly difficult to continue converting the planet’s resources into commodities at the rate
and scale of the past two-hundred years. In this regard, artifact <021> could be seen as a
measurement of how long capitalizing populations will be able to continue ignoring material
finitude as an underlying principle of their epistemology. Given that the political will necessary
to alter status quo methods of growing wealth does not seem to exist, <021> could be interpreted
as the temperature at which the hypothetical future that underwrites the growth of wealth will
become an inoperable basis of reality.
Type D temperatures also require deep semiotic stratigraphies and significant energy to
create. Among the distinct Objects required to tether the meaning of Type D temperatures to
material are an increased reliance on high-energy computational capacity, statistical
mathematics, and knowledge of long-term climatic drivers. These elements exist in Type B and
C temperatures as well, but are more exaggerated in Type D. As discussed in Chapter Five, these
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temperatures are less the product of climatological knowledge (how elements of wind,
precipitation, and temperature interact) than computational physics (how numbers interact).
Type E
As a category of anomalous artifacts Type E temperatures are inherently diverse, but they
do offer some compelling insights. They demonstrate the significant energy that is enlisted in the
production of capitalized knowledge—CERN’s LHC and NASA’s COBE satellite being clear
examples. Artifact <024> unintentionally demonstrates the pliability of measurement—that what
a measurement is referencing can be altered via statistical analysis. Artifact <024> measures an
unintended phenomenon (temperatures at the wrong depths), but this “error” can be subsequently
recalibrated to make the data produced from these thermometric instruments describe the
temperatures they were designed to measure.
Type E temperatures exhibit a spectrum of semiotic stratigraphies, but artifact <028> is
the deepest stratigraphy examined in this dissertation. While it would be possible to include more
Objects necessary for the fabrication of all the parts of the Large Hadron Collider, I stop short of
this undertaking, not only because of the practical difficulty in tracking down all this
information, but also because I do not include the mercury or manganese mining necessary for
thermometers and thermistors.
The deep semiotic stratigraphies among Type E artifacts show a fairly straightforward
correlation between the amount of energy necessary to observe thermal behavior and its distance
from human perception. That is, the further one wishes to see from themselves the more energy
required. This holds for time as well as space. Artifact <026> detects information from beyond
the solar system and artifact <028> detects information from the incredibly small spaces inside
of protons. In terms of scale, from human perception these distances are comparable. Equally, as
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Type C and Type D artifacts show, detecting information from 800,000 years in the past or 80
years into the future requires extensive harnessing of energy. As one gets further from an
anthropomorphic point of view not only does the distinction between time, movement, and heat
grow hazier, but so too does the relationship between responsibility, vulnerability, and suffering.

7.3 Future Directions
7.3.1 The Archaeology of Numbers
While, at heart, this dissertation represents an archaeology of epistemology, the artifacts
it studies are numbers—temperatures being numeric artifacts representative of capitalist
epistemology. However, an archaeology of numbers could extend beyond temperatures and
beyond epistemology. There is a surfeit of numbers produced within capitalized society that
represent a diverse spectrum of phenomena. Calories, speed limits, credit scores, ages, GPAs,
GDPs, and sports statistics are mass-produced in capitalizing societies.
As Figure 7.1 illustrates, numbers are increasingly being publicly deployed to count and
describe all manner of endeavors (see also artifact <012>). Many such public numbers are used
to monitor and improve social or personal attributes. There is a “quantified self” movement with
millions of adherents (Chandler 2019; Simanowski 2016; Thévenot 2019), the most recognizable
example of which may be the wearable FitBit device, which tracks a user’s daily motion in the
hopes of encouraging more exercise. The philosophy behind this movement is that counting
(keeping track of) activities encourages more optimal behaviors. There are also now quantified
metrics monitoring sleep health (the “sleep number” developed by mattress companies). As these
novel metrics evince, in many cases there is a neoliberal (for-profit) motivation behind this
quantification. An archaeology of such numbers could interrogate the material interactions from
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Figure 7.1 – Public counting

which these numbers are derived, perhaps problematizing the very taken-for-granted act of
counting and its relationship to social organization.
Numbers, of course, exist outside of capitalizing populations (though they may serve
somewhat different purposes). One approach to the study of Neolithic Orkney, for example,
could investigate the Rings of Brodgar as a quantity. At the time of construction it is estimated
that up to sixty standing stones composed the hedge monument (today twenty-seven stand). An
excavation of this number would require the archaeologist step outside their own capitalized
epistemology to consider how number and form may have related for this population. One could
not assume that this group conceived of the circle as composed of sixty discrete stones or even
had a word or concept for the number “60” (Everett 2013; Spaepen et al. 2011). Perhaps the
stones were conceived of as iterations of a process which worked together to constitute a whole;
perhaps the English words “circle” and “60” roughly correlated for the Neolithic Orcadian.
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As discussed in Chapter Six, an archaeology of quarantine could be approached as an
archaeology of the number forty. How is forty days of temporary isolation materially
manifested? What are the different material structures and cultures that develop from a living
situation of such tenuousness and fear? An excavation of a quarantine site’s remains could reveal
much about the material culture of a numbered existence. In a very tangible sense, for occupants
of quarantine sites their “days were numbered.” What might be the material culture of such
circumstances? In the same vein, perhaps the number “6 feet” (the amount of physical distance
between individuals that has been recommended to reduce the spread of the COVID-19 virus)
could be analyzed for its various material iterations—how space and architecture are
reconstituted with this distance in mind.
More abstractly, the number stations constructed and employed during the twentieth-

Figure 7.2 – Arco, Idaho—“Graduation Hill”
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century would be a very illuminating subject for an archaeology of numbers.37 Also, in Arco,
Idaho there is a hill that has been inscribed with numbers (Figure 7.2). These numbers are
constructed by the graduating classes of a nearby high school, denoting their year of graduation.
An excavation of such a site could reveal much about the material culture of high school
graduation in the United States. More abstractly still could be an archaeology of the Thomas
Pynchon novels V. or The Crying of Lot 49. The novel V. is itself very much an archaeology of
the symbol “V” both as a representation of the Roman numeral “5” and the Latin letter.
What do numbers do and why did they gain political and epistemological esteem. In
focusing on the period between the 14th and 19th centuries (the fomentation of capitalized
epistemology), numbers were regarded with great skepticism:
If numbers were impartial—if they could be made to serve any agenda, no matter how
heartless or amoral—then the few who used them could inflict actual damage on the
many who were powerless to resist. According to [Robert] Southey, the political
economists who used numbers did just this: by means of and on behalf of the
‘manufacturing system,’ the economists defended the capitalists who piled up wealth in
pursuit of a religion as cruel as it was false (Poovey 1998, 294).
Regardless of whether one agrees with the Enlightenment notion that numbers allow a
greater access to objective truth, it is explicit that the rise of numeracy has been accompanied by
and indeed made possible by a diminution of the relevance of morality and ethics. As Charles
Dickens complained, “Matters of the utmost moral importance could be treated as a case of
simple arithmetic” (2001 [1854], 2). One could apply this conclusion about numeracy to science
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Number stations are short-wave radio stations that periodically broadcast streams of (seemingly) random numbers
operated by national intelligence agencies. It is speculated that they function to serve encrypted messages or to
calibrate other militaristic communications. They became detected by amateur radio users throughout the Cold War.
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(which has adopted mathematical numeracy as its preferred language), “science is absolutely
impersonal and indifferent to the moral lives of its exponents” (William James 1896). As such,
temperature artifacts may be in a morally sterilized world, a supposed realm outside morality.
The notion of numerical impartiality was strongly resisted by the Romantic poets (Keats,
Coleridge, Blake, Shelley, and notably Robert Southey). Coleridge displayed particular vitriol
toward Thomas Malthus (Malthus was far more despised in his own time than today). Malthus
was portrayed as “the demonic spokesman for the end of moral knowledge and the amoral
vehicle of indifferent facts” (Poovey 1998, 290). The Romantics criticized Malthus for “driving a
wedge between numbers and morality” (293). Their criticism was not that the numbers were
“wrong,” but rather that, “numbers were irrelevant to the kind of knowledge [Malthus] claimed
to produce” (293). The wave of numeracy, its critics protested, transformed traditionally ethical
matters such as how to use the resources of a forest, which involves several moral concerns
about sharing, greed, trust, and inter-species relationships, into a matter of accounting.

7.3.2 Semiotic Stratigraphy
It is the hope of this dissertation that further work with and refinement of the semiotic
stratigraphy methodology may be carried out. While it may seem that semiotic stratigraphy is
particularly well-suited to an investigation in which the archaeologist has access to the historical
aspects of the artifacts they study, I suggest that the application may be much broader. It is not
necessary that the researcher know precisely what an artifact or bit of material culture meant to
its creators and users—again, the aim is to interpret the how not the what of meaning. The
process is one of connecting a Sign (which in this case could be any archaeological artifact) to
the material interaction that gives it meaning, analyzing the translations of objects that would
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have been necessary to convert this meaningful material into its sign. As mentioned in Chapter
Four, this could be performed with an artifact such as a lithic scraper or with Neolithic cairns,
canals, domesticated animal bones—certainly with divinatory astragalus bones.
A semiotic stratigraphy may comfortably employ concepts anachronistic to the
populations under investigation. Domestication, for example, means (for some) the harnessing of
plants and animals for the productivity of sedentary societies. However, domestication also
entails genetic selection for desired traits in plants or animals through breeding. We know this
action was being carried out among Neolithic revolutionaries even if the earliest practitioners did
not conceive of it in such terms. One archaeological bit of evidence for domestication is
morphological variation in bone or seed size over time. The object translations necessary to make
a bone mediate between “the productivity of sedentary societies” and “genetic selection for
desired traits through breeding” can be traced. Such material translations may include the
construction or demarcation of boundaries within which these animals are permitted to range; the
allotment of food for kept animals; the selective culling (killing) of the animal population before
reproductive age; the social role of shepherding. Thus, a semiotic stratigraphy of Neolithic
transitions could draw on some or all of these semiotic events to describe the construction of
meaning. Again, this is not a positivistic methodology, but rather negotiable and open to
interpretation.
As demonstrated in Chapter Five, many of the specific temperatures analyzed, such as
<025> (the condensation point of nitrogen), are incorporated in larger semiotic processes. In the
case of <025>, it serves as the name of an ice cream shop, thus incorporating the accompanying
semiotics of 21st century ice cream commerce. Many of the artifacts analyzed in Chapter Five
include stories that may seem more or less incidental to the temperature being produced, but as
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distinct artifacts produced within a context, these “stories” are inalienable from the temperatureartifact. While we may not know such stories about Neolithic bones, we do have contextual
information about the provenance of such bones and other information regarding the social
organization of the populations that interact with them (such as architectural or ceramic styles).
These should not be dismissed in efforts at applying semiotic stratigraphy.

7.4 Repercussions & Ramifications
7.4.1 Climate Change
While my study of temperature is less concerned with climatology than with quantitative
epistemology (an insistence that valid or operative knowledge must be numerical), it remains that
fluctuations in heat have immediate and wide-ranging environmental impacts. One contribution
this dissertation offers in this regard is to dislodge any lingering notions of environmental
determinism, particularly ethnocentric determinist notions of Northern European technological
development (Hulme 2011; Sluyter 2003). An insidious assumption of such work is that the
extraction of heat from dead carbon is somehow a marker of intelligence, or more nefariously,
that mass industrialization, colonialism, and slave trading are markers of intelligence,
advancement, or complexity—assumptions which are incredibly difficult to defend. Along with
environmental archaeologists such as McGovern et al. (2007) and Dugmore et al. (2007), I hope
to challenge simplistic notions that warming or cooling temperatures directly cause population
collapses, wars, famines, or other social developments.
It requires a great deal of fuel to produce or observe non-present time (see temperature
Types B, C, and D). Such expenditure of resources seems unique to (or exaggerated in)
capitalized knowledge production. The computer models that create hypothetical future
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temperatures or the retrieval of ice cores demand the generation of an incredible amount of heat
(energy). At some point, coal is (usually) burned to create this knowledge. This knowledge does
not exist without great amounts of combustion. To a large extent, capitalized knowledge is still
steam-powered knowledge (or engine-powered). Capitalized knowledge production, just like
capitalized resource distribution requires releasing CO2 into the atmosphere. Echoing Karen
Barad, then, it could be said that devices that measure climate change also (help to) produce
climate change. Temperatures, while they “notice” this change in post-industrial climate, also
normalize the social conditions which contribute to and facilitate this change in climate.
Contentions such as the above, which critique the history and sources of science’s
authority to describe reality, have endured criticism for fostering doubts about science that
deniers of anthropogenic climate change can latch onto to dismiss material evidence. Pointedly,
artifact <024> demonstrates a potentially embarrassing decade’s worth of erroneous
measurements (which have subsequently been recalibrated in today’s climate models).
However, my contestation is that climate change is least of all a scientific problem; it is
foremost a political and economic problem, and perhaps more immediately, an epistemological
problem. As many have pointed out, the solution to reducing CO2 emissions is not scientific—it
does not take science to cease doing something, e.g., burning fossil fuels. Observations regarding
the impact of CO2 in the atmosphere are conclusive. The role of CO2 in capitalizing society is
conclusive. What remains is to stop practicing the detrimental behavior. The inability to stop
releasing CO2 into the atmosphere, I argue, is due to the normalization of the idea that wealth
must grow. In turn, the notion that wealth must grow is reified by a capitalized epistemology.
This work has aimed to undress the history and material culture of this normalization; not to
denigrate climate science, but to reveal the epistemological assumptions that allow
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anthropogenic climate derangement to continue being practiced despite the abundantly evident
danger it forebodes. Preventing the worst case scenario climate crises, I believe, is better pursued
by arguing against the growth of wealth than by arguing that science is perfect.
It is from this perspective that this dissertation hopes to contribute to strategies for
mitigating the deleterious environmental impacts of capitalizing. That is, there is no mountaintop removal, no planned obsolescence of electronics, no trans-pacific shipping of plastic without
capitalization. If Moore (2016) and Klein (2014) are correct that the primary cause of
anthropogenic climate change is the practice of capitalism, then understanding the
epistemological foundations of this practice is paramount in containing these effects. For
example, the assumption of an energy-based explanation of dynamics (how things move)
facilitates the disregard of material finitude necessary to perform capitalism. Using a concept like
fuel or even the erroneous notion of caloric (a material substance) instead of energy would not
allow capitalizing populations to so easily believe that wealth can grow forever—elide the limits
of materiality.
Another facet of capitalized epistemology, the reliance on quantitative representations of
physical phenomena, has had very little impact on mitigating the causes or effects of
environmentally detrimental activities. Climatologists have very accurate numbers that quantify
the damage and changes wrought since 1800 on the planet’s environments, but these numbers
have thus far not proved motivational for changing the patterns they reveal. Politically, numbers
remain less effective than rhetoric. To stem climate change inaction and climate change denial, it
is necessary to have a populace as well or more educated in rhetoric than statistical analysis.
Moreover, the reliance on predictions and projections seems futile. We are not going to predict
or measure our way out of this crisis. It does no good to know with 97% confidence or 91%
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confidence that sea level will rise by 2 meters within 50 years +/- 10. Numbers dull experiences.
Capitalized epistemology devalues subjective experiential evidence, such as the experience of
longer and hotter summers or the experience of receding glaciers.
The rhetoric of climate change denial serves as interesting evidence for the role that
quantified observations such as temperature have played in the growth of wealth. Quantified
metrics were steadily imbued with more and more authority over the past few centuries, but now
that the numbers are discouraging growth (pointing out that it leads to destabilized climates),
those most concerned with growing wealth have begun to doubt these numbers (denial of the
objectivity of numbers, thus denial of anthropogenic climate change). This suggests that the only
reason quantified information was considered “real” was because it was profitable. As the
quantified information of climate science has become less profitable, its veracity has come more
into doubt (see the cutting of government budgets for climate research in the United States under
the Trump administration). If rationality, reason, and logic produce a less profitable reality, what
will succeed them as legitimized forms of neoliberal knowledge production? As artifact <021>
forbodes, the epistemic value of prediction may begin to breakdown. Would this value be
replaced by a preference for knowledge that encourages fairness or one that encourages
divisiveness? Such discussions are of immediate relevance as consensus public reality becomes
increasingly unwound.
Substantively, the only way to mitigate or reverse the deleterious environmental effects
of capitalizing populations is stop the practice of perpetually accelerating the asymmetrical
growth of wealth, which essentially means an end to capitalizing. While shifting public
sentiment toward the idea that the economy should not grow seems politically untenable, as
discussed in Chapter Six, a systematic way to de-incentivize the growth of wealth would be to
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reinstitute and reinforce bans on interest in all its guises. Banning interest disables the idea that
wealth must grow. Disabling the idea that wealth must grow, disincentivizes the transformation
of the planet into profit-generating commodities (environmental degradation). Along these lines,
several authors have produced much literature on the concept of degrowth (Balthazar 2016;
Kallis 2017; Koch et al. 2017; Martínez-Alier et al. 2010).

7.4.2 The Violence of Capital
It is important to remember that the capitalizing process was ferociously resisted at every
step of the way by those upon which it inflicted the most harm (Federici 2001; Harvey 2005;
Hobsbawm 1962; Johnson 1996). This alone should trouble the acceptance of its dominance in
organizing society and its resources. The process is resisted until this resistance is broken
through a coerced normalization. It is not as though the inception of capitalization is resisted
until populations begin to realize how great it is. The resistance subsides when populations
accept capitalizing as the only possible means of legally feeding themselves. The process of
capitalization cannot be divorced from the process of colonization. I have referred to capitalist
culture throughout this dissertation as “the capitalized” and “the capitalizing” to evoke this
parallel.
Among the changes wrought by capitalism, perhaps most implicated in the growth of
impoverishment has been the militarized enforcement of private property. Ironically, as
capitalizing populations pushed out of Europe they reached the ethnocentric conclusion that the
non-capitalized populations they encountered were impoverished because few had accumulated
significant private wealth. Subsequently, the enforcement of private property on these
populations has induced widespread impoverishment in the form of malnourishment, toxification
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of environments, and alienation from decision-making processes, while at the same time failing
to increase private wealth. This is to say nothing of the need of capitalizing populations to
maintain a large reserve of impoverished laborers to keep production costs low.
What does the material culture of temperature have to do with such processes? Directly,
perhaps not so much. But the same normalized ethnocentricism that led colonizing Europeans to
think pre-contact indigenous populations were impoverished persists in the knowledge
production practices of capitalizing populations. Knowledge that more efficiently allows for the
accumulation of wealth is deemed better knowledge (knowledge that allows faster and faster
movement of bigger and bigger things, steam engine derived knowledge). While there have been
numerous efforts in the past decade to combat this sentiment (to devalue profit-maximizing
knowledge), specifically the rise in awareness of local and Traditional Ecological Knowledge
(TEK) (Berkes 2009; Nadasdy 1999), these efforts have not impacted the large-scale social
organization decisions of capitalizing populations.
The epistemology of capital disempowers through dehumanization. Temperature
embodies many of the attributes that normalize the epistemology of capital. It reduces embodied
experience to an abstract standardized number, it allows for the reification of hypothetical trends
necessary to ensure asymmetrical growth, and it underwrites an understanding of physics which
privileges thermodynamic energy as the primary cause of why things happen. All three of these
functions contribute to the disempowerment and impoverishment of capitalizing people and their
planet. It is my hope that this dissertation has illustrated that each of these functions of
temperature has a material history and politics, that these functions were not inevitable, and in no
way do they represent a greater ontological truth than the thermal observations of noncapitalizing peoples.
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Appendix
A.1 TOTALS
Type A - Present Temperatures
Artifact #
<001>
<002>
<003>
<004>
<005>
<006>
<007>
<008>
<009>
<010>

Temperature
97°F
127°F/53°C
59°F
71°F
68°F
20°C
-40°F/-40°C
62°F
70°F
58.3°F

Location
New York, NY
Brooklyn, NY
Brooklyn, NY
Brooklyn, NY
New York, NY
Naples, Italy
Above Colorado
Brooklyn, NY
Brooklyn, NY
New York, NY

Date
June 21, 2016
July 23, 2016
May 25, 2017
April 4, 2018
May 9, 2018
June 22, 2018
August 31, 2018
May 11, 2018
September 18, 2018
October 15, 2018

Type B – Near-Future Temperatures
Artifact #
<011>
<012>
<013>
<014>
<015>

Temperature
62°F
80°F
99°F
58°F/51°F
73°F/65°F

Location
Provincetown, MA
Brooklyn, NY
New York, NY
Randalls Island, NY
Brooklyn, NY

Time After Present
2 hours (1/15/18)
3 hours (8/26/18)
2 days (7/21/16)
2 days (11/23/2016)
3 days (9/17/18)

Type C – Archaic Temperatures
Artifact #
<016>
<017 >
<018>
<019>
<020>

Temperature
8.8°C
0.67°C
13°C
-46 (±3)°C
-8.82°C

Method
Discursive reconstruction
Tree Ring
Mollusk shell
Ice core
Ice core

Year Represented
1684 AD
1400 AD
~130 BCE
11,590 BP
801,662 BP

Type D – Deep-Future Temperatures
Artifact #
<021>
<022>
<023>

Temperature
1.5°C
113.4°F
26

Program/Model
IPCC Report
GFDL-ESM2M
Netlogo

Years After Present
11
80
114,888
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Type E – Anomalous Temperatures
Artifact #
<024>
<025>
<026>
<027>
<028>

Temperature
14.6°C
-321°F
2.725K
0.00000000005K
5,500,000,000,000°C

Observing Method
XBT (Sippican)
Ice Cream
COBE Satellite
Lasers (Rubidium)
CERN Supercollider

Location
Mediterranean Sea
Brooklyn, NY
The Universe
Stanford Lab
Switzerland
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Artifact <001>
97°F
New York, NY
June 21, 2016
S1: 97°
1st semiotic
I1: Summer
event
O1: Sensible heat
S2: Yves St. Laurent
2nd semiotic
I2: 97°
event
O2: Publicity (commuters)
S3: Promotional space (marketing)
3rd semiotic
I3: Yves St. Laurent
event
O3: Sexualized (hypothetical) reality
S4: Daktronics
4th semiotic
I4: Promotional space (marketing)
event
O4: Outfront Media
S5: Thermistor
5th semiotic
I5: Daktronics
event
O5: Yellow Springs Instrument Co.
S6: Current (battery)
6th semiotic
I6: Thermistor
event
O6: Volts (voltmeter)
S7: Resistivity of oxides (ohms)
7th semiotic
I7: Current (battery)
event
O7: Metal oxides
S8: Fluctuations in heat
8th semiotic
I8: Resistivity of oxides (ohms)
event
O8: Velocity of particles
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Artifact <002>
127°F/53°C
Brooklyn, NY
July 23, 2016
1st semiotic
event
2nd semiotic
event
3rd semiotic
event
4th semiotic
event

S1: 127°F / 53°C
I1: Scorched
O1: Sensible heat
S2: Delta Education
I2: 127°F / 53°C
O2: Roof tar
S3: Mercury
I3: Delta Education
O3: Glass / aluminum
S4: Expansion / Contraction
I4: Mercury
O4: Velocity of particles
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Artifact <003>
59°F
Brooklyn, NY
May 25, 2017
S1: 59°

1st semiotic
I1: Skyline
event

O1: Spring chill
S2: The Watchtower

2nd semiotic
I2: 59°
event

O2: Commuters (publicity)
S3: Christianity (public good)

3rd semiotic
I3: The Watchtower
event

O3: Jehovah’s Witnesses
S4: Thermistor

4th semiotic
I4: Christianity (public good)
event

O4: Watchfire Designs
S5: Current (battery)

5th semiotic
I5: Thermistor
event

O5: Volts (voltmeter)
S6: Resistivity of oxides (ohms)

6th semiotic
I6: Current (battery)
event

O6: Metal oxides

S7: Fluctuations in heat

7th semiotic
I7: Resistivity of oxides (ohms)
event

O7: Velocity of particles
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Artifact <004>
71°F
Brooklyn, NY
April 4, 2018
S1: 71°F

1st semiotic
I1: Comfort
event

O1: Room temperature
S2: Antiquated authenticity

2nd semiotic
I2: 71°F
event

O2: Regular patrons
S3: Temperature

3rd semiotic
I3: Antiquated authenticity
event

O3: Sunny’s Bar

S4: The Palmer Company

4th semiotic
I4: Temperature
event

O4: Bronze / aluminum / glass
S5: Mercury

5th semiotic
I5: The Palmer Company
event

O5: Kerosene lamp production
S6: Expansion / Contraction

6th semiotic
I6: Mercury
event

O6: Velocity of particles
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Artifact <005>
68°F
New York, NY
May 9, 2018
S1: 68°
1st semiotic
I1: Okay
event
O1: Warming up
S2: Dior
2nd semiotic
I2: 68°
event
O2: Public space
S3: NYC MTA
3rd semiotic
I3: Dior
event
O3: Commuters
S4: JCDecaux
4th semiotic
I4: NYC MTA
event
O4: Public transportation
S5: Thermistor
5th semiotic
I5: JCDecaux
event
O5: Proprietary circuit board
S6: Varta V80H Battery (current)
6th semiotic
I6: Thermistor
event
O6: Volts (voltmeter)
S7: Resistivity of oxides (ohms)
7th semiotic
I7: Varta V80H Battery (current)
event
O7: Metal oxides
S8: Fluctuations in heat
8th semiotic
I8: Resistivity of oxides (ohms)
event
O8: Velocity of particles
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Artifact <006>
20°C
Naples, Italy
June 22, 2018
S1: 20°C

1st semiotic
I1: Historical significance
event

O1: Museum air

S2: Museo di Fisica

2nd semiotic
I2: 20°C
event

O2: Enlightenment innovation
S3: Mossy

3rd semiotic
I3: Museo di Fisica
event

O3: Art

S4: Temperature

4th semiotic
I4: Mossy
event

O4: Skilled craftsmanship
S5: Mercury

5th semiotic
I5: Temperature
event

O5: Glass-blowing

S6: Expansion / Contraction

6th semiotic
I6: Mercury
event

O6: Velocity of particles
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Artifact <007>
-40°F / -40°C
Above Colorado
August 22, 2018
S1: -40°F / -40°C
1st semiotic
I1: iPhone
event
O1: Scalar coincidence
S2: United Airlines
2nd semiotic
I2: -40°F / -40°C
event
O2: Customer service
S3: Wireless network
3rd semiotic
I3: United Airlines
event
O3: In-flight charges
S4: Onboard Router
4th semiotic
I4: Wireless network
event
O4: Consumer information
S5: Rockwell Collins
5th semiotic
I5: Onboard router
event
O5: Fuselage
S6: Thermistor
6th semiotic
I6: Rockwell Collins
event
O6: Static air Temperature (SAT)
S7: Current (battery)
7th semiotic
I7: Thermistor
event
O7: Volts (voltmeter)
S8: Resistivity of oxides (ohms)
8th semiotic
I8: Current (battery)
event
O8: Metal oxides
S9: Fluctuations in heat
9th semiotic
I9: Resistivity of oxides (ohms)
event
O9: Velocity of particles
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Artifact <008>
62°F
Brooklyn, NY
May 11, 2018
S1: 62°
1st semiotic
I1: Fire!
event
O1: Night warmth
S2: Luxury real estate
2nd semiotic
I2: 62°
event
O2: Commuters (publicity)
S3: Panorama (Kushner Companies)
3rd semiotic
I3: Luxury real estate
event
O3: Randomly exploding cars
S4: Thermistor
4th semiotic
I4: Panorama (Kushner Companies)
event
O4: Watchfire Designs
S5: Current (battery)
5th semiotic
I5: Thermistor
event
O5: Volts (voltmeter)
S6: Resistivity of oxides (ohms)
6th semiotic
I6: Current (battery)
event
O6: Metal oxides
S7: Fluctuations in heat
7th semiotic
I7: Resistivity of oxides (ohms)
event
O7: Velocity of particles
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Artifact <009>
70°F
Brooklyn, NY
September 18, 2002
S1: 70°
1st semiotic
I1: Color technology
event
O1: Fall sky
S2: Apple
2nd semiotic
I2: 70°
event
O2: Commuters (publicity)
S3: Promotional space (marketing)
3rd semiotic
I3: Apple
event
O3: Techno Utopia
S4: Daktronics
4th semiotic
I4: Promotional space (marketing)
event
O4: Outfront Media
S5: Thermistor
5th semiotic
I5: Daktronics
event
O5: Yellow Springs Instrument Co.
S6: Current (battery)
6th semiotic
I6: Thermistor
event
O6: Volts (voltmeter)
S7: Resistivity of oxides (ohms)
7th semiotic
I7: Current (battery)
event
O7: Metal oxides
S8: Fluctuations in heat
8th semiotic
I8: Resistivity of oxides (ohms)
event
O8: Velocity of particles
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Artifact <010>
58.3°F
New York, NY
October 15, 2018
S1: 58.3°F
1st semiotic
I1: Obtrusive
event
O1: Morning air
S2: #LIVEATSKY (Instagram account)
2nd semiotic
I2: 97°
event
O2: Commuters (publicity)
S3: Promotional space (physical)
3rd semiotic
I3: #LIVEATSKY
event
O3: Promotional space (digital)
S4: Sky luxury apartments
4th semiotic
I4: Promotional space (physical)
event
O4: Luxury housing as store of excess wealth
S5: Thermistor
5th semiotic
I5: Sky luxury apartments
event
O5: 3 Columbus Circle
S6: Current (battery)
6th semiotic
I6: Thermistor
event
O6: Volts (voltmeter)
S7: Resistivity of oxides (ohms)
7th semiotic
I7: Current (battery)
event
O7: Metal oxides
S8: Fluctuations in heat
8th semiotic
I8: Resistivity of oxides (ohms)
event
O8: Velocity of particles
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Artifact <011>
62°F
Provincetown, MA
2 hrs. after present
S1: 62°
1st semiotic
I1: Impatience
event
O1: Central air
S2: Nest
2nd semiotic
I2: 62°
event
O2: Convenience
S3: Smart homes
3rd semiotic
I3: Nest
event
O3: Venture capital
S4: Data collection
4th semiotic
I4: Smart homes
event
O4: Google
S5: Thermostats
5th semiotic
I5: Data collection
event
O5: Climte Control
S6: Days Propane
6th semiotic
I6: Thermostats
event
O6: Furnace
S7: Thermistor
7th semiotic
I7: Days Propane
event
O7: Fossil fuels
S8: Resistivity of oxides (ohms)
8th semiotic
I8: Thermistor
event
O8: Metal oxides
S9: Fluctuations in heat
9th semiotic
I9: Resistivity of oxides (ohms)
event
O9: Velocity of particles
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Artifact <012>
80°F
Brooklyn, NY
3 hrs. after present
1st semiotic
event

S1: 80°
I1: Brooklyn
O1: Partly Cloudy

S2: LinkNYC
2nd semiotic
I2: 80°
event
O2: Urban infrastructure
S3: WiFi
3rd semiotic
I3: LinkNYC
event
O3: CityBridge consortium
S4: Weather Underground
4th semiotic
I4: Wifi
event
O4: Forecasts
S5: Deep Thunder model
5th semiotic
I5: Weather Underground
event
O5: IBM
S6: Artificial Intelligence
6th semiotic
I6: Deep Thunder model
event
O6: Algorithmic output
S7: Data
7th semiotic
I7: Artificial Intelligence
event
O7: Future profits
S8: Thermistors
8th semiotic
I8: Data
event
O8: NWS weather stations
S9: Current (battery)
9th semiotic
I9: Thermistors
event
O9: Volts (voltmeter)
S10: Resistivity of oxides (ohms)
10th semiotic
I10: Current (battery)
event
O10: Metal oxides
S11: Fluctuations in heat
11th semiotic
I11: Resistivity of oxides (ohms)
event
O11: Velocity of particles
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Artifact <013>
99°F
New York, NY
2 days after present
S1: 99°
1st semiotic
I1: iPhone
event
O1: Global Warming
S2: The hypothetical future
2nd semiotic
I2: 99°
event
O2: Sprint LTE
S3: The Weather Channel
3rd semiotic
I3: The hypothetical future
event
O3: Forecasting
S4: Deep Thunder model
4th semiotic
I4: The Weather Channel
event
O4: IBM
S5: Artificial Intelligence
5th semiotic
I5: Deep Thunder model
event
O5: Algorithmic output
S6: Data
6th semiotic
I6: Artificial Intelligence
event
O6: Future profits
S7: Thermistors
7th semiotic
I7: Data
event
O7: NWS weather stations
S8: Current (battery)
8th semiotic
I8: Thermistors
event
O8: Volts (voltmeters)
S9: Resistivity of oxides (ohms)
9th semiotic
I9: Current (battery)
event
O9: Metal oxides
S10: Fluctuations in heat
10th semiotic
I10: Resistivity of oxides (ohms)
event
O10: Velocity of particles
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Artifact <014>
58°F / 51°F
Randalls Island, NY
2 days after present
S1: 58°/51°
1st semiotic
I1: Pointless electricity
event
O1: Daily thermal spectrum
S2: RFK Bridge
2nd semiotic
I2: 58°/51°
event
O2: Randalls Island
S3: Traffice safety & control
3rd semiotic
I3: RFK Bridge
event
O3: Advertising revenue
S4: The hypothetical future
4th semiotic
I4: Traffice safety & control
event
O4: Meteorology
S5: NOAA
5th semiotic
I5: The hypothetical future
event
O5: Public funding
S6: Algorithms
6th semiotic
I6: NOAA
event
O6: National Weather Service
S7: Thermistors
7th semiotic
I7: Algorithms
event
O7: Temperatures
S8: Current (battery)
8th semiotic
I8: Thermistors
event
O8: Volts (voltmeters)
S8: Resistivity of oxides (ohms)
9th semiotic
I8: Current (battery)
event
O8: Metal oxides
S9: Fluctuations in heat
10th semiotic
I9: Resistivity of oxides (ohms)
event
O9: Velocity of particles
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Artifact <015>
73°F / 65°F
Brooklyn, NY
3 days after present
1st semiotic
event

2nd semiotic
event

3rd semiotic
event

4th semiotic
event

5th semiotic
event

6th semiotic
event

7th semiotic
event

8th semiotic
event

9th semiotic
event

10th semiotic
event

11th semiotic
event

S1:

73°/65°

I1:

Comfy Breaks

O1:

TV programming

S2:

Hank’s Saloon

I2:

73°/65°

O2:

Redundancy of bar TVs

S3:

ABC Channel 7

I3:

Hank’s Saloon

O3:

Gentrification

S4:

AccuWeather

I4:

ABC Channel 7

O4:

Lee Goldberg

S5:

NWS observational data

I5:

AccuWeather

O5:

Barry Lee Myers

S6:

Hypothetical futures

I6:

NWS observational data

O6:

“Superior Accuracy”

S7:

Algorithms

I7:

Hypothetical futures

O7:

Probability

S8:

Thermistors

I8:

Algorithms

O8:

Temperatures

S8:

Current (battery)

I8:

Thermistors

O8:

Volts (voltmeters)

S9:

Resistivity of oxides (ohms)

I9:

Current (battery)

O9:

Metal oxides

S10:

Fluctuations in heat

I10:

Resistivity of oxides (ohms)

O10:

Velocity of particles
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Artifact <016>
8.8°C
Central England
1684 AD
S1: 8.8°C
1st
semiotic I1: Averages
event O : Meteorological literature
1
S2: QJR Meteorological Society
2nd
semiotic I2: 8.8°C
event O : MET Office Hadley Centre
2
S3: Gordon Manley
3rd
semiotic I3: QJR Meteorological Society
event O : The (Hypothetical) Past
3
S4: Weather journals/diaries
4th
semiotic I4: Gordon Manley
event O : Central England
4
S5: Quantification
5th
semiotic I5: Weather journals/diaries
event O : Freezing waters
5
S6: Economic activity
6th
semiotic I6: Quantification
event O : Harvest time
6
S7: Observational instruments
7th
semiotic I7: Economic activity
event O : Mercantile writing
7
S8: Thermoscope
8th
semiotic I8: Observational instruments
event O : Little Ice Age
8
S9: Air
9th
semiotic I9: Thermoscope
event O : Water
9
10th
S10: Expansion / Contraction
semiotic I10: Air
event O10: Velocity of particles
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Artifact <017>
0.67°C
Northern Siberia
1400 AD
S1: 0.67°C
1st semiotic
I1: Indifference
event
O1: Arboreal sensation
S2: Briffa et al.
2nd semiotic
I2: 0.67°C
event
O2: Northern Siberia
S3: Journal of Geophysical Research
3rd semiotic
I3: Briffa et al.
event
O3: Schweingruber tree-ring data set
S4: NOAA/NCEI
4th semiotic
I4: Journal of Geophysical Research
event
O4: U.S. Chamber of Commerce
S5: NESDIS
5th semiotic
I5: NOAA/NCEI
event
O5: briffa2001jgr2.txt
S6: Dendrochronology
6th semiotic
I6: NESDIS
event
O6: A.E. Douglass
S7: Thermal forcing
7th semiotic
I7: Dendrochronology
event
O7: Precipitation / soil
S8: Scots Pine (Pinus sylvestris)
8th semiotic
I8: Thermal forcing
event
O8: Tree coring and boring tools
S9: Equations for morphological comparison
9th semiotic
I9: Scots Pine (Pinus sylvestris)
event
O9: University of East Anglia
10th
semiotic
event

S10: Density

11th
semiotic
event

S11: Tree Rings

I10: Equations for morphological comparison
O10: Pearson correlation coefficient
I11: Density
O11: Velocity of particles
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Artifact <018>
13°C
Iceland
~130 BCE
S1: 13°C
1st semiotic
I1: Confirmation
event
O1: Mollusk sensations
S2: Patterson et al.
2nd semiotic
I2: 13°C
event
O2: Iceland
S3: Core extraction
3rd semiotic
I3: Patterson et al.
event
O3: Proc. of the National Academy of Science
S4: Mollusk shell
4th semiotic
I4: Core extraction
event
O4: Thyasira
S5: Calcium carbonate
5th semiotic
I5: Mollusk shell
event
O5: Argonistic bivalve
S6: Oxygen & carbon
6th semiotic
I6: Calcium carbonate
event
O6: Accretion
S7: Micromilling
7th semiotic
I7: Oxygen & carbon
event
O7: X-radiographs
S8: 16O & 18O
8th semiotic
I8: Micromilling
event
O8: 12C & 13C
S9: δ18O
9th semiotic
I9: 16O & 18O
event
O9: Thermal forcing
S10: Mass spectrometry
10th semiotic
I10: δ18O
event
O10: Saskatchewan Isotope Laboratory
S11: Roman Warm Period
11th semiotic
I11: Mass spectrometry
event
O11: Irminger Current
S12: Increased equatorial rainfall
12th semiotic
I12: Roman Warm Period
event
O12: Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water
S13: Depletion of 18O in poleward precipitation
13th semiotic
I13: Increased equatorial rainfall
event
O13: Velocity of particles
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Artifact <019>
-46 (±3)°C
Greenland
~11,590 BP
S1:
-46 (±3)°C
1st semiotic
I1: Ice Age
event
O1: Old snow
S2: Severinghaus et. al
2nd semiotic I :
2
-46 (±3)°C
event
O2: Greenland
S3: Core extraction
3rd semiotic
I3: Severinghaus et. al
event
O3: Nature
S4: GISP2
4th semiotic
I4: Core extraction
event
O4: NSF & ARCSS
S5: Ice
5th semiotic
I5: GISP2
event
O5: PICO, University of Alaska
S6: Nitrogen, Argon
6th semiotic
I6: Ice
event
O6: Neutrons
S7: δ15N and δ40Ar
7th semiotic
I7: Nitrogen, Argon
event
O7: Air bubbles
S8: Thermo Fisher Scientific
8th semiotic
I8: δ15N and δ40Ar
event
O8: Gassification device
S9: Finnigan MAT 252 mass spectrometer
9th semiotic
I9: Thermo Fisher Scientific
event
O9: Rhode Island Air
10th
semiotic
event

S10: Colorado ice core lab

11th
semiotic
event

S11: Younger Dryas

12th
semiotic
event

S12: Thermal Fractioning

13th
semiotic
event

I10: Finnigan MAT 252 mass spectrometer
O10: Isotope ratios
I11: Colorado ice core lab
O11: End of Pleistocene
I12: Younger Dryas
O12: δ = [R/R0 - 1]103 = ([T0/T]α - 1)103
S13: Methane Increase
I13: Thermal Fractioning
O13: Velocity of particles
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Artifact <020>
-8.82°C
Antarctica
801,662 BP
S1: -8.82°C
1s t s emi oti c
I1: Ancient
event
O1: Old clouds
S2: Jouzel et. al
2nd s emi oti c
I2: -8.82°C
event
O2: Antarctica
S3: EPICA
3rd s emi oti c
I3: Jouzel et. al
event
O3: Dome C
S4: PANGEA
4th s emi oti c
I4: EPICA
event
O4: Science
S5: Core Extraction
5th s emi oti c
I5: PANGEA
event
O5: Ice Drill
S6: Ice
6th s emi oti c
I6: Core Extraction
event
O6: Marine Isotope Stages
S7: Hydrogen and Oxygen
7th s emi oti c
I7: Ice
event
O7: Gassification device
S8: Deuterium
8th s emi oti c
I8: Hydrogen and Oxygen
event
O8: Mass spectrometry
S9: SMOW / IAEA
9th s emi oti c
I9: Deuterium
event
O9: Centre de Spectrométrie Nucléaire et de Masse
S10: Isotope ratios
10th s emi oti c
I10: SMOW / IAEA
event
O10: D / H = 155.76 ± 0.1 ppm
S11: Increased equitorial rainfall
11th s emi oti c
I11: Isotope ratios
event
O11: Pleistocene
S12: Depletion of

18

O in poleward precipitation
12th s emi oti c
I12: Increased equitorial rainfall
event
O12: Velocity of particles
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Artifact <021>, 1.5°C
World, 11 yrs after
present

S1: 1.5°C
1s t s emi oti c
I1: Point of no return
event
O1: Future heat
S2: IPCC
2nd s emi oti c
I2: 1.5°C
event
O2: Climate scientists
S3: UNFCCC
3rd s emi oti c
I3: IPCC
event
O3: Sovereign nations
S4: Anthropogenic climate change
4th s emi oti c
I4: UNFCCC
event
O4: The future
S5: Fossil fuels
5th s emi oti c
I5: Anthropogenic climate change
event
O5: Industrialization
S6: Transportation (goods, people, communications)
6th s emi oti c
I6: Fossil fuels
event
O6: Subsistence (housing and food)
S7: Global trade (capitalism)
7th s emi oti c
I7: Transportation (goods, people, communications)
event
O7: Sustainable development
S8: Private property
8th s emi oti c
I8: Global trade (capitalism)
event
O8: Poverty and inequality
S9: Commodification of coal
9th s emi oti c
I9: Private property
event
O9: Hydropower
S10: Greenhouse effect
10th s emi oti c
I10: Commodification of coal
event
O10: CO2
S11: Non-fossil fuels
11th s emi oti c
I11: Greenhouse effect
event
O11: Expensive infrastructural change
S12: Climate modeling
12th s emi oti c
I12: Non-fossil fuels
event
O12: World Climate Research Programme (WCRP)
S13: Hadley Centre, NOAA, CMIP
13th s emi oti c
I13: Climate Modeling
event
O13: Temperature
S14: Thermistors
14th s emi oti c
I14: Hadley Centre, NOAA, CMIP
event
O14: Weather stations
S15: Resistance (#of ohms)
15th s emi oti c
I15: Thermistors
event
O15: Voltmeter
S16: Metal oxides
16th s emi oti c
I16: Resistance (#of ohms)
event
O16: Velocity of particles
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Artifact <022>, 113.4°C
Brooklyn, NY, 80 yrs 1s t s emi oti c
event
after present

S1: 113.4°F
I1: Fucked
O1: Possible numbers

S2: The future
2nd s emi oti c
I2: 113.4°F
event
O2: Brooklyn, NY
S3: John Abatzoglou Climatology Lab
3rd s emi oti c
I3: The future
event
O3: University of Idaho Northwest Knowledge Network
S4: Multivariate Adaptive Constructed Analogs (MACA)
4th s emi oti c
I4: John Abatzoglou Climatology Lab
event
O4: LIVNEH data set
S5: GFDL-ESM2M
5th s emi oti c
I5: Multivariate Adaptive Constructed Analogs (MACA)
event
O5: Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (NOAA)
S6: Representative Concentration Pathways (rcp85)
6th s emi oti c
I6: GFDL-ESM2M
event
O6: IPCC
S7: Modular Ocean Model (MOM)
7th s emi oti c
I7: Representative Concentration Pathways (rcp85)
event
O7: 36 data sets
S8: Quasi-Eulerian algorithms (underlying equations)
8th s emi oti c
I8: Modular Ocean Model (MOM)
event
O8: Fluid dynamics
S9: Fortran
9th s emi oti c
I9: Quasi-Eulerian algorithms (underlying equations)
event
O9: Github & GNU Creative Commons (open source programming)
S10: Flexible Modeling Systems (FMS)
10th s emi oti c
I10: Fortran
event
O10: ~632,115 lines of climate-related code
S11: CMIP
11th s emi oti c
I11: Flexible Modeling System
event
O11: Lawrence Livermore National Security LLC
S12: World Climate Research Programme (WCRP)
12th s emi oti c
I12: CMIP
event
O12: UNESCO
S13: Global warming
13th s emi oti c
I13: World Climate Research Programme (WCRP)
event
O13: World Meteorological Organization
S14: CO2 emissions
14th s emi oti c
I14: Global warming
event
O14: Economic growth
S15: Greenhouse effect
15th s emi oti c I : CO emissions
15
2
event
O15: Charles Keeling (the Keeling Curve)
S16: Trapping of heat in the atmosphere
16th s emi oti c
I16: Greenhouse effect
event
O16: Buried sunlight
S17:
17th s emi oti c
I17:
event
O17:
S18:
18th s emi oti c
I18:
event
O18:

Thermometry
Trapping of heat in the atmosphere
Temperature records
Recordings of heat's interactions with mercury, metal oxides, H 20
Thermometry
Velocity of particles
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Artifact <023>, 26°
Virtuality, 114,888 yrs after present
S1:
1s t s emi oti c
I1:
event
O1:

26°

S2:
2nd s emi oti c
I2:
event
O2:

NetLogo

S3:
3rd s emi oti c
I3:
event
O3:

Tinker & Wilensky 2007

S4:
4th s emi oti c
I4:
event
O4:

Inconsequentially educational
Planetary thermal cycle
26°
114,888 years
NetLogo
Climate Change
Uri Wilensky
Tinker & Wilensky 2007
Northwestern University

S5:
5th s emi oti c
I5:
event
O5:

Object-oriented programming

S6:
6th s emi oti c
I6:
event
O6:

Sun-brightness

S7:
7th s emi oti c
I7:
event
O7:

Albedo effect

S8:
8th s emi oti c
I8:
event
O8:

CO2 in the atmosphere

S9:
9th s emi oti c
I9:
event
O9:

Keeling Curve (Charles Keeling)

Uri Wilensky
Agent-based models
Object-oriented programming
settem perature 0.99 *tem perature + 0.01*(12 + 0.1*countheats)

Sun-brightness
Clouds
Albedo effect
Infrared radiation
CO2 in the atmosphere
The Greenhouse Effect

S10: Infrared gas analyzer (nondispersive)
10th s emi oti c
I10: Keeling Curve (Charles Keeling)
event
O10: Mauna Loa Observatory
S11: Detector chamber
11th s emi oti c
I11: Infrared gas analyzer (nondispersive)
event
O11: Absorption of light
S12: Parts per million of CO2 in the air
12th s emi oti c
I12: Detector chamber
event
O12: Expansion / contraction
S13: Trapped infrared radiation
13th s emi oti c
I13: Parts per million of CO2 in the air
event
O13: Velocity of particles
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Artifact <024> | 14.6°C
Mediterranean

S1: 14.6°C
1s t s emi oti c
I1: Incorrect
event
O1: Oceanography

S2: The future
2nd s emi oti c
I2: 14.6°C
event
O2: -100 meters
S3: John Abatzoglou Climatology Lab
3rd s emi oti c
I3: The future
event
O3: University of Idaho Northwest Knowledge Network
S4: Multivariate Adaptive Constructed Analogs (MACA)
4th s emi oti c
I4: John Abatzoglou Climatology Lab
event
O4: LIVNEH data set
S5: GFDL-ESM2M
5th s emi oti c
I5: Multivariate Adaptive Constructed Analogs (MACA)
event
O5: Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (NOAA)
S6: Representative Concentration Pathways (rcp85)
6th s emi oti c
I6: GFDL-ESM2M
event
O6: IPCC
S7: Modular Ocean Model (MOM)
7th s emi oti c
I7: Representative Concentration Pathways (rcp85)
event
O7: 36 data sets
S8: Quasi-Eulerian algorithms (underlying equations)
8th s emi oti c
I8: Modular Ocean Model (MOM)
event
O8: Fluid dynamics
S9: Fortran
9th s emi oti c
I9: Quasi-Eulerian algorithms (underlying equations)
event
O9: Github & GNU Creative Commons (open source programming)
S10: Flexible Modeling Systems (FMS)
10th s emi oti c
I10: Fortran
event
O10: ~632,115 lines of climate-related code
S11: CMIP
11th s emi oti c
I11: Flexible Modeling System
event
O11: Lawrence Livermore National Security LLC
S12: World Climate Research Programme (WCRP)
12th s emi oti c
I12: CMIP
event
O12: UNESCO
S13: Global warming
13th s emi oti c
I13: World Climate Research Programme (WCRP)
event
O13: World Meteorological Organization
S14: CO2 emissions
14th s emi oti c
I14: Global warming
event
O14: Economic growth
S15: Greenhouse effect
15th s emi oti c
I15: CO2 emissions
event
O15: Charles Keeling (the Keeling Curve)
S16: Trapping of heat in the atmosphere
16th s emi oti c
I16: Greenhouse effect
event
O16: Buried sunlight
S17: Thermometry
17th s emi oti c
I17: Trapping of heat in the atmosphere
event
O17: Temperature records
S18: Recordings of heat's interactions with mercury, metal oxides, H 20
18th s emi oti c
I18: Thermometry
event
O18: Velocity of particles
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Artifact <025> | -321°F
Brooklyn, NY
S1: -321°F
1st semiotic
I1: Waste of energy
event
O1: Commercial cold
S2: Williamsburg, Brooklyn
2nd semiotic
I2: -321°F
event
O2: -321° Ice Cream Shop
S3: Competition for novelty desserts
3rd semiotic
I3: Williamsburg, Brooklyn
event
O3: Gentrification
S4: Registered trademarks
4th semiotic
I4: Competition for novelty desserts
event
O4: Lab-321°F
S5: -321° Ice Cream Shop
5th semiotic
I5: Registered trademarks
event
O5: The condensation point of nitrogen
S6: Ice Cream
6th semiotic
I6: -321° Ice Cream Shop
event
O6: Blow torch
S7: Liquid nitrogen
7th semiotic
I7: Ice Cream
event
O7: Creamer
S8: Liberty Industrial Gas Supplies
8th semiotic
I8: Liquid nitrogen
event
O8: Wholesale gas distribution
S9: Air separation plant
9th semiotic
I9: Liberty Industrial Gas Supplies
event
O9: Siemens
S10: Condensation
10th semiotic
I10: Air separation plant
event
O10: Fractionational distillation
S11: Liquification of gas
11th semiotic
I11: Condensation
event
O11: Velocity of particles
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Artifact <026> | -321°F
The Universe

S1:
1s t s emi oti c
I1:
event
O1:
S2:

2nd s emi oti c
I2:
event
O2:
S3:

3rd s emi oti c
I3:
event
O3:
S4:
4th s emi oti c
I4:
event
O4:
S5:
5th s emi oti c
I5:
event
O5:
S6:
6th s emi oti c
I6:
event
O6:
S7:
7th s emi oti c
I7:
event
O7:
S8:
8th s emi oti c
I8:
event
O8:
S9:
9th s emi oti c
I9:
event
O9:

2.726K
The temperature of nothing
The Vacuum
Mather et al. 1994
2.726K
The Astrophysical Journal
Origin of the universe
Mather et al. 1994
Cosmology
Cosmic Microwave Background
Origin of the universe
Radiation
The Big Bang
Cosmic Microwave Background
Penzias & Wilson
NASA
The Big Bang
U.S. Taxbase
COBE Satellite
NASA
Low Earth orbit
FIRAS (interferometer)
COBE Satellite
Michelson
Symmetrical 4-port device
FIRAS (interferometer)
Liquid helium cryostat

S10: Compound parabolic concentrator
10th s emi oti c
I10: Symmetrical 4-port device
event
O10: Sky & Reference horns
S11: Blackbody calibrator
11th s emi oti c
I11: Compound parabolic concentrator
event
O11: Ecosorb (Laird Performance Materials)
S12: Germanium resistance thermometers
12th s emi oti c
I12: Blackbody calibrator
event
O12: Baseline spectrum temperatures
S13: Blackbody radiation
13th s emi oti c
I13: Germanium resistance thermometers
event
O13: Stefan-Boltzmann constant
S14: North Galactic Pole
14th s emi oti c
I14: Blackbody radiation
event
O14: Lockman's Hole
S15: Effective temperature
15th s emi oti c
I15: North Galactic Pole
event
O15: Electromagnetic radiation
S16: Bolometer detectors
16th s emi oti c
I16: Effective temperature
event
O16: Fourier transformation
S17: Sky data
17th s emi oti c
I17: Bolometer detectors
event
O17: 900,000 lbs. of fuel
S18: Wavelength magnitude
18th s emi oti c
I18: Sky data
event
O18: Confidence level
S19: Radiation
19th s emi oti c
I19: Wavelength magnitude
event
O19: Velocity of particles
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Artifact <027>
50 pK
Stanford Laboratory

S1:
1s t s emi oti c
I1:
event
O1:
S2:

2nd s emi oti c
I2:
event
O2:

0.00000000005K (50pK)
End of time
Quantum stillness
Kovachy et al. 2015
0.00000000005K (50pK)
Physical Review Letters

S3:
3rd s emi oti c
I3:
event
O3:

Kasevich Research Group

S4:
4th s emi oti c
I4:
event
O4:

Funding for superconducting research

S5:
5th s emi oti c
I5:
event
O5:

87

S6:
6th s emi oti c
I6:
event
O6:

3-dimensionl magnetic lens

S7:
7th s emi oti c
I7:
event
O7:

Vacuum tube

S8:
8th s emi oti c
I8:
event
O8:

Vertical fluorescence beam

S9:

9th s emi oti c
I9:
event
O9:

Kovachy et al. 2015
Stanford University
Kasevich Research Group
Capitalized need to more efficiently move things faster
Rb isotopes (100,000)

Funding for superconducting research
Time=orbiting potential (TOP) trap

87

Rb isotopes (100,000)

Blue de-tuned chirped optical launching lattice

3-dimensionl magnetic lens
2.8 seconds

Vacuum tube
CCD cameras
Short pulse of red-detuned light
Vertical fluorescence beam
Vertically propagating Gaussian beam

S10: Dipole lensing
10th s emi oti c
I10: Short pulse of red-detuned light
event
O10: 1/f = ω2δt (Delta-kick cooling)
S11: Collimation
11th s emi oti c
I11: Dipole lensing
event
O11: Point spread function (PSF)
S12: Quantum Liouville equation
12th s emi oti c
I12: Collimation
event
O12: Computational modeling of particle distriubtion
S13: Differential equations
13th s emi oti c
I13: Quantum Liouville equation
event
O13: Joseph Liouville
S14: Size of refocused atom cloud
14th s emi oti c
I14: Differential equations
event
O14: Mathematical parameterization
S15: Wavelength cycle
15th s emi oti c
I15: Size of refocused atom cloud
event
O15: Velocity of particles
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Artifact <028>
5.5 trillion°C
Stanford Laboratory

S1: 5.5 trillion°C
1s t s emi oti c
I1: Big Bang
event
O1: The fastest particles
S2: CERN's LHC
2nd s emi oti c
I2: 5.5 trillion°C
event
O2: ALICE
S3: Lead (Pb)ions
3rd s emi oti c
I3: CERN's LHC
event
O3: Pb scintillator sampling calorimter
S4: Particle beams
4th s emi oti c
I4: Lead (Pb) ions
event
O4: Electromagnetic propulsion
S5: Electricity
5th s emi oti c
I5: Particle beams
event
O5: Liquid helium
S6: Bois-Tollet
6th s emi oti c
I6: Electricity
event
O6: Niobium-titanium wires
S7: Switzerland
7th s emi oti c
I7: Bois-Tollet
event
O7: France
S8: Hadronic matter
8th s emi oti c
I8: Switzerland
event
O8: 27 km ring
S9: Protons
9th s emi oti c
I9: Hadronic matter
event
O9: Trigger chambers
S10: Particle identification (PID)
10th s emi oti c
I10: Protons
event
O10: (Muon) spectrometers
S11: Silicon drift
11th s emi oti c
I11: Particle identification (PID)
event
O11: Tracking chambers
S12: Time projection chambers (TPC)
12th s emi oti c
I12: Silicon drift
event
O12: 7m2 of silicon detectors
S13: Jet Quenching
13th s emi oti c
I13: Time projection chambers (TPC)
event
O13: Lead-steel-tungsten shield
S14: Quarks
14th s emi oti c
I14: Jet Quenching
event
O14: Gluons
S15: Phase shift
15th s emi oti c
I15: Quarks
event
O15: Hagedorn matter
S16: Quark-gluon plasma
16th s emi oti c
I16: Phase shift
event
O16: Chromodynamic model
S17: Electromagnetic calorimeter of scintillating crystals
17th s emi oti c
I17: Quark-gluon plasma
event
O17: Liquid argon
S18: Photodetectors
18th s emi oti c
I18: Electromagnetic calorimeter of scintillating crystals
event
O18: Electronvolts
S19: Glow of lead
19th s emi oti c
I19: Photodetectors
event
O19: Computational analysis of distribution of particles
S20: Radiant energy
20th s emi oti c
I20: Glow of lead
event
O20: Velocity of particles
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